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:E National Coin Week, 1983 n < By the President of the United States of America a A Proclamation 

Since the beginning of history, coins have played an important role in the t = story of civilization. They reflect the economic development of their 

~ :::c .., country of origin, as well as the scientific advancement and artistic vat-
ues of the people who produce and use them. Today, millions of Ameri-

I- cans collect coins for both pleasure and profit, 

a: To help foster the public's interest in coin collecting, the United State ft)· 
0 I . Mint annually offers Proof sets of the current year's coinage. In 1982, the ff) i United States Mint struck a commemorative silver half dollar marking 

z I the 250th anniversary of the birth of George Washington: In 1983-1984, 

~ I the first commemorative Olympic coinage ever issued by our country 
will be introduced in gold and silver. 

Recognizing that coin collecting h~ educational and culturai value, pro- n motes greater understanding of our history and heritage, and is enjoyed s» ~ 
by millions of Americans, the Congress, pursuant to House Joint Reso1u: 
tion 516 (Public Law 97-239), has authorized and requested the President = w to issue a proclamation designating the week beginning April 17, 1983, as 
"National Coin Week." 

w NOW, THEREFORE 1: RONALD REAGAN, President of the United s» 
3: -.. States of America, do hereby proclaim the week beginning April 17, 

~ 1-- 1983, as "National Coin Week" and call upon the people of the United 
States to observe this week with appropriate ceremonies and activities. 

QI IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 7th day of 
March, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-three, and 
of the-.Independence of the United States of America the two hundred 

z and seventh. 
jr 

~ - ~ R, 0 If ~ 
. 
&'t°"' ,;, 

(.) ,~ 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

CITY OF REGINA 

PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS coin collecting is an educational and creative leisure-time 
activity that is enjoyed by persons of all ages drawn from 
all wa1ks of life throughout the world, and 

WHEREAS the week of April 17-23, 1983 is to be observed by members 
of the national cojn collecting associations of the North 
American continent: the Canadian Numismatic Association, 
the American Numismatic Association, and the Sociedad de 
Numismatica de Mexico, as "Coin Week North America", and 

WHEREAS the Regina Coin Club is a.widely respected non-profit or
ganization dedicated to serving numismatists and the com
munity at large, particularly school students, living in 
or around Regina, and 

WHEREAS the Regina Coin Club is celebrating Coin _Week North America 
by establishing infonnation booths at several locations 
within this city, by holding a Club Coin Auction, and -
most importantly - by hosting its Annual Spring Coin and 
Stamp Show at the Seven Oaks Motor Inn, Saturday and Sun
day, 23rd and 24th, April. 

tJO~J, THEREFORE, I, Larry Schneider, Mayor of the City of Regina, in 
the Province of Saskatchewan, do hereby proclaim the week of April 
17-23, 1983 as: 

COIN WEEK REGINA 

and ca11 upon al1 our citizens to join together to observe this week. 

~f;J Q 
(7)d__/l,;,~ ~ 
Larry Schneider, · 

Mayor. 
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR'S OFFICE 
HOTEL SASKATCHEWAN 

Dr. C. F. Gilb9y, 
Se~retary/Editor, 
Regina Coin Club, 
P.O. Box 174, . 
REGINA, Saskatchewan. 
S4P 2Z6 

Dear Dr. Gilboy: 

REGINA, SASK. 
54P 053 

Jan·uary 14, 1983. 

Thank you for your recent correspondence 
which provided me with more information on the 
operation of your club in Regina. 

Congratulations for those things you have 
achieved to bring distinction to your own club, 
both from the Canadian Numismatic Association 
and the American Numismatic Association. 

You will indeed be very busy gearing up 
your activities for the annual convention of 
the Canadian Numismatic Association in 1985. 

I have again forwarded your package to 
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau. I hope 
he and the boys will enjoy it again. 

I am always pleased to be associated with 
individuals who work so 0~ard for the things in 

which they believe. . . , \ \ ~ 

With all best ,>(isheS, . l 1 
~ ; 

_/ ("YA.\~:, r {\ (/';,·1~,., ~I ·1 

c~i--tiw~n Mcitrtdslr; 
Lieutenant Governor. 



~ Premier 
• of Saskatchewan 

/Ill\\ 

February 4·, 1983 

Dr •. C.F. Gilboy 
·secretary/Editor 
Regina Coin Club 
P • O • Box 1 7 4 · 
Regina, Sask~ 
S4P 2Z6 

Dear Dr. Gilboy: 
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.J 

Saskatchewan 
Legislative Building 
Regina, Canada 
S4S 083 ... 

(306) 565-6271 

... 
.,, .. 

I would like to thank you and your Club for the Coin ' 
Week North America badges. They are very interesting tokens 
a f your hobby. _, 

. I am p_leased ta be" able to greet members of the Regina Coin ·-· 
Club in yau.r award-winning newsletter. Congratulations ·-
on your outstanding ef·forts!. , ,, · ·· 

' 

I understand also that your Club is to be congratulated on 
another achievement:_ being selected to hast the. Canadian • 
Numismatic Association AnnuaJ.. Convention in July, 1985. 
This undertaking will mea~n many hours of work on the part .. 
of volunteers, but the reward of~ successful convention wili 
be great. · I wish you the best. of luck. ·- •" 

Grant Devine, 
Premier 

-....,. 

:.. 

./:. 
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P.O. BOX 174 REGINA,SASK. CANADA S4P 2Z6 

Friday, 18th. February 1983 

TO : The Board of Directors, and the Members-at-large, 
Louisiana ~tate Numismatic Association, 
c/o Leslie A. Winners Esq., 
P.O. Box 212, 
PINEVILLE, 
LA 71360 

U.S.A. 

Dear LSNA Directors and Members, 

We, the Directors and Members of the 
Regina Coin Club, at our Regular Meeting held on the 18th. February 
1983 attended by 15 members and guests, unanimously passed the 
following resolutions 

THAT, as a reflection of the international spirit inherent in the 
title 'COIN WEEK NORTH AMERICA', the Regina Coin Club - based in the 
Province of Saskatchewan, Canada - and the Louisiana State Numismatic 
Association - based in the United States of America - do formaliy 
agree to become 'twin' organizations as from the beginning of Coin 
Week North America 1983 until the beginning of Coin Week North America 
1984. 

and 

THAT such an arrangement be entered into for the undermentioned reasons: 
i) to promote numismatic goodwill between our two organizations 

at a personal level in whatever ways might be desired by our 
members 

ii) to share details pertaining to the services each organization 
offers to its members and to the General Public 

iii) to provide each other with numismatic information through 
our respective newsletters, which information will,where 
suitable, be written up in subsequent editions of the other 
organization's newsletters 

and iv) to exchange data relating to the logistics of running our 
organizations by sending each other minutes of our Regular 
and Executive Meetings, 

We greatly look forward to your early reply. 

Yours sincerely, 

·~ 

ON BEHALF OF the Board of 
Directors and all RCC members 

Louis H. Lewry (V-P) 
a~ f~ 

Chris Gilbov (Sec/Ed) 
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iJlnutniana NumiBmatir Ansnrtatio11 
PRESIDENT 

Leslie A. Winnen • P. 0. Box 212 • Pineville. Louisiana 71360 

Regina Coin Club 
c/o Chris Gilboy 
F. O. Box 174 

March 28, 1983 

Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada S4P 2Z6 

Dear Regina Coin Club Members: 

In the interest of fellowship and in the spirit of international 

good-will which is inherent in numismatics; and with friendship and mutual 

admiration towards each other individually, our clubs collectively, and 

our two countries as friendly; the Louisiana Numismatic Association and her 

affiliated member·• clubs, do hereby accept and graciously agree to be a 

''TWIN" with the Regina Coin Club. This "twin" designation to begin from 

the advent of National Coin Week, Coin Week Canada, Coin Week North America, 

and World Coin Week; such celebrations to commence on April 17, 1983 and 

continue until April 23, 1983. This designation as "twins II to be continued 

for an indefinite period as befits friends and compatriots. 

Signed and executed this twenty-eighth day of March in the year 

of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and eighty-three, 

Leslie A. Winners, President 
LOUISIANA NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

At the time of writing this message, the Club is about to hold what 
will undoubtedly be an excellent coin auction prior to the Annual 

· Spring Show. 1 Club m·embers have genero\lsly dug deep into their collec
tions to offer a fine selection of Canadian and foreign coins for 
sale. The proceeds are ilated for a good cause ..... a special seminar 
in 1985 during t~e Canadian Numismatic Association's Annual Conven
tion in R~gina. The undertaking is an ambitious pne, and the Club 
will boubtless be looking for other avenues to obtain funds for this 
noteworthy event. Any suggestions as to how to accumulate the desired 
capital will certainly be welcome. 

As well, ·attendance is sure t~ be high at the Regina Coin Club's 
Annual Spring Show. The tables weie fully booked months in advance by 
dealers, most of whom are from out of the city, and the Club was 
therefore able to afford to run an extensive advertising campaign to 
draw the general public to the Show and Bourse. Also - partly in 
connection-with this advertising campaign - Club members manned several 
information booths at selected shopping malls in Regina prior to the 
Show. 

The Club will probably soon begin to hold . regular coin auctions again 
as part of the regular meetings. Feel free to bring along some of your 
11 daub les II once you have read- an announcement about these auctions •••.• 
you might appreciate raising some much-needed cash in these days of 
recession. Come to think of it - bring along any coins you want to 
sell •.... they do not have to be only y~ur doubles ! 

(Jim Smalley) 

FOR SECURITY REASONS, MEMBERS' FIRST NAMES ONLY ARE USUALLY GIVEN. 
FULL NAMES ARE QUOTED WHERE SUCH INFORMATION IS UNLIKELY TO JEOPARDIZE 
THE SECURITY OF THE OWNERS' HOMES tTHE MEMBERS ARE NOT ACTIVE 
COLLECTORS, OR THEY STORE THEIR VALUABLES IN BANKS' SAFETY-DEPOSIT 
BOXES). 

N ON E O F TH E F EAT U R E ART I C L E S I N.: TH E RE G I N A . .-C O I N C L U B I S Q U A RTE R LY 
BULLETINS SHOULD BE REPRODUCED FOR PUBLICATION ELSEWHERE WITHOUT THE 
EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE BULL6T.IN '·S: EDI.TOR AND THE AUTHOR 
I N Q U EST I ON . AL L OT H E R I N F O RM AT I Ort· . CON TAI N E.-fr. ,.Hi· TH E Q B s MAY B E US E D 

'AS REQUIRED WITHOUT PRIOR RCC 'KNOWLEUGE". 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

Welcome, everyone, to the first of our 1983 Quarterly Bulletins. 

By taking out full (24) or partial (6) voluntary subscriptions to this 
year's edition of our newsletter, many of you have shown in a way that 
greatly benefits the Club your appreciation of the several hundrea 
hours of effort made last year to keep you well informed of RCC 
activities and to provide you with a mixture of - at one extreme -
generalized accounts about assorted numismatic topics with - at the 
other extreme - detailed reports about more narrowly defined areas of 
our hobby. You also showed that you were confident such efforts would 
continue. 

Thank you, all who have given this important support to the RCC. 

It certainly makes the time expended upon research, writing, editing, 
illustrating, typing, production and distribution of the Bulletins 
well worthwhile to those of us involved in these activities ••.. 
especially as in many cases your subscriptions were accompanied'by 
most encouraging comments. 

Members wishing to add their subscriptions to the monetary pool that 
is accumulating are encouraged to act on their good intentions. As 
Editor, I guarantee that they will receive high-quality Bulletins 
throughout 1983, otherwise a request of this nature (i.e. for 
subscriptions) would not have been made in the first place. 

Readers will note that we are including a "Junior Members' News and 
Views" Section for the first time.in our Bulletins. I hope that it 
will become a regular part of our Club publication. The Board of 
Directors is most anxious that our Junior Members start to play a· more 
functional role in all Club affairs - from submitting material for 
this, your Bulletin - to helping us raise funds for the proposed 1985 
symposium (in whatever form it finally takes) - to exhibiting at the 
Fall Shows. As I have mentioned before, and will doubtless repeat in 
the future, YOU SHOULD EXPECT TO GET OUT OF THE CLUB (or hobby, or 
any other undertaking in life) ONLY WHAT YOU ARE PREPARED TO PUT 
INTO IT. 

I expect that by the time mos,t, if not all, of you read this QB, Coin 
Week (North America/Canada/Regina) will have been and gone. The Club's 
Board of Directors and various of our members have focused and are 
focusing a tremendous amount of time and energy into making Coin Week 
Regina a success. In addition, Provincial and Municipal officials, 
from our Lieutenant Governor, Irwin McIntosh, to our Premier,' Grant 
Devine, to Mayors·Larry Schneider and Scoop Lewry, through to City 
Hall counter personnel, have co-operated with the RCC in many 
different ways in all or parts of our Coin Week programme. ALL are 
thanked most sincerely by the Club. We trust that their interest and 
support will continue th~ough to (and beyond) the 1985 CNA_ Annual 
Convention, Local banks ~nd several other businesses also helped us -
in particular, we acknowled'ie the assistance of the main branches of 
the Royal Bank of Ca-nada--,"· -the Tor.onto-Dominion Bank, the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of .Commerce, G'ene's Ltd. (owners of, amongst others, 
Geno's Family Restaurant, and concession-holders for Regina's Kentucky 
Fried Chicken outlets), Bi-Rite Drugs Ltd., the Seven Oaks Motor Inn. 
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We greatly appreciate help from t~e Bank of Canada, the Royal Canadian 
Mint and - of course - the Canadian Numismatic Associatibn. Excellent 
med~a coverage has been and is -being provided by the numismatic press -
Coin World aspecially, along with Canadian Coin News, World Coin News, 
the Canadian Numismatic Journal and the Numismatist (the latter·two 
pubJications are the official mouthpieces of, respectively, the Canadian 
Numismatic Association and the American Numismatic Association) - by our 
local newspaper, the Regina Leader Post; by the Market Leader; by the 
Western Ptoducer; by several other southern S_askatchewan local papers; 
and by radio (CFMQ, for example) and TV stations. . . 

EVERYBODY who participated, in whatever capacity, THANK YOU SO MUCH. 

The coin-, medal-, token-, note-, and (of course) stamp- collectors •..• 
experienced and inexperienced alike •••• who made use of one or other of 
the services provided them directly or indirectly through the RCC must 
surely have appreciated what between us all we managed to do for them. 

I should not·end my introductory comments to this Coin Week North America 
issue of the Quarterly Bulletin without drawing readers' attention to 
two other undertakings initiated by the Club. 

We have officially twinned with the Louisiana Numismatic Association 
Please refer to the Club's original letter of invitation ·on page and 
~o the LNA President's reply (page ) to obtain some idea of what we 
aim to-achieve through this arrangement. The basic objective is to 
benefit LNA and RCC members ·in whatever ways these members see open, so 
if you have any ideas - pick up the 'phone and dial 522-0616 so that 
your thoughts can be discussed at our next meeting and/or published in 
the next issue of our Bulletin. 

Our 1983 pin-backed badges have sold very well. So far, we have sent 
out about 1900 badges, which have brought in close to $1100. They have, 
therefore, paid for themselves. Proceeds from all sales we make during 
Coin Week will go into our 1 1985 Symposium Special Fund'. The majority 
of sales have been to numismatists and button-collectors in the United 
States, especially California. The various repeat orders received all· 
stressed how attractive and pertinent to the Coin Week theme ('Numis
matics : Exploring our Proud Heritage') was the' design. ·Any reader who 
has a mental picture of what our 1984 button should look like, please 
put it on paper and send it to the Club. Our badges are achieving wide
spread recognition, and next year's sales should readily exceed those 
of this year, 

Our 1983 Coin Week activities will - given your continued enthusiastic 
support next year - seem relatively smallscale. They, and our 1985 
efforts, will prelude what has to be our main short-term goal .•...•.•. 
a CNA Annual Convention that will be long-remembered by all who attend 
as being one of the best (if not THE best) _in the history of the event. 

---.1Chris Gilboy) 
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*************************************** 

NEW MEMBERS 

We extend a warm welcome to the following new RCC members who have 
been admitted to our organization at the Regular Meeting of either 
the 18th. February or of the 18th. March 1983 :-

Stan Clute, 2nd, Vice ·President .of the CNA and President of the 
Calgary Numismatic Society, who has varied collecting interests 
ranging from' Roman Imperial coins to French Jetons (Old Regime) 
to Canadian Wooden Money to antique and world newspapers along 
with anything else interesti~g or unidentified; Thomas Masters 
from London, Ontario, collector of Canadian and U.S. Medals and 
of Numismatic Literature; Jerry Remick from Quebec, a well known 
expert and author on British Commonwealth coins and on Canadian 
Trade Dollars; Tracy H., a Junior; Curtis C, another Junior who 
- with his parents Robert and Loretta - has a Family Membership; 
Peter M. of Regina and, finally, Curtis M., both of whom have 
interests in world coins. 

We trust that all nine of you will derive much pleasure from your 
association with the Regina Coin Club, and that you'll benefit 
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numismatically to a suffici~ntly great extent that you continue to belong 
to the RQC for many years . to come. 

************************************** 

CLUB NEWS 

,. 
The year started off very busily with desp•tching Coin Week North America 
buttons to the many individuals and clubs throughout North America who 

I 

sent in orders - the numismatic press kindly ~ave us exceptionally good 
publicity. January also saw our 1983 General Information and Schedule of 
Events going to press ..•.. we acknowledge with gratitude the help and 
co-operat1on of Dennis Davey in enabling the Club to have the Schedule 
typeset and printed at an affordable price. Preparations for Coin Week 
gradually built up impetus over the first few months.of the year. And, o~ 
course, our meetings kept some of our Regina members actively involved 
in RCC functions .•... not as many members as your Executive would like to 
see coming to our new premises, though, so .•••• next meeting? ? ••• ;. 

i) GENERAL MEETINGS. Two regular meetings have so far been held during 
1983. ~Qth were held at the Co-Operative Insurance Building, 1920 College 
Avenue, in the mainfloor seminar rooms. This locality has certainly come 
up to our high expectations - it is comfortable, well-lit, and has very 
convenient parking facilities. The first of the meeting~ took place on 
the 18th. February. It began when Jim Smalley called the 15 members in 
attendance to order at 8.05 p.m. The President called attention to the 
sad loss suffered by Regina's numismatists through . the deaths of Hans 
Zoell and George Muntain. He then asked for the minutes of the 1982 
Annual General Meeting to be read by the Secretary. Upon completion of 
th~s formality, George W., seconded by Jim z., proposed that the minutes 
be accepted as read; the motion was passed unanimously. Three new members 
were then accepted into the RCC along with an-as-then-unknown Junior 
member and a Family (the latter memberships were to be presented as door
pr~zes to people attending a special 'Coin Show and Seminar' at Highland 
Par:k Elementary ·school). Correspondence received by the Club in late 1982 
and. early 1983 mainly concerned the RCC-proposed 1985 Symposium. It had 
bee·n written in reply to requests sent out by the Secretary to prominent 
Nor:th American numismatists - requests for opinions as to the value and 
feasibility of a Symposium focusing on the Numismatics of North America 
(extraots from most of these letters were published in the December 1982 
isaue of the QB). A letter asking the Club to remind its members of the 

:upcoming Westex Coin and Stamp Show in Saskatoon was also read out. 

Copies of the 1982 Financial Statement were circulated. The ~tatement 
was formally submitted by Club Treasurer, Morley B. After clarification 
of several points, Jack S., seconded by John S., moved that the Statement 
be accepted - which it was. 

Discussion then progressed to Showcase '83 (more voluntary help was 
sought), to the Spring Coin and Stamp Show (an announcement was made 
that only 4½ tables remain to be sold; also that the admission charge 
would be increased to $1.50 per person), to the School Programme (the 
hope was expressed that our Club's Showcase '83 participation might 
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result in successful recruitment of school teachers into our ranks as 
well ,as in increased requests for our presentations), to our Coin 
Week North America activities (sales of our promotional buttons haa 
reached about $550 in value, response to a request for donations of 
coins and medals to the RCC's Coin Wee~ North America Auc~ion had 
been excellent - catalogues would be prepared and circulated in early 
April, Informati~n Booths were planned to be set up for the entire 
week in the main branch of the Royal. Bank and for the evening only 
of Thursday 21st. April in the Northgate Mall and the Golden Mile 
Shopping Centre ..... volunteers to attend these booths would be sought 
in due course), and finally to the 1985 CNA Convention and possible 
Symposium (the names of the RCC members approached to stand on the 
Symposium Investigative Committee were read out; some particularly 
instructive comments concerning the Club's holding a Symposium 
feasibility study were passed on to our Club members - these comments 
had·been offered by Tom Preston of the Calgaiy Numismatic Society; 
they resulted from Tom's experiences as one of the prime organizers 
of the Nickle Conference 1981 for which the theme had been "Numis
matics and the incient World"). 

Under 'New Business', tentative dates and venues for the RCC's 
1984 Coin and Stamp Shows were announced : 

a) Spring Show : Seven Oaks Motor Inn, 21st. and 22nd. April 
b) Fall Show : Hotel Saskatchewan, 20th. and 21st. October. 

A letter of intent concerning the RCC's twinning with the Louisiana 
Numismatic Association (see page 6) was read out to the meeting. The 
two contained motions were proposed for formal adoption by Jack 
Shinske and were seconded by Jim Z.; they were carried unanimously. 

Turning to 'Any Other Busines~', members were informed that Jim Z. 
would be collecting the two display cases housing the RCC's 
Saskatchewan Tokens from its present home in Pinetree Coins, and 
would be ensuring that the contents were suitably arranged and 
mounted for immediate exhibition. Plans to encourage increased input 
into the Quarterly Bulletin from our Junior members were released -
the Junior Representative on the. Board of Directors, Natasha Kolat, 
would shortly circulate a letter notifying Junior members of relevant 
de t·ails. 

Before Ray B. moved that the Business Section of the evening's 
proceedings be adjourned, Jim Smalley thanked George W. for his 
instrumental role in enabling the RCC to hold its 1983 meetings in 
s~ch comfortable and otherwise suitable surroundings. Jim's opinions 
were heartily applauded by all attending this first meeting of the 
year. 

After the coffee break, duiing which several members bought Coin Week 
North America buttons, Chris Gilboy introduced the evening's speaker 
to the audience •.... not that Jim Smalley really required such a 
formality. Jim procee~ed to deliver an informative and entertaining 
introductory account of the silver and base metal coinages-. of those 
areas in and around Africa that had at some time in the past been 
under British sovreignty. This account is reproduced as the first of 
our Feature Articles in this issue of the Quarterly Bulletin, and is 
therefore not further described here, Upon completion of Jim's talk, 
members were able to examine a few specimens of both out-of-date and 
current coins of former British-controlled territory in Africa - these 
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included two cabinet trays, one containing an assortment of coins 
atruck for British East Africa, ·the other a four-piece set of silver 
Mombasa coins minted for the Imperial British East Africa Company. 
Chris thanked Jim on behalf of the members for covering so concisely 
and informatively a vast topic in terms of time, geographic area 
and the nunber of coins issued. 

The meeting broke up at about 10 p.m. 

The second of the RCC's regular meetings took place on March 18th. 
It was attended by 13 members and one guest, and was called to order 
by Jim Smalley, the Club President, at 8.15 p.m. 

After the reading and acceptance of the previous meeting's minutes, 
·the Secretary announced that most of ~he correspondence received 
since the February 18th .. meeting had been related either to the sale 
of Coin Week North America buttons or to the fast-approaching Spring 
Show. He drew specific attention to a letter from an Ontario member, 
Ed G., which pointed out that the statement in tne pre-lecture 
synopsis of Jim Smalley's talk aboµt coins of British Africa to the 
effect that the Seychelle Islands were the last British possession 
in the region to receive independence (in 1976) was wrong, and that 
this distinction actually belongs to Rhodesia which was granted 
indepepdence in April 1980. This letter was particularly welcome as 
being ihe first to highlight a factual error circulated to Club 
members through meeting synopses or the Quarterly Bulletin, even 
though mistakes were doubtless more common than thus suggested. Jim 
explained that he had corrected his original statement in course of 
his verbal presentation. 

A brief report about Showcase '83 was next delivered to the meeting 
by t~e Club·secret~ry (see Section iii of Club News). Gilboy thanked 
all members who had assisted in any capacity with the Club's 
Showcase activities - Jack Shinske, Dennis Naphin, Morley B., Jim 
Smalley, Rene Gaudry, Edith Maynard, Jim Z. and Dean N. The President 
asked the meeting to show its appreciation of the work undertaken 'in 
connection with Showcase '83 by the Club's Secretary - applause 
followed. 

Next, in reporting upon developments concerning the Spring Show, 
Gilboy announced that all tables were sold, and that those involved 
in publicity planned an ambitious and expensive campai~n (the 
expense being affordable because so many Bourse tables had been sold), 
Jim reported that he had spoken to Bob Weidman of CFMQ Radio, who 
would be contacting the Club in due course for a spokesman to give an 
interview, Volunteer help for the Club's Inf~rmation Centre (which 
would be including a coin grading and identification service)and for 
the Admissions Table would be sought by telephone . in due course. 

In an update about the School Programme, the Secretary told the 
meeting about the unusual "Mini Coin Show" put on by the Highland 
Park Elementary School. Some 45 youngsters and 15 parents had come 
to the Show and an accompanying RCC presentation. Club memberships 
offered as door-prizes by the School had been won by Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert C. and their son, Curtis (Family) and by Tracy H. (Junior), 
Jack Shinske called for more donations of almost anything numismatic 
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other than Canadian Large Cents and Elizabeth II Small Cen~s, both 
of which are in ample supply for the present. An exampie of a typical 
starter kit was circulated. Jack emphasized that the reserves of 
material for starter kits is critically low and that contributions 
are therefore desp~rately ne~ded. 

The Club's Coin Week North America activities were next discussed. 
Gilboy said ·that sales of pin-backed badges this Y,ear now exceeded 
$1000 in value - this amount representing the break-even point, Monies 
received in excess of $1000 would be placed in the Club's "1985 
Symposium Special Fund", a new bank account in process of being opened 
The Secretary went on to state how pleasing had been the generous 
response members had shown to his call for donating items for the 
Club's "Coin Week North America Auction", Several members had given 
coins which were, in total, worth well over $50. Auction material was 
on display for anyone interested in inspecting it. Particular 
highlights included a supe~b 1920 Large Cent, a $1.00 and a $2.00 
scrip issued by the Municipality of Marquis, an-0 two 1982 Proof Sets 
of the Royal Canadian Mint, Gilboy expressed hope that the generosity 
of the dono~s would be matched by that of the buyers. A catalogue of 
items for sale would be sent to all members in early April. Mail-bid 
facilities would be available to anyone needing them. 

Jim Smalley asked for volunteers to help at the RCC's Information 
Booths planned fo~ the No~thgate Mall and the Golden Mile Shopping 
Centre on the Thursday (late-night shopping) of Coin Week. John and 
Mary Johnson offered to take the first location; Jack Shinske and 
·Jim z. the s~cond, along with Dave M. if needed, The week-long 
Information Centre at· the Royal Bank Main Branch would be attended by 
Jack Shinske and others who would be approached in this connection by 
the Secretary or some other member of the Club's Board of Directors. 

No new developments related t~ the 1985 Convention and Symposium had 
taken place since the February meeting. Mary Johnson asked for details 
about the intended Symposium, and stated during ensuing discussion 
that she generally favoured the option of hosting a one-day, rather 
than three-day, event. 

Turning to the Club's 1984 Shows, Gilboy said that bookings had not 
yet been made for rooms - the Seven Oaks Motor Inn would not accep~ 
bookings more than one year in advance, a policy currently being 
also follow~d by the Hotel Saskatchewan, 

Jim Z,-, when asked about de.velopments concerning the RCC's token 
collection, replied that he had picked up the two relevant display 
cases from Pinetree Coins. One token in each case needed setting back 
in position. To do this, both padlocks woul4 have to be sawn off as 
their keys had been lost. Jim intended to perform the required 
repairs during the next few days; the padlocks would, of course, be 
rep laced. 

In the absence of further 'New Business', George White mov.ed for 
adjournment of the meetin~'s Business Section, The motion ieceived 
unanimous approval, so this part of the evening's agenda ended at 
8.55 p.m. 

The President, after a 25-minutes-long coffee break, introduced the 
evening's speaker, Chris Gilboy, whose presentation was entitled 
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"Buying .and Selling Coins for Pleasure and Investment". Using colour 
slides and oveihead projections to illustrate his tal~, Gilboy suggested 
that most experienced numismatists fall into one (or, rarely, more) of 
three categories 

i) 'Pure' Collectors 
. ii) Research Workers 
iii) Investors 

'Pure' Collectors generally begin being interested in coins, tokens, 
paper money, military medals and/or military medals when they were young 
(pre-teenagers). They are attracted by the beauty, age, and great 
historical significance of the items they collect. Other major advantages 
include the durability of most numismatic objects compared with, say, ' 
stamps, and the easy po~tability compared with, say, paintings. 

Numismatic research workers are usually one of two types : either a 
collector who becomes a research worker or an archeologist/historian 
who turns to numismatic evidence to explain some aspect of history such 
as ancient trading ·practices or the dating of certain events ·(for 
example, a hoard buried during the sacking of a city helps point to a 
maximum age by its most recently-struck coins). Some portraiture 
indeed, some rulers - are known only from their coinage. 

Investors put their money into collectables for four main reasons 
i) Protection of capital (due to fear of inflation) 

ii) High long-term appreciation 
iii) Having a permanent store of value 
iv) Portability 

Major obstacles include 
i) Lack of expertise of man1. investors 

ii) Liquidity problems 

# 

iii) Lack of income from investment (no annual interest 
payments) 

and 
stockmarket or the 

iv) Difficulty of valuing holdings 
v) Lack of a central~zed marketplace 

vi) Lack of price indices 
vii) The small size of the market (compared with the 
commodities market) 

A recent .survey of 180 investment professionals who have personal 
irivestments in collectables (see 'The Collector/Investor, May 1981), . 
shows coins to be most popular after antiques, ahead of paintings, 
gemstones, stamps, fine carpets and tapestries, and rare manuscripts. 

The speaker then examined in detail the various ways in which coins and 
related items can be bought and sold. 

The various considerations that purchasers of invest~ent-quality 
numismatic material should always bear in mind were highlighted. 

Graphical representations to illustrate the extremely rapid price-rises 
of Brilliant tlncirculated coins for very small improvements in grade 
were shown. Such graphical analysis can be used by serious investors 
in their making decisions as to what to buy and the prices to be paid. 

Gilboy emphasized that numismatists of any of the three categories he 
had spoken about should constantly be trying to improve their detailed 
knowledge of coins (or whatever) in their areas of specialization, and 
that this improvement could be greatly assisted by the building up of 
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a suitable reference l~brary. 

The presentation ended at about 10.40 i.m, with a few questions from 
the floor, which the speaker did his best to answer. 

ii) EXECUTIVE MEETING. A meeting of the RCC Board of Directors was 
held on Tuesday 15th. February at the President's home. Jim Smalley, 
Jim Z., Dennis Naphin 1 Jack Shinske, Natasha K. and Chris Gilboy were 
present; regrets for absence were received from Scoop Lewry, Morley 
Bogues and Murray Koshchuk. Jim Smalley, the Chairman, called the 
proceedings to order at 8.20 p.m. 

1982 in retrospect - the first item on the agenda - brought no major 
criticisms from anyone, although greater involvement by the Club in its 
School Programme would have been preferable to the low-key action that 
actually took place. Gilboy said he simply iould not handle every 
aspect of the Club's operation as effectively as many of these aspects 
desrve, the School Programme being one of the activities that suffered 
most. However, no other member of the Executive wished to assume 
responsibility for the School Programme, so the meeting decided to 
defer the search for a Programme Liaison Officer until after Showcase 
1 83. 

1983 Plans and Comments : Various decisions were r~ached, and courses 
of action specified, for the following RCC functions : 

a) The running of Regular Meetings - stress was put on the 
importance of keeping the Business Sections of our Regular Meetings 
as brief as possible, Also, announcements will be made in due course 
concerning re-establishment of end-of-meeting auctions (after the 
Summer Break); the Club will charge consignees a 5% commission on the 
prices realized by items they sell at such auctions. 

b) Showcase '83 Exposition - dealers in Regina will be 
approached for suitable material for using in the Club's pictorial 
display ••.. material that can safely be left unattended overnight. Jim 
z. offered to do whatever might be necessary to prepare the RCC's 
collection of Saskatchewan tokens for exhibition at Showcase '83 and 
other subsequent Club-sponsored activities. Problems related to the 
manning of the Information Booth at the Exposition were discussed •.•. 
fu~ther volunteer help would be sought at the upcoming Regular 
Meeting. 

c) Coin Week North America - The logistics of running a 
week-long Information Ce~tre at the Main Branch of the Royal Bank of 
Canada, and of Thursday-night (of Coin Week) Information Centres at 
the Northgate Mall and the Golden Mile Shopping Centre were examined. 
Plans for the Auction were agreed upon. A draft letter of invitation 
from the RCC to the Louisiana Numismatic Association about the twinnin~ 
of the two organizations was submitted to the Board for comment; no 
amendments to the two proposed resolutions to be put to members at the 
next Regular Meeting were made. 

d) Coin Shows - Spring Show publicity measures were specified. 
Advertising posters would be prepared by Gilboy; Smalley woµld see to 
ensuring all TV and Radio Stations within Regina receive Public ServicE 
Announcements during the period late-March/early-April .... Channel 3 
(Community Calendar) excepted .•.. this last to be dealt with by Gilboy, 
who would also handle all out-of-Regina Radio and TV coverage. Smalley 
would try to set up radio and TV interviews for broadcast during the 
week immediately preceding the Coin and Stamp Show. He would also 
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arrange Classified Advertisements to be placed in the Regina Leader-Post, 
the Regina Shopper and the Western Producer, the budget-limit to be $250. 
The Secretary would be in charge of all other Press coverage, both local 
and national (the latter in specifically numismatic papers and journals); 
he would also draft the 'Coin Week Regina' mayoral proclamation and see 
to its being published in the Leader-Post at an estimated cost of 
approximately $130 (best date considered to be Saturday 16th. April). 
Spring Show security arrangements would be organized by Jack Shinske. 
Volunteers to help at the Show would be requested to give their names to 
the Bourse Chairman within the next couple of weeks. A licence to operate 
a 'flea market' would be bought from the Municipal Government as soon as 
possible - its cost will be about $35 per day. The RCC's legal position 
with regard to hosting an event that involves buying and selling of goods 
on Sunday is unclear - does the Club contravene the terms of the 'Lord's 
Day Act' ? This question is of concern because the Bourse at the 1985 
CNA Annual Convention is likely to be functioning on a Sunday. A decision 
was taken to increase the admission charge for ·adults · and unaccompanied 
children from $1.00 each to $1.50, effective at the Spring Show. Door 
prizes at the Spring Show would be : First, a 1982 R.C.M. Proof Set; 
second, two• R.C.M. silver Proof Dollars; third, a R.C.M. 1982 -
Presentation Set. A 1982 R.C.M. Uncirculated Cased Silver Dollar would 
be offered to visitors under 16 years of age who qualified for free 
admission. 
Fall Show Bourse fee schedules were established as follows : -
If purchased at the Spring Show or before end April $45 pe~ 8-foot table 

$67.50 per 12' table 
If purchased between 1st. May and 1st. September $55 per 8-foot table 

$82.50 per 12' table 
If purchased after 1st. September $65 per 8-foot table 

$95.per 12-ft, table 
Recommendations were agreed upon c~ncerning the venues and dates for the 
RCC's 1984 Shows : 

Spring Show - Seven Oaks Motor Inn, April 21st. and 22nd. 
Fall Show - Hotel Saskatchewan, October 20th. and 21st. 

e) School Progr~mme - the 1983 Medallic Art Theme should be the 
design of the RCC's 1984 Coin Week North America pin-backed badge. The 
decision as to whether to agree to accept applications for one Fam~ly 
and one Junior Membership. made by the Principal of the Highland Park 
E1ementary School, to give as Door Prizes at a March 9th. mini-Coin Show 
before the names of the recipients were known would be deferred until 
the February 18th. Regular Meeting. 

f) Quarterly_ Bulletin - the suggestion that a section of the QB 
to be written by Junior members for Junior members was well received. 
Prizes of a silver Proof Dollar would be awarded to · the best Junior 
Feature Article, minimum length about 250 words, after every fourth such 
article published. A letter to this effect is to be drafted by Gilboy 
for Natasha's signature as soon as possible. 

1985 Events : no new developments have taken place as regards the CNA 
Annual Convention. The RCC Board was informed of progress of ideas 
concerning the proposed Sympoaium. Naphin reiterated his preference for 
a relati~ely low-key, short Symposium so that the Club's main efforts 
could be directed towards ensuring the success of t~e Convention it~elf. 

No other business was brought up, so the meeting was formally declared 
adjourned at 10.10 p.m. 
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iii) SHOWCASE '83, This combined Convention-Exposition was sponsored 
and organized by Saskatchewan Federation of Teachers to celebrate the 
Golden Anniversary of the Federation's foundation. It ran ' from 
March 14th. to 18th. inclusive, and attracted some 6000 delegates 
from throughout Saskatchewan. The Regina Coin Club took advantage of 
the _event to publicize to teachers its School Programme by. means of 
an Information Booth in the Exposition (Agribition Building, Exhib
ition Grounds) and through an hour-long presentation (given in the 
afternoon of the 17th. at the Regina Inn). 

The Information Booth was strategically positioned in a link area 
on the east side of Agribition Building, connecting the latter with 
another large showroom. It thus attr~cted much attention from Show
case delegates. The chief purpose of the Booth was, naturally, to 
.advertis.e the School Progra1l1llle, to which end seveTal hundre!i leaflets 
explaining the objectives and scope of the programme as well as the 
flexibility of the presentations to illustrate certain aspects of 
school curricula were handed out. Out-of-town teachers who enquired 
about our service to schools were told that the Club would readily 
consider giving pres~ntations elsewhere in Saskatchewan provided that 
three or four could be arranged for one day, either to different 
grades within one- school or to student groups attending schools within 
short driving distances of one another. The Exposition was open to 

REGINA 
IN CLUB 

'FORMATION 

' i ... 
'i: · 

Plate 1. Edith Maynard attends a busy 
RCC Information Booth at Showcase '83 
Exposition. 

Che delegates and io the gerieral public free of charge, an~ ran daily 
from ~a.m. to 9 p.m. (except Monday 14th, t when it was open from noon 
until 9 p.m., and Friday 18th., 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.). Our Booth was 
attended during these long hours by Rene Gaudry, who also loaned 
the tables and display stand, Edith Maynard, Jack Shinske, Jim Z., 
Jim Smalley, Dennis Naphin and Chris Gilboy, all of whom must be 
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becoming familiar by name to QB readers as they almost always provide 
the Club with their voluntary help whenever assistance is needed. Dean 
N. aided in the dismantling of the Booth when the Exposition ended. 

Plate 2. A second view of Edith at the 
RCC Information Booth, with Chris Gilboy 
helping answer visitors' questions. 

Plate 3. The RCC Secretary/Editor at 
the Regina Inn, giving an account of 
the School Programme to an audience 
of about 20 interested teachers. 

In his address to Saskatchewan teachers interested in learning how they 
might make use of the RCC School Programme in their classrooms, Gilboy 
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first explained that the Club members had decided to establish the 
Programme several yea~s a~o when they became. gravely concerned at 
the small number of Juniors ou the membership roll, and at the poor 
attendance by young people at the Club's regular meetings and the 
semi-annual shows. 

With the valuable help of Regina's Public and Separate School Boards, 
,staff members of .elementary and high schools throughout the cfty were 
notified that one or more members of the RCC were prepared to talk to 
students about coin collecting in general or, if the teachers so 
required, about more specialized topics. Examples of the latter include 
The EvoZution of Art on Coinage, The History of Canada as refZe~ted by 
the Nation's Coins, MedaZs, Paper Money and Tokens, and Comparative 
ReZigion - a Numismatia Perspeative. Gilboy emphasized that the 
flexibility of possible presentations to give students an unusual, 
highly personal view of various aspe~ts of Art, History and Religion is 
great, for the RCC has direct access to numerous colour slides, overhead 
projections anti displays of coins and/or a wide range of numismatic 
literature to use as illustr~tive material. 

Acknowledgement was given of the logistical help given to the School 
Programme by the Canadian Numismatic Association, the Canadian Associa
tion of Numismatic Dealers and the Bank of Canada. All three institutions 
have provided several hundred copies of their respective introductory 
booklets to numismatics and/or the story of coinage for the Club to 
-distribute to school students. 

From the time of the School Programme's inception through until mid-. 
March 1983 (2~ years), some 15 schools in Regina have been visited by 
RCC speakers. Audiences have ranged in number from one to one hundred, 
generally averaging about 30. Grades have ranged from 4 through 9~ 

Gilboy pointed out that the Club.had attempted to create or re-inforce 
youthful interest in numismatics as an important art-form by organizing 
Awards of Merit for ExaeZZenae in MedaZZia Art whereby trophies and/or 
certificates are given to students who submit entries which follow the 
themes and other specifications laid out each year by the Award 
organizers. Response to this second part of the School Programme has so 
far been most disappointing - in large because many art-teachers in the 
city's schools have apparently been unaware of the existence of the 
awards. 

A third part of the Programme that has not yet been called for, but 
which the speaker suggested is potentially most useful to young 
collectors starting in the hobby, is the Club's offer of logistical, 
practical, material and moral support to staff and students of any and 
all schools which establish a within-house coin club. 

Teachers attending the RCC School Programme presentation were informed 
that some measure of the Programme's overall success was given by the 
greatly increased Junior membership, which then numbered between twenty 
and thirty (the exact number was uncertain as some 1982 members expected 
to rejoin for 1983 had not paid their 1983 dues), and by a sharp increase 
in the number of young collectors attending the Club's Spring and Fall 
Coin and Stamp Shows (150 registered at the 1982 Fall Show). 

Gilboy then went very rapidly through several of the more general 
presentations offered by the RCC to schools. He showed some 17 slides 
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typically used in a numismatic illustration of world history, followed 
by'25 slides.that highlight U.S. and Canadian history, then about 25 
slides featuring aspects of world religions, and - finally - 15 slides 
focusing numismatic art. 

The speaker concluded his address with the observation that one major 
group of professionals very poorly represented in the RCC's approximately 
130-strong membership is teachers - a group that should ideally be 
strongly represented .. He expressed the hope that this last-mentioned 
anomalous situation would be remedied as a result of the Club's 'Showcase 
'83' appearances. 

iv) SCHOOL PROGRAMME. Presentations have recently been delivered at two 
of Regina's elementary schools. 

In February, G~lboy gave an illustrated introduction to coins and coin 
collecting to Grades 5 and 6 students at Transcona School. The 22 young 
listeners were sufficiently· appreciative _about what they saw and heard 
to· each write a thank you letter .. JoAnn Friesen, their teacher, in a 
critical appraisal of the presentation, wrote "Use of visual aids 
exaellent for this age group. The information presented was generally 
appropriate to the students' understanding although the slower students 
may not have grasped some of the historiaal ref.erenaes. Exaellent 
ha·ndou.t.~' Certainly, the great majority of the listeners had remained 
attentive to· all that was said, and asked numerous pertinent questions 
at the end. They each received a copy ~f the RCC's 'Schedule of Events 
1983' and a handout entitled 'How to Care for your Coins'. 

·on March 9th., Jack Shinske and Chris Gilboy gave a similar presentation 
to 45 students in Grades 4,5 and 6, Highland Park School. John Matity, 
the Principal, had arranged eh~t many members of the audience set out 
whatever coins they or their families had at home in form of a display. 
He succeeded in generating much enthusiasm for this project, for the 
RCC speakers were able to examine many carefully assembled collections 
on display. Mr. Matity commented thus upon the presentation : "Younger 
students had diffiaulty with some aspeats of aoin history. For lower 
grades (4JS)J presentation aould be shortened to about 20-25 minutes." 
Parents had been encouraged to attend this c9in-oriented afternoon, and 
about 15 mums and/or dads were present with their children. This "Mini
Coin Show and Tell" was highly successful in terms of the number of 
people attending, the excellent selection of interesting coins that had 
been brought along, and the many questions posed by inquisitive young 
collectors. 

No announcements concerning a 1983 theme for "Awards of Merit for 
E~aellenae in Medall i a Art" have been released to any schools, either 
d:f.rec tly or through the School Boards ·. This is des pi.t e the tentative 
decision made at the February 15th. meeting of the RCC Board of 
Di.rectors (see page 18) that entrants be asked to design the Club's·. 
1984 Co i n We~k North America button. Response to the 1982 Awards was 
so bitterly disappointing, with some 10 Grade 9 students from Central 
Collegiate, Moose Jaw,bothering to submit designs for the obverse and 
reverse of Moose Jaw's 1983 Trade Dollar, that the RCC Secretary is 
unwilling to ~aste the considerable number of hours that have to be 
put into organizing this aspect of the Club's School Programme e.ven 
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though he feels it to be of particular creative importance. The Club's 
appointing a School Liaison Officer who can take charge of the School 
Programme is of paramount necessity if the Programme is to realize 
anything like its full potential. U~til or unless we have a member whose 
major responsibility is to ensure Regina's teachers hear about and use 
the services we offer under our School Progra~me, the latter will 
continue to function in its present somewhat half-hearted way. 

IS THERE ANYONE WHO THINKS S/HE CAN HANDLE EFFECTIVELY THIS ESSENTIAL 
ROLE ?? 

WE NEED YOU ! ! 

v) 1983 SPRING COIN AND STAMP SHOW. Plans for the Spring Show are 
progressing very satisfactorily. All available Bo~rse floor space has 
been bought by dealers, six of whom are new (or have not traded ac an 
RCC Show for at least the past couple of years). For the record, a floor 
plan appears below 

SEVEN OAKS MOTOR INN 
(formerly the Holiday Inn) 

APRIL'23rd. ANO 24th. 

FLOOR PLAN 

NORiH 

6: 
I 

:1 I 
6 l. Royce Hall Stony Mountain, Man. Stamps 

2. Bi 11 Taunch Winnipeg, Man. s & C 
5 3. Mary Johnson Regina, Sk, Coins 

4. George Arthur Regina Sk. S & C 

·- -·•·-• 5. Dennis Naphin Regina Sk. Coins 
6. Roy Mil 1 er Regina 0 Sk. Coins 
7. John Attre11 Regina Sk. Stamps 
8. John Kruger Regina Sk. Stamps 

ID ~ 
9. Stan Wright Calgary A 1 t. Coins 

10. Rose Muntai n Regina Sk. C & S - ll. Kelly Wionzek Saskatoon Sk. Coins e .. 12 • Sri an Kopeck Regina Sk. Stamps -- J 13. Herb Bieber Saskatoon Sk. C & ·S -- II ._. .. - 14. Ernie T'oth Regina Sk. s & C - 15. Vari an Carson Regina Sk. Stamps 
2 16. Heinz Koch Moose Jaw Sk. Coins 

17. Max Olson Foam Lake Sk. C & S 
18. Peter Maier Regina Sk. Coins 
19. Art Zacherl North BattlefordSk. Coins 
20. Maurice Cryderman Pine Falls .Man. Coins 
21. N i ck Ge rb i n s k i Winnipeg Man. Coins 

~ ~ 
22. Maurice O'Connell Winnipeg Man. Coins 

,:i· ·- 23. Jack Heshka Re9i na Sk. Coins 
---24. Kenneth Kristjanson Winnipeg Man. Coins 

25. Jack Cooke Winnipeg Han, C & S 
26. Peter Newe 11 Winnipeg Han . Coins 

E3 
27. E.A. St~wart· Lethbridge Alt. Coins 8 
28. Ed Heilman Haymont Sk. Coins 
29. Sandy Backus North BattlefordSk. C & S 

,~ ! 
30. Bil 1 B ucs is Prince Albert Sk , Coins 

·177 31. Fred Davis Winnipeg Han. Coins 

lltAI.& • . -
SOUTH 

We hope that all our Saskatchewan members will try to visit the Show, 
and that they will help advertise it in their areas so that other coin 
and stamp collectors learn of its dates, times of opening, and venue. 
Shows - like most things in life - are a two- (or more) way-process .. • 
if they are not well-attended by the collecting public, dealers will 
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not go to the considerable effort and expense of coming.back another 
time •.••. if, on the other hand, the collecting public does not have a· 
wide selection of affordable items ,from which to choose additions to 
collections, the number of visitors will drop ..... you can see how 
easily a viscious circle is created through apathy. 

The reverse holds equally true, fortunate~y. 

If we can attract collectors and dealers in quantity (and quality :) , 
both these interes~ed parties benefit as would the Club also. Club 
benefits include i) profits, which are ploughed back into the RCC in 
various ways (subsidising the QB, exhibit prizes, the proposed symposium 
and so on) and ii) enhancement of ou~ reputation. 

So please, everyone, do your bit to contribute to thi.s (and ot.h-e.r future) 
Show(s). Make sure any posters ~nd all mini-posters that you receive are 
hung on much-read Bulletin Boards and/or are put into mailboxes of all. 
the houses in your neighbourhood. If you're asked about the mini-posters 
(see illustration below), please emphasize that they are advertisements 
only, and do not qualify the bearer to free admission. 

AT TN■ 

SEVEN OAKS 
I formerly Ille HOLIDAY INN I 

777 ALBEFIT STREET, REGINA 

~LIA■■ AL■O NOT■ 

Spring Coin and Stamp Show mini-poster 
(shown at actual size). Several sheets, 
with 8 mini-posters per sheet, perforated 
for easy dissection, will be sent to each 
member to distribute to interested friends 
and to neighbourhood houses. 

vi) COIN WEEK NORTH AMERICA. Our 1983 Co·in Week promises to be every bit 
as full of various numismatic activities as was our 1982 celebration. 
Apart from the Spring Show, a major highlig·ht will be a 150-lot ~uction 
of coins, tokens, commemorative medallions, campaign awards and scrip -
each and every item donated by RCC members. A catalogue has been compiled 
and sent to everybody in the Club, so further comment on the auction· 
conte~ts is unnecessary. The $900+ worth of sale items were given by 26 
donors, whose generosity is thus self-evident. How does one acknowledge 
such examples of unselfishness? 

By turning up to the saleroom and bidding fair prices would doubtless be 
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the method that would be most widely appreciated. Nothing would be more 
galling than to see one's donations being bought for much less than 
their cost price. 

Mail bids as well as floor bids are being accepted for all lots so that 
our out-of-town members have the opportunity to participate. 

Another major asset to this year's observance of Coin Week here is our 
Mayor's gracious co-operation with the RCC. I refer, of course, to Larry 
Schneider's Proclamation of COIN WEEK REGINA. A copy of the Proclamation 
(see page 3) will be published in the Leader Post on the Saturday 
preceding the start of Coin Week. 

Mayor Schneider has also kindly consented to open officially our Spring 
Show. This ceremony, he will share with Scoop Lewry, Mayor of our sister
city of Moose Jaw, in his capacity as Chairman of Coin Week Canada. 

To help foster Mayor Schneider's interest in the Regina Coin Club and in 
its aims and its activities, the Board of Directors - by means of a 
telephone vote - has decided to present him with a four-year Family 
Membership. We are most anxious that Larry is closely involved with our 
hosting of the '85 CNA Convention, and that between now and then he 
receives ample information about what we're accomplishing, why, and how. 

Mayor Lewry is; incidentally, further taking part i~ our RCC Coin Week 
.activities by ca~ling Lot 1, a Royal Canadian Mint 1982 silver Proof 
Dollar struck to celebrate Regina's Centenary. This will be an auspicious 
start to an important event. 

Our Coin Week North America buttons.are selling well, with most ~ales 
going to the United States. The buttons received excellent press
coverage in Coin World, World Coin News, Canadian Coin News, the Canadian 
Numismatic Journal and the Numismatist. Letters of thanks will be sent 
in due course to all five publications. Many Coin Clubs and Numismatic 
Associations in both the United States and Canada informed their members 
about the buttons, too, either directly or through the pages of their 
newsletters. This kind of support and co-operation is truly appreciated 
by the RCC, which will return such favours if and when called upon to 
publicize other organizations' products, especially if in aid of a good 
cause. 

Our very special thanks for buying fifty or.more buttons go to : 
H.Plumley, Ontario (100); The Royal Bank of Canada, Regina District 
(100); Mr. W. Loudon, Quebec (75); the Flint Flying Eagle Coin Club, 
Michigan (100); B. Olshanski, Wisconsin (100, for the Sheboygan Coin 
Club's Show and Sale); L.B. Fletche~,.,Ontario (100); Lake Superior Coin 
Club, Ontario (50); and Hemisphere West, Waco, Texas (100). A great many 
other individuals and organizations bought 25 buttons or more, several 
sending repeat orders once they had seen them ••... we hope all will be 
customers for our 1984 badge·(most of last year's buyers bought again 
this year). 

Gratifyingly, we received widespread praise about the badge's design, 
about the promotional good they do for the hobby, and for the purpose 
to which the profits will be put. In fact, most U.S. buyers paid full 
prices requested in U.S. dollars without bothering to convert to Canadian 
funds ..... this, more than anything, brought the Club its $200 profit ..... 
had the conversions been made, we would have only slightly exceeded the 
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$10QO break-even point. 

Information booths are to be set up in th~ Main Branch of the Royal 
Bank of Canada, in the Northgate Mall, and in the Golden Mile Shopping 
Centre. The first of these will operate during normal banking hours 
from Monday, 18th. April through until closing time on Friday 22nd. 
April. The two at the shopping malls will be in action from about 

·6.30 p.m. until 9.30 p.m., Thursday, 21st. April. Unfortunately, we 
have not been able to obtain permiss1on from the Northgate Mall 
Administration to sell our Coin Week buttons there this year. If we 
find public response to our mall information booths warrants our 
arranging rpturn visits next year, we shall try to persuade Northgate's 
management to allow s;le of the buttons, for the latter are becom1ng 
a major aspect of the RCC's promotion of itself and of the hobby it 

, ~epresents. Jack Shinske has obligingly assumed responsibility for 
organizing attendance schedules for the booths - please, if you are 
approached with a request to spend some time at any of them, let us 
have an hour or two of your time, . 

Considerable effort was expended this year to try to get local 
businesses more actively involved in helping the Club promote the 
attractions of numismatics to the public during Coin Week. Naturally, 
these efforts were ·primarily aimed at major financial institutions. 
The Royal Bank provided excellent backing for our first co-operative 
venture, and the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce gave the Club 
1000 ~Qpies of its booklet Gold and Silver Coins and Bars to hand out 
as seen best fit; the Toronto-Dominion Bank purchased 25 CWNA buttons 
and displayed CNA Coin Week Canada posters alongside the mayoral 
proclamation about Coin Week Regina. Bi-Rite Drugs donated $20,00 
towards our 'Special Fund'. Gene's Ltd., holder of the Kentucky Fried 
Chicken concession in Regina, permitted the RCC to hang Spring Show 
posters at all KFC outlets in the city; the firm further agreed to 
put out the Cl~b's General I~formation and Sahedule of Events 1983 
leaflets on tables in Geno's Restaurant at the Gordon Road Shopping 
Centre. Moreover, the serving staff at this last-named eating 
establishment would be encouraged to wear CWNA buttons throughout 
Coin Week. 

This all forms a foundation upon which to build up our efforts this 
time next year. Help on all fronts will, as always, be greatly 
appreciated by your Board of Directors, your Coin Week organizers, 

·and by your fellow-members who are already deeply involved in trying 
to make Coin Week Regina/Coin Week Canada/National Coin Week/ Co~n Week 
North America/ World Cdin Week a success in this small area of the 
globe. 

**************************************** 

MEMBERS' NEWS 

Paul Johnson has co-edited an excellent handbook entitled Exhibits 
and Judging in Numismatias with Ted Banning. This 54-page guide to 
all aspects of displaying numismatic items has been published by the 
CNA, and is available from our parent organization at P.O. Box 226, 
BARRIE, Ontario, Canada L4M 4T2 for $3.00 postpaid, I assure all 
QB readers that purchase of this book is money well spent. Its 
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publication is parti.cularly ti.mely for .RCC .me.mbe.rs, as th.ey will have 
two years during which to practise some of what the various contributors 
to the book preach before exhibiting at the '85 CNA Convention, A 
detailed review of Exhibits and Judging in Numismatias appears in 
Section 14 of this issue of the QB. 

Stan Clute and Scoop Lewry are vying for election as CNA 1st. Vice 
President. Whoever is elected is likely to be the next CNA President 
when Geoff Bell's two-year term of office comes to an end in Regina. 
How unfortunate that QB readers·wha belong to the CNA (and all other 
CNA members, too) have to choose between two such good candidates for 
the First Vice Presidential position! It is a race between a very 
knowledgea6le num~smatist who has had much valuable expirience on club 
executives in eastern and western Canada; and a diligent, hard-
working, enthusiastic RCC Vice President whose eff~rts in promoting 
the Canadian Large Cents Club and Coin Week have succeeded admirably. 
Most RCC members to whom I have spoken·about t:he upcoming election say 
they will be supporting Scoop as they feel he'll be able to give the 
CNA a high-profile public image that it has so-far lacked .••• an image 
that will be beneficial to the hobby of numismatics in Canada as well 
as to the Association. The fact that Scoop is a Saskatchewanian helps, 
for the RCC wants high-level representation on the CNA Executive with 
the Regina Convention fast-approaching. The Club will get that 
representation anyway, now that Stan has joined our ranks ......••..• 

Al Bliman is one of two candidates standing for Second Vice President, 
We wish him well. Al is a strong supporter of the Regina Coin Club, 
being one of the earliest of our out-of-province members to realize 
that the Club was starting to go places again and therefore worthy of 
joining. His work in promoting the hobby of coin collecting seems 
unending and has consumed much of Al's 'leisure hours' and - I am sure -
financial resources. 

Walter Loudon, another of our out-of-province members, wrote glowingly 
about the QB shortly after receiving his December '82 issue. The mention 
on page 33 of that QB about the lack of large cents in western Canada 
in the early 1900s brought back youthful. memories to Walter, for part 
of his letter read 

.... as I toZd you before I am from the west and onZy wish 
I were a Zittie aZoser to drop in now and again. 

About the artiaZe aonaerning the one aents in western 
Canada ••.. the first I saw in AZberta were those airauiating 
when I aame baak from the First WorZd War in 1919. 

We used to buy the newspapers from the newspaper offiaes 
at 5 for 5 aents and seii them on the street for 5 aents 
eaah •.. the CaZgary HeraZd, the News TeZegram and the 
Morning AZbertan •... 

************************************* 

JUNIOR MEMBERS) NEWS AND VIEWS 

Jonathan Kolot has taken the time and trouble to write the first article 
for this new section of the QB, 

Thank goodness ! 
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If he had not-done so, the section would be a failure before it even 
began. 

Please follow Jonathan's example and send a 250 to 1000 words-long 
article that relates in some way to coins, medals, tokens or paper
mo~ey. Read through the letter that your Junior Representative 
w~ote to you in February for further information, or write to your 
representative, Natasha Kolat, at 2815 24th. Avenue, Regina, S4S 1J7. 

Don't forget •... the Club is ·offering substantial prizes - a silver 
Proof Dollar·for the best of every four articles accepted for 
publication. 

Money make~ MQney by Jo_na.t.han KQlQt. 

I have been collecting Canadian nickels, quarters and pennies for 
four or five years, adding many coins to my collection when I went 
to the Regina Coin Club's 1981 Spring Coin and Stamp Show. 

In the past two years, I have started to collect older coins such 
as large pennies and siiver quarters. I also enjoy looking up 
commemorative coins and finding out what events they were struck 
for. In fact, I became so interested in commemoratives that I made 
a display of them for the '82 Fall Coin and Stamp Show. My display 
took s_~_cond place, and won me a prize of $20. 

In this way, I have found that collecting coins costs you money 
and earns you money at the same time ! 

Before we go on to the next section of the QB, here is some 
information about a numismatic essay competition that would ~eally 
be worth entering for. If you happened to win it, you would be 
absolutely justified in being the proudest Young 'Numismatist in 
the world. 

The Dr, F, Parkes Weber Prize administered by the CounciZ of 
the RoyaZ Numismatic Society of London, EngZand. 

The vaZue of the prize is a30, in addition to which the winner wiZZ 
receive a smaZZ bronze repZica of Dr. Parkes Weber's portrait medaZ 
by Frank Bowcher inscribed with the winner's name. 

Competitors for the prize must be under the age of -twenty-three on 
the finaZ day of entry, 31st, August of any particuZar year. They 
may be of any nationaZity. 

The prize wiZZ be awarded for an originaZ essay of not more than 
5000 words on any subject reZating to coins, medaZs, medaZZions or 
tokens. Competitors shouZd choose their own subject, but may seek 
guidance if they wish. 

The.essay shouZd be cZearZy written or typed in EngZish on one 
side of the paper onZy, and shouZd be sent, with a stamped addressed 
enveZope for return,to G. Berry, Education Secretary, RoyaZ Numis
matic_ Society, c/o Dept. of Coins and MedaZs, British Museum, 
London WC1B JDG, The award wiZZ be announced in December of the same 
year, unZess no award is made because entries are of insufficientZy 
high standard. No-one may win more than once. 
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FEATURE ARTICLES 

Coinage of the British Commonwealth and Empire. Part 1 - Africa. 

by 

Chris Gilboy and· Jim Smalley 

This introductory account of the c~inages of those areas of Africa that 
have at some time during the past several centuries been under British 
rule is intended to whet the readers' collecting appetites for a 
fascinat1ng seTies of coins. Lack of space precludes detailed 
descriptions of all denominations struck for use in ·eveTy African 
nation where British influence has been felt. Certain aspects of each 
countTy's silver:and base metal coinage are highlighted. Gold coins, 
which were minted in quantity only in South Africa, receive no attention. 

The first coins that tie the small island of Britain with the continent 
of Africa go further back in history than most people would believe. The 
Roman Empire stretched across northern Africa. With the conquest of 
Britain by the emperor Claudius in 43 A.D., the,two land masses - Africa 
and Britain - were united under one ruler (Figure 1). This situation 

.,,,_ 
~~·-~' 
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\\~· .. 
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·· ..... 

. Figure 1, Coins struck under the authority of 
Emperor Claudius (41-54 A.D.). Left : Egypt 
(Alexandria), bronze diobol with legends in 
Greek; regnal year 3. Centre : Rome, commemorating 
invasion of Br1tain, gold aureus; DE BRITANN on 
triumphal arch appears on the reverse. Right : . 

· Cappadocia (Caesarea), silver didrachm, a.46 A.D., 
reverse shows emperor holding an eagle-tipped 
sceptre in a triumphal quadriga, DE BRITANNIS below. 

ended when the Roman garrisons in Britain were withdrawn in about 
410 A.D. 

The first English coins struck for use overseas (apart from earlier 
Anglo-Gallic and Irish issues) were minted shortly after the granting 
of a charter in 1600 to the East India Company by Queen Elizabeth I. 
To assist the new enterprise, special coins, known as 'Portcullis 
money' f~om their reverse designsi were minted- (Figure 2). These pieces 

. ..;,~ ~1' 

- . 
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Figure 2, Silver coins struck for the East India 
Company in 1600 (all bear.the m,m, 0 at the start 
of both obverse and reverse le.ends). Top left 
(appears at bottom of page 29) : Eighth dollar or 
testern. Top right : Quarter d~ll~r or two testerns., 
Bottom left (appears above) : Half dollar or four 
testerns. Bottom right : Dollar or eight testerns. 

were coined in dollar, not sterling, denominations for they were intended 
as a counterblast to the Spanish 'dollar' or 8 reales that was used so 
extensively by traders throughout the world. They.may have seen limited 
circulation in Africa. 

The Gambia, on Africa's west coast (Figure 3, see.oppositQ) became the 
first British colony on the continent in 1588 through purchase. After 
alternate periods of union with Sierra Leone and existence aj a separate 
colony, it became firmly established as a British colony in 1888. In 
1965, it achieved independence as a constitutional monarchy within the 
Commonwealth.~~ts first set of coins was issued in 1966 on the British 
sterling system; and since most business in Gambia is done on a four
shilling basis, two particularly interesting denominations were 
introduced - the four-shilling piece or double-florin and the eight
shilling coin, unique to this country (Figure 4). Mintage figures are 

.1. ··/Jll 
~·~ 

Figure 4. The reverses of Gambia's 1966 four
shillings (left) and eight-shillings (right). 

800,000 and 25,000 respectively for circulation issues in cupro-nickel, 
with 6,600 proof cupro-nickel four-shilling pieces and 4,500 silver 
eight-shilling pieces also manufactured, The obverse of all Gambia'~ 
1966 coins carries a portrait of Queen Elizabeth II facing right,with 
THE GAMBIA 1966 written horizontally in the field, 

In 1970, Gambia became a republic and changed its monetary system to 
decimal values, 100 bututs equalling l dalasi (Figure 5, page 32), 
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Cupro-nic 

(Bronze) 

(Silver) 

(Cupro-nickel) ~=~- (Cupro-nickel) 
Figure S. Selacted denominations of the Gambia's 
decimal coinage; the obverse is common to all, so 
is shown only for the 40 dalasis (a silver coin 
that forms part of the nation's Wil~life 
Conservation Series). 

Sierra Leone, just to the south of the Gambia, was first visited by 
Portuguese and British slavers in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. The first settlement, at Freetown, was established as a 
refuge for·runaway slaves from the U.S., freed slaves from Britain, 
and n~groes discharged from the British armed forces. Coins were 
st:ruck.-by the Sierra Leone Company in 1791 and 1796. The denominations 
were in sterling (one penny pieces only, Figure 6) and in decimal, 
running from the one cent through to the dollar (Figure? and aover 
illustrations). The bronze coins are worth about_$20 in Fine condition, 

Figure 6. Bronze one penny piece, 1791, of the 
Sierra Leone Company. Two issues of this coin exist. 
·one has a diameter of 32 mm and a weight of 291. 6 troy 
grains, and may have been used in trade. The other 
(shown above) is 31 mm in diameter, weighs approximately 
260 grains, and was struck only in proof form; they 
were probably mainly used as souvenirs by Company 
shareholders. 

Figure ?. Decima! coins of the Sierra Leone Company. 
All have a common obverse (front aover). The reverse 
shows a white hand clasping a black hand in friend
ship (note the difference in the hands, baak aover). 
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Tw~ major varieties of the dollar differ from 
one another in the numeral defining the value 
on the reverse; one type (above right, appears 
on page J2), th~ rarer, has a ~l'; the other 
(ba~k aover) ,'100:. Sierra Leone Company coins 
were minted at Matthew Boulton's Soho Mint in 
Birmingham by a recently invented steam-driven 
press. 

whereas the silver coins are priced upwards from about $50. Sierra 
Leone also has a countermarked coinage, with a crowned WR (William 
Rex) stamped on Spanish or Sp~nish-American coins or portions of 
coins (Figure 8). The coins are undated~ but were produced a. 1832-4. 

. " rr i--. '. l , '. 
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Figure B. Sierra Leone countermarked quarter 
dollar (left) and hal£ dollar (right) issued 
a. 1832-4. These pieces ceased to be legal 
tender in 1839. 

They cost about $75 in Very Good condition. The country became 
independent in 1961, and issued its first coins in 1964 (Figure 9). 

Figure 9. A selection of coins minted for an 
independent Sierra Leone. Those struck in 1964 
bear on their obverses a portrait of Sir Milton 
Margai, the country's first Prime Minister. 
Later (1972,1974) . issues carry a portrait of 
Dr. Siaka Stevens on their obverse. 100 cents 
are equal to 1 leone. 

Sierra Leone remains a member of the British Commonwealth. 

Farther east along the African west coast lies Ghana, for'merly known 
as the Gold Coast. Britain assumed control here in 1821, and added 
part of German Togoland after the First Worl War. Ghana obtained its 
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independence in 1957, the first negro-i~habited African ~olony to be 
granted statehood. Coins were first issued for the Gol~ Co~st in 
1796 in the peculiarly-named denominations of tackoes and· ickeys; - . 
eight of the first were equal in value to one of the second (Figure 10). 

Figure 10. The Gold Coast's first coinage of 
1796 consisted of (Zeft to right) the silver 
tackoe, ~ ackey, ½ ackey and ackey. 

With catalogue values starting at about $125 f9r. specimens in Very 
Fine condition, these coins are expensive to buy, as are the proof 
ackey and its half that were struck in 1818 (Figure 11). Ghana issued 

Figure 11. Proof½ ackey (left) and ackey (ri~ht) 
of the Gold Coast, struck in 1818; silver. 

its own coins in 1958 on the B~itish monetary system (Figure 12), but 

t 

{v 

' . (Cu-Ni) (Cu-Ni) ~ ._ l'lll'.\.11', ... 

(Bronze) -----=----- (Silver) 
Figure 12. A selection of Ghana's first coinage 
issued in 1958. The latin obverse legend·is unique 
in Africa amongst nations that were formerly 
British colonies. 

changed in 1965 to a decimal system with 100 pesewas equalling one 
cedi (Figure 13). The denomination cedi is derived from th~ word 
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( Cu-Ni) 

(Brass) 

Figure 13. A selection of Ghana's decimal 
coinage issued during the period 1965-79. 

(B ras.s) 

sedie meaning cowrie, a shell money that was commonly employed by 
many African tribes. 

The large colony _of Nigeria, east of Ghana, makes up the fourth 
country to be dealt with in this account. The four were together 
known as British West Africa, and were supplied with a common 
currency of both coins and banknotes by the West African Currency 
Board from 1907 until 1958, For the first five years of ·this pe-riod, 
the coinage bore the inscription NIGERIA - BRITISH WEST AFRICA 
(Figure 14), changed thereafter to BRITISH WEST AFRICA (Figure 15). 

Figure 14. Earliest common coinage of the four 
former British West African colonies of the 
Gambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast and N,igeria 
was issued from 1907-11, and comprised the 
1/l0th. penny in aluminium (along with ~ast 
Africa, the first country to use this metal fo~ 
circulating ~fficial coinage) and cupro-nickel 
(above left); the cupro-nickel ½ penny (centre) 
and the penny (right), also in cupro-nickel, 

\\~ i~\}-~ .: ' .: . ~~.;. 

(Cu-Ni) (Cu-Ni) 
.: ,..':,,1,· 

iu1o (Brass) (Silver) 
Figure 15 . A selection of base metal and silver 
coins struck for the same four west African 
colonies over the period 1912-58, 
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rt was struck at a number of different .mints : J,R, Gaunt and Sons 
0£ Birmingham (mint mark 'G'), King's.Norton Metal Company also of 
airmingham (mint mark 'KN'), the Pretoria Mint of South Africa 
(~int mark 'SA') and the Royal Mint of London, England (Figure 16). 

Figure 16, The extremely rare brass 1920-G 
shilling of British West Africa, showing 
the position of the mint mark, 

This coinage, now naturally obsolete, includes three coins of 
1936 bearing the name of King Edward VIII (Figure 17), 

. .,, 
. . 
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Figure 17. British West African coinage 
of Edward VIII; it is made of cupro-nickel. 

N~geria became independent in 1960. It issued coins with a portrait 
of Queen Elizabeth II on the obverse and (apart from the penny and 
Les half) various plants on the reverse (Figure 18),Use of the 

(Bronze) (Cu-Ni) 

Figure 18~ A selection of coins minted for 
Nigeria immediately prior to, and during 
several years subsequent to, independence. 

st·.erling system of ·values continued. The earliest' of these coins were 
dated 1959; the latest, 1962. In 1973, the coinag~ for the Federal· 
Republic of Nigeria first made its appearance (Figure 19); it had a 
decimal basis, with 100 kobos equalling 1 naira in value. 

Southwest Africa was captured from Germany during the First World War 
by troops from South Africa. Diplomatic efforts continue to try to 
pull this land out of South African control and to bring it its 
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Figure 19, A selection of coins of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria; the earliest were struck 
in 1973. The obverse design is common to all. 
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independence, This part of Africa can be considered to have been under 
indirect control by Great Brit~in from its take-over by South Africa 
until 1934, when the Union of South Africa achieved the status of a 
sovereign state within the British Empire (readers might be interested 
to note that Canada did not become a sovereign state until 1931 
through the Statute of Westminster), Coins of Britain and South Africa 
circulated in Southwest Africa. 

South Africa, rich in gold, diamonds and coal, was settled by Dutch, 
German and French emigrants from 1652 onwards, Britain captured the 
Cape Colony in 1795, The Dutch and German settlers travelled · 

-~orthwards to avoid the British, but Britain wanted tpeir mineral-rich 
land, The Boer republics were incorporated into the British Empire 
following their defeat in the Boer War, 1899-1902, In 1910, the Union 
of South Africa was formed, Growing world opposition to South Africa's 
apartheid policies prompted South Africa co secede from the British 
Commonwealth of Nations in 1961. Until then , the Union's currency 
had been on the sterling system (Figure 20). Upon becoming a republic, 
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Figure 20, Between 1923 and ·1960,.the Union of 
South Africa minted three denominations (~d., to 
ld.) in bronze (top line, see page 37) and six 
.(3d. to 5 shillings) in silver. Three monarchs' 
portraits grace the obverse - George V, George 
VI and Elizabeth I~ - over the cours~ of these 
years. 

South Africa adopted a decimal monetary system whereby 100 cents 
are equal in value to one rand (Figure 21). Prior to th~s c~angeover, 

(Bronze) 

(Brass) 

(Nickel) 

Figure 21, A miscellaneous selection of coins 
minted in various metals by the Republic of ' 
South Africa since 1961. Reverse designs most 
commonly feature the countrr's plants, animals 
or birds. Politically important figures are 
often portrayed on the obverse (for example, 
Dr. Verwoerd,bottom line,right, and Charles . 
Swart,top line, right). The name Sguth Africa 
appears on each denomination in English 
and/or Afrikaans. 

(Bronze) 

the nation issued two interesting commemorative crown pieces (Figure 
22), the first for the 300th. Anniversary df the Founding of Cape
town; the second, in 19-60, for the 50th. Anniversary of the founding 
of the Union. The very earliest circulation crown struck for use in 
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Figure 22. Commemorative crowns i~sued by the 
Union of South Africa in 1952 (left)and 1960 
(right). 

the southern part of Africa was produced f~r the Zuid Afrikaansche 
Republiek (the South African Republic) presided over at the time 
(1892) by Boer leader Johannes Kruger (Figure 23). A fascinating type 
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Figure 23~ Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek (made 
up of a region around Johannesburg known as 
the Transvaal) crown pieces, 1892, carried 
a portrait of President Kruger on the obverse 
and a coat-of-arms on the reverse (two major 
varieties of this silver coin depict the 
trekkers' ox-drawn wagon in the coat-of-arms 
as having two shafts at the front, an incorrect 
rendition, or a single shaft; the latter 
renditioning has a rear wheel larger than the 
front wheel). 

collection of the coins of South Africa prior to incorporation is fairly 
easily and inexpensively obtainable for denominations from the bronze 
penny through to the half-crown (Figure 24), In up to Fine condition, 
these pieces, which apart from the penny are all of sil~er, can be 
bought for a modest premium over bullion value. 

Figure 24. Type set of the bronze penny and 
the silver 3d. through half-crown, of the 
Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek (1892-8). 
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To the north of South Africa is Southern Rhodesia, now known as 
Zimbabwe.· Cecil Rhodes and his Britis~ South African Company opened 
up these African hinterlands. Rhodes obtained mineral rights from 
local chieftains in about 1888, and administered his African empire 
- named Southern Rhodesia in 1895 - through his Company. In 1923,. 
the British Government annexed the area after the white settlers 
voted to remain separate from the Union of South Africa. From 1953 
to 1963, Southern Rhodesia formed a political unit known as the 
Central African Federation or the Federation of Rhodesia and 

.Nyasaland by joining with two of its neighbours, the protectorates 
of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland. In 1963, Northern Rhodesia 
became the independent state of Zambia, and Nyasaland became 
Malawi. Southern Rhodesia made its 'Unilateral Declaration of 
Independence, which went unrecognized by the rest of the world; it 
maintained white minority rule until 1978. ·nur~ng this year~ 
Britain - for the last time in Africa - took over nominal control 
of one of the Dark Continent's. countries. Britain maintained her 
official presence for only as long as it took to hold elections to 
vote in a black majority Parliament. 

Southern Rhodesia changed its name to Zimbabwe in 1980. 

Coins of Southern Rhodesia were struck from 1932 to 1954 (Figure 
25). A special crown piece (Figu~e 28) was minted in 1953 to honour 
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Figure 25. Type coins of Southern Rhodesia 
minted from 1932 until 1954. 

Figure 26, Cecil Rhodes Centennial Commemorative 
crown, silver, Southern Rhodesia, 1953. 
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the 100th. Anniversary of the birth of Cecil Rhodes. Coins of Rhodesia 
and Nyasaland were struck from 1955 to-1963 (Figure 27). The break
away Republic of Rhodesia issued several coinages during its brief 

Figure 27. Type coins of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 
minted from 1955 to 1963. 

existence,_ but because the Republic was never officially recognized 
outside Southern Rhodesia, the coins are considered to be non-legal 

-_ tender and are therefore unlisted in standa~d catalogues. Three proof 
specimens of 1970 are illustrated in Figure 28. 

Figure 28. Republic of Rhodesia - extremely 
rare Proofs of the½~, 1~ and 2½~. 

A similar situation to the one already described for British West 
Africa, where a group of four colonies were united by - amongst other 
things - a common coinage, also held for East Africa. Here, f~ve 
separate British-controlled territories - Tanganyika (now part of 
Tanzania), the Sultanate of Zanzibar and Pemba (also part of present
day Tanzania), Uganda, Kenya and British Somaliland (now part of the 
Somali Republic) - used identical co~ns and banknotes. The latter 
were also legal tender in Aden at the southernmost tip of the Arabian 
Peninsula. The earliest coins, dated 1897, comprised copper one pice 
pieces (Figure 29) inscribed EAST AFRICA PROTECTORATE. This ·denomin-

Figure 29. East Africa's. earliest coin (1897-9). 
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ation was short-lived, for in i906 aluminium cents (only two specimens 
with this .date have been recor~ed· and twenty-five cent pieces (silver) 
were struck. Other multiples of the cent and half-cents were 
shortly thereafter (Figure 30), with the name EAST AFRICA & 
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Figure 30. Ty s of the first coinage produced 
. ~,.:.;;; for East Africa using cents as sub-divisions of the /;~~·:lfe ~ 

11 
_ .. ;(r..;.~-~.r.... rupee. Initial use of aluminium for the lQ and ½Q ~ ·'!(:' · ._.,. ff __ :;'1:f,;.. pieces was soon dropped in favour of cupro-nickel; · • .c:.•:·-~~fr · 
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PROTEC~ORATES appearing on the reverses. The only significant change in 
these early decimal coins, of which 100 were equal in value to an 
Indian rupee, was in the metal used for the lowest denominations (½Q 
and lQ) and in the king's name (George V came to the throne in 1910 
after the death of his father, Edward VII). Then in 1920, the florin 
(Figure 31~ replaced the rupee as the basic currency unit; the 

Figure 31, The attractive East African florin 
of 1920 with an enlargement to show the position 
of the mint mark, here the extremely rare "A". 

shilling (Figure 32) was worth SOQ. In May of the following year, 1921, 
the shilling, divided into 100Q, became the standard unit of currency -

' .. 1'! 
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Figure 32. Types e East African 
of 1920, exclusive of the florin. 

and remained so even after the various East African territories began 
to achieve their independence in the 1960s (Figure 33). In 1936, 5Q 
and lOQ pieces were struck bearing the name of Edward VIII (Figure 34). 
The lOQ pieces and lower denominations were made with holes in their 

. \ 
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Figupe 33. Type coins struck for East Africa 
between 19ll and 1963. 

Figupe 34. East African 5~ and 10~ pieces 
(bronze) of 1936 with the name and titles 
of Edward VIII. Right : mule 10~ with the 
reverse being that of a British West African 
one penny (aompaPe with FiguPe 17). 

centres so that they could ~eadily be carried on a string or a metal 
rod. Sometimes the holes were not punched out of the flan (FiguPe 35). 

FiguPe 35. East African 10~-piece lacking the 
usual central hole. 

After Kenya and Tanganyika became independent of Britain in.1963 and 
1964 respectively, following Uganda's 1962 lead, coins and banknotes 
of the East African Currency Board circulated in all three countries 
until each went its separate way in 1966 (FiguPe 36). 

The following mints at some time or other struck coins for East Africa 
Ackroyd & Best Ltd., Morley, England (mint mark "A"); Bombay Mint, 
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Figure 36. East Afri~an post-independence issues 
of the 5~- and 10~-pieces, 1964, 

India (mint mark "I"); Heaton's Mint, Birmingham, England (min·c mark' 
"H"); King's Norton Metal Company, Birmingham, England (mint mark 
generally "KN", but "K" alone was used on the 5~-piece of 1914); 
Pretoria Mint, South Africa (mint mark "SA"); and the Royal Mint, 
London, England (no mint mark), · 

In present-day Tanzania on the edge of Lake Tanganyika, the American 
journalist, Sir He~ry Morton Stanley, found the missing Scottish 
missionary and explorer, David Livingstone in 1871. He uttered the 
immortal remark "Dr. Livingstone, I presume?" 

The British gained control of this part of East Africa during the 
First World War. For the previous thirty or so years, the area had 
been administered by Germany, which nation minted coins for· use there 
at Berlin (mint mar·k "A") and Hamburg (mint mark "J"). During WWI 
hostilities, emergency issues were struck at Tabora and Lulangani 
(mint mark "T"), both·in the then German East Africa (see Figures 37, 
38,39). 
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Fiaure 37. Type set of the first coinage mince 
for(the Protectorate of)German East Africa 
(pronounced a colony in 1897) from 1890 until 
1902; 64 pesas equalled 1 rupie in value. 
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Figure 39. Type set of the second coinage minted 
for (the Colony of) German East Africa from 1904 
until 1914; 1 rupie was worth 100 heller. 

Figure 39. Brass emergency issues of 5 heller and 
20 heller pieces minted during World War I (1916) 
in German East Africa • 

Copper 1 pysa, 1299. 

Bronze · 1 aen-t .._ __ _.... Niake Z 20 aents 
Figure 41. Coins minted for Sultan Ali Bun Hamud 
of Zanzibar in 1908 when it was a British Protectorate. 

The United Republic of Tanzania issued its first coins in 1966, with 
100 sentis equal in value to 1 shilingi (Figure ~2). 

Uganda,· where the British had established a Protectorate in 1894, also 
struck its first post-break-up-of-the~East-African-Common-Market coins 
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Figure 42. A select{on of coins struck in and 
after 1966; most carry attractive representations 
of wildlife nati~e to the Federal Re~ublic of 
Tanzania. 

(Figure 43) in 1966 .. The basic monetary unit, the shilling, was 
inherited directly from pre-independence days:·· it continued to . be 
subdivided into 100 cents. 

' I 

Figure 43. Selected coins struck in and after 
1966 for the Republic of Uganda. 

Present-day Kenya came under . British domination in the 1880s, and 
attained independence at the end of 1963; it became a republic the 
following year. Kenya's chief port is Mombasa, an island in a deep 
coastal inlet. The Imperial British East Africa Company issued 
several denominations of bronze and silver coins inscribed with the 
name MOMBASA in 1888 and 1890 (Figure 44); 4 pice = 1 anna, 
16 annas = .1 rupee. 

_, rrA:i.2" 
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~F~i~g~u~r~e__,;4~4~. Type set of bronze and silver coins 
struck for Mombasa by the British Imperial East 
Africa Company. 
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Like her two neighbours, Tanzania and Uganda, the Republic of Kenya 
issued her first coins in 1966 (Figure 45). Also like them, a decimal 
monetary system based on the shilling (made up of 100 cents) continued 
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Figure 45. Selected coins struc_k .. for the Republic 
of Kenya in and after 1966. Two obverses have been 
used, the earlier (1966-8) without, the later 
(1969-78) with, legends around Kenyatta's bust. 

Along the African coast to the north of Kenya is the Somali Democratic 
Republic. Britain occupied part of the area in 1882 to safeguard the 
sea route to India via the Suez Canal. British_ Somaliland was granted 
independence in 1960; it later merged with Italian Somaliland to form 
the Somal Democratic Republic. No coinage specifically for Somaliland 
was ever issued under British rule; East African coins circulated in 
the region, and were ancestral to the presently-used monetary system 
whereby 100 senti are worth 1 shilin (Figure 46); previous to a monetary 
reform of 1975/6, 100 centesimi were equivalent ·to 1 scellino. 
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Figure 46. A selection of some of the coins 
minted for the Somali Democratic Republic, 
part of which was formerly British Somaliland. 

The Sudan came under British control following a military expedition 
led by General -Horatio Kitchener in 1898. No coins were issued for 
the Sudan since the country was jointly administered by Britain and 
Egypt, and Egyptian coins were used. In 1956, the Sudan received 
independence from Great Britain and Egypt. 

The historic country of Egypt, located in the northeastern corner of 
Africa, was occupied by British troops in 1882; by this action, Britain 
became the de facto ruler. The Suez Canal was considered to be vital 
to Britain so that this imperialistic nation was assured of quick 
access to her many colonies in or bordering on the Indian and Pacific 
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Oceans, especially India. Although Egypt became a sovereign kingdom 
in 1922, Britain maintained control o1 the Canal; moreover, she 
continued to occupy' Cairo, Alexandria a.nd several other Egy.ptian 
cities, During World War II, Egypt was the scene of many battles 
involving British troops. In 1942, a German advance that threatened 
to engulf Alexandri~ and the Suez Canal was stopped by the British 
at El Alamein, just west of Alexandria. In 1946, Britain ended its 
military occupation of Alexandria and other Egyptian cities, 

' The coins attributed to British Egypt are those which, struck from 
1916 to 1920, carry both Arabic and English inscriptions (Figure 47), 
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Figure 47. A selection of coins struck for use 
in Egypt as that country approached tha end of 
its being a British Protectorate,.,denominations 
accor~ed to a reformed currency system whereby 
10 milliemes = 1 piastre, 100 piastre~= 1 pound; 
this system replaced previously-used Turkish coin 
forms. Pieces to the left carried the name of 
Sultan Hussein Kamil; those to the right, Ahmed 
Fu' ad I. 

The millieme denominations were made of bronze or cupro-nickel; 
they are relatively inexpensive (dates are 1916 and 1917). The 2,5, 
10 and 20 piastre-pieces were silver, with the last being about the 
size of a silver crown piece. 

Two islands, both formerly Crown colonies, were once considered by 
most people to be part of British Africa, One was (and is) Mauritius; 
it lies in the Indian Ocean about 800 km east of the very large island 
0£ Madagascar. Britain ·captured it from France in 1810, and granted 
inde.ndence in 1968. The earliest coins struck .for use in Mauritius 
were minced in 1822, but are undated (Figure 48); their legends are in 
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Figure 48. Mauritius' first, undated coinage 
consisted of only two pieces, both silver, each 
with legends in French. 
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French. Coins,dated 1820 and nicknamed 'anchor money' for obvious 
reasons (see Figure 49), were struck for Mauritius but were later 

Figure 49. Set of four silver coins -
the so~called 'Anchor Coinage - in 
denominations ranging from 1/16 dollar 

· (left) to 1/2 dollar (right), They 
circulated in Mauritius until 1826, 
when they were shipped to the British 
West Indies. 

taken to western British territories including Canada. The first 
regular coinage for Mauritius, with 100 cen~s equal in value to one 
rupee, was minted in 1877 and continued to be struck as necessary 

-· until modern times (Figure 50). No major design changes followed the 
island's achieving independ~nce. The country remains in the 
Commonwealth of Nations with the Queen of Britain as Chief of State. 
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Figure 50. A selection of Mauritius coins struck 
between 1877 and 1978, 

The British also controlled a group of 85 islands known as the 
Seychelles, lying in the Indian Ocean some 1000 km northeast of 
Madagascar. Britain seized the islands in 1810, during the Napoleonic 
wars, and granted independence in 1976. The Seychelles were thus the 
last of Britain's African possessions to gain this distinction apart 
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Figure 52. 
Seychelles 
in 1976. 
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Mention has already been made of the fact that Southern Rhodesia was 
the last area in Africa to remain under direct British rule (page 40), 
until its independence was officially granted in April 1980. Coinages 
issued in Rhodesia - renamed Zimbabwe after independence - are 
illustrated in Figures 53 to 55 inclusive. The first of these Figures 
shows coins issued in 1964 and 1968 for the self-styled Republic of 
Rhodesia (Prime Minister Ian Smith actually declared independence 
from Britain in May 1965). The next (Figure 54, see also Figure 28) 
depicts the five highest value denominations struck by the unofficial 
republic from 1970 to 1977. For these, a decimal system had been 
adopted and continued to be employed for the first of Zimbabwe's 
coinages (Figure 55) .• - Selected post-independence issues of Southern 
Rhodesia's former partners in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 
are showi, first (Figure 56)for Zambia, then for Malawi (Figure 5?). 

Other African territories that have been under British control include 
Botswana (prior to independence, this area had, since 1885, been the 
Protectorate of Bechuanaland), of which country selected coins appear 
in Figure 58; and the Kingdom of Lesotho, constiuted as a native 
tribal state under British protection in 1870 when it was known as 
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Figure 53. Cupro-nickel coins struck for the self
declared Republic of Rhodesia in 1964 and 1968; 
their values are expressed in both sterling and a 
decimal system whereby 100 cents are equivalent to 
one dollar. 

Figure 54. Cupro-nickel coins struck for the 
illegal Republic of Rhodesia between 1970 and 
1977; denominations range from 5~ upwards (see 
Figure 28 for lower-denomination pieces). 

Figure 55. Bronze (1~) and cupro-nickel coins 
struck in 1980 for Zimbabwe; obverse designs 
are common to all denominations. 

i 
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Figure 56. A selection of Zambian coins, most 
portaying President Kenneth Kaunda on their 
obverses. Top row (aatuaZZy appears towards 
the bottom of page 51) : first issue, using 
sterling values. Remainder : decimal coins 
minted in, and subsequent to, 1968; 100 ngwees 

~ ace equal in value to 1 kwacha. 
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Figure 57, A selection of coins struck for 
Malawi. Top row : sterling issues; remainder 
decimal issues ·(100 tamhala = 1 kwach~). 

Bronze 

Figure 58. A sele·ction of regular-issue 
coins struck for Botswana (100 thebe = 1 pula). 

Basutoland. From 1884 to 1959, the legislative and executive authority 
for Basutoland was vested in a British High Commissioner. Indepen~ence 
was attained in 1966, when an issue of medallic coins (Figure 59)' in 
silver (and gold) was struck. A second issue of coins in nickel-brass 
and cupro-nickel was struck in 1979 (Figure 60), Lesotho's decimal 
system has 100 lisente exchangeable for one maloti. The Kingdom is 
entirely surrounded by the Union of South Africa • 
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Figure 59. Silver medallic coins of Lesotho, 
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Figure 60, Regular-issue coins of Lesotho, 1979. 

The a. 650,000 sq km island of Madagascar came under considerable 
influence by the British in the 1880s, but was finally established as
a French protectorate in 1886 in return for French recognition of 
Britain's domination in Zanzibar. Britain occupied Madagascar, which 
lies some 400 km off the southeast coast ~f Africa, after the fall of 
France in 1942. This action was taken to prevent seizure of the island 
by the Japanese. Madagascar was returned to the Free French in 1943. 

Libya, situated west of Egypt, was under British and French control 
from 1943 to 1951, when it was granted independence,.However, Britain 
maintained troops and a base in Libya until 1970. 

Coins showing evidence of British presence in either Madagascar or 
•Libya were not struck. 

Eritrea, presently an Ethiopian province fronting on the Red Sea, was 
an Italian colony from 1890 until placed under British military 
administration in 1941. It remained under British control until 1952, 
when the United Nations designated it an autonomous federation with 
Ethiopia. Again, no coins were made that in any way suggested British 
presence in the region. 

Thus we come to the end of this numismatic survey of the British in 
Africa. Empire-building by Britain in this part of the world reached 
its peak in the late 1800s and the early 1900s, led by its most ardent 
champion, Cecil Rhodes. Collapse came with unexpected suddeness in the 
1950s and 1960s as the winds of change raced across the continent, 
often violently. Cultural collapse, to judge by the artistic standards 
of post-independence coinages, has not - fortunately - accompanied 
political and in some cases economic collapse. History shows us that 
when circum~tances demoralize civilized peoples to the extent that they 
no longer have pride in their artistic accomplishments, their 
civilizations swiftly disintegrate beyond the point of recovery. Using 
this criterion in Africa, and-in the -world in general, we can be 
optimistic that what sometimes seem to be devastatingly troubled times 
will not lead in-evitably to the destruction of civilization as we know 
it. 

With thfs simplistic generalization about our future, we leave you 
until we visit other parts of the British Empire and Commonwealth of 
Nations via their coinages. 

********** 
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The Manila Overstrikes, 

by 

Frank Gilb o.Y 

1828-30. 

From the earliest Spanish settlement in the Philippine Islands 
established by Miguel de Legazpi in May 1564, an increasingly rich 
variety of coinages had circulated amongst the ruling and trading 
community. The famous 'navs de Manila' * soon began to arrive every 
few years with the 'real situado' ** of anything from 85,000 to 
350,000 pesos aboard, having braved more than 13,000 km of that ocean 

.misnamed "Pacific", fraught with.dangers of hurricanes, hazardous 
channels and currents as well as Dutch, French and British pirates. 
By the end of the sixteenth century, Manila was becoming the commercial 
centre where Chinese silks and embroideries could be ·exchanged for good 
Mexican silver. The Spaniards long monopolized the trade, but gradually 
foreigners worked their way in until the town was officially opened to 
them in 1815. Foreigners were still, however, forbidden to retail goods 
or to do business in the provinces - privileges which they undoubtedly 
exercised but which were on~y legally accorded in 1837. So, whilst 
'reale_s.' from the American continent and even a few from the distant 
fatherland preponderated in the islands, considerable quantities of 
French francs, Italian lire and even British crowns were in circulation. 
All were accepted as legal tender, though Chinese merchants would 
occasionally "chop" a coin to indicate a.more grudging approval. Even 
the complete cessation of the Manila Galleon's visits in 1815 , does not 
seem to have materially affected the trade and prosperity of the 
archipelago,. though its stoppage directly resulted from troubles that 
had been brewing on the mainland for the best part of a century. 

The legitimate grievances of those of pure Spanish blood born abroad, 
the "criollos", nurtured in an age of reason when liberal ideas were 
fanned by the War of Independence in North America, and a revolution 
which sent a king and his courtiers to the guillotine in France, all 
joined to produce an interplay of uncontrollable forces. When two 
French army corps marched ·into the north of Spain in 1808, unbidden 
and unheralded, the match was put to the gunpowder. Independence 
movements swept through Central and South America, and.·soon Hidalgo 
was on the move in Mexico and Morelos setting seige to Acapulco. 
Bolivar, Sucre, San Martin, Artigas, Belgrano, and a hundred others 
suddenly leapt to the fore. In no time, they were minting their own 
currencies, some provisional like those of Morelos st~uck between 
1810 and 1813, others more definitive like those of the 'Provincias 
del Rio de la Plata' from 1813 and of 'Chile Independiente' from 
1817 (Figure 1~ see opposite), By 1824, all that remained· of the vast 
Spanish Empire were Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippine Islands, 

News of these events would soon reach Manila as, with the favouring 
WLnds of the February-March monsoon, eight weeks were an average 

* The Manila Galleon. 

** The annual subsidy allocated by the home government to enable the 
islands' administration and.the religious orders to continue their 
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Figure 1. Eight-reales pieces struck by newly 
independent (from Spain) countries of South 
America (left : Provincias del Rio de la Plata 
-Zater Argentina - ; centre : Chile Independiente) 
and of Mexico in process of fighting for its 
independence (right : Morelos' provisional 
coinage). 

sailing time from Acapulco. Its receipt would produce three major 
repercussions. The Governor in particular would first·be struck by his 
increasing responsibility. As Captain-General, he could always refer to 
his Viceroy in Mexico, when in doubt; after 1821 he could only refer to 
Madrid, or Sevilla, or Cadiz wherever the seat of government might be 
in the turbulent reign of Ferdinand VII (who was characterised by Oman 
as "a coward and a cur"). Then the administrators would surely feel a 
need to prevent the liberal wave from washing·over the archipelago. And 
soon afterwards, suspicions would arise about the value of the new 
currencies. Mighi not the upstart rulers decide that debasing these 
would furnish the easiest way to pay for their wars ? The Governor and 
his aides had the best of reasons for so thinking since but a hundred 
years before, in July 1730, Philip V had reduced the standard estab
lished by Charles and Joanna over two centuries previously by 4 granos 
to 11 dineros (916.666 milesimas). Even more recently, in 1772 when 
replacing the "columnarios" by "bustos", the astute Charles III who 
seldom missed an opportunity, improved the occasion by diminishing the 
silver content further to 10 dineros 20 granos (902.77 milesimas). 
Why should ~ot the present leaders learn from their royal predecessors? 
The danger existed •..•. and certainly the problem could not be solved 
by prohibiti~g the entry of the new ~oinages for that would speedily 
lead to a shortage since so much was steadily siphoned off to China and 
its neighbours to pay for fine fabrics. The trade of the great entrepot 
would then rapidly grind to a halt. 

Consultations must have been long· and detailed, and the favoured course 
of action would hav~ to be referred to the Viceroy in Mexico up to 
mid-1821 or, if later, to Spain direct. In either case, the final 
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decision would have to be made in the homeland, and the initial dies 
would probably have been engraved there. As far back as the 6th. June 
1544, a royal decree had laid down that the d~es for ~oins to be 
minted in Spanish possessions overseas should be sent under guard from 
the fatherland to ensure uniformity of fineness, weight, value and 
design. We hear of new dies being sent to Peru in 1570, for their 
arrival was confirmed by Francisco de Toledo, the Viceroy, in February 
1572. A hundred and sixty years later, the pillar dollars were 
designed by Francisco Rernandez Escudero and the pattern, still on 
show in the Mexican mint, was prepared by Diego de la ·casa, chief die
sinker of the Segovia mint and sent to the Mexican Viceroy - the
Marques de Casafuerte. Pradeau has suggested that this procedure was 
modified for the "bust" coinage of 1772 in that the initial dies were 
cut in Mexico City as early as ·1760 and sent to Spain for. royal 
approval. Then in 1808, home control clearly slackened ·further, for 
whils~ Guatemala and Popayan complied with an order.to continue with 
the bust of Charles IV changing nothing but the legend (to read 
FERDINAND VII) until the new dies arrived from Madrid, Mexico, its 
subsidiary mints of Chihuahua and Zacatecas, Santiago and Lima 
invented their own portraits of th~ new king, only replacing them by 
the genuine article in 1811. Yet, taking into consideration the· 
tumults and disorders in both America and Spain, the degree of central 
control that remained is more remarkable than the fact that it was. 
weakening. In such circumstances, reference regarding a new design for 
a sil~~r coin of the value of 8 reales to be produced in a private 
mint that had hitherto only coined copper, would undoubtedly have to 
be made to Spain. Whether the dies were prepared there or sent from 
Mexico for approval was chiefly a matter of technical or-academic 
interest. However, the first approach would likely be channeled 
through one of the following eight Viceroys - many of them local 
appointees - who tried to manage the anarchical New Spain between 
1808 and 1821 

Jose de Iturragaray was replaced by the decrepit Pedro 
Garabay in 1808, f~llowed the next year by Archbishop Francesco Javier 
de Lizana. In 1810, Francisco Javier Venegas arrived from the Peninsula 
and lasted until Geµeral Calleja was set up three years later. Sept
ember 1816 saw the arrival of Juan Ruiz de Apodaca who commanded for 
almost five·years when General Pedrq Novella took over to be followed 
by the last of the line, Juan de O'Donjou. Whoever·±t was, and Juan 
Ruiz de Apodaca is the best cand~date in point of time and of the 
duration of the tenure of office, may well have acted as little more 
than a postbox on the outward journey whilst the reply could have been 
made direct after the end of Spanish rule in the Viceroyalty. 

The timing is a crucial piece in this jigsaw reconstruction of the 
administrative process. Reference to Spain from Manila could hardly 
take less than two years. On leaving port, ships had to claw their way 
into the northern high latitudes before they could secure a wind that 
would take them southeast to the Californian coast. Six to eight months' 
sailing in difficult conditions would be followed by the overland trip 
from Acapulco to Mexico City where delays at the viceroyal court w~re 
inevitable .before the messengers could go down to Porto Bello to find 
a boat to take them on the two months' voyage to Sevilla. The return 
journey could be much quicker, once the circuitous complexities of the 
councils and juntas of the king's court had been negotiated, Sailing 
t~me could be as little as four months, but much would depend .on 
leaving Acapulco in February or March - if indeed crossing the isthmus 
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was politically possible. The chances are that because of colonial 
revolts, the reply to the Philippine query had to be sent direct to 
the Governor via Cape Horn. An hypothesis that fits the known facts is 
that the reference to Spain was made through Viceroy Juan Ruiz between 
1816 and 1821, that the reply arrived in March- 1826 before the issuing 
of the decree of the 6th. April, and that the initial dies themselves 
(with the final and maybe also the penultimate figure~ of the date 
omitted) did not arrive until October 1828, shortly before the 
inaugural decree. 

Four gubernatorial edicts were apparently needed to introduce the 
overstriking of the revolutionary coinages. The first of these came on 
the 6th. April 1826. After stating that free, unauthorised circulation 
of the new mainlan~ coinages in the Islands might be construed as 
implying tacit approval of the rebellious regimes, it emphasized the 
need to protect agriculturists and traders from losses caused by 
debased money. Since all would understand that non-admission of these 
coinages would only substitute a worse problem for the one in prospect, 
the decree proposed .that an 'oficina da resellos' * be set up under 
the Ministry of Finance to examine recently-minted coins ang to 
exchange them for sound colonial or peninsular issues if found defec
tive. One per cent of the value of the coins would be charged for the 
service. Further decrees of the 17th, June and of the 8th. July seem 
to have prescribed the signs and inscriptions to be stamped on the 

_ obverse of coins found deficient, no mention being made of the reverse, 
unless the term "anverso" signified to the Governor, Don Mariano 
Ricafort, and his staff not one but both sides of a coin. A delay of 
27 months followed until the 13th •. October 1828 _when the actual 
restamping process was brought into operation, though the decree does 
indicate that the exchanging of defective for sound coins had been in 
fprce for some time. Whether this delay was due to 

i) the need to await the arrival of the initial dies 
from Spain as suggested eariier in this account 
or ii) the obtaining or construction in the Cavite naval 
base of some kind of rolling plant to flatten the original designs 
of the coins to be restruck 
or iii) the ironing out of technical problems with the 
mestizos who actually :undertook the work 
may never be known for certain•**• However,·delays were part of the 
natural order of things ever since the first uniface "condines de 
metal" were struck by the Manila town council in 1571. For instance, 
after the first "barillas" were produced in 1727 or 1728, empty years 
followed until the issue of 1733. It was succeeded by longer time-gaps 
before further strikings in 1743 and 1766. Quartos were minted in 
1771, 1773, 1782 and 1783, with octavos in 1773, 1782 and 1783. 
Sporadic production was the norm until it became relatively regular in 
1820, and even then a break occured in 1825, followed by a longer one 
from 1831 to 1833. A final flurry succeeded before the seventeen years 
of silence that preceded the inauguration of the new official mint in 
1861 - four years after its actual authorization. Figure 2 (overleaf) 
shows a selection of these early coins of the Philippines. 

* Counterstamping office 
** Some hopes exist, for Quintin Fortich Ovopilla has scrutinized some 

700 bundles of manuscripts and is to issue a 10-volume "ArohivaZ 
Documentation of Philippine Coins and Medals 1591-1897" in the 
coming year. Several mysteries have already been elucidated. 
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Copper bariZZa dated .1766 

Copper qua~to of CharZes I!I, mint mark M, struck over 

(iie_ eriod 1771-1783 

(~t.J. ill} Si Z. ver ¾-re a Z. p rob ab Z..y struck 
~ ~~~ between 1788-90, attribution to PhiZippines uncomfirmed 

Copper octavo CZeft) ·, quarto· {right) of 
Ch:.a.z,Zes IY, .mint mark M, .s t:tiuck ovez- the 
period.' JJ!l-8-.180.7. · 

Copper octavo (Zeft), quarto (right. 
struck over the period -1817-.18 3 3 :~ 

~ 

Copper quarto, Ferdinand VII, Mint mark M, 1822-1824 

Copper· 2 quazttos 
.1834 

Figure 2. A selection of some of the coins struck 
in the Philippines between 1766 (top row) and 1835 
(bottom row); coins are as described - the 1835 issue 
with mint mark MA was struck after Isabel II assumed 
the Spanish throne. 

The first mint only had authority in the beginning to strike copper 
coins for local trade in the provinces of Manila, ·Tondo and Cavite . and -
just as in England at that time - this was regarded as a lowly tas~ not 
coming within the purview of a genuine mint. Normal Spanish custom, too, 
was to establish 'Casas de Moneda' * solely in places where important 
sources of precious metals were situated; the policy for centuries was 

* Mints 
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for such mints to be in private hands, True, the top officials would 
buy their jobs, often on an hereditary basis, from the Government, but 
the right to manufacture was awarded by tender and all~employees were 
paid out·of the considerable profits that were made. Gradually, however, 
the Crown found intervention with mint op9rations necessa~y, first by 
regulations, then by appointing its own assay-master and chief smelter, 
till eventually the mint itself was incorporated into the Royal 
Treasury. This process was accomplished in Mexico on August 3rd. 1762, 
but since the Manila 'cabildo' * had never aspired to anything more 
than 'calderilla' ** until the overstriking of "duros" began in 1828, 
the take-over there had not even begun. Indeed, when that very minor 
coin the quarter-real or "quartillo" was to be minted in 1770, in spite 
of its very simple design of the caste on one side and the lion. 
rampant passant on the other, the task.was entrusted to the Mexican 
mint, no doubt because silver was involved. So, in addition to approv
ing the de~igns, .the Home Government would have to accord, perhaps only 
on a provisional or temporary basis, permission to coin silver and, 
exceptionally, even gold. 

Finally with all formalities completed, Don Mariano Ricafort Palaci~ y 
Abarca, Grand Cross of the Royal Order of Isabel the Catholic, was able 
to announce the commencement of the great revalidating operation on 
13th. October 1828. For a time, all went well. Then a machine, pushed 
unduly hard, seems to ha~e broken down. The common assumption has been 
that when it was patched up, the strain on it was eased by erasing the 

-legend and serrated borders from the di•s, thus giving rise to the two 
varieties of overstrikes that are now generally recognized (Figure 3). 

Figure 3, The two types of Manila overstrikes of 
1828 generally recognized. Left : Type I, with 
MANILA 1828-inside a serrated circle on the obverse 
and, on the reverse, HABILITADO POR EL REY N.S,D. 
FERN. VII. inside a serrated circle and around a 
crowned Spanish coat-of-arms. Right : Type II, with 
MANILA 1828 on the obverse, which lacks the serrated 
circle and, on the reverse, carries only the crowned 
Spanish ~oat-of-arms. Readers shouZd note that Type 
II iZZustration in Krause and MishZer's CataZogue of 
WorZd Coins is aatuaZZy Type I - part of the ' · 
supposedZy-missing Zegend on the reverse can be seen 
to the right of the aoat-of-arms. Chronologically, 
the order of the two types should probably be reversed. 

* Local authority; municipal council 
**Small change 
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Filing off the legend and the border from the reverse die would have 
been technically possible, but would have left traces in the form of 
a circle around the shield a~d - in the case of the obverse die -
aro~nd the remaining inscription. In £-er, fresh dies would have been 
easier to cut than ~ltering ready-existing ones. Yet the basic dies 
remain the same.· Should we not therefore consider the alternative 
possibility that the first coini to be overstruck had no legend or 

· border, and that these design-features were added iater? 
I 

The arguments in favour of such a possibility seem weighty and 
persuasive. In the first place, neither the,addition nor the 
elimination of these two items would really affect the machinery 
involve~. On the other hand, the addition would assist greatly in the 
attainment ·of one of the objectiv..es of the operation, namely the 
eradication of the revolutionary designs and mottoes. Reportedly, 
heat was rarely, i~ ever, applied~ so that annealing did not help the 
proceedings. Sellwood * (1963) has demonstrated that "with hot-strik
ing, two blows were sufficient to remove all but the lightest traces, 
particularly on the obverse. W.ith cold-striking, even four blows did 
not do so much by way of effacing the original design as two had done 
when hot". This being so, the single blow of the me~hanical press 
would do little to remove the basic designs even if some sort of 
faller had been previously applied, and the use of other methods of 
obliteration would be desirable. Offensive words like "Republica", 
obnoxL~us slogans like 'Firm y Feliz por la Union' ,'Libre por la 
Constitucion' ,'Union_ y Libertad' ,'Libre cresca Fecundo' **, ·and 
inflammatory emblems like Liberty Caps and Statues of Liberty should 
not be permitted to sow such dangerous seeds in what might well be 
fertile ground ! Thirdly, the form of the legend HABILITADO POR EL 
REY N.S.D. FERN. VII. *** has a local ring to it. The contraction 
"N.S.D.il for "Nuestro Senor Don" is somewhat unusual and colonial. 
Th.e abbreviation "FERN." is quite remarkable. The latinised f.orm of 
the King's name, Ferdinandus, was variously shortened to FRD, FERD, 
FERDND, FERD.A/ D, FERDIN, FERDIND, FERDI.AI D and FERDINAND. The Spanish 
form Fernando only appeared in full in the proclamation medals of 
such places as Chiapa, Guatemala, Trujillo, Me~ico, Queretcro and 
Leon de Nicaragua. The peculiar shortening FERNA occurs only in that 
emergency piece, the 8 reales of Real de Catorce in 1811. In the 
fatherland, FERN is encountered in the Spanish legends of 1822 and 
1823 on coins minted in Jubia, Madrid, Barcelona, Sevilla, Pamplona, 
Valencia, San tan de r and Mallorca·, the usual form taken being FERN. 
7~ PO& LA G. DEDIOS Y LA CONST. **** In the Empire, the sole user 
of this abbreviation was the Philippines, first in the portrait-type 
quartos~of 1822-4 (FiguPe 2 and Basso 1975, nos. J?,JB,39) and then 
in these Manila overstrikes of 1828-30. Oddly enough, it does not 
seem to have been used by any of Ferdinand's predecessors on Spanish 
thrones in spite of strange variations ranging from FERNANDUX on a 
gold maravedi of Fernando II of Leon and Galicia towards the end of 
the twelfth century, to the FERDINANCE, FERRANDUS, and - the best of 
all - FATIDANDUS on a Barcelona croat of Fernando V of Castile and 
Leon some three hundred years later. Lastly, the single known MANIL~ 

* Director of the Department of Coins and Medals at the British 
Museum and President of the Royal Numismatic Society 

** 'Resolute and Happy through Union', 'Free through the Constitut
ion', 'Union and Liberty', and 'Joy grows with Liberty' 

*** 'Rehabiliiated by the King, our Lord and Master Ferdinand VII' 
**** 'Ferdinand VII bv the Grace of God and of the Constitution' 
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1829 specimen (Figure 4, left), an~ the ten or twelve examples of 
MANILA 1830 still extant (Figure 4, right) also have both legend and 
the serrated borders. If they.had been deliberately abandoned towards 
the end of 1828, is it not more than strange that they should be 
brought back into use? 

Figure 4, The unique MANILA 1829 overstrike on 
an 8-escudos gold coin, 1825 JM, of Mexico City 
mint (photograph courtesy of Don P-erfecto 
Albert, Director of the Madrid Mint), apparently 
lacking the legend around the coat-at-arms on the 
reverse, and with a serrated border visible on the 
·obverse only. The shape of the '9' in the date, !D, 
is particularly distinctive. 

A third possibility has recently been suggested by Dyer* (pers. comm.) 1 

who wrote : 
"I see no difficulty in principle about the addition of new features 

so long, of course, as it is of sufficient ·diameter for t·hose 
features to be incorporated. If anything, this would be easier 
than the removal of unwanted detail which would involve cutting 
away sections of the die, but in both cases the die would have to 
be softened and then rehardened. Either way, therefore, 
necessarily involves the risk of fracture, and it still seems to 
me that if punches of the design elements are available it is 
easier and more satisfactory to make new dies." 

Supposing, therefore, that not only the basic dies but also the related 
punches had been sent from the Peninsula to Manila, it would have been 
easy for fresh dies to be sunk from them - arid, since either a border 
and legend was being omitted, or as seems more probable, being added, 
there wou~d be no means of determining which came first, except 
possibly by taking into account the variety which persisted. 

However this might be, the machinery suffered a major breakdown 
presumably before the end of the year. Repairs must have taken a long 
time, and proved so ineffective that- only one 1829 coin is known, and 
very few have survived from the following year. Almost two years of 
silence followed uneil an edict of the 27th. October 1832 artnounced the 
total collapse of the machinery** and that the simple method of count 
stamping by means of a punch would henceforth be . employed. The whole of 

* Curator and Librarian of the Royal Mint at Llantrisant 
** 'haberse inutilizado la maquina de resellos' 
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the overstriking procedure had consumed six and a half years for certain 
with probably at least a similar period taken up with references to 
Spain; during all this time, only a few thousand coins were authenticated 

. for circulation over a two or three months-long ·period when the 
machinery was operational. The exercise can scarcely have been adjudged 
successful by contemporary time and motion analysts. 

Detailed Listing 

Let us now consider the ~eries in more detail, beginnigg with the coins 
of 1828. The few hundred survivors predicate a total production of four 
or five thousand in the two and a half months remaining of the year 
after enactment of the inaugural edict. The host coins so far identified 
come from seven mints and three of the new American republics. With their 
years of issue, where known, they are shown in Table 1. 

* 

COUNTRY DENOMINATION DATE MONEYERS 1 REFERENCE 
INITIALS (Elizondo 

19 71) 

BOLIVIA 8 s ueldos , 182 7 JM ·7:3 
8 sueldos. ? ? -
8 reales * 1822 JM 167 
8 reales 1823 JM 168 
8 re ales 1828' JM 68:3 

8 reales 1824 RL 174 O!' 175 
8 reales 1825 RL :36 :3 

MEXICO 8 re ales ( *) 1826 RL :364 
8 reales 1828 RL :366 

8 reales ' 1825 AZ 887 
8 reales * 1826 AV 889 

8 reales 1827 FS 456 

8 reales 1820 JP 88 
8 reales 1823 JP 99 
8 reales 1825 JM 100 
8 reales 1826 JM 101 
8 reales * 1827 JM 102 

PERU 8 reales 1828 JM ' 10 :3 

8 reales 1826 G or GM 104 or 105 
8 reales 1827 GM 106 
8 reales 1828 G 108 
8 reales 1828 GM . 109 

Table 1. Identified•host coins of the MANILA 1828 
overstrikes. 

MINT 

Potosi 
Potosi 

Mexico c. 
Mexico c. 
Mexico c. 

Durango 
Durango 
Durango 
Durango 

Zacatecas 
Zacatecas 

Guadala-
jara 

Lima 
Lima 
Lima 
Lima 
Lima 
Lima 

Cuzco 
.Cuzco 
Cuzco 
Cuzco 

Illustrated in Figure 5 (on facing page) ... date of Durango 8 reales 
uncertain 
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Fiqure 5. MANILA 1828 overstrikes on identifiable 
host coins. Top left : Obverse of Emperor Iturbide 
8 reales (First Mexican Empire). Top centre: 
Obverse and reverseof 1826 8 reales of Zacatecas, 
Assayers AV(size sLightty magnified). Top right 
Reverse of Durango 8 reales of unknown date. 
Bottom : two specimens of Lima 1827 8 reales 
showing MANILA 1828 overstruck on the obverse 
(left) and on the reverse (right) • 

In the new check-list of coins counterstamped for the Philippines, 
largely based on de Jesus (1966), del Mundo (1981) appends a scarcity 
rating that is "the considered evaluation of a panel of three". Whilst 
this purports to express "their opinion only", the majority of their 
views seem eminently sound, and they categorize three of the above
mentioned coins as R3 (Very Rare, 7-10 specimens known). These are 
the Mexican 1823 JM, and the Preuvian 1820 JP and the 1823 JP. To these 
should be added the Mexican 1822 JM, a specimen of which was sold by 
the Money Company in January 1982 and which does not appear in the 
check-list. The remainder are classified as R2 (Rare, 11-25 specimens 
known), though the least scarce is the Peruvian 1827 JM. 

As already indicated, two major varieties of overstrikes are now 
generally recognized though both have been struck from the same basic 
dies, one with the full panoply of legend and borders, the other devoid 
of both (all examples illustrated in Figure 5 belong to the first
mentioned variety). Of 19 coins examined by the author, 7 fell into the 
latter grouping, and although these form too small proportions of the 
whole to use as a basis for sweeping generalizations, the second
mentioned variety does seem to be the scarcer. Because the majority of 
the overstrikes were made on surfaces which had not been adequately 
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f lat·tened, much of the new design and ·inscription. is often only 
visible on the higher-relief portions of the host coin. This . phenomenon 
occasionally leads to doubts as to the class to which an overstrike 
belongs (see Figure 6). However, close examinat~on - if necessary 
beneath a powerful microscope - will generally dispel such uncertainty. 

Figure 8. MANILA 1828 overstrikes. Left clear 
example of the variety with legend and borders 
(Type I). Right : illustration of unclear example 
of Type I used in the description of Type II 
(lacking legend and borders) in trause and Mishler's 
Catalogue of World Coins - the base of an S followed 
by a D then by an Fare clearly visible to the right 
of the Spanish coat-of-arms. 

Two further points should be made before proceeding to 1829 and 1830 
Man~la overstrikes. The first is that of fifteen P~ruvian Republican 
8 reales host-coins (to the 1828 overstrike), ten bore the crowned 
shield overstrike on the reverse. This variance -in itself is 
meanin~less, unlike the 98% or so that became the norm when the si~ple 
Philippine counterstamp was applied to one side only of the host-coin 
from 1832 onwards. Yet its very insignificance must result from a 
combination of two factors : oniy so long as attempts were being made 
to delete the hosts' basic designs and only so long as dies were being 
applied to both sides of the coins, was it imma'terial to direct which 
side should receive the impression., .(see Figure S, bottom 7,ine). The 
second point is that, however crude and uneven the strikes might 
appear, they are all remarkably well-centred. This strongly sugges~s 
that even when the legend and borders were not being struck, the dies 
were crown-sized and the process of applicat~on closely resembled that 
of contemporarj minting with screw-presses activated by most literal 
man-power. The sole notable differences were the absence . of heat and 
possibly of collars. 

The single generally acknowledged example of the MANILA 1829 overstrike 
is the unique 8 escudos gold coin of 1825 JM from the Mexico City mint 
(see Figure 4, page 61). It is now housed in the 'Fabrica Nacional de 
Moneda y Timbre' * in Madrid. The book, arm and liberty cap have peen 
fairly well flattened, and the two-lina inscription stamped over them 
is in exactly the same position and has an identical size as in the 
1828 series. Traces of the , serrated border are apparent, especially 

* The Mint 
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between three and five o'clock. The numeral '9' differs considerably 
from the nines appearing on the 1798 and 1799 Philippine quartos, 
though less from those on the 1829·quartos. The crowned shield is less 
clear, and . its central section merges into the ~~gle's wings. The 
laurel·and oak fronds with the legend REPUBLICA MEXICANA ar~ well 
preserved and an ordinary inspection reveals ,no trace of the HABILITADO 
legend and the serrated border that should have been super-imposed. 

Neither the decree of 1828, nor that of 1832 made any mention of 
overstriking gold coins. Though they were not specifically excluded, 
mention is confined to "plata" and "pesos". Nevertheless, silver and 
gold are directly linked in three statements in the edict issued on the 
4th. September 1834 and once more in the concluding circular of 1837. 
The first * of these references sete the background by asserting' that 
large numbers of pesos and onzas had been examined and no pieces found 
from which metal had been_ extracted with- intent to defraud. The second** 
occurs in the warning that if any signs of tam~ering with these pesos 
and onzas should be noticed, certain consequences would follow. The 
third*** comes towards the close of the ~diet, annou~cing ·that in the 
absence of such,signs, normal circuldtion woul~ continue. Finally****·, 
the proclamation of 1837 freed both gold and silver from all restric
tions and in so doing implied that both had been subject to them up to 
that time. One can only conclude that counterstamping of gold coins was 
legal, though the justification seems somewhat retroactive. 

A few 1829 strikings on silver might exist, but none has been confirmed. 
Coin 88 on page 80, de Grau (1970) shows a clear and complete overstrike 
presumably on a silver duro. The inscription with _its distinctive 9, as 
well as the crowned shield~ look as if they could have come from the 
same dies as used for the Mexican onza. Both sides have full serrated 
borders and the obverse has the entire HABILITADO legend positioned in 
relation to the shield exactly as in the 1828 series. I know neither the 
coin's provenance nor its present whereabouts. No mention of any 1829 
overstrike is made by Herrera (1914). 

The MANILA 1830 overstrike is well authenticated but the extant 
specimens are so scarce as to prompt the immediate questions, "How many 
were struck?" and "How many remain today ?"Bantug (1955) mentioned that 
he knew of only two such pieces. The first is the coin illustrated as 
#5, Plate XXVII in Herrera (1914), and is now in the Museo Nacional in 
Madrid. The host is a Bolivian 8 sueldos of 1827 JM. The second is in 
the Perez collection in Manila and is struck on a Peruvian 8 reales, 
1827 JM with, most remarkably, traces of the 1828 overstrike beneath 
that of 1830. De Jesus (1966) reported the existence of four more pieces 
Two of these, one struck on an 8 reales, 1823, of the Durango mint in 
Mexico and the other on an 8 reales of Zacatecas (date illegible), 
formed part of the Gibb's collection sold by Shulman in New York in 

* At the end of the first paragraph. 'ha hecho examinar grandes 
contidades de pesos y onzas de oro' 

** Clause 1. 'si se notase extraccion de metal de consideracion en 
, I 

los pesos yen las onzas de oro 
*** Clause 3, 'los demas pesos y onzas de oro sigan su curso Y 

circulacion como hasta aqui' 
**** Clause 2. 'queda libre y sin sujetarse como antes a resello la 

circulacion de la moneda que se introduzca in las 
islas, de oro y plata' 
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March 1966. A further Mexican 8 reales with both date and mint illegible 
came from the Wayte-Raymond c~talogue, and a Peruvian piece said to have 
JM as assayers and therefore struck b•tween 1825 and 1830 is in the 
Calico collection. One more piece, an 8 reales of the Guadalajara mint 
struck in 1830 by assayers FS, must also bear the 1830 date below the 
MANILA although the date canndt actually be read.Del Mundo (1981) added 
in his updated listing of Philippine counterstamped coins a Bolivian 
8 sueldos of 1828 JM. This, with the Mexican based coin (not a "hook
neck") offered by the Asociacion Numismatica Espanola in a sale of 
February 1971 brings the total number of pieces known to the author to 
ten. Host coins represent three countries and at least five mints 
(Tab 7,e 2) • 

COUNTRY DENOMINATION DATE MONEYERS 1 RE FERENCE .MINT 
1N1Tl ALS (Etizondo 

19? 1) 

8 sue l dos * 1827 JM ?3 Potosi 
BOLIVIA 8 sueldos 1828 JM ?4 Potosi 

8. sueldos ? ? - Potosi 

. 

8 real es 1823? No reaoX'd Durango ** 
8 real es 1830? FS 459 Guadalajara 

MEXICO 8 real es ? ? - Zacatecas 
8 reales * ? ? - ? 
8 reales ? . ? ? -

PERU 8 reales 1827 JM 102 Lima 
8 reales ?· JM - Lima 

Tabte 2. List of host coins of the MANILA 1830 overstrikes 
to the author. -· 

~

!. __ '_,:-~-

' ,i 
·' 

:r, 

Figure ?. MANILA 1830 overstrikes on partly or 
identifiable host coins. Left : 1827 8 sueldos of Potosi, 
assayers JM. Centre: A Mexican 8 reales - the eagle is· 
not the hookneck type. Right : another 1827 8 sueldos 
of Potosi, assayers JM. 

Illustrated in Figure ? (above) 
This date is given for lot 1122 of the Gibbs' sale, with the 
added description "counterstamped crown by Royalist Peru, 1824 11 
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Krause and Mishler (1~83) enumerate as hosts KM 376 and 377, which are 
broad categories, ,the former covering the "hooknecks'' minted at Durango, 
Guanajuato and Mexico City between 1823 and 1825, and the latter the 
long series starting in 1824 with their liberty caps and eagles and 
emitted by numerous Mexican regional mints. 

Del Mundo's (1981) rarity rating for the 1830 pieces is RS (Uncollect
able, 1-3 specimens known). However, the assumption that some fifteen 
coins are still extant should not be far wrong. This, taken with the 
additional assumption of a 5-10% survival rate, suggests a total 
mintage of about one hundred only. 

A comparison of several illustrations gives no reason to suspect the 
existence of more than one obverse_ and one reverse die~ although both 
differ from those of the previous series. For the 1829 coin, perhaps 
the sole additional die was that bearing the date. Thi 1830 pictures 
all showed clearly-marked bor~ers·, and most had well-defined legends. 
Three had both designs well-centred, whilst two had the reverse slightl) 
low and to the right with the obverse slightly low and to the left. The 
positioning of the crowned shield within the legend exactly resembled 
that of both the earlier series. Yet one marked difference in the 
central designs was apparent. All the 1828 and 1829 pieces had, at the 
base of the shield, straight lines cutting the 'granada' * off from 
the third and fourth quarters, the lion on the left and the castle on 

_ the right, like an inverted Y. On the 1830 coins, the dividin~ lines 
are curved at the base (Figure 8) thus A as with the majority of 
similar escutcheons. The spacing of the two-line inscription on the 
obverse is also similar to those of previous years though the date 
differs. However, after a very short run, the machinery broke down 

Figure 8. Shields from the reverses of the 
MANILA 1828 (left) and MANILA 1830 (right)· 
overstrikes isolated to show up their 
differences, which are especially evident 
in the dividing lines at the bases, 

once more and the project was permanently abandoned •. 

Conclusion 

In the one hundred and fifty years that have elapsed since these 
events took place, a revolution has occured in the monetary , field 
that has been as far-reaching as that of the Renaissance on culture 
and the Industrial Revolution on manufacturing processes. It is the 
replacement of coinage of intrinsic worth by token and fiduciary issues 

* a 'pomegranate' which is a device appearing at the base of the 
Spanish escutcheon denoting by heraldic pun, the town of Granada 
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And its advent has created so deep a divide between the thinKing and 
attitudes of monetarists on either side of it that we of the present 
day find it difficult to comprehend the importance that our predec
essors of but four or five generations ago attached to the mainten
ance of the v a 1 u e and in t e gr i t y of the c·o in age . P er haps on 1 y when we 
read a story like this of the overstruck and counterstamped coins of 
that distant Philippine archipelago and note how men like ourselves 
thought and planned and dared, how they tackled the practical 
problems involved in an unfamiliar type of minting and undertook 
yearlong voyages over perilous waters teeming with every kind of 
danger, can we grasp to what lengths our forefathers were prepared 
to go to achieve that goal of an undebased and vital medium of 
exchange. 
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The Spanish Seaborne Empire. HutchiRson. 

Numismatic History of Mexico from the 
Pre-Columbian Epoch to 1823, Durst, New York~ 

Mediaeval Minting Techniques in British 
Numismatic Journal, Volume 31. 

************ 

Following th·e revolutions of the 1ate.-17OOs in both North America and 
France, Spanish and Portuguese colonial administrations in Central and 
South America were unable to stem the growth of liberal ideas -
especially those involving political freedom - amongst their common 
peoples. 

They tried, imposing strict censorship (banning works written by such 
authors as Voltaire, ·Rousseau and Montesquieu) and control. These 
measures served only to infuriate young intellectuals of Creole 

-(Spaniards born in the colonies) origin, In ·the 178Os, several 
independence movements were established, and though they achieved no 
immediate success, they began a trend which received great impetus by 
N apo.leon' s · unceremonious removal of Ferdinand VII from the Spanish 
throne and his replacement as king by Napoleon's brother, Joseph. Creoles 
proclaiming loyalty to Ferdinand VII (who had been interned in France)~ 
ousted local Government officials and took charge of the administration 
of Venezuela, the Argentine, New Granada and Chile. Soon, the most 
radical elements of this new leadership began to press for independence 
without the payment of lip-service to Ferdinand. Armed uprisings took 
place in Mexico and in such South American cities as Lima, La Paz and 
Quito, where Spanish loyalists maintained power. The latter eventually 
succumbed to liberators led by Simon Bolivar in the northern half of the 
South American continent and by Jose de San Martin in the southern half. 
'Ferdinand VII, restored in 1814, had tried to reimpose on the Americas 
all the despised aspects of the Old Regime at a time he might have 
earned the loyalty and respect of his colonial subjects by granting them 
various concessions. Between 1817 and 1825, Spanish and Portuguese power 
was broken in the Western Hemisphere. Nine new political units emerged 
in La'tin America (Figure 1, next page) : Mexico, Central America (or 
Guatemala), Greater Colombia (New Granada), Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, 
Argentina and Chile became republics; Brazil gained independence of 
P~rtugal, but retained a liberal monarchy (members of the Portuguese 
royal house of Braganza had fled to Rio de Janeiro to escape from 
Napoleon's armies in Europe, and in 1822, Pedro became the first 
emperor to be crowned on Brazilian soil). 

A major contributing factor to the success of the Spanish-American 
revolutions was undoubtedly British and U.S. sympathy for the liberators. 

Coins were important in the new republics' proclamations of their 
freedom. Several were illustrated in Figure 1 (page 55) of the last 
Feat~re Article; several others are illustrated (Figure 2) in this 
brief footnote. 
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Figure 1. Map of Central and 
South America showing the 
location and boundaries of the 
nine political units that 
emerged from the b~eak-up of 
the Spanish and Portuguese 
Empires in that part of the 
world. 

Jose de San Martin proctaimed Peru's 
independence in mid-1821. The new 
repubtic issued its first coins 
(above teft) the fottowing year. 
Botivar secured the country's 
freedom at _the end of 1824 after 
defeating the tast Spanish army in 
South America. A newty designed 
coinage (above right) appeared the 
next year. Andres de Santa Cruz, an 

18 2 6 

.tr.#111!1 

earty president of Botivia was abte to unite Botivia and South Peru 
from 1836-39 in a confederation (a South Peruvian 8 reates from this 
period is shown above right). Peru 
had by this time sptit into two 
independent repubtics, South Peru 
and North Peru. The tatter state 
s~ruck coins in Lima whose design 
cZosety resembted eartier Peruvian 
issues (top right). 

Botivia's independence from Spain 
was firmty estabtished ·by Simon 
Botivar in August 1825. The Potosi 
m~nt began issuing coins two years tater (for examvte, the 8 suetdos 
shown above right). 

Figure 2. Pieces-of-eight struck by newly
independent Peru and Bolivia, Similar coins 
issued by other Spanish- and Portuguese
American states upon severing of political 
ties with Europe will be shown in future QBs. 

********** 
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Campaign Medals in Nineteenth Century Canada. Addendum. 

by 

Chris· Gilboy 

During the 1812-1814 war between Great Britain and the United States, 
several different medals were awarded to participating officers and 
men of the British Army and the militias of Upper and Lower Canada 
as well as to some Indian Warriors who fought on the side of the British, 
These medals were the Naval General Service (two clasps : 6 MAY BOAT 
SERVICE 1814 and 3&6 SEP. BOAT SERVICE 1814) (GiZboy 1982a), the 
Military General Service (three c1asps : FORT DETROIT, C1ill'EAUGUAY .and 
CHRYSTLER'S FARM) and, for commanding officers, the large and small 
Army Gold Medals (GiZboy 1982b). In addit~on to the Military General 
Service medal, Indian Chiefs were rewarded for their loyalty and 
co-operation with the British by being presented with a specially-struck 
silver medal. 

Initially, this special medal was intended to bear a most apt reverse 
design showing Britannia presenting a medal to an Indian Chief (Figu~e 1: 
A specimen is preserved in the Royal Mint Museum in London, but the 
medal was not issued because the reverse die broke during the hardening 

Figu~e 1. Thomas Wyon's original design for a medal 
to present to loyal Indian Chiefs who helped the 
British to defeat invading American forces in Canada 
during the 1812-1814 war. 
Obverse Bust of George III, laureate, facing right, 

wearing Mantle and CollaF (with the Great 
George attached) of the Most Noble Order. of 
the Garter; T.WYON.JUN;S, on truncation.· 
Around, the legend : GEORGIUS III DEI 
GRATIA BRITANNIARUM REX F.D. 

Reverse On left, Britannia seated facing right, 
with a spear leaning on her left shoulder 
and holding in her right hand a laurel 
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How can·you, as a potential displayer, best achieve the required 
visual impact with your exhibit? 

Buy this handbook, and you will glean a wealth of ideas from which 
to develope your own thoughts. 

The editors of Exhibits and Judging in Numismatias are to be 
congratulated on assembling fifteen (excluding the preface and a 
section containing biographical summaries of the contributors) such 
well written articles authored by some of North America's most 
experienced and successful exhibitors. Most aspects of the subjects 
mentioned in the book's title are covered - these include, for example, 
a description of photographic special techniques that you might consider 
using; some advice as to how to conduct background research into your. 
display material; a dissertation emphasizing the ~mportance of 
co-ordinating colours,- of preparing attractive easily-readable titles, 
of selecting the most suitable medium on which to set out,your display 
information; a view of the place of Young Numismatists in.Show Exhib
itions; an explanation of the duties expected of the Display Chairman; 
a b;eakdown of the judging process; and so on. All-in-all, this is an 
invaluable addition to the library of-collectors at_ all levels of age 
and of experience. · 

Exhibits and Judging in Numismati~s is particularly well-timed for all 
of us in the Regina Coin Club. We have only two more chances to arrange 
our displays to their best advantage and to have them judged before the 
1985 CNA Convention. If members start to base their layouts along the 
guidelines offered in this ·handbook,· their exhibitl::I should very high 
standards of presentation by the time of ,the Convention, and many of 
the available awards could well ba won,by local numismatists. 

I urge you to spend $ 3. 00 to obtain your .,own copy of. Exh·ibi ts·, and 
Judging in Numismatias. I guarantee you will find such an ouelay·will 
have been money well spent if you have any intentions at all of ever 
preparing displays of parts of your collections. 

·' .. -·. '' \_ 

The necessary address is : c/o The Executive Secretary, Canadian 
Numismatic Association, P.O. Box 226, BARRIE, Ontario L4M 4T2. 

Byzantine Coins. Grierson, P. 1982. Price ~62~50. Publishers Methuen 
and Co. Ltd., London, England, aud University· of California Press, 
Berkely, California. 411 pages; 95 plates;· 19 tables and 3 maps (front 
and back endpapers) . 

This book is the second of an intended 11-volume plus series entitled 
"The Library of Numismatics" (the first to be publis'hed was Colin 
Kraay's Arahaia and CZassiaaZ Greek Coins). If the high standard 6f 
the first two volumei is maintained - and the authors ar~ all of the 
highest calibre as regards their knowledge of their chosen fields in 
numismatics - the series will provide.serious numismatists with 
probably the best popularly-available modern coverage of many largi 
areas of world coinage. 

Enough for the moment about the Library of Numismatics. 

What does the buyer of Byzantine Coins obtain for his/her B62.50 ? 
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A veritable cornucopia of information, I assure you. 

The author, Philip Grierson, is Professor Emeritus at the University 
of Cambridge, and is Honorary Keeper of the Coins in the Fitzwilliam 
Museum (also in Cambridge). He was formerly Professor of Numismatics, 
University of Cambridge and Professor of Numismatics and Monetary 
History at the University of Brussels. Along with A.R. Bellinger, he 
published one of the major standard references on Byzantine coinage 
up to 1081 A.D., the well-known CataZogue of Byzantine Coins in the 
Dumbarton Oaks CoZZeation and in the Whittemore CoZZeation, the first 
volume of which was printed in 1966, the final volume of which has yet 
to appear (the complete set of volumes that have been published already 
command · a --' price of ~about $500 U.S. ,· ' giving some i ·aea of its importance). 

Grierson's latest work fills a major gap in conveniently-available, 
affordable(? !) numismatic literature. He deals with a complicated 
series of• coins interestingly, systematically and comprehensively, and 
incorporates , the results of research work carried out until 1980. 
Although some factual errors have crept into the text, they are of 
minor significance in relation to the importanca of the book as a whole. 
Grierson's approach to describing the coins in ·his main realm of 
expertise will absorb true numismatists whatever their specialities are, 
for his dedicated professionalism, awe-inspiring knowledge, and close 
familiarity with his subject are evident throughout the book, providing 
a superb example for students of any numismatic discipline to try to 
emulate. s 

Money paid fD rr Byzantine . Coins is money spent ~n the best possible way 
from your "icoin 1 budget" - especially as the plates, with their sharp 
clear illus~rat i ons of 1 1527 ~Qins (obverses and reverses) provide the 
book's owners with their own 'collection' of solidi, miliaresia, folles, 
hyperpyra, · hls t ~mena and so - on •• at a fraction of their market value 
and in a: fra.ction of the tiuie ne~ded to . assemble such an array • . . 

• • .. '. -1 ;!) •31 V 

~ , · :>!zll.c.J 
******************************* 

FROM THE SALE ROOMS 

The first quarter of ,th~ cal.~·~9~r year is generally relatively slack 
as far as auction activitY:i~ ~~4e numismatic market is concerned. 
Spink and Son USA Auction #3 was one of the largest that took place 
(March 24-26 inclusive). It contained coins of the United States, 
British America and Latin America consigned by the Carnegie Museum of 
Natural History. The sale brought a total of US$1,202,000. The highest 
price was US$47,000 - paid for a Bermuda 'Hog Money' threepence of 
whi,ch· this specimen was almost certainly the finest of the three or 
four known pieces (estimate : $35,000). U.S. gold coins in general 
performed well at the sale, as did other U.S. coinage in exceptionally 
fine state of preservation. World coins, in marked contrast to the 
buoyancy of U.S. coins, mostly fetched prices close to their estimated 
values. At another Spink's auction - this time in London, 9th. February
Part 1 of a collection of British Tokens formed by T.A. Jan crossed the 
block, realizing .a total of s77,848 against a pre-sale estimate of 
s45,890. A world record price for a British trade token in an auction 
was set when lot 96, an 1801 penny issued by Robert Orchard of 
Sawbridgeworth, Hertfordshire realized s3700 (est. s850); it is one of 
only four known pieces, and graded EF. 

******************************* 
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FRONT AND BACK COVERS : SIERRA LEONE COMPANY SILVER ONE DOLLAR 

STRUCK ,91'" 1791 AT MATTHEW BOULTON'S SOHO MINT, BIRMINGHAM, 

ENGLAND. THIS WAS THE FIRST ISSUE OF COINS ANYWHERE IN THE 

WORLD TO HAVE THE WORD DOLLAR AS PART OF ITS INSCRIPTION (THE 

EARLIEST U.S. DOLLARS WERE MINTED IN PHILADELPHIA IN 1794, 

AND HAD THE WORDS ONE DOLLAR~ OR UNIT. HUNDRED CENTS. INDENTED 

AROUND THEIR EDGES). 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Glorious summer is back, with its warm weather, camping, swimming and 
HOLIDAYS : The latter are an excellent time in which to be out buying 
coins either locally or while away on vacation. I hope that you've 
picked up a few more prize pieces. 

Now that the successful Spring Show is long past, we find ourselves 
looking forward to the Fall Show and Bourse. We also start to think 
of preparing · a display for exhibition at this autumn's show. The Club 
has chosen several excellent prizes to present for the winning displays, 
so I hope that our members will come forward with some attractively 
set-out material. A coin display does not need to contain many pieces. 
A small, select group of coins with a common theme illustrated by .. 
well-drawn maps and/or by a closely-researched explanatory script can 
form the highligot of any coin exhibition. To help you think of a theme 
for your display, allow me to name a few possibilities : 

Women, ships, birds, animais or pZants on coins; 
coins with two portraits on the obverse; a type 
coin set .of a country of your choice; wartime 
coinage; hoZed coinage; siZver doZZar-sized 
coins; differentZy-shaped coins; coins struck 
fr~m different metais and aZZoys; commemorative 
001, nage • •...•....••••••.•••••..••.•...••...•.•.. 

and so on. 

Coin exhibits certainly add greatly to the interest of a coin show, 
and many people who are not involved in numismatics will obtain their 
money's worth simply by viewing the many displays at our Fall Show in 
the Hotel Saskatchewan. 

Let's work to ensure we attract a record attendance at the October Show, 
beginning by setting up a large number of new coin displays. NOW is the 
time to plan them •• ; •••••••• 

JIM SMALLEY 

FRONT COVER 

Gold dinar of the Kushan king, Kanishka I (c. 78 - 106 A,D.) ,who ruled 
part of present-day northwestern India and Afghanistan; reverse side 
only, enlarged three times. A figure of Buddha, clearly lahelled in Greek, 
is shown, standing, facing, surrounded -by an aureole.Buddha is wearing 
a chiton and himation. His right hand is advanced, and his left hand 
holds a wallet (possibly an alms bowl). See Figures 10 (page 120) and 
14 (page 130). 



FROM THE EDITOR 

I intensely dislike getting as far behind schedule as I have been wi th 

the first two issues of the 1983 Quarterly Bulletins. Unfortunately, f 
the delays have been unavoidable. Partly they result from the leng th 0 

time that the December 1982 QB took to prepare. The chief reason, 
however, lies in the heavy workload undertaken for the RCC during th e 
first half of the year. Quite apart from publishing and distributing 
the Bulletin, many hours have been spent in publicizing and mailing th e 
Club's CWNA badges, in preparing the General Information and SaheduZe 
of Events 1983 for the printer, in organizing and running the Spring 
Show, in making ready for the Fall Show with its attendant CNA Educ~-i 
tional Forum, in publicizing these and other RCC activicies, in p1ann n 
Club participation in Showcase '83 and Coin Week North America (the 
Auction preparations were particularly time-consuming), in compiling.a 
25-page Progress Report for the CNA Executive about our 1985 Conventio~ 
(and Symposium) plans, in wri·ting- a report. about our School Programme 
presentation to the Young Numismatists' Round Table Discussion in 
Moncton, and so on. Readers might gather that the RCC Secretarial 
position is, together with Editorial, Boutse Chairman's:and other 

h the responsibilities, currently almost a full-time occupation! Wit li 
election of a 1985 CNA Annual Convention Committee imminent, some ref 

1 

from parts of this workload is in sight provided that the Chairmen ° h 
some of the Sub-Committees wish to begin practising their roles at 

8
~ e 

several Shows that the RCC will be hosting between now and July 19 • 

Speaking of Shows - our Spring event was an undoubted success for all 
participants, although I would have liked to have seen much higher 
public-attendance figures than the 480 adults and 115 children whose 
entries were recorded. If we are to attract the number of visitors to 
our Shows that would be truly satisfying to the Regina Coin Club (by, 
say, breaking the "1000 adults" barrier), we need all our Sask,atchewat 
members to help by reminding their collector-frien~ and -relatives t; 
attend the Shows, beginning with our 1983 Fall spectacular. Sho~s wor 

... __ two __ ~?YEi_it_1 order to achieve popularity amongst both dealers and sta' 
collectors - if we can bring through the doors numerous coin- a nd 

11 
· 

collectors who are actively enlarging their collections, we can s e . t 
more tables to more dealers and thus provide attending collectors w1.T 
a greater variety of material from which to select their purcha.S es • 
the Club's reputation for hosting worthwhile shows is starting t O spi: 
is evident from the fact that this Fall, for the first time in man~ 
years (when was the last time ?) , dealers are flying in to Re gin a f re 
Ontario specifically to attend. Two have so far notified the RCC O ld 
thE!i_;: inJ:~n_tion_ to be present - Paul.Jfad:ln-Davis (Canadian and wor of 
coins and tokens) of Ottawa and Bob Armstrong (Canadian Decima1s) d 
Owen Sound. If we are to impress them (and, in time, other major ea 
not presently regular attendants) ,with our enthusiasm,· numismat::LC tur 
knowledge, and buying power to the extent that they'll want to r~ t 
in 1984 and thereafter - make sure that you and your friends v:L s ..._ t 
tables. But support our regular dealers too so that they will. a.iso 
continue to keep coming back. Basically, if we the Club Members can 
persuade the Public to attend, the dealers then have to persua.debpec 

1 1 e e to buy. So when you receive your mini-posters (each member wi . c 

24 unless they of fer to take more, eight to a page with perf or a. t:. 1
~~

for easy separation), please pass them on to anyone you know ~h ~O 8 ] 
like to come to the Show. PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW . ANY MINIPOSTERS Cl 
LEFT UNDISTRIBUTED. Such wastage would be most unfair to all t:.~ :mbe 
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Dennis N. then brought up the seriouw matter of the Club's changin ~~~ 
meeting day from Fridays to another weekday. He pointed out as an 
in~icator of the unpopularity of Fridays the fact that only 12 mem.~ E! 

had appeared for the current meeting. Considerable discussion ensu. d 
and resulted in Murray K. 's proposing that : The Club's raegulara me <E=====~ -r. 
nights be ahanged fraom Fridays, Dennis N. seconded, and the motion ~ 
adopted by five votes to none. Using a series of ballots to select::=::==== t 
most popular alternative night on which to hold its meetings, the < = :I 
finally chose WEDNESDAYS. If this new evening meets with the stron 
disapproval of any RCC members, much time remains for them to rais 
their objections before the change is implemented. 

Jack S. moved that the Business Section of the evening's proceediO. 
be adjourned at 9.35 p.m. 

--The first of the scheduled five short talks was delivered by Rene 
whose topic was Why Medals Arae Awarded. Rene began by pointing out 
that of the various countries that issue medals to their armed f o -r- ... .-c:::::=:=:.. 
Britain ranked first for the numbers of different medals that haV~ 

.. 

been distributed, followed in order by Germany, the British CommorL 
wealth and France. Some of the more unusual, generally non-violent:: 
reasons why British servicemen have received medals include : Core> ~~ -
ations, George V's Silver Jubilee (1935), Good Conduct, Territoric3. W 
Force Efficiency, Long Service, Shootint, and - occasionally -
Pilgrimmages (for example, the Vimy Ridge medal). Temperance Meda1.. 
were given to troops in India and elsewhere starting in the late L 
for those who did not drink any alcohol for periods of six months 
longer. Rene went on to explain the order of seniority in the wea-X:-
of medals, the most highly-regarded awards being on the right si d~ 
the wearer's medal array as seen by the wearer (~ot the onlooker) -
These would be any-Gallantry-.Awards·s/he might have won,· fallow·ed 
the left by Campaign Medals, then by Service Awards. In Canada, 

S4 -
strangely, the R,C.M,P. medal is the lowest-rated. Rene showed 
examples of each of the medals he spoke about, as well as of a Ge~ 
11 Mo ther 's Cross" (such awards were g~ ven by authority of the Thi r ~ 
Reich to women who had borne 5 children, bronze medal, 6 children. -
silvera medal, or 8 children, gold medal). Rene concluded his pres ~ 
tation by answering questions from an interested audience. 

- MM 

Rene was followed by John S., who spoke about Strike Variations. _,
began by reminding listeners that he would not be dealing with ho~ 
recognize coins struck by different dies, but rather with the var :::i:.
tion that can be expected in coins struck over a period of time b~ 
specific i~dividual dies. He pointed out that coins can be struclc. 
weakly or strongly depending upon i) the strength of the impact 
during manufacture and ii) the state of preservation of the dies• 
John suggested that the Mexican series of coins, especially those 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, are particular~~--
suitable for studying strike variations of the kind under discuss ::i..-. 

Many branch mints operated in Mexico during the 1800s, commonly -u. ~ 
poorly-maintained machinery with rusty and/or worn dies. Eight re--===-~
pieces were (and are) particularly common as they enabled the la:r 
quantities of silver that were being mined to be put into circula. t:=:: 
swiftly or to be exported conveniently, Recognition of "the use o £ 
worn dies is mainly achieved by examining the fields of _coins - ::f-
the fields are frosty and unscratched, the coin is likely to be 
little-circulated even though its design might lack considerable 

,,,.,_.-, 

~ 
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detail. The degree of edge-wear on coins is also a useful indicator of 
the extent of circulation, coins with very sharp edges being little
handled. John illustrated the points he was making by showing his 
audience three pairs of Mexican coins : 

Facing Eagle 8 Reales 
Liberty Cap Pesos 
Liberty on Horseback Pesos 

Strong 
1839 Go 
1904 Zs 
1911 

Strike 
(AU) 
(AU) 
(EF) 

Weak 
1857 
1900 
1910 

Strike 
C (AU) 
Mo(VF) 

(EF) 

The next address was given by Dennis N. on the topic : A Look At 
Buyin~· And SeZZing Junk SiZver - Or ShouZd We Be CaZZing It 'Junk' 
Any Longer? The speaker put his listeners into a light-hearted mood 
by beginning his talk with an amusing story about a magician and a 
parrot aboard a ship at sea - aboard, that is, until the ship was 
blown up. Thereafter, Dennis distributed two sheets of paper to each 
person· in the room •. Upon these sheets were tabulated the gold 
and silver contents, and the bullion values, of Canadian gold and 
silver coins. He then posed the question "How muah siZver as aoinage 
is aatuaZZy Zeft for aoZZeatoJ•s after the e:codus of the metaZ to the 
United States in the Zate 1960s and the earZy 19?0s, and after the 
Great SiZver MeZt of 1980 ?" With the current silver value standing 
at close to $16 per oz., Canadian silver dollars have a bullion value 
$9 to $10 each. Dennis mentioned that he had recently purchased a 
hundred silver dollars - no fewer than 75 of these coins were in 
uncirculated condition! He felt that this emphasis on quality 
reflected fairly well the type of material remaining availa~le to 
collectors, for he had not been especially looking for high-grade 
pieces. Relatively little uncirculated ~ilver appears to be left. 
A Winnipeg silver dealer who was buying at the Club's Spring Show 
seemed to be doing much trade, receiving bulk silver from local 
4ealers. Dennis then gave several pertinent recollections of his 
buying coins as a dealer, and ended his presentation by predicting 
that silver dollars will be worth $50 apiece on average within our 
lifetimes. · 

Jim Smalley was the evening's fourth speaker. He gave two brief 
presentations, the first being about The Lusitania MedaZ By Karz 
Goetz. Jim started by describing the Lusitania, a large luxury ocean
liner comparable in size with the Titanic. Launched in 1906 for the 
Trans-Atlantic route, the ship soon became a record-holder. The 
Lusitania was torpedoed on the 7th. May 1915 when it was located some 
20 km off Old Head of Kinsale, southwest Ireland. Aboard were 600 
crew-members and 1250 passengers (including 179 Americans). The ship 
sank within ten minutes of being hit; 1198 lives were lost. This 
tragic event helped bring the U.S.A. into the First World War in 1917. 
On the obverse of the medal (see 
illustration to right) - an example 
of which was handed around the room 
for inspection - the figure of Death 
issues tickets at the Cunard Company 
Office, New York, to a crowd of 
passengers. One of the latter is 
reading a newspaper with the headline 
in German Submarine Danger; Count 
Bernstorff, the German Ambassador in 
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the U.S.A., raises a warning finger; the inscription reads "Business 
First". The reverse shows the Lusitania, with aeroplanes and guns on 
deck, sinking, with her upturned bow looking like that of a warship. 
The 1 egend t rans la tes "No Cont ra·b and; The Liner Lusitania Sunk By A 
German Submarine, 5 May .1915". Officially, the Lusitania's cargo 
consisted of copper, brass, furs and small-arms' cartridges, but no 
guns or shells (as claimed by the Germans); the ship was unarmed. At 
the time of this action, the Laws of the Sea required that submarines 
surface and warn ships that they were about to be attacked - this 
formality was not adhereed to in the sinking of the Lusitania. Jim 
stated that only 44 specimens of this medal were originally struck 
(out of iron), but that the British made some 300,000 copies in 
different metals for combined charity and propaganda purposes. The 
British copies are readily recognizable as they have "MAY" on the 
reverse instead of the German medal's "MAI". The example of the 
medal shown to the meeting showed "MAI", but was made of pewter (?), 
not iron. Jim concl ded this part of his presentation by saying that 
in 1972 a theory had been proposed to explain why the Lusitania sank 
so fast - it suggested that the ship had, in fact, been carrying 
explosive guncotton. This suggestion was refuted by official British 
Government sources. Nevertheless, mystery still surrounds the reasons 
for the attack, for recent investigations by divers of the remains of 
the Lusitania indicate that some parts of the ship have been cut away 
and removed by persons unknown. 

Jim next described : The.Ciraumstanaes Surrounding The Issue Of Sarip 
In 1g33 B~. TH~ R~rdZ.MuniaipaZity Of Marquis, Saskatahewan. Jim 

~. _. <' 
. ~ ' . ~ - ;__ . ~ 

handed round the two pieces of this scrip - the $1.00, see above, 
and the $2.00, see opposite, denominations - that he had bought at 
the RCC's "Coin Week North America" Auction to illustrate his talk. 
In 1931, ma~y farmers in the Rural Municipality of M~rquis had been 
unable to pay their taxes, leaving the municipality short of money 
with which to pay teachers and others who worked for the town. Rufus 
Taylor, one of the councillors, suggested that this problem be 
solved by printin~ scrip. The proposal was accepted, and scrip was 
printed on bank cheque paper in the denominations of $1.00, $2.00 
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and $5.00. Records of how the scrip was spent are incomplete due to 
a fire in the municipal office in 1942 that destroyed some relevant 
files as well as some pieces of scrip. A sum in the amount of $52 
is known to have been issued, half to a teacher, the other half to 
two farmers. Some of this issued scrip was returned to the municip
ality in payment of taxes. In general, however, the farmers continued 
to not pay taxes. Then the issuing and receipt of scrip was found to 

contravene the Rural Municipalities Act, Section 159.2, which states 
that the Treasurer "must deposit aily in some chartered bank, 
designated by Council, all monies received by him" •.•. and scrip was 
not acceptable to the banks. All the scrip was signed by the Secretary~ 
Treasurer (Frank Hurd) and by the Reeve (James G. Knox), and was 
numbered ($1.00 from 1 to 200, $2,00 from 1 to 75, and $5.00 from 76 
to 150). The $2.00 and $5.00 appear to be much scarcer than the $1.00 
scrip. 

Chris Gilboy gave the final presentation of the evening : FZight 
Lieutenant James BrindZey Niaoison, V,C,, D.F.C., R.A.F. - A Brief 
Look At An ExaeptionaZZy VaZiant Man And His MedaZs, The address was 
illustrated by colour slides of each of the seven medals in this 
highly important group : the Victoria Cross, the Distinguished Flying 
Cross, the 1939/45 Star with Battle of Britain bar, the Air Crew 
Europe Star, the Burma Star, the Defence Medal and the War Medal (for 
piatUres of Niaotson and his medaZs, see next page). Quoting extracts 
from the lengthy description of the group that appeared in the. 
Glendining catalogue (the medals were auctioned in London, England, on 
April 27th. 1983), Gilboy pointed out that Flight Lieutenant Nicolson 
was the recipient of the only V.C. to be awarded for the Battle of 
Britain and, indeed, the only one awarded to a fighter pilot during 
the 1939-45 Wa~. The action that won this distinction for Nicolson was 
written up in the London Gazette, 15th, November 1940 as follows : 
"During an engagement with the enemy near Southampton on August 16, 
FZt. Lieut. NiaoZson's airaraft was hit by four aannon sheZZs, two of 
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whiah wounded him whiZst another set fire to the gravity tank. When 
about to abandon his airaraft owing to fZames in the aoakpit, he 
sighted an enemy fighter. This he attaaked and shot down aZthough as a 
resuZt of staying in his burning airaraft, he sustained serious burns 
to his hands, faae, neak and Zegs. FZt. Lieut. NiaoZson has aZways 
dispZayed great enthusiasm for air fighting and this incident shows 
that he possesses aourage and determination of a high order by 
aontinuing to engage the enemy after he had been wounded and his 
airaraft set on fire. He dispZayed exaeptionaZ gaZZantry and disregard 
for the safety of his own Zife ~, The London Gazette for August 11 th. 
1944 (page 3715) carries the information that "Aating Wing Commander 
J. B. NiaoZson (30329) 27 Squadron R.A.F." had been awarded the · 
Distinguished Flying Cross. Wing Commander Nicolson commanded 27 
Squadron in Burma from August 1943 to June 1944. Tragically, he did 
not survive the war 9 as he was killed on May 2nd. 1945 when he was 
flying as a passenger in a Liberator which crashed in the Bay of 
Bengal after an engine caught fire. Interestingly, the v.c. is dated 
10th. November 1940, the date on which King George VI signed the 
recommendation for the award. Normally, when the Cross is given for 
a specific action, that date is inscribed (when awarded for sustained 
effort, the date inscribed is the publication date of the citation in 
the London Gazette) •••.• Nicolsonvs V.C. conforms to no set custom. 
Arguably the most important V.C. ever to appear for sale, the price 
realized, sll0,000, is the highest attained by sale of a gallantry 
award. The Nicolson medals were purchased by a group of shareholders 
who have prese~ted them for display to the Battle of Britain Museum. 
The group will review what to do with them at the end of a five=years
long loan-period. Nicolson's son, when asked why the medals had been 
sold, stated that his mother and h~ hoped the attendant publicity 
would focus public attention upon the poor treatment by the British 
Government of war-widows. 

Each of the evening's talks won appreciative applause from the listen
ers, and aroused some discussion. 

The meeting ended at about 10.45 p.m. 

ii) COIN WEEK NORTH AMERICA ACTIVITIES·-: a) Overview. For the 
third successive year, the Regina Coin Club gave strong support to £oin 
Week North America, convinced of the great value of having a widely= 
recognized opportunity to inform the public of the many benefits of the 
hobby of numismatics. The occasion provided the Club with an ideal 
chance to emphasize the international aspect of CWNA by twinning with a 
numismatic organization based in the United States of America - the 
Louisiana Numismatic Association. 

No one person could have achieved the success that rewarded the RCC's 
endeavours on many very different fronts leading up to, and during, 
the week of April 17th" to 23rd. The success resulted from the 
combined efforts of many individuals (not all of them Club members) ancl 
organizations, amongst whom were : 

May-0r Larry Sc~neider 

Morley ~ 

Rene G. 

Proa Zamation, .. ,- · -Mayo~ Scoop Lewry 
Show · 
Photography, J~ck C. 
Show 
Booth, Show Lyn G. 

Au.ation, 
Show 
Booth 

Auction 
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Ve 1 da L. 
Dennis N. 
Jack S. 
Clay T. 
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Bob W. 
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General PubZiaity 

The Bank of Canada 
The Canadian Numismatic Assoc. 
Coin World 
The Golden Mile Shopping Centre 
The Royal Bank of Canada 
Seven Oaks Motor Inn 
Northgate Mall 
CJME Radio 
Krause Publications 

A scrapbook containing photographs~ press-cuttings, summary reports, 
letters and other information concerning the RCC's activities leading 
up to and during Coin Week has been prepared and submitted to the CNA 
for consideration in the nation=wide competition. 

One of the major rewards for what the Club did was a full-page 
write-up in the June 14th. issue of Canadian Coin News (see opposite). 

. b) Pin~backed badges. 
The Club's second CWNA badge, illustrated below, sold considerably 
better than the first (also illustrated, below left). Out of 2500 

(SILVER; . BLACK) (GOLD~ TURQUOISE, BLACK) 

Plate 1. The Regina Coin Club's Coin Week North 
America badges, 1982 (left) and 1983 (right). 

manufactured, some 1800 have been bought and another 200 given away 
to clubs and dealers in hope of promoting sales. We thus have about 
500 left - these are expected to be bought by button collectors and 
numismatists over the next couple of years. Total proceeds so far 
amount to approximately $1200 against an overall outlay on manufacture 
and postage of close to $1000. The $200 profit realized to date will 
be put towards funding the planned 1985 Symposium. 
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Many of the letters requesying buttons expressed their author's 
compliments on the design of the badge. Several buyers were highly 
enough impressed that they sent in second, larger orders. Signific
antly, most of last year's purchasers of ten or more buttons repeated 
their orders this year. The evident increase in popularity of the 
badges, if repeated next year and the year after, will make this 
fund-raiser very worthwhile. Our best sales areas were California and 
New Jersey •.••• I suspect the Club owes its gratitude to one or more 
clubs/associations in both states for describing the badges in their 
newsletters. 

A third badge in the series will be designed and manufactured before 
the end of the year. We might be able to advertise subtly the fact 
that we shall be hosting the 1985 CNA Convention. 

a) Information booths. 
Jack Shinske kindly took charge of scheduling attendance at the three 
booths set up during Coin Week by the RCC. One of these booths (PZate 2), 

Plate 2. Jack C. (sitting) and Dennis N. awaiting 
enquirers at the Coin Week Information Booth in the 
Royal Bank of Canada, Main Branch, Regina. 

situated in the Main Branch of the Royal Bank of Canada, operated 
throughout the week. On the whole, it attracted a worthwhile amount 
attention.from bank customers, but unfortunately we were un~ble to 
take full advantage of the booth as an outlet for our badges. The 
Royal Bank permitted our presence on its premises on the understanding 
that the Club would promote the hobby only through its free handouts, 
displays and verbal encouragements. 

The other two booths functioned from about 6.30 p.m. to 9.~0 p.m. on 
Thursday, 21st. April - late-night shopping in Regina. The booth in 
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the Northgate Mall was attended by John and Mary J., who reported 
that they received a total of about 50 ·_erious enquiries relating to 
numismatics from members of the public during the course of the eve
ning. The booth in the Golden Mile Shopping Centre was supervised by 
Jack Shinske, Jim Z. and Edith M., and was the only one at which the 
Club could sell badges. Sales and public enquiries were both down from 
last year, perhaps because the booth was situated less advantageously. 

d) Coin Week North America 
Auction. The great success of this event, held in the Co-Operative 
Insurance Building on the evening of Friday 22nd. April, was due 
entirely to the gen~rosity of no fewer than 29 donors and 25 buyers 
(of 31 who registered at the door). The presale estimated value of 
the coins, tokens and medals amounted to $949.65 (this includes $30,00 
given after the catalogue was issued). The estimate compares closely 
with the $980.55 actually received in the form of bids. Our thanks go 
to the Chairman of Coin Week Canada, and RCC Vice President, Scoop 
Lewry, who began the action by bidding Lot #1 - a Royal Canadian Mint 
1982 Regina Centennial cased prrof silver dollar up to $17 (PZate 3)~ 
to Lyn G. who acted as th~ recorder~ to Dean N. for setting the 
items on offer out for previewing, and to Murray K. and Chris G. - the 
auctioneers. Although· only four juniors took part in their reserved 

PZate 3. Scoop Lewry, Chairman of Coin Week Canada, 
Mayor of Moose Jaw and RCC Vice President, began the 
Club's CWNA Auction by asking for bids on Lot #1. 

portion of the sale, they were fiercely competitive in obtaining some 
of the ~ore desirable pieces for their collections. Top prices of the 
evening were paid for two 1982 Double Dollar Proof Sets, each of which 
fetched $40 on estimates of $50, for a 1920 Large Cent in Choice 
Uncirculated condition (attained $33 - an excellent buy, the estimate 
having been a · conservative $40), for a Briti$h silver shilling struck 
in 1711 during the reign of Queen Anne (realized $33 on an $18 estim
ate), and for $1 and· $2 scrip issued in .1932 by the Rural Municipality 
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of Marquis, Saskatchewan ($30 and $30.50 on estimates of $6 and $10 
respectively). Amongst those who attended the auction were several 
dealers who had bought tables for the Spring Coin and Stamp Show 
which was to start the following morning ...•. the auction organizers 
were truly pleased to see them, and hope they will be back to the 
1984 CWNA auction. A total of five mail bidders were successful in 
purchasing only a couple of items, such was the determination of 
fioor buyers to add the material on offer to their holdings. 
The event was entertaining, rewarding, at times exciting, and 
altogether most worthwhile for all who participated, 

e) Spring Coin and Stamp 
Show. Despite problems related to insufficient tables for dealers 
having been laid out by the Seven Oaks Motor Inn, the Club's Spring 
Show ended up being an outstanding climax to our CWNA celebrations, 
It was well attended by both dealers (31 table-holders) and the 
public (480 paid entries, 115 free entries to youngsters 16 years 
of age or less in the company of adults). Only one dealer expressed 
dissatisfaction with his weekend's business •..• at the other extreme 
another dealer who has been a regular attendant of our Shows for 
many, many years found this to be the very best he had ever been to 
(of.!.!!!. Show, not only the RCC-sponsored events), The fact that the. 
dealers were generally happy with how the RCC organized and ran the 
Spring Show is evident from the fact that 20 snapped up tables for 
the Fall Show ! The visiting crowds did not set new attendance 
records as we had been hoping, but nevertheles~ flocked in in 
considerable numbers - 318 adults registering on the Saturday, 162 
on the Sunday. 

The Show was jointly opened by the Mayors of Regina and Moose Jaw, 
both of whom spoke briefly after short welcoming addresses by the 
Bourse Chairman and the RCC President. Mayor Larry Schneider was 
given a four-year family membership in the Club in appreciation for 
his interest in the Club and its activities (Mayor Schneider had 
earlier proclaimed Coin Week Canada to be also known locally as· 
Coin Week Regina), Mayor Lewry has been a strong supporter of the 
Club for a number of years, and must know how highly appreciated his 
participation in Club events always is (PZate 4, see opposite), Jack 
S. and Dean N, put in their usual long hours of help, which is never 
taken for granted by all of us who realize just how valuable their 
attending the Club's table and the Admissions desk is to the success 
of every show we host ••••• Morley B., Velda L., Jim S. and Rene G. 
also provided much-needed assistance. Thank you everybody ! 

A very general analysis of the 480 adult visitors' door-prize forms 
was made before the latter were destroyed. The addresses given showed 
that 152 registrants were from out-of-town - 95 of whom came from 
smallish towns in Saskatchewan, 18 from Moose Jaw, 11 from Saskatoon, 
8 from Weyburn, 8 from out-of-province, 7 from the U,S,A., 3 from 
Estevan and 2 from Yorkton. Of the four door-prize winners, three 
hailed from Regina, one from Yorkton. 

Great efforts will be made next Spring to ensure that the problems 
encountered at this past show are eradicaied •. , .• not only was there a 
desperate shortage of tables, but some that were provided by the 
hotel were narrower than others (and thicker, making a difficulty for 

, the attachment of some table-lamp clamps). Satisfactory solutions 
~ill be found for next year's Spring Show. 



Plate 4. As part of the open
ing ceremony, Mayor Scoop Lewry 
(in his capacity as Chairman of 
Coin Week Canada) hands Mayor 
Larry Schneider a Coin Week 
Spruce Dollar. The presentation 
was witnessed with great 
interest by one of the RCC 
President's young daughters. 
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Plate S. After the opening ceremony, the Guests 
of Honour toured the Bourse Floor. Here, Mayor 
Schneider·examines coin albums belonging to one 
of the Spring Show newcom~rs, San Pedro Coin~ 
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Plate 6. Another newcomer to Regina Coin Club Shows 
was Sandy Backus from North Battleford. Both he and 
the owner of San Pedro Coins were sufficiently well 
impressed by the ~pring Show to reserve tables early 
for the Fall Show to be held October 22nd. and 23rd. 

Plate ?; Dealers from Winnipeg attended the Spring 
Show in force. Here, Jack Cooke· waits for potential 
customers to decide upon their purchases. 
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The following report has been prepared for submission to the CNA 
Young Numismatists' Meeting in Moncton in mid-July : 

Two major disappointments marred the 1982/3 School Programme 
run by the Regina Coin Club. 

The first and most bitter was the failure to establish any 
within-School coin clubs anywhere in the city •. This was 
particularly sad because Regina, along with Moncton, N.B. 
and London, Ontario had been selected as one Gf the 'test
areas' in which the feasibilty of organizing and running 
a/some school coin clubs was to have been investigated in 
accordance with a decision reached at the Canadian Young 
Numismatists' Second Round Table Discussion, 1982 C.N.A. 
Annual Convention, Winnipeg. The Regina Coin Club tried 
hard in several ways to inform Regina teachers of the 
Club's readin•ss- to help organize such a school club, and 
to assist in its activities, but these offers were not 
take? up. Unfortunately, the Regina Coin Club has no 
active members who are based in Regina and who are in th_e 
teaching profession. This is seen as a major drawback in 
the effective implementation of the School Programme as 
a whole because convincing teachers of the educational and 
other merits of numismatics is well-nigh impossible to 
'outsiders' to the teaching profession. Aggressive 
approaches towards disseminating the information about the 
R.C.C.'s willingness to help with school coin clubs was 
purposefully avoided because the Club's School Programme 
organizers felt it important that the prime motivation 
should come from the school(s) - either from the students 
themselves or from one or more teachers - and also because 
those same organizers are heavily Jnvolved in other Club 
activities (preparations and functions related to Coin 
Week North America, management of two coin and stamp shows 
each year, and the writing and publication of the lengthy 
Quarterly Bulletin - also they are occupied in establishing 
the primary framework for the 1985 C.N.A. Annual Convention). 

The second discouraging failure was an almost complete lack 
of entries for the Regina Coin Club's Awards of Merit for 
Exaettenae in Medattia Art. This was despite considerable -
though again not aggressive - promotion. 

Enough of failures. 

What positive results have been achieved over the past year 
in the School Programme? 

Illustrated presentations were delivered to a total of 90 
students attending three of Regina's Elementary Schools. 
Audiences ranged in age from 8 to 13 years (Grade 3 and 
upwards). Teachers were asked to complete a brief question
naire concerning the presentations. All made positive 
assessments concerning the educational and entertainment 
worth of the presentations. We hope to attain higher annual 
averages as regards numbers of schools visited and students 
addressed than we achieved this past year - however, here 
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again we feel we cannot spread our services too thinly, 
so have to try to reach an average of ten to fifteen 
schools per annum. 

The R.C.C. 's chief effort in publicizing its School 
Programme was through taking a table at a teacher's 
convention and exposition - Showcase 83. The Club 
gained considerable attention from passers-by, but 
some difficulty was experienced in promoting the 
Programme as the majority of table-attendants had 
never had any personal involvement in it and so 
found difficulty (despite being given detailed 
written summaries) in explaining what the Progamme 
was about and what were its motives, workings and 
objectives. Most of these points were, however, 
written down on a handout. An hour-long presentation 
offered to some 20 teachers further explained what 
the Programme is about ••••• one of the out-of-town 
members of the audience was particularly enthusiastic 
about setting up a school coin and stamp club -
unfortunately we have not heard whether his intention 
was put into effect, and if it was, with what result. 

We believe, based on our experience of the past 
(several) year(s), that for any coin club's School 
Programme to be really successful, the club has to 
have a Programme Director who can devote allhis/ 
her club-related energy into liaising with school 
boards and with teachers to ensure the Programme is 
widely known about in the circles that matter most. 
The rewards of success in this role would be sweet 
indeed. The Programme Director should ideally be a 
teacher him(/her)self. Much work has to go into 
promoting the Programme to teachers, but care should 
be taken to make sure that the organization has the 
manpower and material to provide all the services 
it offers. 

The Regina Coin Club's future plans for its School 
Programme entail maintenance of its present level of 
activity, stepping them up only if a Programme 
Director volunteers to be responsible for arranging 
increased direct and indirect help to schools and/or 
if one or two more members volunteer to give presen
tations (currently- ·ehei:fe are undertaken by only two 
members) • 

We end this Progress Report with · the hope that both 
Moncton Coin Club and the London Numismatic Society 
have attained greater success than the Regina Coin 
Club in founding and/or running school coin clubs, 
and we look forward to learning of their experiences 
in this connection. 

Since the issue of the March Quarterly Bulletin, one presentation has 
been given - by Jacks. - entitled Roman Coins and Odd and Curious 
Money to 23 members of Crescent School's 8-10 year-old pupils. The 
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teacher commented : 

"Very useful,. The students were very impressed with . 
the· ahanges •in the bartering system over the years. 
The presentation was so weZZ don~ - with many 
interesting faats preiented." 

Please, Club members in Regina, don't miss any opportunities to 
recommend our School Programme to your teachers (Junior members) or 
to your teacher friends (Senior members). 

iv) 1983 FALL COIN AND STAMP SHOW. Developments leading up to our 
major annual event are well under control. Only fifteen eight-foot 
tables and one twelve-foot table are unsold.~ ••• these are expected 
to be taken befo~e mid-October, even though ,~·pTt~~ ;in~~ease"is 
due to take place between now and then (on September lst.). The 
ultimate s.uccess or failure of the Show rests largely with the 
RCC membership. If you prepare a display or two and invite all your 
friends to come to the Regency Ballroom for a look around, the Show 
has no alternative but to succeed as a crowd-pleaser - and if the 
visitors are pleased, almost certainly the dealers will be too. 

So don't forget •.•.• 

Prepare displays ••.•• 

Invite your friends ••••• 

And make sure you come to the Show yourselv~s ••.•• 

v) 1984 SPRING AND FALL SHOWS. Next year's Spring Coin and Stamp 
Show will be held at the Seven Oaks Motor Inn on Saturday 21st. 
April and Sunday 22nd. April. It will, therefore, again conclude 
our Coin Week North America activities. It will also coincide with 
Easter, which the RCC Executive views as being to the Shaw's 
advantage rather than disadvantage. The Calgary Numismatic Society 
and the Vancouver Numismatic Society are purposefully scheduling 
their shows for the two preceding weekends in the hope that we 
might entice a few eastern dealers to make a western circuit of 
the three major events. 

Tentative reservation of the Regency Ballroom, Hotel Saskatchewan, 
has been made for Saturday, October 20th. and Sunday, October 21st. 
The Executive will decide whether to confirm this arrangement after 
the upcoming Fall Show., ••• if the latter draws in large numbers of 
collectors, we shall probably go with the Regency again even though 
the rental will be almost triple what we shall be paying for the 
1983 Fall Show. Some of the increase will have to be absorbed by 
increasing our rental fees for dealers' tables. Even with the 
expected increases (eight-foot tables will cost a minimum of $65 
each), we shall still be sponsors of one of the cheapest (for 
dealers) shows in Canada ••••• Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton 
and Kamloops all charge upwards of $ 75 per eight-foot •table, this 
year (our rates have varied from $45 to $65 depending on when the 
table was purchased) ••••. and I understand that our publicity is 
pretty well the most effective at bringing in visitors. Our - return 
to the Saskatchewan next Fall would - all other things being equal
highly desirable in order to get Saskatchewan numismatists used 
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to parking in the vicinity of the hotel and to finding their way up 
to the Regency Ballroom. 

vi) 1985 C.N.A. ANNUAL CONVENTION. A detailed report has been written 
for presentation to the C.N.A. Executive at the upcoming Convention 
in Moncton, New Brunswick. The 24-page account of the current status 
of the Regina Coin Club's preparations for the event includes the 
following summary : 

"Acting on the decision reached by the C.N.A. Executive 
at its meeting in Winnipeg, July 1982, that the Regina 
Coin Club's detailed application to host the 1985 C.N.A. 
Convention be accepted, the following preliminary 
preparations have been made : 

1. The statement to the effect that the Club is to host 
the '85 Convention has been included in virtually all 
press releases made by the Club - these have generally 
been incorporated into the articles publ~shed in newspapers 
that have resulted from the releases. 

2. A similar statement was added in bold typeface into 
the R.c.c. 's GENERAL INFORMATION and SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
1983, of which about 1500 copies have been distri~uted 
to Coin Show visitors and to people from across North 
America who ordered Coin Week North America buttons. 
The R.C.C. intends to give the Convention yet more 
emphasis in its 1984 Schedule. 

3. Highly tentative plans are in the making to hold a 
one-day symposium or seminar highlighting aspects of 
North American Numismatics - this event to take place 
in conjunction with the C.N.A. Convention and to be 
financed virtually complet~ly by the R.C.C. ($1200 have 
already been raised towards paying for speakers' expenses, 
room rentals etc. - perhaps· the C.N.A. Educational Forums 
could be incorpo~ated into the proposed symposium, which 
was originally conceived of because the attendance at 
Forums in Winnipeg was so low. 

4. A Convention Committee is in process of being 
nominated, and will be formally elected at the R.C.C.'s 
mid~September 0.G.M. It will comprise the Club's most 
dedicated, conscientious and hard-working members, people 
determined to establish the Club's good reputation ever 
more firmly. 

5. Liaison with the Hotel Saskatchewan management has 
continued on a low level of intensity. Hotel-Club 
relationships are very good, and no reason for adverse 
changes are foreseen. The 1983 Fall Coin and Stamp Show 
is to be held in the Regency Ballroom, expected Bourse 
site in 1985, Probably, the Club's 1984 Fall Show will 
be held at the same place, and tentative bookings in 
this direction have been made. The Convention Floor has 
been provisionally blocked off for the 1985 Convention 
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from July 17th. - 21st. inclusive (i.e. Wednesday - Sunday), 

6. Some concern has been felt in Regina collectdrs' clu~s 
about possible Government enforcement of the Lord's Day Act, 
preventing dealers' trading at Shows on Sundays. The R.C.C. 
normally holds both its Spring and Fall Shows on both 
Saturdays and Sundays, and no official criticisms have yet 
been receiced. Nevertheless, the Club is in process of 
establishing more clearly the legal position in the 
Province of Sunday trading through contacts in the Attorney 
General's Department. 

7. PLEASE would the C.N.A. Executive, perhaps through the 
Education Committee of the C.N.A., let the R.C.C. know its 
position as regards the possible combination of all Educational 
presentations at the 1 85 Convention into a ~ne-day extravaganza 
at which participants will not have their attention diverted 
&y other programme attractions suc11 as the Bourse or the 
Auction or meetings of other natioa-wide clubs and associations. 

8. PLEASE would the C.N.A. Executive sanction us to start 
announcing the 1985 Convention before the end of July 1984. 
Such announcements will be low-key to avoid any possible 
conflicts with publicity concerning the 1984 C.N.A, Convention, 
but would be higher profile than during 1982/3, mainly.in 
order to notify U.S. numismatists of the fact that a major 
convention will be taking place here in case they might wish 
to include Regina in their holiday plans - and these, we 
believe, will be under some consideration in Spring 1984. 

9. PLEASE would the C.N.A. Executive as a whole and/or 
through individual members offer whatever advice it (they) can 
that will help make the proposed Symposium/Seminar the most 
useful possible to all who attend it .•... suggestions as to 
speakers and topics will be welcomed by R.C.C. organizers." 

Item 4 in the Summary refers to the formation of a Convention Committee. 
The following Club members have so far agreed to stand for the positions 
shown: 

CONVENTION GENERAL CO-CHAIRMEN 
PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN 
PROGRAMME CHAIRMAN 
BOURSE CHAIRMAN 
REGISTRATION CHAIRMAN 
COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS CHAIRMAN 
NON-COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS 

CHAIRMAN 

Chris Gilboy, Dennis Naphin 
George White 
Cliff Beattie 
Jack Shinske 
Morley Bogues 
Howard Scraper 

John Storer 

Other Committee positions which will need to be filled during the next 
f~w months include : Finance Chairman, Security Chairman, Property 
Chairman and Convention Medal Chairman. 

Each Chairman will, if he feels it necessary, recruit members for a 
sub-committee, If you are approached to contribute your ideas to help 
make the '85 Convention a memorable success, do please accept, •. or even 
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better, offer your services wherever you think you would be most 
valuable. 

Assisting with the organization and running of the Convention will 
give you a rare opportunity to promote numismatics; your Club and 
your home-city to people who might otherwise never appreciate the 
good things these three entities offer. And they each offer many, 
many good things ••••••••••••••• 

************************* 

MEMBERS' NEWS 

Dean Neald has registered to take part in an American Numismatic 
Association Summer Seminar to be held at the Colorado College, 
July 10th.-16th. The particular course in which he is interested 
is entitled Basia Deteation of Counterfeit and Altered Coins. It 
is described as providing general information about the ways dies 
are made, how coins are produced and characteristics of genuine and 
counterfeit key coins. Supervised laboratory work will include 
student evaluation of genuine and counterfeit coins with the use 
of microscopes. Dean has tentatively promised to pass on some of 
what he learns at the Seminar to his fellow-members of the RCC in 
one of·next year's educational meetings, 

Peter Humble who many of you know as the owner of Amber Coin and 
Stamp suffer~d a serious break-in at his shop several months ago. 
The thieves knew what they were looking for, as they took only 
the most valuable coins and stamps in the safe; however, they 
also vandalized the premises, causing considerable damage to 
furniture and other contents in Peter's shop. None of the stolen 
items has been recovered. The robbery was probably carried out 
by out-of-town people. 

Several of our large contingent of SaskPower members have accepted 
early retirement from the Crown Corporation, and are looking forward 
to being able to devote more time to their various interests closest 
to their hearts - including, I'm delighted to learn-- more active 
involvement in several RCC Special Projects that are in process of 
being formulated. These members are : Jack Shinske, Morley, Ray B. 
and Howard S. The rest of us wish you much happiness in your new
found freedom from employee responsibilities ! 

************************* 

JUNIOR MEMBERS' NEWS AND VIEWS 

Natasha Kolat, the Regina Coin Club's Junior Representative on the 
Board of Directors, is to be congratulated on achieving some excellent 
results in several vocal categories at the Saskatchewan Music Festival 
that took place back in April - I kept the newspapers so that I could 
pass on information about Natasha's placings, but the papers were given 
to a friend who was moving house when I was away in the wilds of 
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northern Saskatchewan •••. my fault - I should have explained why I had 
them placed aside. Natasha's Mum, Maureen, also did extremely well. 
Natasha's singing talents were also put to good use in the Regina 
Light Opera Society's "Fiddler on the Roof" performed at Sheldon 
Williams Collegiate a few weeks ago •..•• Natasha was one of the 
daughters in this musical, 

Good going, Natasha keep up the good work 

And now for this Quarterly Bulletin's special Junior-authored article 

Escher 1 s Banknote Designs 
by 

Jason Cullimore 

Maurits Cornelis Escher, the famous Dutch artist, was born in 
Leeuwarden in 1898. 

As a boy, he was a poor student, He did not enjoy school except for 
his art lessons. 

After leaving school, he first started to train as an architect, but 
soon changed courses to learn art from a lecturer in graphic techniques, 
de Mesquita. Two years later, Escher left art school. He spent much 
time in the weeks, months and years that followed traveling through 
Mediterranean Europe, especially Italy and Spain, In the latter 
country, one place he visited was the Alhambra in Grenada, were he 
studied intensely - and was subsequently.deeply influenced by -
Moorish patterns that decorated the walls and floors of the building. 

Some of Escher's best-known works of art are Day and Night (1938, and 
see Figure 1), Metamorphosis, Drawing Hands (1948, and see Figure 2) 
and Belvedere (1958, and see Figure 3). The last two of these pictures 
show deceiving use of three-dimensional drawing techniques __:.~~~----~ . - . 

---· ·--
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Figure 2. "Drawing Hands", 19 48, a lithograph 
in which two-dimensional surfaces and three
dimensional space are intriguingly connected. 

Figure 3. "Belvedere", 1958., a 
lithograph in which the front 
and back, ~he inside and the 
outside, of a building are 
utterly confusing due to 
Escher's use of optical 
illusion. 

Escher, in trying to earn his living by his trade, undertook 
commissions to design postage stamps and banknotes. Among the stamps 
that he designed are one for the National Aviation Fund in 1935, one 
in 1939 for Venezuela, one for the Wo~ld Postal Union in 1948, one 
for the United Nations in 1152, and a European stamp in 1956. In 
1950, Escher was commissioned to prepare designs for the Netherland's 
10-guilder, 25-guilder and 100-guilder notes (respectively illustrate1 
in Figures 4,5 and 6 on the next page). Despite much intensive work b: 
the artist, the commission was withdrawn after two years because 
Escher had not been able to harmonize his designs with the needs of 
the checkering machine used to make highly complicated curves that 
were essential as a deterrant to forgers. All that is left of Escher'i 
banknote work is to be found in the museum of Johan Enschede, bank
note printers in Ha~rlem. 

Escher (Figure 7) died in Holland in March 1971. 
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Figure 4. Design for a 10-guilder banknote featuring 
a portrait of Anthoni van Leeuwenhoek, the Dutch 
discoverer of micro-organisms along with as many of 
van Leeuwenhoek's findings as possible. 
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Figure 5. Design for a 25-guilder banknote featuring 
the Dutch engineer Simon Stevin who contributed 
greatly to the popularization of the natural sciences. 
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Ernst~ B. 

Figure 6. Design for a 100-guilder note featuring 
the Dutch scientist Christian Huygens who - amongst 
his various studies - desc~ibed the properties of · 
birefringent crystals such as the one illustrated 
in the bottom left-hand corner of the obverse. The 
reverse shows a regular surface division with fish. 
The watermark (bottom centre) displays an attractive 
surface division with birds. 

Figu~e 7. Escher's self-portrait= a lithograph 
dated 1943. 

19 76 The magia mirror of M.C. Esaher. Ballantine 
Books, New York; 112 pages, 246 illustrations 
in black-and-white and colour. 

************************* 

SPECIAL REQUESTS 

Claude L. Richardsonf 1373 no. Magnolia Hill Way, INVERNESS, Florida 
U.S.A, 32650 (the name of the town or city is not clearly written on 
Mr. Richardson's letter) asks if any members of the RCC would be 
interested in "a fifty-year collection of Canadian coins, from large 
cents to halves, that number over 6000 coins, including a roll of 1954 
in XF to Unc. ?" Apparently, the trend value of the collection is in 
the order of $15,000. Interested, anyone? 

R.E. Anderson, R.R. 3, PONOKA, Alberta TOC 2HO writes 
people have Canada coins, paper money, tokens etc. etc. 

"Do you 
for sale ?" 
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FEATURE ARTICLE 

A Review of some World Religions illustrated by Coins the Designs of 
which they influenced. 

Introduction 

by 

Chris Gilboy 

Religious faith is one of the main distinctive characteristics of 
mankind. It separates us from all other members of our planet's 
animal kingdom as far as we know. Religious beliefs are so old that 
their origins are lost in the mists of prehistory. They have always 
im10.ensely influenced human behaviour, for they have essentially 
taught men and women how to lead their lives on earth, and have given 
them hope for a h~ppier life after death. On the one hand, they have 
inspired nobility, self-sacrifice, courage and endurance; on the 
other, wars, persecutions and abominable cruelty. 

The most important religions alive today arose in three areas of the 
world 

in INDIA (Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism·and Sikhism) 
in CHINA and JAPAN (Confucianism, Taoism and Shinto) 

and in the MIDDLE EAST (Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Christiani~y 
and IsZ.am). 

Extremely rough estimates that doubtless exaggerate the extent of 
genuine religious commitment indicate that some 57 percent of the 
world's population now belong to one or other of five •ajor religions, 
Of every 1000 people, 239 are Christians, 140 are Muslims, 126 are 
Hindus, 63 are Buddhists and 4 are Jews. ··· •···-·--·-------·------·--·· 

What is religion? 

· This question is-~lcisely bourid Up ~ith such-r~ja~ed questions as how 
and why does life exist - questions which have preoccupied the thoughts 
of millions of people ovar many centuries and which are brilliantly 
captured by the mood of Rodin's The Thinker (Fig~re :1, see opp6site), 
pait of 6ne of this sculptor's most ambitious works, The Gates of HeZZ. . 
.. 
Th~ su~posi.tion · that all religions are basically similar, bringing an 
essentially identical message adapted to the circumstances of different 
peoples, different historical periods, is widely held. 

Although similar teachings are inherent in more than one religion, 
fundamental differences of belief, attitude and behaviour are too 
marked to support.the supposition of basic uniformity, For example, to 
Jews, Christians and Muslems, salvation means the survival after death 
of individual personalities in a happy existence in heaven, whereas to 
Hindus and Bhuddists, salvation involves the obliteration of individual 
personalities, The first ' three groups also believe that human beings 
live only once on earth, and so have only a single opportunity to 
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Rodin I s "The Thinker" ( 1880) superbly 
the mood of Man contemplating his origins, 

and destiny. 
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ensure a happy afterlife; the latter two groups believe that human 
beings live over and over again on earth, born and repeatedly reborn 
so that they have many chances to set their lives right. Hinduism 
and Buddhism are consequently far more tolerant faiths than Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam. Christians believe in a divine Saviour who 
came into the world to rescue mankind from its sins. Judaism and 
Islam strongly disapprove of this tenet as a flagrant breach of 
monotheism, the belief in a single god. 

Fundamental differences are not restricted to being between one 
religion and another. All religions contain internal contradictions 
and inconsistencies which reflect varying attitudes of sects. Some 
will emphasize the good things in life, which is viewed as being 
cause for gratitude, leading to cheerful thanksgiving and praise. 
Others are preoccupied with the evils of life and the viciousness of 
human nature, producing guilty repentance and dread. 

The writing of this present account is largely motivated by the 
author's deep-felt desire to try to know a little about mankind's 
spiritual evolution, and by his search for some understanding as to 
why different religions appeal strongly to people in different parts 
of the world •.••• so strongly that followers of one religion are 
generally intolerant of those of other religions even if (perhaps 
especially if !) they know nothing about those rival religions. In 
general, religions .have been the backbone of major civilizations. 
They have greatly influenced art, which is most commonly a visual 
expression of a person's emotions and innermost beliefs. Coin 
designs, especially in the western world, have always followed the 
artistic currents of the producing society - currents which are 
controlled by the religious philosophy, the social pattern·and the 
politics of the time. So although this essay is not numismatic in 
essence, coins have been used to illustrate some of the points made -
and particularly to help familiarize the reader with the names of 
various deities. Coin-produ_cing __ CJJ.l_t:ure~_ have influenced each other 
at different times to greater or lesser extents (Figure 2, see 
opposite). Philosophical cross-influences also undoubtedly occured, 
but are much more difficult to trace. Possible adaptations and 
incorporations of one religion's doctrines by another have been 
mentioned at some points in the text. 

One final introductory point - this article is very much a starting 
out point for the author and, it is to be hoped, for some readers. 
The subject matter is complex ••••• too complex to research as 
thoroughly as it deserves· . The-- wr.iie-i--·· fuTiy- acknowledges his 
dependence for factual details throughout most of what follows on 
one book The Great Retigions (Cavendish, 1980). 

Hinduism 

Hinduism is the oldest religious tradition of India. The word Hindu 
comes from the name of a river, the Indus, and essentially means 
"Indian". Hindu missionary work is almost non-existant, for Hindu 
attitude is that each person is responsible for his/her own spiritual 
welfare, and should leave other people to look after theirs. Hinduism 
consists of an enormous number of groups, sects and schools of 
thought, some with many followers, some with few, some dating from 
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time immemorial, some founded by sages and holy men during the past 
thousand years, and some established in the last one hundred years. 
The Hindu religion has no creed, no statement of faith, no organized 
Church with a hierarchy of priesthood, nothing whi~h a Hindu is 
required by religion to think. Some Hindus believe in many deities, 
some in none. Some believe in a single deity, but not all revere the 
~ deity. 

So ••••••••• 

What is Hinduism? 

Essentially, it is a way of life that revolves around many rites and 
ceremonies that must be followed. Hinduism involves no special 
traditional philosophies, but does require that many things be done, 
most of them at hpme because every action of daily life from getting 
up in the morning to going to ~ed at night is part of the religion. 
Purification rites are especially important because of the emphasis 
Hinduism places on spiritual and physical purity. Ceremonies at home 
also exist for every stage of a person's life - from those to help 
protect unborn babies in a mother's womb to those performed at a 
child's birth, when s/he is named, when s/he first sees the sun, 
when s/he first eats solid food. Later, ceremonies are performed for 
the main events of life through marriage to death. 

The one philos6phical idea which has thoroughly permeated popular 
Hinduism is the belief in rebirth. In Hinduism - and in Buddhism, 
which is descended from it - the souls of human beings and all 
living things live and die and are reborn again and again in a 
succession of bodies, bound to the "wheel of existence" which turns 
for ever. Linked to this concept is the law of karma whereby the 
behaviour of each soul in life determines the type of body it will 
have and the type of experience it will undergo in its next life. 
The effect is that people are not rewarded or punished for their 
actions so much as by them. Those who do good become good, and those 
who do evil become evil. 

Only the most spiritual of human beings can escape from the wheel of 
existence, and in Hindu philosophy and mysticism, the true goal of 
life is to achieve the escape. At popular levels, however, attitudes 
are very different, and life is commonly regarded as something so 
potentially excellent that the powers that be have beneficently 
arranged for it never to end. Tradition lays down three aims 

acquiring wealth 
enjoying life 

and accumulating religious merit, primarily through 
the correct observance of rituals. 

After death, according to prevailing belief, the souls of those who 
have accumulated good karma go for a time to lead a happy life in 
one of the heavens, where they receive part of their reward before 
being reborn on earth in a better condition than before. Those who 
have piled up bad karma pay part of it off in one of the hells, 
where they are punished before being reborn on a lower rung of the 
ladder than before. Cutting across this belief, however, is the 
belief that through loving faith in a particular God, the worshipper 
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can be saved from death and rebirth, and live forever in happiness 
in the God's heaven. 

The earliest discernible influences which seem to have helped create 
Hinduism come from the civilization that flourished in the Indus 
valley (Figure 3) from about 2500 B.C. No temples or other religious 

VALLEY 
VILIZATION 

Figure 3. Map of India, showing 
the extent of the Indus Valley 
Civilization and the location 
of its two main centres at 
Mohenjo-Daro and Rarappa. 

buildings have been identified, but numerous female figurines ~uggest 
worship of a fertility goddess. Also, a seal has been found (Figure 4) 
which seems to represent a horned god squatting in a Yoga position 

Figure 4. Seal from the Indus 
Valley Civilization featuring 
a horned god that may be a 
prototype of Siva in his 
character as Pas\i'pati, the 
beneficent lord of animals. 

and surrounded by animals - perhaps a prototype of the god Siva. This 
civilization was overwhelmed by invading Aryan tribes from~ 
northwest (Figure 7) after about 1500 B.C. Their religion was known as 
Brahmanism or Vedism (its principal scriptures are the four Vedas, the 
oldest sacred books of any extant religion). The Vedas, collections of 
hymns, prayers and spellsp are regarded as having been divinely 
inspired, and are profoundly revered as the foundation of Hinduism. 
Vedic deities were principally male, and were connected with the sky 
and weather. The leader was Indra, lord of storm, thunder, rain and 
war. Agni (fire) was also important, the personification of lightning 
and the carrier of burned sacrificial offerings from earth to the sky= 
dwelling gods. Ushas was goddess of the dawn, bringer of light to a 
world of darkness. Brahmins, the priest-magicians who alone knew the 
sacrificial rituals,· attained a position of supreme dominance. Vedism 
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( a) x2 (b) x3 

( c) x3 

(d) x2 (.e) x2 

(f) xl (g) xl 

Fiaure 6, A selection of punch-marked and cast coins 
from ancient India and Ceylon (c. 5th. Century B,C. 
to 3rd. Century A.D.) with various symbols that are 
possibly of Brahmanical significance (Chattopadhyay, 
1977). (a) Slightly bent bar of silver stamped with 
geometric six-armed symbol at each end; struck on a 
weight standard double that of Persian siglos; 5th. 
or 4th. Century B,C. (b) smaller coin with similar 
symbol is quarter the denomination of (a), and worth 
half a Persian siglos. (c)Punch-marked silver coin 
from Dharawat with 5 symbols - a rayed sun, a design 
of 3 arrows and 3 ellipses, 2 taurine symbols flanking 
dot within circle, a tree within a railing, and an 
animal; 4th, Century B.C. (d) Unseparated cast coins 
with hill design schematically shown by 3 arches with 
crescent above; copper; 3rd, Century B.C. (e) Punch
marked copper coin with 5 symbols similar to those 
on (c). (f) Ceylon, c 29 B,C.- - A.D. 297; copper coin 
with various symbols - tree, hill, elephant, swastika. 
(g) Ceylon. c.100 B.C. - A.D. 300: lead plaque, l unit; 
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Figure?, Map .of India showing 
some of the main geographic 
features of the sub-continent 
and naming some of .the most 
important regions; the direction 
from which the Aryan invasions 
originated is also made clear. 

gradually altered through the centuries, perhaps partly through 
absorption of non-Aryan ideas from conquered peoples, The doctrines of 
rebirth and karma are stated clearly for bhe first time in the 
Upanishads ("Sittings with a Teacher"), believed to have been delivered 
to selected pupils by certain notable gurus. The Upanishads teach that 
all things die and are reborn in an endless cycle to which even the 
gods are subject. In the background, however, is something which is not 
born and does not die, which remains timeless and unchanging at the 
heart of time and change •••• a supreme reality or Absolute. It is called 
Brahman, and is personified in a new god; Brahma. The ultimate goal of 
Hindus is to achieve one with the Absolute by such methods as slighting 
the body and withdrawing from the world. Thus developed the awesome 
Hindu ascetism. 

~o~etime after the Upanishad teachings spread, the principle of ahimsa 
- of doing no harm to living things - developed. This logically led to 
vegetarianism and the offering of vegetable subs~ances (instead of 
animals) in sacrifice. By the sixth century B.C., the Vedic religion 
was under serious attack by new emphases on the individual and his need 
to find the path to salvation. The authority of the Vedas and the 
Brahmins was challenged by ascetics and reformers, including Gautama 
and Mahavira, the founders of Buddhism and Jainism. 

Following Alexander the Great's brief incursion into India, Buddhism 
------------- became · the most dynamic fo ·rc·e··throughout the peninsula. However, in the 

several centuries before the Christian era began, a reaction developed 
against both Upanishadic philosophy and Buddhism. An impersonal 
Absolute is hard to love and losing personal identity by merging with 
it is ' not everyone's ideal. A new religious trend therefore appeared in 
which bhakti - love of a deity who is the Absolute but who is also a 
tender and merciful person - played a focal role, In the Bhagavad Gita 
("Song of the Lord"), the most admired of Hindu classics, the Supreme 
Being is the god Vishnu, appearing on earth in his human form as 
Krishna, and the way to salvation is to do one's duty in one's station 
in life, to fear God and to love God. Ultimate absorption of the self 
in God no longer required loss of personal identity. Thinking about God 
was considered less important than emotional adoration of God and 
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submission to His will. Whether the bhakti movement was influenced by 
Christian ideas is disputed, but it is generally thought to predate 
Christ'·s minstry. Bhakti achieved lasting popularity in India. It was 
closely linked with the worship of Vishnu and Siva. 

Vishnu (a minor Vedic deity), see Figure 8, became the one true God 
who manifested himself on earth in several animal and human forms, 
each time to save the world and mankind from destruction by evil 

Figure B. Vishnu has occasionally been depicted 
on Indian coinage, as on the reverse of this 
East India Company gold Two Pagodas minted in 
Madras in 1810. The obverse of the coin shows a 
pagoda surrounded by stars. 

forces. The Hindu reaction against Buddhism is apparent from the 
belief that Vishnu came to earth as the Buddha, founding a false 
religion whose followers were wicked men and evil demons led astray 
to sure doom. Two mos~ important earthly incarnations of Vishnu 
were as Krishna (a man who aroused emotions of love and protectiveness) 
and Rama (a warrior-prince and an 1 ideal 1 man - strong, brave, virtuous 
and Ia'Ithful). 

Three major subdivisions arose within Hinduism 
i) Vaishnava (worship of Vishnu, mostly as Krishna) 

ii) Saiva (worship of Siva) 
iii) Durga or Kali (Goddess) worship. 

Siva (Figure 9) unites opposite qualities such as love and cruelty, 
creation and destruction, action and rest, and sanity and madness. 
The early Gupta kings of the fourth century A.D. declared themselves 
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Figure 9, Siva was a common reverse type on 
the coins of the Kushan kings who ruled over 
much of northwestern India following the 
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disintegration of the Bactrian kingdom, (a) Gold 
doubl~ stater.of Wima Kadphises II, 60 - 78 A.D.; 
king enthroned facing left, Greek legend/Siva 
standing before the bull, Nandi, Kharoshti legend. 
(b) Gold stater of the same ruler; bust of kini 
facing right/Oesho (Siva) standing left, holding 
trident in right hand, drapery (?) in left hand. 
(c) Gold stater of Kanishka I, c. 78 - 106 A,D.; 
king standing by altar facing left/four-armed 
Siva (Oesho) facing left, holding in right hands 
a small hand-drum and water vessel with mouth 
downwards and in left hands a trident and an 
antelope; legends both sides are in Greek. (d) Gold 
stater of Vasu Deva I, c. 122 - 176 A,D.; king 
standing left holding sceptre and pointing to altar 
w~th elephant goad/Oesho (Siva) standing left 
holding trident and fillet, bull (Nandi) standing 
left behind him. (e) Gold stater of Vasu Deva, 
c. 195 - 230 A.D.; king standing left with trident 
in left hand, right hand over altar behind which is 
another trident/Oesho (Siva), three-headed and 
four-armed, standing facing hold~ng wreath and 
water-vessel in right hands, trident and tiger
skin (?) in left hands, behind Siva is a humped 
bull, symbol to right; legends in Greek. 

his ardent followers. 

By this time, the third major Hindu deity was beginning to emerge as a 
widespread cult that believed a goddess to be the supreme power in 
the universe. She is principally worshipped as Durga or Kali, but 
many Hindus revere Devi ("the mother") as a secondary manifestation 
of the divine. The Goddess is commonly associated with .Siva as his 
inner energy, and - like him - she unites opposites. On the one 
hand, she is beaut~ful, loving and giving; on another, as the goddess 
of death, she is hideous. But her devotees are not terrified of her, 
for her wrath is reserved for the forces of evil. The Mother Goddess 
Durga was commonly associated with her mount, a lion, and she appeared 
on coins of the Guptas as Ambika (Figure 9); at about this time, 
other Brahmanical and Persian goddesses also were commonly featured 
as reverse types. ,~ (~ 
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Figure 9. Some of the Brahmanical (a - d) and 
Iranian (e - h) goddesses depicted on the reverses 
of Kushan and Gupta coins, see Figure 2. (a) Goddess 
Ambika, nimbate, seated facing front, holding fillet 
in outstretched right hand and cornucopia in left, 
legend to right : Lichchhavaga; obverse shows 
Chandragupta I on the right, queen on left, standing 
facing each other, surrounded by inscription for 
Chandragupta; gold stater minted c. 300 AoD. 
(b) to (d), Goddess Lakshmi. (b) Chandragupta I gold 
stater, c. 300 A.D.; king standing left by altar/ 
Lakshmi seated, facing, holding fillet in right hand, 
cornucopia-in left. (c) Kachagupta, 325 - 330 A.D. 
gold dinara; king standing to left, nimbate, "Kacha" 
symbol below left arm/Lakshmi standing left holding 
flower (lotus) in right hand, cornucopia in right. 
(d) Chandragupta II, c. 380 - 414 A.D. gold stater; 
nimbate king standing left holding bow and arrow, 
Garuda standard on left/Lakshmi, nimbate,seated 
facing on lotus, holding fillet in right hand, lotus 
i~ left. The Indian goddess Lakshmi corresponds 
mythologically to Greek "Demeter, Roman Fortuna and 
Iranian Ardoksho; she is the consort of Vishnu. 
Ambika,(a); is Siva's consort. (e) and (f), Goddess 
Nana or Nanashao; both coins shown are gold staters 
of Kanishka I, c. 78 - 106 A.O. with a common 
obverse type showing the king standing left by altar 
though with different crowns; (e) on the reverse has 
Nana, nimbate, standing right diademed, holding in 
her right hand a sceptre ending in the forepart of 
a horse and in her right hand a patera, her head is 
surmounted by a crescent; (f) is similar, but reads 
Nanashao, who is shown wearing a sword at her waist. 
Nana seems to correspond to Venus of the Greeks, 
although she has many attributes of Artemis, and to 
the Indian goddess Ambika. (g) and (h) , Goddess 
Ardoksho . ( g) Huvishka, c. 111 - 129 A. D., gold 
stater; nimbate torso of king left, emerging from 
clouds/Ardoksho standing right holding cornucopia. 
(h) Chhu (of the Lesser Kushans), c. 260 - 300 Ao D., 
gold stater; king standing left at altar/Ardoksho 
seated, facing, holding fillet in right hand, 
cornucopia in left. Ardoksho corresponds to Demeter, 
the corn mother, of Greek mythology, to Roman Tyche, 
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Figure 10. A selection of non-Hindu gods shown 
on the reverses of gold staters of the Kushan 
ruler Kanishka I, c. 78 - 106 A.D. The obverse 
types are similar apart from difference~ in the 
king's head-dress, and feature the moiarch 

(d) 

standing left near an altar. (a) the Iranian god, 
~' "measurer of time", diademed, standing left, 
clad in chiton and himation with crescent behind 
shoulders, right hand advanced holding a pair of 
callipers, left hand holding a sceptre bound with 
fillet, sword girt around waist. The iconographic 
attributes of Mao closely resemble those of Salene, 
the Greek moon god, who also appears on some of 
Kanishka's gol. coins~ (b) the Iranian god, Mippo 
(Mithros) standing left, diademed, with radiate 
disc behind head, right hand advanced holding 
wreath(?), left hand on hip, swird girt around 
waist, Mithros, associated with Iranian Ahuramazda 
~s the god of sunlight without being the sun itself, 
and is iconog~aphically similar to the Greek god 
Helios as he appears on Kanishka's gold coins (c), 
who stands left clad in a long tunic and with a 
rayed halo around his head; his right hand is 
partly extended as if pointing to something, the 
left is resting on his hip. Helios was a personific
ation of the sun itself, and most closely corres~ 
ponds with the Vedic god Surya. (d)the earliest 
undoubted representation of luddha in human form 
on coinage is on Kanishka's gold and copper coins, 
where he appears facing, clad in chiton and 
himation, with his right hand advanced and his left 
holding a wallet or alms-bowl, he is entirely 
enveloped by an aureole (see also Front Cover). 

The Gupta Empire was over-run by northern invaders. Numerous small 
kingdoms were established, In the north and west, the Rajput princes 
dominated the scene. The structure of Hinduism by this time was 
virtually complete. The Gupta period saw the acceptance of the · 
principal deities, of temples, of religious art (the latter two may 
have been following Buddhist precedent), Hindu temples are miniature 
replicas of the worlds ruled by the god to whom it is dedicated. 
Each of its parts corresponds to some aspect of the life and structure 
of the universe. · 
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bathing and washing is an important Hindu ritual, especially in the 
Ganges, to which pilgrimagei are made, 

Cows are worshiped. The origins of this practice are obscure, but 
may be linked to the cow's close connection with the earth and the 
bounty of nature. To kill or injure a cow is oft regarded as a 
profanation of the Hindu way of life. To this day, cattle-slaughter 
by Muslims has sparked off murderous riots. 

The caste system has been attacked over the centuries by many Hindu 
reformers. Some 3000 castes, and many sub-castes, exist. They are 
largely responsible for Hiduism's great diversity, for the system 
enabled people of different races, culture, habits and traditions 
to preserve a separate identity within Hindu society. It is linked 
with the belief in rebirth and the wheel of existence, with rebirth 
in a higher or lower caste as the consequence of behaviour in 
previous lives. From the Hindu viewpoint, there is no injustice in 
the system, for each person is reapin~ what s/he deserves. 1 

Two systems characteristic of Hindu spirituality are Yoga and 
Vedanta, Yoga attempts to achieve total self-understanding and self
mastery in order to attain union with the divine. The earliest 
systematic accounts of techniques and practices apparently date from 
the early centuries after Christ. 

Vedanta is the most influential of all Hindu schools of philosophy. 
It descends from the Upanishads, and centres on the doctrine of the 
identity of Brahman and Atman - the Absolute and the Self. 

Challenges to Hinduism in India came from Christianity, about which 
word was first carried - according to legend - by the apostle Thomas. 
He was supposedly martyred by hostile Brahmins in A.D. 72. 

Islam proved a much more serious challenge in the early 700s A.D. -
it dominated the northwest, Afghanistan and an adjoining area which 
became Pakistan in 1947. The Muslim conquest gained control for the 
Sultans of Delhi over practically all India by the 1330s. It put paid 
to Buddhism in its homeland, but its impact on Hinduism, though 
severe, was far less catastrophic. Although the Muslims held Hindus 
in contempt as idolaters and worshippers of many gods, and cared 
little for Hindu rules of behaviour especially as regarded the taboos 
on beef, Hindus were permitted to practise their religion but had to 
pay a special tax for the privilege. A gulf of hostility, suspicion 
and mutual non-understanding has existed ever since between Muslim 
and Hindu Indians. At sophisticated levels, the religious barrier 
was crossed, and the poet and sage, Kabir, drew disciples from both 
religious backgrounds. Kabir worshiped God as!.!.!,!, who was the same 
God as Allah, and held that God was not to be found in temples or 
mosques, in scriptures or rituals, in ascetism or yoga, but in fields 
and workshops, and at home. 

In the main, though, Hinduism and Islam remained isolated from one 
another. One Hindu response to Islam's challenge was to move away 
from austerity and ascetism towards easier forms of practice. One 
important Vaishnava sect, for ex amp le, established at about .the end 
of the fifteenth century by Vallabhacarya (regarded by his followers 
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as an incarnation of Krishna), preached that the good things of life 
are provided by God for the people's enjoyment. His followers at one 
time used to act out the loves of Krishna and the milkmaids (the 
youthful Krishna, loved by the girls of his village, teased them and 
played erotic tricks on them, hiding their clothes when they went 
swimming, dancing with them by moonlight, and stealing away when each 
maid believed that he loved her alone - these stories are inter
preted in spiritual terms with the maids' longing for Krishna as the 
soul's hunger for God) in order to enter intimately into the being of 
the god. They also surrendered property and use of their womenfolk 
to hereditary leaders of the sect, the latter being viewed as incar
nations of God on earth. The two last-mentioned religious practices 
were purged from the sect in the eighteen hundreds. 

Another leading Vaishnava sect was established in the late fourteen/ 
early fifteen hundreds by a Bengali brahmin, Caitanya (now revered as 
divine) who taught that Krishna's passionate love should induce 
raptures of intense delight into his devotees. Caitanya set the 
example of how to react when transported into uncontrollable ecstasy -
he would laugh, cry, sing, shout, dance, run about, jump up and down 
and so on. Followers of his s~ct dance, sing hymns, chant in God's 
name and become thoroughly excited, often in street processions. The 
Bari Krishna cult is an offshoot of this sect. 

In the 1520s, the Sultanate of Delhi fell to another Muslim invasion 
from the north led by a Turkish war-lord, Babar. He and his successors 
built up the Mughal Empire, which at its peak dominated northern and 
central India, and which lasted until the mid-eighteen hundreds. Some 
of the Mughal emperors were tolerant of non-Islamic religions; others 
actively supressed competitive faiths, thus alienating many of their 
subjects. One of the latter group, Emperor Aurangzeb (1658 - 1707) 
came into conflict with one particularly warlike religious group -
the Sikhs. 

The founder of the Sikhs was a Hindu mystic, Nanak, from India's 
Punjab region.He travelled widely in search of truth. Like Kabir, 
he believed in one God, disapproved of images, rituals and priests, 
and taught love of God and love of man. He accepted the Hindu 
belief in successive lives and the operation of karma. Perhaps 
originally intended to bridge the gap between Hinduism and Islam, 
Nanak's teachings actually developed into the basis for a separate 
religion. The Golden Temple built at Amritsar in the Punjab became 
the Sikh headquarters, the Granth ("Collection") its holy book 
(compiled from Nanak's sayings and hymns, and from the utterances of 
his successors, Kabir, ~nd various Hindu sages). The ninth Sikh 
Guru ("Teacher") was executed by Emperor Aurangzeb, with the result 
that his successor built up Sikh fighting strength. What had began 
as a group of believers in brotherly love turned into a formidable 
military brotherhood which waged war against Muslims believing (as 
the Muslims also did) that death in battle was a sure passport to 
paradise. The Sikhs became an independent power, and dominated the 
entire Punjab in the nineteenth century~ Today, more than ten million 
Sikhs live in India, with flourishing communities developing in 
other parts of the world. Their most obvious outward marks are the 
turbans, beards and long hair of Sikh men, who believe in keeping 
whole and intact their God-given bodies and so do not cut their 
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hair. The turban is a symbol of Sikh desire for wholeness. Sikhs 
continue to worship their one God, who is called Sat ("Truth") or, 
sometimes, Akal ("Timeless"). They do not believeGod has ever been 
incarnated on earth, and He is never represented by images. Since 
the death of the Tenth Guru, Gobind Singh (Singh means "Lion"). the 
Granth has been the Sikhs' Guru, and has an honoured place in Sikh 
temples and homes. Devout Sikhs recite parts of the Granth daily. 

Emperor Aurangzeb suffered even more severely from warring with the 
Hindu Maratha tribes of central India than from with the Sikhs. But 
at aoout the same time, several European powers were establishing 
areas of influence throughout India. Gradually the British, oper
ating through the East India Company, achieved dominance. They 
eventually gained control of virtually all India. In 1858, the last 
of the Mughal emperors was deposed, the East India Company was 
wound up, and India became a British Crown Colony. 

East India Company policy was to interfere in Indian customs as 
little as possible; missionaries were refused permission to live in 
its territories. Political pressure in England was so heavy, however» 
that some Company rules were changed in the early nineteenth century. 
Christian missionaries by the thousand poured into India. Most of 
them regarded Indian religion as idolarous, barbarous and morally 
repulsive. Although their schools, hospitals and attempts at 
relieving poverty and hunger did much good for the country, the 
missionaries also often offended In.dian sentiment. And they achieved 
few conversions. By 1921, for example, only about 5 million Christ= 
ians lived in the Indian subcontinent compared with some 215 million 
Hindus and 70 million Muslims. More success was achieved in ridding 
Indian life of its more objectionable (in,Western opinion) practices, 
or at least suppressing their exercise. These practices included 
slavery, temple prostitution, ~u~tee (the custom of burning a widow 
alive with her dead husband's ~orpse so that she would go with him 
to the afterlife), polygamy, child marriage, and adherence to the 
caste system. Christianity achieved its most effective influence on 
this moral front. 

This Western influence on religion as well as on communications, 
travel, standards of health and of education, and so on grea~ly 
sapped Indian self-confidence in their traditions, their philosophy, 
and their technical ability. 

Recovery was slow. 

On the religious front, several Hindu brahmins (Rammohan Roy, for 
instance, and Dayananda Sarasvati) promoted monotheistic versions 
of Hinduism. Sarasvati believed all the world's religions to be 
corrupt descendants of Vedic monotheism, and founded the still
flourishing Arya Sam'aj ("Aryan Society" or "Noble Society"). 

Hinduism's recovery of self-confidence was given powerful impetus by 
a remarkable Bengali ·brahmin, Ramakrishna. A devotee of !ill at a 
temple outside Calcutta, he saw visions of the Goddess, and of~, 
Rama and Krishna as well as of Mohammad and Christ. His experiences 
~inced him that all religions are essentially the same, that they 
all lead by different routes to the same goal : the realization of 
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the oneness of all things in Brahman and the identity of the One and 
the self. Ramakrishna, a Vedantist, was not a philosopher, but a 
mystic in the bhikti tradition of heartf•lt adoration of the divine. 
He was an ascetic who refr~ined from sex, who refused to touch money, 
and who cleaned out the temple latrines to purge himself of pride in 
his Brahmin caste. His fame spread over all India. 

This development in Hinduism of a social conscience on the Western 
liberal model was allied with its claim to be the oldest and purest 
of al~ religions, and with a nationalistic fervour heralded a Hindu 
'counter-attack' on more Westerly-based religions. 

Vedanta Societies were founded in countries other than India as 
converts were attracted to Vedantic Hinduism. Yet the new style of 
Hinduism had scarcely touched the Indian populace until brought to 
it and employed as the inspiration for a political movement towards 
Indian independence by Ghandi. When in his forties, Ghandi returned 
to India fro::: South Africa, where he had been a lawyer. He '°' as 
ascetic by tamperament, a vegetarian by will (his diet mainly 
consisted of drinking goats' milk). He dressed simply, usually 
wearing only a loin cloth, and carri~d a spinning wheel around with 
him. For many people in India, he was an incarnation of Vishnu. For 
many others, a Mahatma, ·a great holy man, divinely inspired, He 
considered himself to be an orthodox Hindu, He defended image
worship as an aid to approaching the divine. His veneration for cows 
harmed his reputation with the Muslims. His policy of non-violent, 
positive resistance had great effect on the course of Indian history 
in the present century. Yet Ghandi's assassination in 1948 was 
carried out by an Orthodox Hindu who objected to Ghandi's reforms, 
especially regarding the Hindu preoccupation with pollution and 
with its treatment of untouchables. Ghandi believed tn a personal~ 
loving God rather than in the impersonal Absolute of Vedanta. He 
considered all religions to be essentially true, but Hinduism to 
be superior to the others. Because his political movement closely 
invo~ved religion, it led to violent clashes occuring between Hindus 
and Muslims. All efforts to reconcile the two communities failed, 
resulting in the partition of India to form a smaller India and a 
new Islamic country, Pakistan. Muslims from the new India migrated 
into Pakistan; Hindus and Sikhs left Pakistan for India - these 
movements of population were accompanied by human misery and 
suffering on an appalling scale. 

In the Republic of India today, eight out of every ten people are 
Hindus. In the West, interest in Hindu mysticism has recently been 
growing, a development greeted by some eastern Hindus with 
gratification, by others with contempt. 

Buddhism 

Hinduism and Buddhism both grew up in India,_but whereas the former 
stayed at home, Buddhism emigrated and achieved greatest influence 
elsewhere - in China, Japan, Tibet, Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia. 
The two religions co-developed for 1500 years, and therefore have 
much in common. Both are fundamentally gentle, peace-loving and 
tolerant. Both believe that human beings live many times on earth, 
bound by karma to the wheel of existence from which eventual escape 
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is sought. Also, both religions feature a gulf between the high level 
of subtle speculation and the religion at a popular level. Popular 
Buddhism caters for the individual and his wants and needs in life. 
Deities are worshipped and prayed to because they can make life good 
and assure a blissful life-after-death. High-level Buddhism, however, 
dismisses the individual as a delusion, and his needs and wants as 
snares. Its aim is to escape from this world and from any popular 
concept of heaven. 

In place of Hindu polytheism and monotheism, Buddhism puts polytheism 
and atheism. Buddhism contains two major sub-religions, Theravada and 
Mahayana, but is otherwise less va·ried and fragmented than Hinduism. 
Buddhism, unlike Hinduism, stems from a single founder whose 
teachings have been handed along by successive generations of 
followers. 

Early Buddhist teaching required no belief in gods, but set out a 
path - the Aryan or NobZe Path - to salvation gained by human effort 
alone without divine aid. Traditional Indian deities seem to have 
be•n accepted by early ·Buddhists, but were considered unimportant. 

Buddhist philosophical attitudes to life are intensely pessimistic -
life on earth is evil, painful and transitory. Not realizing the 
impermanence of all things, people always crave for more - more 
possessions; more sensations, more love, fresh experiences, life
after-death and so on. Yet they are always dissatisfied by what they 
have and by what they obtain. Anxiety automatically follows. The 
gulf between philosophical Buddhism and the popular religion here 
becomes evident, for in the latter, the cravings listed above form 
the foundation of security and happiness. 

In the Buddhist view, human nature is fundamentally good. The two 
major imperfections that keep humans tied to a world of successive 
births and deaths are : 

i) craving 
and ii) the illusion of personal individuality. 
Buddhists argue that the concept of self as a personality or a soul 
is imaginary, and that belief in permanent individual identities 
whose interests have to be safeguarded and promoted enmeshes us in 
the suffering of earthly existence. So the ideal Buddhist life is 
"selfless". · 

But if no "I" exists, what is it that is repeatedly reborn ? 

The Buddhist answer is that what passes on from one life to the 
next is something as flickering and unsubstantial as a flame, 
something which is nevertheless affected by the emotions and actions 
of previous existences. 

Salvation lies in extinguishing the imperfections. If this is 
successfully accomplished, the person concerned achieves the Buddhist 
ideal of perfect serenity. Individuality is lost, whereupon the 
succession of rebirths ends. Life becomes a perfect, eternal state 
of peace called nirvana ("coolness" or "going out", as of a flame) o 

Such a sensation has been experienced by aome humans in trance - they 
cease to notice the external world, and are all-absorbed by feelings 
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of freedom and tranquillity. 

Buddhists delight in paradox because they see reason as being a major 
obstacle to gaining mental freedom. They say that their Way cannot be 
taught, but has to be lived. It must initially be taken on trust. 
Then, by living it, its truth becomes clear. 

The foundation of the Way is a moral code, the minimum requirements 
of which are to refrain from harming living things, from stealing, 
from illicit sex, from lying, and from using alcohol and drugs. 
Accumulation of money and property are permissable, but entangle 
people in suffering and illusion. Thus Buddhist monks have to lead 
lives of strict poverty, chastity and homelessness. 

Given this moral basis, understanding of the Way is achievable 
through meditation which has to be taught by an instructor. 

Meditation supposedly enables the meditator to escape from his/her 
physical body, whereupon he/she can fly, change shape, read minds, 
see and hear things at a great distance and so on. Final enlighten
ment and - with it - entry in to niPvana should be attained within 
not more than seven earthly lives if the seeker of the Way has 
serious intent to follow the code and to meditate. 

Buddha is not the name of a person, but of a spiritual category. 
Buddhism's founder is known by the title of "the Buddha" meaning the 
"Enlightened" or "Awakened One". A Buddha appears on earth whenever 
man's spiritual condition so demands. The founding Buddha was not, 
therefore, the first of his kind; however, the earlier Buddhas have 
left no historical evidence of their existence. 

The founding Buddha, Siddhartha Gautama, was born in Nepal in about 
563 B.C. There, his father was a chief of the Sakya people. Gautama 
grew up, married, and had a son. He was greatly concerned by the 
question as to why people are born into the world only to endure 
suffering and death. He was dissatisfied by the Vedic religion with 
its gods, sacrifices and priests, and so tried to find answers to his 
questions elsewhere. Leaving home and family, he joined a group of 
ascetics and for six years submitted to austerities said to have 
reduced him almost to a skeleton. Still unable to find satisfactory 
answers, at the age of thirty-five he abandoned ascetism and took up 
meditation. He sat motionless under a tree (later to become known as 
the Bodhi-Tree or "Tree of Awakening") where after many days and 
nights he achieved enlightenment and entered nirvana. Instead of 
disappearing from mortal life as he supposedly could have done, he 
chose to stay to teach his fellow-humans what he had learned. 

According to tradition, the. Buddha first taught the five ascetics 
with whom he had previously lived. They were so impressed by the 
Buddha's glowing personality and by what he had to tell them that 
they became his first disciples. He died at the age of eighty, 
having spent the remainder of his life teaching the Dhar-ma and 
performing miracles in the central Ganges region of India. 

Various legends grew up around the Buddha and swiftly spread through 
the Far East - for instance, that his conception and birth were · 
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immaculate, and that after a pregnancy of ten months, his virgin 
mother, Queen Maya, gave birth to him painlessly through the right 
side of her abdomen. The child could speak and walk as soon as he was 
born. During his time of meditation under the Bodhi Tree, he was 
supposedly assailed by Mara, the Buddhist equiv·alent of Sa.tan in 
Christianity, who tried to prevent the Buddha's enlightenment first 
by seducing him (unsuccessfully) with his three beautiful daughters, 
then by attacking him with an army of evil spirits. The attack 
failed because Mara and the spirits became paralyzed when they 
surrounded the Buddha. Even after the Buddha had found enlightenmentr 
Mara tempted him to leave the human wor1d, but the Buddha refused 
after listening to the pleas of the god Brahma to stay on. 

Social, political and spiritual conditions in India were ripe for 
people to listen to, and accept, the Buddha's teachings. The Vedic 
religion had come under severe criticism, and even though the 
attainment of nirvana was obviously possible for only a few 
extraordinary individuals, the easy sharing by ordinary people of 
Buddhism through their practising the movement's moral code appealed 
to many. Political conditions were uncertain (the .relatively large 
kingdoms of Kosala and Magadha were expanding at the expense of 
tribal republics and small kingdoms), creating anxiety, security 
from which was sought by commoners in the spiritual world of the new 
religion and the brotherhood that the movement offered with fellow-
Buddhists. -

Community spirit is an all-important aspect of Buddhism, and is one 
of its "three jewels" (the religion's traditional formula of 
allegiance is : 
To the Buddha I go for refuge, to the Dharma I go for refuge, to 
the Sangha ("Assembly") I go for refuge) • 
The Sangha incorporates the whole community of Buddhists, but, in 
a more restricted sense, refers to the Buddhist order of monks, to 
which the Buddha entrusted - in the absence of a specific successor= 
the continuation of the movement. Through serving the community, 
Buddhists can learn to deny self-centredness and the need for 
personal possessions and satisfaction. 

Buddbis t monks are called bhikkus ("sharers"). They abandon homes 
and possessions to live in communities where as individuals they own 
little or nothing. The laity provide monks with monasteries, food, 
clothing and other necessities of life, thereby earning merit for a 
gq~4 rebirth in the next earthly life. In return, monks provide the 
laity with spiritual and social services. Monks are able to return to 
lay life at any time: they choose. To preserve peace and harmony 
within monasteries, any group of monks who for any reason disagree 
with the majority secedes to set up another community. Thus numerous 
sects co-exist within Buddhism with little internal religious strife 
such as has often expressed itself with such violence in Christianity 
and in Islam. 

Buddhism is a deeply paradoxical religion. 

In fact, it promotes paradox on the assumption that reason and logic 
inhibit the attainment of enlightenment. The contrast between denial 
of an individual's reality and the fundamental rule of Buddhist 
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morality - namely, that no action should be taken which will harm 
yourself or anyone else - with its emphasis on individual behaviour 
is an important example of paradox. 

One of India's most important adherents to Buddhism was the Emperor 
Asoka (268 - 231 B.C.), grandson of the pious Jain king, Chandragupta 
I Maurya. Apparently appalled by the massive loss of life (about 
100,000 people) during his conquest of Kalinga on India's eastern 
seaboard, Asoka decided to try to become an ideal king on Buddhist 
lines, ruling with justice, mercy and consideration for the welfare of 
his subjects. By having notices carved on pillars and rocks, he 
promoted amongst his people kindness, generosity, the need to fulfil 
one's obligations to others, the preservation of life amongst all 
nature's creatures. Practising his beliefs, Asoka abandoned war, and 
became a strict vegetarian who strongly disapproved of the use of 
animals in sacrifices. Asoka not only encouraged the spread of 
Buddhism within his empire (Figure 11), but sent missionaries abroad 
to Sri Lanka, Central Asia and the Middle East. 

Figure 11. Asoka's Mauryan Empire. 

Although the Buddha was neither a god nor a superhuman saviour 
according to early Buddhist teachings, respect for his memory and his 
words gradually turned into worship, elevating the Buddha into a 
divine figure. Traditional Indian deities were tolerated in early 
Buddhism, but became with time increasingly inferior in popular regard 
to the Buddha. The earliest Buddhist shrines, known as stupas, were 
built during Asoka's reign~ Stupas were mounds of brick or stone that 
housed relics of the Buddha or of Buddhist saints or kings, or holy texts. 

We do not know which of India's punch-marked coins may have been 
manufactured during the Asokan and post-Asokan period, but some of 
those pieces that bear animal motifs (see Figure 5, i and ii) are 
reminiscent of the animal symbolism in the art of the time. The 
crowning sculptures of Asoka's pillars were often formed by a gr~~p of 
animals such as elephants (guardians of the east), horses (guardians 
of the south), bulls (guardians of the west) and lions (guardians of 
the north - Figure 12). The artistic merit of the four lions standing 
back-to-back on a pillar at Sar~n~~~! supported by a wheel (d~arm~ 
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FiguPe 12. One of the pillars 
at Saranath (where the Buddha 
first revealed his teaching) 
bears a superbly carved group 
of lions - these pillars were 
erected during the reign of 
Emperor Asoka to commend by 
means of notices thereon 
Buddhism to his subjects. 

was adopted as the national symbol of the Republic of India when 
the country achieved independence"from Britain in 1947, since 
when 'it has adorned the obverse of all India's coins (Figure 13). 

Fiaure 13. A selection of coins struck by the 
Republic of India since 1950; all pieces feature 
the group of four lions atop one of Asoka's 
pilliirs- at S arana th. 

Returning briefly to the matter of the punch-marked coins - five 
marks are constantly associated. They are : 1) the solar wheel, 
2) a tree or tree branch, 3) a stupa, 4) a hump-backed bu11 b~fore a 
taurine symbol, and 5) a central sphere supporting three chhatras 
with intervening taurine symbols. The humped bull with the 
taurine mark is distinctly Hindu, but the others seem to be more 
closely associated with Buddhism (refer back to Figure 6 to see 
some of the punch-marks), with the stupa ('hill'.design), the 
dharma Chakra (solar symbol), the Bodhi tree (tree symbol) and a 
conventionalized lotus (punch-mark US listed above) all readily 
recognizable. 
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Within a century or so of Asoka's death, popular Buddhism split into 
two sects - Mahayana Buddhism and Hinayana Buddhism. · 

Hinayana ("little vehicle") maintained that salvation was won only 
through one's own efforts without any possibility of divine help; it 
promoted disbelief in - or insignificance of - gods, meaning that 
only Buddhist monks following the correct discipline of meditation 
could hope to attain nirvana, which was inaccessible to the ordinary 
laity. Hinayana Buddhism's following dropped off because of the lack 
of evidence to show that any monks actually succeeded in attaining 
nirvana. Moreover, most people found the idea of extinction of their 
personality in nirvana an unattractive prospect. Buddhist practice 
in Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia today is descended from an early 
Hinayana sect. 

Mahayana ("great vehicle") was much more acceptable to the general 
Buddhist populace, for it believed in.divine saviours through whom 
any follower, monk or layman, could win salvation through earnest 
faith rather than by arduous meditation. These saviours were deities 
- amongst whom was the Buddha himself - who wielded control in this 
world and who could be loved in the bhakti spirit. 

The Buddha came to be depicted in images that were worshipped by 
Mahayana Buddhists. The earlie_s t examples known date from the first 
century A.D., and are from the former Mathura (northern India) and 
Gandhara (northwest India, now part of Pakistan and Afghanistan) 
kingdoms, where Indian culture was influenced by Greece and Rome. 
Previously, the Buddha's presence in a scene was symbolized by 
footprints, or an empty throne, or the wheel of the dharma, probably 
to safeguard the Buddha from becoming an object of worship. In 
G~ndhara, however, he was represented as a standing figure in the 
style of the Greek gods, sometimes wearing a robe like a Roman toga. 
These two kingdoms were assimilated into the Kushan Empire, whose 
most famous ruler - Kanishka - was a Buddhist who built a huge stupa 
at his capital (modern Peshawar) to house a casket containing some 

• of the Buddha's ashes (according to popular belief, the Buddha was, 
upon his death, cremated). Asvaghosha, the Buddha's biographer, 
lived at Kanishka's court. This emperor's coins (Figures 8, 9 and 10; 
also 14) superbly illustrate the variety of gods venerated in his 
realms .. 

Figure 14. Buddha on the reverse of gold staters 
of the Kushan emperor, Kanishka, c. 78 - 106 A.D. 
(see also Figure 10 for detailed des~ription). 

Iranian influences, too, affected Mahayana Buddhism before it spread 
with its Graeco-Buddhist art-style from the Pakistan-Afghanistan 
region through Central Asia to China and eventually t~ Japan. 
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Southern India, also open to Western influence through trading contacts 
with the Roman Empire, was another early centre of Mahayana. Here, 
apparently, the first Mahayana scriptures were written, the most 
important being the Sutras, believed to preserve the words of the 
Buddha as memorized by his cousin and faithful disciple, Ananda, 
and passed along by word-of-mouth to subsequent generations. 

The historical Buddha was only one of the Mahayana deities, and had 
been merely a temporary earthly vehicle of the Absolute, the Supreme 
Reality (which had manifested itself in numerous other Buddhas as 
well). Of equal '. importance to him for many Buddhists were the 
Bodhisattvas. These were people who, through ma~y arduous lives, had 
ascended the steps of spiritual progress to the point of almost 
becoming a Buddha. However, out of compassion for all living things, 
they had postponed entry into nirvana and had remained in the 
universe of suffering :Ln order to help their fellow-believers. The 
greatest Bodhisattvas·became saviour-gods whose worshippers could 
through faith acquire part of the B~dhisattvas' spiritual merit and 
thus open up for themselves a short-cut to salvation. The saviour-gods 
would take their devotees into a paradise of bliss after death. There, 
they could complete their journey to perfection. Buddhist cults 
developed around various of the Bodhisattvas, some of whom had 
specialized fields of ~ctivity. 

Female Buddhas and Bodhisattvas soon appeared amongst Mahayana deities, 
amongst them the great mother goddess, Tara the Saviouress . . The Mother 
of all Buddhas, she manifested herself most importantly as Maya, the 
virgin mother of the historical Buddha. 

Mahayana Buddhism has certain similarities with Christianity, possibly 
the result of cross-influences between the two religions. Both 
Christianity and Mahayana emphasize the love and compassion of self= 
sacrificing divine saviours who take to themselves in heaven those who 
believe in them. Both religions conceive of a divine world-ruler who is 
also the world-saviour, and both look forward to a future paradise on 
earth with the return of the ~aviour. 

Mahayana philosophy. however, as distinct from popular practice, 
denied the reality of its Buddhas, of its Bodhisa~tvas, and of 
individual personality. It adhered to the early Buddhist view that 
individuals are illus~ons whose ultimate goal should be the destruction 
of the illusion, the 'going-out' of personality~ 

Tantric Buddhism was a particular form of the religion that surfaced 
during the sixth century. Some Tantric groups provided all Buddhas 
and Bodhisattvas with:female . cons6rts,•cbrrespcinding to the Hindu 
concept of Sakti. iindu and Buddhis·c Tantrisi was based on scriptures 
known as the Tantras, which emphasize the pervasion throughout the 
universe of great and opposite forces. These forces are personified as 
male and female deities. Reconciliation of the forces keeps the 
universe in being, and is pictured in Buddhist Tantrism as being the 
sexual union of the Buddha and the goddess Tara (or, in Hindu Tantrism, 
of Siva and Sakti). Tantrism involved a que'stf"or spiritual perfection 
and magical power in order to achieve complete self-mastery and control 
of the forces of nature. Lay training from a guru was required by 

~ ~ t t techn ques 
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and postures were much employed to subject the body to the control of 
the will. Meditation was similarly used. Special gestures, syllables, 
words, phrases and symbolic diagrams of the forces at work in the 
universe were used as aids to meditation and the achievement of 
spiritual and magical power. Sex, practised both mentally and 
physically, was an important technique whereby entry could be gained 
into the underlying processes and structure of the universe. 

At about the time that this religious development took place, however, 
Buddhism was declining in importance in India. Hinduism was spreading 
in popularity, partly because most of the Indian ruling families were 
Hindu, thus denying Buddhism the steady support of authority, partly 
because the Buddhist monasteries tended to grow increasingly large 
and rich, but fewer in number so that fewer areas had a local 
community of monks to keep the religion flourishing. Buddhism became 
virtually extinct in its country of origin as a result of the Muslim 
invasions, when the wealth of the monasteries and the pacifism of the 
monks. made the monasteries desirable and easy_ ti,l·rgets for plunder. 

Jainism 

While Buddhism was developing in eastern India, anoth~r movement was 
forming in the same area. It was led by Vardhamana, who was called 
the "Naked ascetic" by Buddhists, but Mahavira ("Great Hero") and 
Jina ("Victor") by his followers. The latter consequently became 
known as Jainas. 

The Jains believe theirs to be the oldest of all Indian religions, 
and - like the Buddh~sts with Gautama - believe many leaders lived 
before Mahavira. 

According to tradition, Mahvira was the son of a tribal chieftain, 
and was born near Patna. At the age of thirty, he left home and 
family, and for thirteen years subjected himself to an extremely 
austere life, going about completely naked, remaining silent, and 
meditating. He evntually achieved perfection and omniscience 
through meditation, freeing himself from the bonds of karma and 
rebirth. He devoted the remainder of his life to teaching and to 
gathering followers. He starved himself to death at the age of 
72 years. His life was similar in many respects to that of the Buddha. 

Other similarities with Buddhism include Jain acceptance that all life 
_____ i.s trapped -in the_ .c~J~-~ __ o_f birth and rebirth and is fraught with 

suffering~ the rejection of the Vedic religion, and disbelief in a 
God. They have carried to an extreme· the principle (also practised by 
Hindus and Buddhists) of not ha·rmiiig living things. Jain monks carry 
whisks with which to brush insects out of their way. They wear cloths 
over their mouths so as not to harm insects or other organisms by 
breathing them in. They will not light lamps at night, nor walk in the 
dark, nor put out a fire, nor bathe (for fear of harming water and the 
organisms on his body). This behaviour pattern i:s adopted not only 
because of Jain respect for life, but also because actions are thought 
to enmesh the soul in matter. 

A major difference between the two religions of Buddhism and Jainism 
lies in the latter's belief in the soul's eternity (Buddhists deny 
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anything eternal in human nature). Jains hold that a soul will travel 
from one existence to another unless it can find release, and that 
souls exist not only in humans· and animals, but also in all matter= 
plants, stones, metals, earth, water, air, fire and so on. Another 
difference is that Jains do not reject extreme ascetism as being 
worthless. 

On the contrary, since the cause of a soul's suffering is its 
incarceration in matter, its way of escape is to free itself of all 
material entanglement and all desire. Self-denial is as important as 
meditation in achieving salvation, and Jain monks set the example by 
leading exceptionally severe lives based on extreme poverty, chastity, 
meditation, study of the scriptures, silence and fasting. Like their 
founder, they and their most devout lay-brothers sometimes starve 
themselves to death in expression of their ultimate detachment from 
matter. 

Jain rules for lay people are less demanding than those for monks. 
The minimal code is : not to harm living things 

not to lie 
not to steal 
to be faithful in marriage 
not to be attached to material objects and 

worldly goods. 
Despite the last of these rules, the Jain laity is prosperous, giving 
it an influence in India that is out 6£ all proportion to its size 
(Jainism has about three million followers). Jains are occupied in 
commerce and finance, for their abhorrence of h~rming life prevents 
them from engaging in agricultural professions. They are widely 
respected for their charitable works, their schools, and their 
hospitals for people and for animals. 

No Supreme Being is worshipped by the Jains, who brought into their 
religion their various Hindu deities. Images of the latter are 
venerated in Jain temples, but rank below Mahavira and other Jinas, 
who are regarded as gods. 

Far Eastern Religions : Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism and Shinto 

Buddhism, as we have seen, died out in India, but it flourished in 
China and Japan. It was for centuries the state religion of Japan, and 
is one of the -~three doctrines'' (the other two are Confucianism and 
Taoism) of Chinese tradition (to these, Communism should now be added), 

For almost 2000 years, China has been a single unit ruled by one 
central governmenta Throughout this time, religion has b~en an 
important method whereby order and unity has been maintained among a 
large population made up of different races which speak mutually 
unintelligible languages and dialects. F~~ the most part, Confucianism 
formed the philosophical and ethical basis on which the mandarins 
(high-ranking bureaucrats) ran the country under a succession of 
ruling dynasties. The stability and distinctive flavour of Chinese 
civilization owed much to the adoption by governing officials of the 
Confucian values of order, harmony, serenity and decorum. 

As rural inhabitants elsewhere in the world then and since, peasants 
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in China worshipped local deities - gods of nature and fertility, 
spirits 
because 
Chinese 
16) , an 

of rivers and hills. Little, however, is known of such cults 
educated people despised them. When the earliest records of 
history began during the Shang Dynasty (see Figures 15 and 
important religion of the time involved worship of a supreme 
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FiguPe 15. Chronological table listing the 
various dynasties that have ruled China 
during the past three thousand five _ hundred 
years. 
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Figupe 16. Map showing the approximate 
extents of the Shang and Chou territories. 

Figupe 17. Map showing the approximate 
extent of the Ch'in Empire (China derived 
its name from this dynasty). 

deity, Shang-ti (apparently the original ancestor of the dynasty) who 
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governed the world from the sky, controlling weather and the growth 
of crops. The ruling king, as his descendent and as chief priest of 
the state religion, offered sacrifices to Shang-ti (the sacrifices 
were commonly human - prisoners-of-war, for example), and asked for 
guidance and help in important matters. Shang~ti was assisted by 
lesser deities such as those of the sun, the moon, thunder, rain, 
the rivers, the mountains and the cardinal directions. 

Major influences on Chinese religion made themselves apparent even 
at this early stage of philosophical evolution - reverence for the 
family, for instance, and reverence for one's elders, even after 
death - also the idea of a harmonious natural order dependent on 
various deities responsible for different departments of nature .••• 
deities who are themselves subordinates of a supreme divine power -
also the link between the supreme divinity and the king who is his 
descendent and his earthly counterpart. 

Whe~ the Chou Dynasty overthrew the Shang ruler Ti Hsin, the new 
rulers maintained that Ti Hsin, by his wickedness had forfeited 
the approval of T'ien ("Heaven", identified with Shang-ti) which 
gave tha kingship to the virtuous house of Chou instead. 

Thus arose the belief that actual power was invested with moral 
authority. This led to considerable political stability because 
whatever happened was decided by Heaven. Favourable decisions were 
dependent upon government's and society's having to be virtuous or 
else risk Heaven's disapproval. Not only the fall of a dynasty or a 
defeat in war, but natural catastrophes such as floods, droughts or 
pestilence were put down to a lack of 'virtue' in society. 

Confucius was a contemporary of the Buddha and Mahavira in India. 
He, too, lived at a time when the prevailing social order was 
breaking down. He was not greatly interested in religion, develop
ing, rather, an attitude to life and a code of conduct. 

Confucius seemingly accepted the concept that Heaven is the supreme 
power. He also approved of the veneration of ancestors. He did not, 
however, look to religion for answers to the turmoil of his time. 
Rather, he claimed that all human beings and all creatures and objects 
have their appointed place in the order of nature, and should behave 
according to their stations in life. A self-educated man, he looked 
to education to produce virtuous and capable men who would govern for 
the benefit of all. This concept appealed to the powerful bureaucracy 
of later China, but to few people in Confucius' own time. 

A second great figure of early Confuciusism, Mencius, also failed to 
persuade anyone in power to put his principles into practice (he 
~elieved in Heaven as a personal and moral deity). 

The later centur~es of the Chou Dynasty were marked by the collapse 
of the Chinese feudal system and by incessant civil war. The Ch'in 
Dynasty (from which China derived its name) united northern and 
central China in an organized empire (see Figure 1·7, opposite) run by 
a civil service. The succeeding Han Dynasty Figure 18, overleaf) 
attached similar importance to the civil service; during its reign, 
Confucianism gained the favour of the bureaucracy and of the emperorsp 
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Figure 18. Map showing the 
approximate extent of the Han 
Empire. 

who preferred it to an hereditary feudal nobility, considered more 
difficult to control. Confucius became a sort of patron saint of 
education. Sacrifices were offered to him, and temples were built in 
his honour. 

The Confucian social and moral code remained the ideal of the Chin~se 
upper classes down to the Revolution of 19,11. Its working to promote 
good order and social harmony did not depend upon the authority of a 
God nor on the sense of sin at offending a deity, but rather on a 
sense of shame at failing to reach standards expected of one. On its 
religious and semi-religious side, Confucianism held to the old belief 
that to ensure security and prosperity, government and society had to 
be in tune with the order of natureL Everyone should therefore 
behave morally well, keep to his/her station in lite, and observe 
·rituals. 

--- --·-·-· ···- --·- -------- - - -- . - - · 
Confucian philosophers did not generally regard gods as personal 
beings, but as impersonal phenomena of nature. Moreover, conduct of 
life mattered more to Confucians than the possibility of life-after
death; nevertheless, they regarded offerings to ancestors to be 
socially desirable regardless of whether or not the dead survived, for 
they upheld the ideal of filial piety with its essential role in 
maintaining harmony of society at large, viewed as one great family 
with the emperor as its father, his senior officials as respected 
elders. The state religion was de~igned to express and support the 

•unity and cohesion of t .he empire. · · ·- · ··· - - -· ----··----------··- ·-

The Confucian 'religion' lacked close personal relationships with 
the divine - fervour had no place. People who needed to express 
actively their beliefs in one or some deities turned to Taoism or 
Buddhism. 

'the traditional founder of Taoism was Lao Tzu ("Old Master"), an 
older contemporary of Confucius. The classic summary of Taoist 
mysticism, the Tao Te Ching ("The Way and its Power"), is attributed 
to ftim, but the religion had its roots further back in time among 
shamans who, in their states of ecstasy, were believed to be possessed 
by the gods. Through meditation and trance, Taoists were able to lose 



their individuality, whereby they fully realized and experienced 
the One, a unity of which all phenomena are a part. This all
embracing One was called ~' the Chinese character for "way", 
meaning both a path or road and= figuratively - a method or 
course. 

Like the Confucians, the Taoists adopted the Yin-Yang theory of the 
universe as formulated in the fourth century B.C. by Tsou Yen. Yin 
and Yang are two great opposite forces which permeate the entire 
universe and on the interplay ~f which everything depends. The well
known Yin-Yang symbol has featured on several Chinese coins (see 
Figure 19). Yang is the male, active,positive force. Yin is the 

Figure 19. The Yin-Yang symbol expresses to 
Confucians·and Taoists ·alike the interplay of 
two great opposite forces that permeate the 
universe. Here, the sym6ol forms part of the 
design of (Zeft) Imperial China, 1858 Kwan= 
Ping 5 Mace (half-tael), one of the rarest of 
all Chinese silver coins; and of (right) 
Imperial China Provincial Issu~ - Kirin 
Province - 1901 7Mace and 2 Caindarins. 

female, passive and negative force. In Taoism, the two opposites are 
reconciled and transcended in Tao. A prime objective Taoists tried 
to achieve was harmony with the rythms of nature; they therefore 
tended to leave things be, and desisted from struggling to change 
and improve the world. Rumble non=interference in society and in all 
other matters typified their lifestyle which thus differed from 
Confucians, who recommended involvement in society. 

Like many religions, Taoism in practice had two modes - some Taoists 
became hermits, following a simple and quiet life and engaging in 
meditation, prayer and study. As a popular religion which gained a 
sizeable following among the peasantry, especially during the third 
and fourth centuries, it was a communal faith concerned with the 
worship of numerous gods and goddesses, with securing good fortune 
and happinesson earth, with obtaining spiritual merit, and with 
entry into the eternal delight of paradise after death. Popular 
Taoism had also a strong sense of sin and the necessity for repent= 
ance. Followers admitted to stealing, lust, drunkenness and other 
such offences, ~nd paid in rice for their sins to be lifted. At th e 
time its popularity · peaked, however, a rival religion - Buddhism= 
appeared on the scene in China. 
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Between the fall of the Han Dynasty and the rise of the Sui Dynasty, 
China suffered a long period of strife. During these turmoiled times, 
both Buddhism and Taoism made headway for they were able to offer a 
remedy fdr anxiety not provided by the spiritually impersonal state 
religion. Although Taoists claimed that Lao Tzu and the Buddha were 
the same person, and that Buddhism was an inferior variety of Taoism, 
Buddhism was in many ways di•tinctly un-Chinese. The belief that 
humans live over and over again had been unknown in China, and 
Chinese reverence for the family clashed with Buddhist teachings that 
family ties were a hindrance to enlightenment. Buddhism viewed life 
as a time of suff~ring, and identified wanting and striving to be 
crucial faults in human nature. Chinese tradition looked upon the 
order of nature as being basically good, and the ideal lifestyle to 
be one lived in harmony with nature. Far from wanting to escape from 
the body and individuality, most Taoists wanted to prolong their 
individual existence indefinitely. 

Similarities between the two religions at a popuZar ZeveZ were 
present, however. For example, both used meditation and trance 
towards achieving salvation; both catered for people's needs and 
fears in polytheistic beliefs and by promising happiness in para
dise after death. They influenced each other, and were often mingled 
together in practice. 

Government attitudes to Buddhism and Taoism in China varied in the 
main according to the personal beliefs of different emperors, but 
most rulers found support of Confucianism necessary for the security 
and efficient management of the nation. Indeed, during the Sung 
Dynasty, a major Confucian revival took place, and was known as 
Neo-Confuaianism. 

A celestial civil service was envisaged by Neo-Confucianists : 
Heaven, personified as the Jade Emperor, ruled the universe through 
a well-organized divine bureaucracy. His chief ministers and their 
departments supervised all forces of nature, every facet of life. 
Especially important in this celestial administrative system was the 
Great Emperor of the Eastern Peak who headed 75 departments, the 
responsibility of which was to decide the course of life and the 
date of death of all living creatures, human and animal. All . 
activities,-businesses, shops, crafts and occupations (including 
thievery and prostitution) had their special gods. An enormous 
number of deities was involved, drawn from the traditional state 
re_lJ_giC)n, Buddhism, Taoism (see Figure 20, opposite) and local 
cults. Depending on their rank, they had temples, shrines or 
inscribed tablets made in their honour. Godly administrators, like 
their human counterparts, could make mistakes through negligence or 
incompetence, and were punished accordingly by, for example, 
thrashing his image or by being demoted in the divine hierarchy (he 
might have allowed drought, famine or disease to afflict his 
district). 

This sensible religious system was so successfully adapted to 
administering a huge empire and controlling a large population that 
it kept a firm hold on Chinese loyalty until the first quarter of 
the twentieth century; the popularity of ~pure' Buddhism and Taoism 
declined proportionately. 



Figure 20. A small wooden figurine (Left) of 
Shou-lao, the Chinese Taoist god of longevity, 
holding a peach, the symbol of long life and 
immortality. The same god appears on the 
obverse (right) of some"of the earliest milled 
coins struck in China= in the Province of 
Taiwan in about 1837; on the reverse of this 
silver dollar is a vase and a Manchu inscription; 
the coinage was issued as mili~ary pay, and was 
inspired by the circulation in this part of China 
of Spanish coinso 

Increasing Western influence - military, economic, social and religious 
in China during the nineteenth century eventually brought about the 
collapse of the traditional Chinese system of government and lifesey le o 
Various revolutionary movements developed, some pro-, others intensely 
anti~, the West. Most were bitterly hostile to all the traditions of 
their ancestors. In the 1940s, the Communists gained complete control 
of the country, ending a long period of anarchy. Although the 
Communist government officially tolerated all religions, in practice 
this meant that all religions were required to teach Communist 
principles. Religion once again .had to serve the purposes of state • 

. 
China's offshore neighbour, Japan, developed a religion known as Shintc 

Japan's history is clouded in mystery up until about the sixth century 
A.D. The Japanese name for their country is Nihon or Nippon ("Sun 
origin"), and, as in China, the Japanese and their rulers long claimed 
a special relationship with a great divine power in the sky. Japanese 
emperors were considered to be descendants of the sun-goddess 
Amaterasu o Even thouth many emperors were merely _figure-heads in 
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government, the country's administration was carried on in their 
name, for their subjects owed them obedience by divine right (a 
doctrine repudiated by Emperor Hirohito in 1946). 

As in China, the early J~panese worshipped the powers of nature 
and venerated their ancestors. No supreme divine power was recog
nized, but the most important deity was the sun-goddess, whose 
chief priests were the emperors. Besides nature gods were clan 
gods, each the ancestor of a particular clan with the clan chief 
as high priest. Deities were called kami ("Superior Ones"), but 
anything which inspired wonder, awe and dread (the sea, moun
tains, animals, ancestors, great chiefs and warriors, weapons 
and so on) was a kami and therefore treated as sacred. The 
evident lack of a dividing line between divine and human - so 
that living people as well as ancestors were able to possess 
sacred mystiques - particularly shocked Christian missionaries 
when the latter first arrived in Japan. 

This old nature religion, which still flourishes, is called 
Shinto ("the way of the kami"). At first, it had no special name, 
nor organization, nor buildings of worship, for it was part of 
everyday life for the Japanese. The kami were worshipped wherever 
people felt a·sacred atmosphere existed. Direct communication 
with them was attained through male and female shamans who danced 
themselves into states of ecstasy, whereupon they were believed 
to become the mouthpieces of the gods. The religion probably 
acquired its name to distinguish it from Buddhism after the 
latter had been introduced to Japan in the sixth century A.D. 

In time, simple shrines were built for the more important gods. 
To our eyes, the torii or distinctive gateways to these Shinto 
shrines, are most characteristic of Japanese architecture; their 
origin and significance is, however, uncertain. 

With rare exceptions, no images of the kami were made. Rather, 
kami were represented by symbols such as mirrors or swords. 

Like Hinduism, Shinto had a strong sense of pollution brought 
about by contact with death, disease, excrement, spilled blood 
and so on. Purification rites were performed at the shrines, 
where - as the occasion demanded - deities were also honoured, 
thanked or requested to give help. Fertility was of major concerri 
in the religion. 

Until comparatively recently, most Japanese homes contained a 
shelf dedicated to the kami, where small offerings could be left. 

Shinto is a religion of people living close to nature, respectful 
of natural order and of traditional social order. It is highly 
conservative and hardly involves any philosophical speculation; 
it therefore has little to teach its followers about life after 
death (most individuals hope to become a kami and be honoured by 
his/her family after death). It is more concerned with group 
rather than individual interests - family and national prosperity, 
and social harmony, are more important than an individual's 
success or failure in life. 
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Shinto was much influenced by Buddhism, from which it at first differe< 
markedly (Buddhism viewed life as shot through with suffering and 
offered liberation from it). Buddhism flourished amongst Japan's upper 
classes, eventually becoming the state religion. Buddhist temples and 
monasteries were built. The coalition of Shinto and Buddhism in Japan, 
despite their fundamental differences, produced what is called Duai 
Aspeat Shinto. Shinto and Buddhist deities were linked with one 
another, and Buddhist sanctuaries were built in Shinto shrines. There, 
Buddhist rites were conducted. Shinto acquired Buddhist moral codes, 
and the kami acquired images in Buddhist style. Buddhist altars were 
installed alongside Shinto altars in many hou~es. Families customa~ily 
celebrated Shinto weddings, and buried their dead in Buddhist funerals, 

Western influences of all kinds were kept to a minimum by a succession 
of shoguns ("commanders in chief" or war-lords) who, from the end of 
the twelfth century until the middle of the nineteenth century, 
effectively ruled the state in the emperor's name and who were deeply 
suspicious of European imperialism. 

In 1853, however, an American naval squadron commanded by Commodore 
Perry forced Japan to open up to foreign trade and influence. The 
shogunate was swiftly abolished, power being restored to the imperial 
house in the person of the then-fifteen-year-old Emperor Meiji. 

Under the Meiji government, Japan was rapidly and efficiently western~ 
ized and industrialized. Religious policy permitted Buddhists a~d 
Christians freedom of worship under state supervision; it disentang~ed 
Shinto from Buddhism, and used a new system - State Shinto - to ·focus 
Japanese loyalty on the emperor ana on the nation. Officially, State 
Shinto was a moral institution, not a religion, and its priests were 
civil servants. Under its direction, Japanese nationalist fervour and 
ideology evolved so that extreme loyalty developed to the emperor's 
sacred person, firm belief became widespread in Japanese superiority 
over all other peoples, and aggressive conviction was held in the 
divine destiny of Japan, as land of the gods, to rule the world. 

Western-style coinage was first struck in Japan in 1870, when 
Mutsuhito was emperor - some designs featured a sun, symbolic of Japan 
and of the emperor's descent from Amaterasu, the sun-goddess (Figure 21 

...-1-:%':"~"!"Rw,.,, 
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Figure 21. Gold 20 yen (Zeft) of Japanese emperor» 
Mutsuhito, dated year 3 (1870) with a dragon on the 
obverse, a sun within a wreath and crossed banners on 
the reverse. Silver yen (right) of the same date and 
similar obverse design; the reverse bears a more 
prominent sun and lacks the banners - it was a one
year type, but the ·sun wa·s commonly used on the reverse 
of some other Japanese denominations through until the 
1930s. 

, 
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During the first half of the twentieth century, Japanese mentality 
ripened towards entry into World War II. 

After Japan's defeat, the American military authorities dissolved 
the link between Shinto and the State, and the emperor repudiated 
his divine association. Since then, Shinto and Buddhism both 
continue to be important although numerous new religious sects have 
established themselves in Japan. Most of these new sects are related 
to the two major religious traditions with (after the atomic 
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) added promises to adherents -
promises such as a better future to which to look forward. Chris
tianity, Islam and Judaism have made no significant headway in 
Japan ••••• however many Japanese have apparently become agnostic. 

Judaism 

Three of the world's major religions - Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam - are desce~ded from the beliefs of an insignificant people of 
minimal political and cultural importance in their own time. 

Judaism is strictly monotheistic. As soon as they can speak, Jewish 
children are taught the declaration of faith called the Shema, a 
verse from the Book of Deuteronomy : "Hear O IsraeZ; the Lord 
is our God, the Lord is One". The Jews greatly respect their holy 
script~re, the OZd Testament of Christianity •••• especially for the 
Pentateuah (the first five books) attributed to Moses and known as 
the Torah. Judaism is an ethical religion - its essential moral 
rules form the basic moral code of the entire Western world. The 
faith can be traced back to Jacob (or Israel), Champion of God, who 
lived in Canaan, and who is said to have had 12 sons from whom were 
descended the twelve tribes which later made up the Jewish confed
eration in Palestine. One of them was Yehudi (Judah), whence the 
name 'Jew' derives . . Jacob was said to be descended from Abraham, who 
lived in Ur, Mesopotamia, and who migrated to Canaan with his family 
according to Genesis, on the ins~ructions of God. This move perhaps 
took place about 1960 B.C., when Ur was sacked by raiders from the 
east. However, Moses is the first Jewish figure who is undisputedly 
historical, though his date is uncertain, but is probably somewhere 
in the range 1447 B.C. to 1250 B.C. 

Moses, whilst in exile in the Egyptian desert, was addressed by God 
from a burning bush. When Moses asked God his name, God replied 
'I am who I am'. This phrase in Hebrew is a form of the divine name 
meaning Be who is, which used to be rendered Jehovah, and is now 
usually spelled Yahweh. Later, Moses led the exodus of Jews from 
Egypt. During the exodus, at Mount Sinai (traditi~nally identified 
as Jebel Musa in the south of the Sinai Peninsula), Moses received 
from God the Ten Commandments and the law, and God made the Covenant -
the agreement whereby He committed Himself to Israel as His holy 
nation. 

The Jews forced their way in among the Canaanites, a Semitic people 
already living in Palestine. There they settled. The Ark, a portable 
wooden shrine in which God was present amongst his followers, was 
taken to Shiloh, which became the centre for Yahweh's worship. The 
Ark could be touched only by priests. 
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In the eleventh century B.C., the Israelite leaders decided unity 
against their neighbours could best be achieved by establishing a 
monarchy. The first king, Saul, who was killed in battle, was 
succeeded by David, who founded a kingdom that covered most of 
Palestine. He captured the hill fortress of Jerusalem, made it his 
capital, and took the Ark there. David's son, Solomon, built a 
magnificent temple there, with an innermost shrine considered to 
be the dwelling place of God on earth (Figure 22)o Thus Jerusalem 

(a) (b) 

. 
9, 

(d) 

~< .. -_··, i~- )' ·-
Figure 22. Four varieties of the silver tetradrachm 
struck by· the Jews during their Second Revolt against 
their Roman oppressors. The obverse designs all show 
the facade of the Temple.of the Temple at Jerusalem 
as an architrave on four ribbed columns with capitals 
on a base of ashlars (most have about eleven in view)o 
The portable Ark of the Covenant which housed the 
Torah is centrally positioned within the two central 

---·p-illars; the Torah scrolls are visible on a shelf. 
Above the architrave is a cross-like rosette (b,c) or 
a wavy line (d).The legends vary as follows : 
JERUSALEM (a), SHIMON (b,c,d). They are encircled by 
dotted borders. The reverses carry a ZuZav, a bundle 
of palm, myrtle and willow branches» used to pray for 
rain at the Jewish autumn festival of Sukkot. Three 
reverses (a,b,d) also have an etrog, a citron fruit, 
to the left of the lulav; this, too, is associated 

- - --- -- w-ith· -th-e- water libation at the £ease-· of · Sukkot (which 
commemorates the sojourn of the Jews in the wilderness 
before ~eaching the Promised Land)o The symbols are 
encircled by the legend and a dotted border. Again, 
the legends differ : YEAR ONE OF THE REDEMPTION OF 
JERUSALEM (a) 9 YEAR .TWO OF THE FREEDOM OF ISRAEL (b), 
and TO THE FREEDOM OF JERUSALEM (c,d). The Second 
Revolt,or Bar Kochba War, was fought from 132 - 135 A.D. 

began to acquire its sacred mystique for the Jews, a focus of national 
loyalty, a geographical and spiritual .centre of their world. 

After Solomon's death, his kingdom was divided into two : Israel in 
the north, Judah in the sou~h. Both suffered from attacks by powerful 
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neighbours - Israel was finally overcome by Assyria, and in the south 
in 587 B.C. Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon besieged Jerusalem, sacked 
the city and destroyed the Temple. 

Yahwist Jews viewed the troubled history of both kingdoms to be the 
result of persistent lapses from monotheism of their bretheren. Kings 
of both Israel and Judah paid honours to the Canaanite god, Ba'al, 
the lord of storm and of the winter rain which brought crops to life 
in the spring (Figure 23). Prophets arose to denounce such deviations -

Figure 23. Silver staters or double sigloi of Tarsus, 
struck by the governor (satrap) of Cilicia, Mazaeus, 
between 361 and 334 B.C. on the Persic weight standard. 
On the obverses, Ba'al (or Ba'a~tars •.. B'Ztrz as 
written in Aramaic in the legend), nude to the waist, 
is enthroned left, holding in his extended right hand 
an eagle (aoin on Zeft) along with a grape cluster and 
an ear of barley (aoin on right), and a lotus-tipped 
sceptre in his left hand; several other Aramaic letters 
appear in the fields of both coins,which have dotted 
outer borders. On the reverse, ·a lion attacks a bull, 
both animals facing left; Mzdai (in Aramaic) above, 
other letters below; outer border linear (Zeft), or 
dotted (right). Mazaeus was satrap of Cilicia for a 
long term under both Ataxerxes III an4 Darius III; his 
good services were. rewarded by the addition of the 
satrapy of Phoenicia, freshly conquered after a revolt, 
in 345 B,C. He was later (by 331 B.C.) made satrap of 
Babylon, where he guarded the Euphrates until Alexander's 
arrival. Mazaeus withdrew at Alexander's approach, 
allowing Alexander to cross the Euphrates unopposed. He 
commanded the Persian right wing at the battle of 
Gaugamela (Octiber lst., 331) and distinguished himself, 
but had to order again a retreat when deserted by Darius. 
He surrendered Babylon to Alexander, and was rewarded for 
this action and for his skill as a military commander by 
being reconfirmed in his satrapy. The mint of Tarsus was 
highly productive at about this time-period, coining for 
the governor of Cilicia as well as on commission for 
other satraps in the neighbourhood. Ba'al was commonly 
featured as he could be interpreted by Greek mercenaries 
as their god~ or as Dionysus. 

for example Elijah, whose verbal attacks on King Ahab and his wife 
Jezebel were so ferocious that the latter has passed into history as 
an archetype of female evil. Elijah and other prophets had little 
religious influence in thelr own time, but their words were written 
down and preserved by admirers, so that they profoundly influenced 
Judaism in the long term. · 
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Soon after Nebuchadnezzar's defeat of Judah, Babylon itself fell to 
the Achaemenid king, Cyrus the Great. Cyrus allowed some of the Jews 
who had been exiled by the Babylonians to return to Jerusalem, where 
they reconstructed the city, and rebuilt the Temple. However, Palestine 
remained a Persian province for 200 years, and Judaism then came under 
the influence of Zoroastrianism. 

The Achaemenid Empire fell to Alexander the Great (see caption for 
Figure 23, opposite), and came under the Hellenizing influences of, 
first, the Ptolemies of Egypt and, second, the Seleucids of Syria. 
Hellenization reached a peak under a high priest named Jason who, 
supported by the Seleuciq ruler Antiochus IV (Figure 24)who called 

FiguPe 24. Silver tetradrachm of Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes, 175-164 B.C., Attic standard, Antioch 
mint, struck c. 173-169 B.C. Obverse : Diademed 
head of Antiochus IV right, bead and reel border. 
Reverse : Zeus Nicephorus enthroned left, .holding 
sceptre with Greek legend around and arrow symbol 
in exergue. Antiochus IV was the third son of 
Antiochus III the Great. After some years as a 
Roman hostage he was freed to seize the throne 
after his brother's murder. He oppressed the Jews -
his policy of forcible Helleniz~tion provoked the 
revolt of the Maccabees. On an expedition against 
Parthia he died in a state of raving insanity~ 
which both Greeks and Jews attributed to his 
sacreligious crimes. They parodied 'Epiphanes' with 
'Epimanes' ("Madman"). The portraiture on his coins 
is always idealized, as to be expected fro·m a 
monarch obsessed with his claims to divinity. 

himself Epiphanes ("Manifest God"), turned the Temple into a sanctuary 
of Zeus. This profanation became the abomination of desearation, and 
outraged the Jews~ Reaction was quick and fierce. War started. The 
Jews were led by Judas Maccabaeus. The Temple was rededicated in 
165 B.C., an occasion that has been commemorated ever since at 
Hanukkah, the Festival of Lights, in December. The area achieved 
actual independence from Syria in 142 B.C., and Simon Maccabaeus 
became monarch. 

The Hasmoneans ruled for eighty years - eventually intrigue and civil 
strife made contenders for the crown appeal to Rome for help. Rome 
sent some of its legions. Under Pompey, they stormed Jerusalem with 
much bloodshed. Puppet rulers governed the area - Herod the Great, 
for example, who rebuilt the Temple. 
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During the second and first centuries B.C., the oppression and 
persecution suffered by the Jews, and their hope for triumph and 
revenge, led to concepts of life-after-death, with rewards and 
punishments meted out according to individuals' conduct on earth. 
Life-after-death concepts also arose from the central problem 
involved in monotheism: 

How aan eviZ and undeserved suffering exist, as aZearZy 
they do, in a worZd made and ruZed over by God? 

Such obvious explanations as : 
If God is good, Be aannot be aZZ-powerfuZ •. ... 
If God is aZL-powerfuZ, He aannot be entireZy good ...•. 

come to mind. 

The Jewish solution to the question held that the sufferings of the 
faithful would reap ultimate reward in life-after-death and, later, 
when God set all things right. These ideas suggest Zoroastrian 
influence, for they .are very similar to the pattern of predicted 
events in the latter religion (see next section of this article). 

Roman puppet kings were replaced by Roman governors. Militant 
opposition to Roman presence was headed by a group of Jews, the 
Zealots, founded by Judas of Galilee. Judas' son, Menahem, led 
them into a revolt, during which the Jews minted their own coinage 
(see Figure 25). Actually, the Hasmoneans and the Herodians who 
succeeded them both struck coins for Judea, as also did some of 
the Roman governors - these mostly took the form of copper or bronze 
leptons of little artistic ~erit. The revolt was quelled by General --- -~ _·.· -- ~- ~ ·. ~ 
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Figure 25. Shekels (top Zine) and halfshekels 
(bottom Zine) struck by the Jews during their 
first revolt against the Romans, A.D. 66-70. 
The shekels are dated Year One (Zeft) to Year 
Four (right), the halves from Year One (Zeft). 
to Year Three (right); Phoenician standard. 
Obverse : Hebrew inscription SHEKEL OF ISRAEL 
around chalice with pearl rim, date above; 
beaded border. Reverse : Hebrew inscription 
JERUSALEM THE HOLY around stem wi~h three 
pomegranates; beaded border. These impressive 
coins are one of the chief symbols of the 
revolt - the Jewish nation assumed a privilege 
ordinarily reserved for the Roman emperor alone -
the minting of coins in precious metal, silver. 
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Vespasian (soon to be emperor) and his son, Titus. News=of their 
military success in this part of the world was broadcast to Roman 
subjects everywhere by means of the JUDAEA and JUDAEA CAPTA coins 
(Figure 26). In March A.D. 70, the Romans laid siege to Jerusalem~ 
which fell in September. The Temple was razed to the ground, and its 
treasures carried to Rome to adorn Titus's triumphal return. The 
famous siege of Masada took place during this revolt of the Jews . 

• ~

- . ,: 
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Figupe 26. A selection of Roman coins struck 
in golds silver and orichalcum (an alloy of 
copper and zinc) to celebrate the suppression 
of the first Jewish revolt. a) Vespasian, 
69-79 A.D. gold aureus, Rome mint, c. 70 A.D. 
Obverse : laureate head of emperor right, 
IMP CAESAR VESPASIANUS AUG, beaded border. 
Reverse : Jewess seated right on ground in 
attitude of mourning, trophy of shields and 
other arms behind her, IUDAEA in exergue, 

· ·-· beaded-b--urde-r. b) Silver denarius with similar 
designs. c) orichalcum sestertius, Rome mintp 
71 A.D. Obverse : laureate head of Vespasian 
rightp IMP CAES VESPASIAN AUG PM TR PPP 
COS III, beaded border. Reverse : Jewess in 
attitude of dejection seated right on cuirass 
to right of·palm tree, Jew with hands bound 
behind back standing right to left of tree, 
pile of arms to left, IUDEA CAPTA SC, beaded 
border. d) sestertius, similar design (obverse 
differs in· iegend and style of bust), Tarraco 
mint (?). e) sestertius, 71 A.D., also of 
Tarraco mint, obverse similar to c) but with 
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slight variation in legend Reverse : Victory 
right, writing on a shield that is resting against 
a palm tree .to the right of which is Judaea 
personified, mourning, DEVICTA IUDAEA S C , 
beaded border. f) sestertius, 71 a.d., Rome mint, 
obverse similar to previous coins. Reverse : Judaea 

·mourning, seated right on cuirass to right of palm 
tree, to left of tree, stands Titus with a spear in 
one hand and his left foot resting on a helmet, 
IUDAEA CAPTA SC , beaded border. g) see below 
sestertius of Emperor Titus, 79-81 A.O., Rome mint, 
struck c 80-81 A.D. Obverse : laureate head of 
emperor left, IMP T CAES VESP AUG PM TR PPP 
COS VIII, beaded border. Reverse : Jewess seated 
left, mourning, to left of palm tree; to right of 
tree stands a Jewish captive with his hands bound 
behind his back and looking over his shoulder at 
the Jewess; to the right of the prisoner is a shield 
and a helmet; IUD CAPS C; beaded border. 

(g) 

Armed insurrection in Judea recurred later when Emperor Hadrian 
ordered a Temple of Jupiter to be built on the ruins of the Temple in 
Jerusalem. The revolutionaries were led by Simeon Bar Kokhba ("Son of 
the star"), hailed by some priests as the Messi~h. 

During this second Jewish revolt, coins were again struck by the rebels 
(see Figures 22 and 27) • 
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Cm) (_n) (p) 

• 
Figure 27. A selection of bronze and silver coins 
minted by the Jews during their Second Revolt, or 
Bar Kokhba War, waged against the Romans. ·These 
pieces displayed many different designs, and were 
all struck over Roman Imperial coins the designs 
of which are commonly faintly discernible beneath 
the Jewish overstikes (see j above, for example, 
GERM of the pre-existing Roman denarius is legible 
on the reverse to the lo~er left of the lyre). 
This practice of overstriking was doubtless 
convenient, but was also profoundly symbolic in 
the way it ob li tera-ted the odious images of Roman 
political domination and of a despised heathen 
religion, replacing them with Jewish types 
promoting freedom and sanctity. (a) Large bronze 
of A.D. 132; obverse : SHIM'ON NASI ISRAEL written 
in an obsolete cursive Hebrew script from the first 
half of the first millenium B.C. within laurel 
wreath, beaded outer border (the title Nasi IsraeZ 
had formerly been applied to the president of the 
Sanhedrin and identified Bar Kokhba as the · 

----~---leg-it:-i-ma-te-1-y---e-e-n-s ti. tut ed civil authority o £ the 
rebel-Jewish statep as oppose~ to a mere military 
commander); reverse : YEAR ONE OF THE REDEMPTION OF 
ISRAEL in Hebrew around an amphora, the latter 
probably a Temple utensil used to store wine for 
libations and/or oil for various uses the most 
sacred of which was lighting the Menorah (the 
appearance of a Greek amphora in the vessel's 
fifth century B.C. shape on a second century A.D. 
J .ewish _rebel_ coin is ___ st1rprising), be·aded 0-ut.a~---- -----· 
border. (b) Small bronze, A.D.132; obverse : YEAR 
ONE OF THE REDEMPTION OF ISRAEL in Hebrew around 
a grape cluster on stalk with small leaf (the grape 
vine was an ancient symbol of blessing and fertility 
that often represented Israel itself in prophetic 
literature); reverse : EL'AZAR THE PRIEST in Hebrew 
with letters in normal direction but misplaced, in 
two lines under a palm tree (which was associated 
life-giving water and thus became a symbol of 
fertility and abundance, and - by extension - a 
symbol of the rich province of J~dea itself, hence 
its use on the JUDAEA CAPTA coinage, see Figure 26); 

(q) 
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beaded outer borders both sides. (c) to (i) inclusive 
ar~ s~lver de~arii which have a common obverse type, 
a bunch of grapes on a stalk, some with a small leaf, 
below, SHIM'ON in Hebrew except (c), which reads 
YEAR ONE OF THE REDEMPTION OF ISRAEL, outer borders 
are beaded. An interesting variety of reverse types 
include : (c) and (d), a large chelys lyre with dotted 
uprights and three strings ; the chelys lyre (kinno~) 
was one of the three musical instruments prescribed 
for the accompaniment of the Hattet; (e) and (f) a 
large cithara lyre with three strings, presumably 
representing the nebet, another of the instruments 
played by the priests and Levites to accompany the 
singing of the HatteZ; (g) a one-handled jug with a 
small palm branch in the right field - the jug is a 
water vessel, perhaps the golden jar from which water 
libations were poured at Sukkot to help ensure rain 
during the winter grow~ng season - the palm branch 
was waved in the course of the same ceremony (this 
reverse design may be a specific allusion to complaints 
that Israel had been cursed with untimely rains since 
the destruction of the Temple); (h) two trumpets, 
pellet between - two silver trumpets (ahazoze~ot) were 
blown during the offering of sacrifices at the Temple 
on weekdays and holy days, they also had a special 
association with prayers for rain and so were used 
during· the water lib~tion of Sukkot and also on days 
of penitential ·fasting proclaimed on account of · 
drought; (i) a palm branch - in addition to its being 
waved during the singing of the HaZZeZ at the Temple 
and in religious processions and other public festivals 
as a mark of rejoicing, the palm branch was used in the 
ZuZav (see Figure 22); the legends of thes·.e denarii 

----~ead--YEAR- TWO OF THE FREEDOM OF ISRAEL (c,d,i) or FOR 
THE FREEDOM OF ISRAEL (e,f,g,h); outer borders are 
beaded. (j) to (q) are silver denarii with a second 
common reverse type comprising SHIM (j,l,m,p) or 
SHIM'ON (k,n,o,q) within a wreath (wreaths were worn on 
the head by both people and animals during celebrations), 
outer beaded border. Reverse types are closely similar to 
those described for (c) to (i), with rare differences such 
as (1), which reads EL' AZER THE PRIEST in Hebrew (Eleazer 

__ is pres.umably the_ religious counterpart. of. Bar Kokhb a, 
namely the High Priest or legitimate spiritual authority 
of the Jewish people; although this office was abolished 
with the destruction of the Temple, Bar Kokhba may have 
revived it as part of his restoration programme; Eleazer 
is usually identified as Rabbi Eleazer ben Modi'in, an 
uncle of Bar Kokhba who was closely associated with him 
in the revolt; however, no evidence exists that Eleazer 
ben Modi'in was a priest; also, the name of Eleazer 
disappears from the coinage after the first year apart 
from a few hybrid coins, but Eleazer ben Modi'in was at 
Bar Kokhba's side in his stronghold of Bethar until near 
the end of the war, when he was put to death for suspected 
collusion with the enemy); and (o), which omits the small 



palm in the field to the right of the one-handled 
jug; mostly the legends read YEAR TWO OF THE 
FREEDOM OF ISRAEL (j,m,p,q) or FOR THE FREEDOM OF 
ISRAEL (k,n,o); outer borders are beaded. 

The Romans put down the revolt, and destroyed Jerusalem, ploughing up 
the site of the city. Hadrian rebuilt the city as Aelia Capitolina, 
with temples of Roman gods, and a shrine to Jupiter on the site of 
the Holy of Holies. 

The Jews did not recover the Promised Land for eighteen centuries. In 
the meantime, Jerusalem became a sacred centre of Christianity in the 
fourth century A.D. and of Islam in the seventh century A.D. 

Jewry was scattered, but not obliterated •. Jewish communities existed 
in Babylonia, Iran, Syria, Egypt, the Yemen, Rome and elsewhere. The 
priesthood, however, was virtually extinct, and religious leadership 
passed to the rabbis ("Teachers") with whom it has subsequently· 
remained. 

The time between the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the fifth 
century saw the compilation in Babylonia and Palestine of the TaZmud. 
This work records the views of learned rabbis as to the correct 
interpretation of scripture and the right ways of living daily life; 
it includes ethical rul·es, religious and civil laws; marriage laws; 
rules of diet and hyg~ene, and regulations for services and festival~. 
It helped greatly in preserving the Jewish religion and the way of life 
in foreign surroundings. With its compilation, Judaism essentially 
became the religion it is to this day. 

Jewish communities led a precarious existence in Christian Europe and 
Islamic Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. Pogroms were common 
from the time of the Crusades thr.ough_ta the early years of this 
century ••••• these almost all occurred in Christian countries, where 
Jews were seen as "Christ-Killers". Jews were almost the only 
outsiders living in Christian societies - they were the focus of blam@ 
for disasters and misfortunes. Islam, with the beliefs also held by 
the Jews in a single god, in the Otd Testament, and in disbelief in 
Christ, was more tolerant. 

Then in Europe in the nineteenth century, widespread respect for 
Reason, and the widening demand _f o~ r~ee_~o.~ ,_ Tolerance and Equality 
for all, brought Jews into society in a way that they had never 
previously experienced. 

Suddenly Jews were free to cont~ibute to philosophy, the sciences, 
arts, politics and scholarship. Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, Gustav 
Mahler, Marcel Proust and Albert Einstein are foremost examples of 
contributors to our present lifestyles. This freedom to express 
themselves led to the foundation of the Jewish Reform Movement by 
German philosopher and educator, Moses Mendelssohn (Felix Mendelssohnvs 
- the composer's - grandfather). Mendelssohn reduced the fundamentals 
of Judaism to three 

Be 'Lief in God 
BeZief in God's pZan for the ~orZd 
BeZief in the immortaZity of the souZ. 
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He suggested that no religion had a monopoly on truth, that different 
people might need different religions, and that the test of a religion 
should not be its doctrines, but its effect on behaviour. Popular with 
many Jews, the Reform Movement was bitterly opposed by others, the 
Orthodox Jews, who held to traditional beliefs. Midway .between the two 
extremes is the Conservative Movement which accepts traditional. law, 
but makes allowances for modern conditions. 

Many western Jews in the nineteenth century, wishing to live at one 
with their•neighbours, either turned Christian or ceased to be relig
ious. In reaction to them, militant Jewish nationalism developed •.••• 
the Zionist Movement, which called for the establishment of a home 
for Jewish people in Palestine, secured by international law. After 
1917, when the British Government pledged support for the Movement, 
Jews began to emigrate to Palest~ne in thousands to the dismay of 
Arabs who had been settled there for centuries. Then almost world
wide support for Zionism came about after the unparalleled Nazi 
massacre of Jews dur~ng the Second World War, when about one-third of 
the Jewish world population was exterminated. 

The State of Israel was proclaimed in 1948. The country's earliest 
coins were struck in its first year of existence. Their design, and 
those of many subsequent issues, are reminiscent of designs used on 
coins minted by Jewish rebels during the First and Second Revolts 
(Figure 28). 

( a) 

) . 
. L-· • · .... ..: -~ . .. ....... _ .. . - ·-- .... .. ~-------_ .. ___ ..... .. . . . ·· .. · ... 
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Figure 28. A selection of coins of modern Israel, 
most featuring obverse types used on coins struck 
by Jewish rebels during the First and/or Second 
Revolts. (a) Aluminium 25 mils of 1949. (some pieces, 
although issued in 1949, were dated 1948) with 
bunch of grapes on obverse (see Figure 27); 1000 
mils was equal to one pound. (b) to (e) inclusive 
were coins struck as part of a system in which 
1000 prutot were equal to one lira in value. 
(b) 1949 bronze 5 prutot with chelys lyre (kinnor) 
on obverse (see Figure 27, c and d). (c) 1949 bronze 
10 prutot with Greek amphora on obverse (see Figure 
27, a). (d) Aluminium 10 prutot of 1957 with a 
one-handled jug on the obverse (s e Figure 27,g). 
(e) 1949 copper-nickel 100 prutot with a palm tree 
on the obverse (see Figure 27, b). (f) to (h) 
inclusive were coined in a new monetary system in 
which 100 agorot are equivalent in value to one 
lira. (£) aluminium-bronze 25 agorot dated 1962 
with cithara lyre (nebeZ) on obverse (see Figure· 
27, e and f). (g) 1970 copper-nickel ½~lira with 
the Menorah on the obverse (the seven-branched 
golden lamp was kept burning perpetually in the 
Temple before the presence of God who created 
light; the seven branches may have represented the 
sun, the moon and the five planets known to the 
ancients, created by God on the fourth day). 
(h) 1970 copper-nickel lira, or pound, with the 
same obverse design of a stem with three 
pomegranates as used on the reverse of shekels 
and ½-shekels minted during the First Revolt 
(see Figure 25). 

Zoroastrianism 

Currently about 100,000 Zoroastrians live in India and Pakistan, where 
they are called Parsis. Although now centred in Bombay, the religion 
grew up in Persia, a country which acted as a bridge between the 
Mesopotamian and Mediterranean civilizations in the west and the 
Indian civilizations in the east. From this position, Persian beliefs 
influenced Judaism, Christianity and Islam in one direction, and 
Buddhism in the other. 

The origins of Zoroastrianism are much disputed. the religion was 
founded by Zoroaster, whom tradition puts as. living in western Persia 
in the sixth century B.C., a little earlier than the Buddha in India. 
However, Zoroaster is now thought to have lived in northeastern 
Persia. In the sixth century B.C. 9 the Achaemenid Dynasty built up 
a huge empire which was conquered by Alexander the Great (see 
Figure 29, maps a and b, overleaf). Later empires in control of the 
region included those of the Parthians and the Sassanians. 

Fire was venerated as the intermediary between gods and men in 
Zoroastrianism. An intoxicating drink, haoma, was deified as its 
exhilarating influence was thought to raise man to the plane of the 



THE PERSIAN EMPIRE 
about 500 B.C. 

Map a 
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ALEXANDER'S EMPIRE 
323 B.C. 

'Map b 

Figure 29. Maps of the Middle East showing the areas. 
controlled by the Achaemenid Dynasty of Persia at the 
end of the sixth century B.C. (map a) and by Alexander 
the Great some 2QO years later Emap b). 

gods (a parallel with Christian Mass is apparent)". Zoroastrianism was 
much concerned with poliution and ritual cleansing, and elaborate 
purification rites developed. To avoid polluting fire or earth, 
Zoroastrians do not cremate or bury their dead, but expose them to be 
eaten by vultures -in special buildings known as Towers of Si Zenae. 

Zoroaster claimed that truth had been revealed to him by God. He saw 
his duty as persuading his fellow-men away from the worship of many 
deities, and win them to the service of the only true God, Ahura Mazda, 
the Wise Lord. Zoroaster's contemporaries initially rejected his 
teachin-s, but afte~ a king, Vishta~pt, backed ~is new religion, the 
latter began to spread. 

Zoroastrianism is a mixture of monotheism, polytheism and dualism. It 
is a monotheistic religion in that Ahura Mazda, the Wise Lord (or 
Ohrmazd) is the only true God. It is polytheistic because other 
spiritual beings, including some of the ancient Iranian deities, are 
regarded as worthy of worship, although subordinate to Ohrmazd. The 
fundamental Zoroastrian doctrine is, however, dualistic, Ohrmazd i~ 
entirely good, but is not a-11-powerful-.. (un-11-ke-t·n-e· Goct · of Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam) ·. He has opposing him a great enemy, Angra 
Mainyu - later known as Ahriman - who is entirely evil, The whole 
world, through all time, is their battleground, Ahriman is not a god, 
however, and is doomed to ultimate defeat (12,000 years from 
Zoroaster's time), when the world will return to the purity and 
goodness of its first creation. 

Achaemenid rulers were tolerant of the various religions of their 
subject peoples, but were themselves Zoroastrians of a sort. Darius 
the Great (Figure 30, overleaf), for example, proclaimed in 
inscriptions that he ruled by the Grace of Ahura Mazda, and castigated 
all who opposed him as being followers of Ahriman. Artaxerxes II 
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Figure 30. Achaemenid cylinder seal depic~ing King 
Darius hunting lions (Left); the symbol of Ahura 
Mazda above the scene shows that the king is 
guided ~nd protected by God - an obvious example 

·of religion being employed for purposes of state. 
A gold daric (right) assigned to King Darius I 
(510-486 B,C,) features the Great King kneeling 
right, quiver on his shoulder, shooting with a 
bow, on the obverse; on the reverse is a rough 
oblong incuse punch; the weight of this coin is 
8.35 g. 

(Figure 31) and late Persian kings honoured three deities ~ Ahura 
Mazda, Anahita (goddess of water and fertility), and Mithra (who 
watched over agreements and developed into a warrior god). The 

(a) • • • (c) (-d) (e) .) • . ·G 
Figure 31. A selection of the earliest coins struck 
in the Middle East on which showed Zoroastr~an 
influence in their designs, (a) silver stater of the 
satrap Datames (378-372 B.C.) who governed Cilicia 
for the Persians; obverse : Ba'al (see aZso Figure 23) 
of tarsus (an important Persian military centre) 
enthroned right holding emblems of fertility - an 
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eagle-tipped sceptre in his right hand and in his 
left a wand ending in a barley ear and a grape 
cluster, thymiaterion in background, bucranium 
under throne, all within a margin that has been 
interpreted as turreted city walls or as a wreath 
of stylized lotus flowers; reverse : TDNMW 
(Datames name in Aramaic) to left of the satrap, 
who is seated right inspecting an arrow, bow in 
right field, with the winged solar-disc of Ahura 
Mazda above, border beaded. (b) The Seleucids 
were mainly concerned with protecting the north 
Iranian trade route to central Asia and the Indus 
valley, so south Iran was little affected by 
Hellenism; the earliest numismatic evidence for 
an independent Iranian state is from Persia 
(present-day Fars); the coin show is a silver 
tetradrachm of Autophradates, one of Persia's 
priest-kings, struck in about 200 B.C. on a 
tetradrachm of Alexander III; obverse : king's 
head right with moustache and beard wearing 
satrapal head-dress; reverse : Fite-temple with 
panelled doors surmounted by three crenellations 
and winged figure of Ahura Mazda, to left - king 
standing right with right hand raised, to right -
a standard; traces of Aramaic legend; beaded 
borders. (c) and (d) Persia, silver drachma of 
Darius I minted c. 140 B.C.; obverses : Read of 
Darius right with close-cropped beard wearing 
circular earring and krybasia (satrapal head- . 
dress) with neck-piece, facing eagle with spread 
wings on top of head-dress, (c) also shows crescent 
above the king and a rosette in front of him; 
reverse : Fire-temple with double-panelled doors, 
podium, pilasters and architrave, surmounted by 
stepped battlements, Ahura Mazda hovering above, 
on left, ruler with head-dress standing right, 
right hand raised in adoration, on right - bird 
perched left on standard; the reverse type of the 
coins of Persia influenced the later Sassanian 
coinage. (e) Pe~sis, Artaxerxes II silver obol 
struck c. 70 B.C.; obverse : king's draped bust 
facing left wearing mural crown; reverse : king 
standing left holding sceptre before lighted 
altar, Aramaic legend. 

latter two, along with Atar (the fire-god) and Haoma survive as 
worshipful beings chosen by Zoroastrians as individual helpers or 
protectors. The religion reached its zenith in the Sassanian period, 
when the emperor was treated with god-like reverence as Ohrmazd's 
representative on earth. The people prostrated themselves before him, 
and were not allowed to see his face, which was masked. 

The Sassanian dynasty lasted for more than four centuries. It started 
with Ardashir I (224-241 A.D.), who finally defeated the last of the 
Parthian kings, Artaban Vina decisive battle waged in 226 A.D. The 
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dynasty ended when Yazdgard III was murdered in 651 A.D. » although 
this king then ruled in name only after heavy defeats at the hands of 
the Arabs in 637 and 642 A.D. Throughout the period of their 
domination, the Sassanian kings struck coins which showed fire altar 
reverses. Three main types are distinguishable : the fire altar 
standing alone, with bare flames; the fire altar with bare flames 
flanked by two attendants; and the same type but with a bust in the 
flames (see Figure 32). Coins were generally struck in gold or 
silver; copper coins are rare. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figupe 32. A selection of silver drachms and one 
gold dinar minted through the 400 years that spanned 
the reigns of Ardashir I (224-241 A.D.) and Ardashir 
III (628-630 A.D.). (a) Ardashir I silver drachm; 
obverse : bust right wearing a close-fitting crown 
surmounted by a silk-covered globe containing part of 
the kingws hair (the lower rear part of his hair is 
led into the neck in carefully curled or plaited locks), 
beard elaborately curled, Pahlevi legend referring to 
Ardashir as 'seed of the gods'; reverse.: fire altar 
standing alone with the main plate (which is decorated) 
supported on the left and right by a lion's paw which 
each rest on a mushroom-shaped object traditionally 
looked upon as being a censer. (b) Shapur I (241-
272 A.D.) silver drachm; obverse : bust right» wearing 
a turreted crown with earflaps that are edged with 
pearls, reverse : fire altar with two attendants 
standing with their backs to the altar - these figures 
wear pinnacle crowns without globes, and are therefore 
not intended to represent the king - they are probably 
priests leaning on long staves (compare with type 
shown on back cover). (c) Hormazd II (303-309 A.D.) 
silver drachm showing on the obverse the bust of the 
king facing right wearing an eagle crown with a pearl 
(or pomeg~anate) in the bird's beak - sure reference to 
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Hormazd's investiture by Anahit, the silk gauze covering 
the globe is decorated with pearls; reverse : two 
attendants facing in to f~re altar which - for the first 
time - contains an uncrowned bust in the flames facing 
right (the bust has been variously interpreted as being 
that of Ahura Mazda or that of the king), both attendants 
carry swords, the one on the left wears the royal crown 
and is evidently the king, the attendant on the right 
wears a pinnacle crown and is probably a priest; borders 
on both sides of this and other~ coins here illustrated 
are beaded. (d) Shapur II (309-379 A.D.) gold dinar 
minted in Merv; obverse : Pahlevi legend around bust of 
Shapur II facing right wearing a turreted crown without 
earflaps surmounted by globe; border of dots; reverse : 
sm~ll uncrowned bust in flames right; fire altar flanked 
by two attendants facing inwards; border of dots. 
(e) Ardashir III (628-630 A.O.) silver drachm; obverse : 
stylized portrait of king facing right, beardless, 
wearing a crown with wings and a small globe; border is 
a single circle of dots decorated with the celestial 
symbols of crescent and star; reverse : stylized fire 
altar flanked by two attendants facing towards observer, 
appear to wear king's crown, lean on 'barsnom' bundles, 
altar ribbons turned downwards (most coins of this type 
struck by other rulers showed upturned altar ribbons), 
single border of dots decorated by four star-in-crescent 
celestial symbols. 

Zoroastrianism was overcome by Islam, when invading armies took 
Ctesiphon, the Sassanid capital, in 636 A.D. and, by 652, controlled 
most of Persia. 

Unlike Buddha's teaching that all earthly experience is suffering, and 
that it is better not to live, Zoroastrianism recognizes the good and 
evil of life, and teaches that humans have an important spiritual 
destiny to expand the realm of good, to diminish the empire of evil. 
It avoids the fundamental problem of monotheism, which is how to 
explain the existence of evil and undeserved suffering in a world made 
and ruled by a God who is good and all-powerful. Zoroastrians disapprove 
of Hindu attempts to find the One, the Absolute, in which good and evil 
are reconciled and transcended. They similarly disapprove of 
Christianity because they maintain that it finds the root of evil in 
God, and teaches that God condemned even his own Son to suffer - to 
them, an abomination. 

Islam, they say, makes Man virtually God's slave. Zoroastrians believe 
firmly in human free will, and that at death, each person is judged by 
his thoughts, words and actions. S/he is sent either to heaven or to 
hell, there to remain until Ahriman's overthrow, when the wicked will 
be purged of their evil and will share in the happiness of a pure and 
perfect world. 

PART TWO OF THIS ARTICLE WILL APPEAR IN THE 
MARCH 1984 QUARTERLY BULLETIN. IT WILL COVER 
THE GREEK AND ROMAN RELIGIONS~ CHRISTIANITY 
AND ISLAM. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

United States Gold Coins· :--An Illustrated History. Bowers, Q.D. 19820 
Price U.S. $35.00. Publishers : Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, Inc., 
Los Angeles. 415 pages; 24 colour plates; numerous black-and-white 
photographs in the text. 

This comprehensive treatment of the U.S. gold coinage is highly 
readable for several reasons-.such as its containing numerous 
fascinating anecdotes about people, places and events; such as its 
large typeface; and such as its systematic subdivision into 12 well
arranged chapters and 11 appendices of tabulated statistics and other 
technical information. Two bibliographies, the first of articles and 
books,the second of relevant auction sales, and an index conclude the 
work, making it a valuable source of reference for numismatic rese~rch 
about U.S. gold coins in general or about specific coins. 

The opening chapter provides an overview of American gold and gold 
coinage. How many readers are aware of the astronomical cost-of
living (especially for the time-period concerned) that prevailed iu 
the Californian gold fields in 1848, when a box of sardines sold for 
about $16, a pound of butter for $6, a pound of hard bread for $2, 
half a pound of cheese for $3 and a bottle of ale for $8 ? 

The following three chapters deal with i) mints and minting methods 
from the time that the first U.S. coins for circulation were struck 
at Philadelphia in 1793 until about the 1930s; ii) nineteenth century 
U.S. gold.coins, their collectors (of the ilk of William DuBois, · 
assayer at the Philadelphia Mint and "Father" of the U.S. National 
Coin Collection now housed at the Smithsonian Institution; Matthew 
Stickney; Joseph Mickley; Lorin Parmalee; T. Harris~n Garrett; and 
Virgil M. Brand, part of whose collection is currently being sold ae 
auction by Sotheby's in Europe and Bowers and Morena in the U.S.), 
deaiers and auctioneers; iii) twentieth century U.S. gold coins, 
their collectors (including Louis Eliasberg whose collection forms 
the basis of this book; the two Garrett brothers, Robert and John, 
both sons of T. Harrison Garrett; Josiah K. Lilly whose collection 
forms the backbone of the U.S. gold section of the Smithsonian 
Institution's National Coin Collection; and many others)·, daalers 
and auctioneers. 

Chapters 5 to 11 inclusive each describe one of the seven standard 
U.S. gold coin denominations - the dollars, the quarter eagles, the 
$ 3 pieces, the s tel las ( $ 4) , · the half .eagles, the eagles, and lastly 
the double eagles. Designs and designers are discussed at some lengthi 
as also are mints and major coin varieties. 

Chapter 12 ends the regular section of the book with a discussion of 
other American gold issues. The coinage of Ephraim Brasher is 
included, as too are the nineteenth century private and territorial 
gold coinages, the pattern U.S. gold coins, commemorative gold coins, 
and "other gold issues" (tokens, medalets, medals and restikes). 

This book is nowhere over-technical as most of the numerical data are 
confined to the Appendiees~ Bowers' writing-style makes the book 
absorbing bedtime reading without detracting from its worth as a 
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reference for advanced collectors/students of U.S. gold coins. 

I think all members of the Regina Coin Club would find pictures and 
stories that would interest them. I therefore thoroughly recommend 
that they purchase the .book or borrow it from the library. 

************************************ 

FROM THE SALE ROOMS 

Of the many auctions that have been held over the past three months, 
let us first look at Sotheby's 30th. June auction in London of Military 
and Naval Campaign Medals and Gallantry Awards. Lot 15 was a Naval 
General Service medal with a unique combination of three clasps of 
which two were for American actions;·the three clasps were Martinique, 
29 ApriZ BOAT SERVICE 1813 and 14 Dea BOAT SERVICE 1814; the medal was 
awarded to Thomas Francillon, Lieutenant, R.N. and was in Good EF; it 
realized s2500 on-an estimate of s2200/2500. Lot 235 was a Military. 
General Service medal with Fort Detroit clasp; it was named to Peter 
Powlass, Warrior, was in Good F condition, was toned and rare, and 
was from the Brand Collection; its buyer paid s820 for it, slightly 
over the estimate of e600/800. Lot 316 was a World War I v.c. group 
of seven - the Qther medals were the D,s.o., M.C., 1914 Star, British 
War Medal, Victory Medal and Legion d'Honneur - Chevalier's breast 
badge -· awarded to Maj or W La T. Congreve of the Rifle Brigade; 
estimated to sell for s15000/20000, it actually realized e26000. 

A month earlier, another V.C. (see this Bulletin, 87-89) had sold at 
Glendining's of London (27th. April, Lot 19) for ellOOOO. Lot 23 in 
the same auction was a.group of four medals - D.F.C. (George V), 
1914/15 Star, British War Medal and the Victory Medal - of which the 
first two were awarded to 5321 Corporal T.F.D. Tarqueray (Can. Eng.) 
and the second two were awarded to the same officer as a Captain in 
the R.A.F.); the medals were in VF, and attracted a bid of s1550. 

----------
Spink and Son's Auction #29, 2nd. June, was exciting to anyone 
interested in English Hammered gold coins, for it consisted of 138 
superb specimens from the R.D. Beresford-Jones Collection. Highlights 
included a run of Tudor sovereigns led by one of Henry VII, Class B, 
mm. cross fitchee on reverse only, VF, only 4 known; the piece was 
expected to fetch B25000, but was actually bid up to s36000 (the 
highest priced item in the sale). A Henry VIII Third Coinage sovereign 
of the Tower mint, mm. lis, in VF (lot 34) realized e9000 on an 

_____________ es_t.im.at.e of_sJOOO. Lot 52 was an--E-dwa-rd VI sovereign, Third Period, 
mm. ostrich head, VF, which brought s28500 on an estimate of 1!20000. 
L~t 59 was a Mary I sovereign dated 1553, mm. pomegranate, EF; it had 
a pre-sale estimate of s6000, but went for the higher amount of s9500. 
An Elizabeth I Second Issue sovereign, mm. cross-crosslet; VF, 
went for s4500 on an estimate of s3500 (lot 64). The second highest 
bid in this sale was fetched by lot 113, a Charles II triple unit (or 
three pound piece) of Oxford, struck in 1643, mm. small lis on obverse 
only; in mint state, and with only one other such piece known, the 
successful bid was s32000 (estimate e20000). 

************************************ 
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The Regina Coin Club is most grateful to the following members for 
sending $10 subscriptions (unless otherwise indicated) in addition 
to paying their annual dues. This display of enthusiasm for your 
very own journal is particularly highly appreciated by the QB 
editor - it helps make the many hours spent preparing the publication 
well worthwhile, 

Thank you, 
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Jack S, 
Stan w. 
Frank G, 
John S, 
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TOTAL $347.00 
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The Regina Coin Club is further indebted to the following members 
who donated coins and other numismatic items to the Coin Week North 
America Auction. Proceeds from this sale amounted to $980.55, and 
will be used in a continuing effort to raise funds for a pre
Convention Symposium to be held 16th. July 1985. 

(Contributions from the members whose names are italicized exceeded 
$50 in value) 

Murray K. 
Cliff B. 
Jacks. 
Ken B. 
MorZey B. 
Louis H. 
Scoop L. 
Howard S. 
Stan Wr,* 
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Peter H. 
Jim z. 
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Stan W. 
Hans K.* 

John S, 
Harold W, 
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Doug MaaD. 
Frank H. 
Chris G. 
Dean N. 
Art Z.* 

All buyers at the CW~A Auction are also sincerely thanked, ••. amongst 
others - Jim S,, Peter M,, Stan Wr., Dwayne P., Paul H., Jenea T., 
James B., Jim z., Morley B,, Raymond G., Ed H., Henry H., Jack S., 
Dean N,, Royce H., Herb B. , · Frank H., Jack C,, Chris G., Howard S. 
and others. 
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BACK COVER 

Silver Sassanian · drachm of the emperor Vahran II (276 - 293 A.D.) 
reverse only; enlarged three times. Two attendants standing guard 
beside a Zoroastrian fire altar; their backs are towards the altar; 
they carry long staves and have swords (?) at their waists; both 
appear to represent the emperor, for they wear crowns surmounted by 
globes, possibly to indicate that the king was seen as having two 
different functions at the altar. 

(Compare with Figure 32, page 157) 

.I 
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The names of the following members were inadvertantly omitted from 
the list of acknowledgements to our members who subscribed to the 
Quarterly Bulletin in 1983 (see page 161, June QB). Please accept 
my apologies for the errors - I shall endeavour to ensure the 1984 
list leaves out nobody ! 

Again, I wish to thank everyone who contributed a few extra dollars 
to what I believe to be a worthy cause. The two awards that our 
publication received during the summer together with your support 
truly help me to keep my nose to the grindstone (or should that be 
better read as "fingers tapping on the typewriter"?). 

Stephen A. 

TOTAL $20.00 

1984 Subscriptions 

Clint W. ($5.00) 

$367.00 

************************************* 

Neil A. ($5.00) 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

As we pass the summer holidays and doldrums, it's time to look ahead 
to our exciting Fall Coin and Stamp Show. With its new location and 
greatly expanded number of dealers, it should be a great show and 
bourse. I'm sure attendance will be high to view the fresh supplies of 
coins and stamps from first time dealers from North Dakota, Alberta 
and Ontario. Now is also the time to plan a display for the Show. 

Topics are of course numerous and really only limited to your imagin
ation and your collections of numismatica. Despite the continued 
recession, coin sales seem to be holding fine. The latest Standard 
Catalog of World Coins by Clifford Krause shows valuations down for 
many items. This provides the opportunity for collectors to obtain 
barga~n-priced material for tbe next little while. 

The Regina Coin Club is looking forward to the return of its regular 
Fall and Winter meetings, and I hope to see you there 

k. Smalley) 

******************************************* 

FROM THE EDITOR 

This Quarterly Bulletin is as late as ever, unfortunately. Obtaining 
suitable illustrations for the Feature Articles is one of the most 
time-consuming aspects of Bulletin production, for such material is 
rarely supplied by our authors and so has been largely an editorial 
responsibility. The original coin pictures, portraits, maps and so on 
that are used have to be of very high quality so that they are recog
nizable in the Bulletin that you finally read, by which time the 
pictures are mostly fourth generation photocopies and so have lost 
much of their initial clarity. 

As many of you are perhaps aware, we are hoping to raise enough 
funds by the end of 1984 to allow the Club to reprint all the Feature 
Articles that have by then appeared in the QB in book form. Illust
rations would be much sharper in the book than in the Bulletin. Above 
all, however, RCC members would have permanent access to the wealth 
of numismatic data that has been provided in our articles. Also, 
numismatists who are unattached to the RCC, but who might find the 
articles both valuable and interesting will be able to buy the books -
in doing this, they would obviously help the Club to recover its 
printing costs. This proposed book might also include the Proceedings 
of the 1985 Symposium (provisionally entitled Aspects of the numismat
ics of North America) if the speakers will oblige us by submitting 
their papers sufficiently early. We would want to be able to give 
Symposium delegates copies of the Proceedings as well as sell copies 
to Convention visitors. 
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So Club members who would like an article to be published in this 
planned volume, please send your work to me as soon as you possibly 
can, We currently have enough submitted to take us up to and include 
the June 1984 Bulletin - a very healthy situation ! 

The Regina Coin Club has again fared well by way of awards at both 
the Canadian Numismatic Association's and the American Numismatic 
Association's Annual Conventions, respectively held in Moncton, N.B., 
and in San Diego, California. At the first of these events, the R.C.C. 
received the Best Canadian Club Newsletter award for our Quarterly 
Bulletin for the second successive year, and the second place plaque 
in the Coin Week Canada Scrapbook Competition, in which top honours 
were taken by the Calgary Numismatic Society, also for the second 
year in a row, The Calgary Numismatic Society was successful in San 

-Diego, where the A,N,A, judges awarded the eNS.'s monthly newsletter 
their Outstanding Local Numismatic Publication prize. This result 
was disappointing for the RCC, for hopes were high that the QB would 
win both the CNA and the ANA highest club-publication awards for a 
second year. But itwas a most encouraging result for numismatics in 
Canada, especially in the nation's prairie region, and emphasizes the 
major role that the Rec and the CNS are playing in trying to raise 
the standard of transmission of Club and general numismatic knowledge 
to their members; The Ree•~ missing out on the ANA publication award 
was more than compensated for by its being given the Numismatic 
Literary Guild's award for the .best newsletter produced by a club 
containing fewer than 100 members (the RCC only marginally qualifies 
for this category). This li~t recognition by an international body 
of numismatic writers and publishers is undoubtedly our best so far, 
and certainly gives encouragement to try to raise our Bulletin stan
dards yet higher. Thank you Jack Shinske, Cec Tannahill, Scoop Lewry 
and Jim Smalley for contributing such fine articles to the 1982 and 
March 1983 Bulletins, the issues which were submitted for appraisal 
in the various publication competitions. Frank Gilboy (my father) 
is another member of this illustrious group of Rec ~uthors whom I 
thank sincerely for his writings and general encouragement. 

And all other potential authors in our Club - please set pen to 
paper and send me any text that results and that I can use in next 
year's bulletinsi.We readers are thirsty to expand our knowledge in 
general and our numismatic knowledge in particular, Through such 
endeavours of yours, our Club will be given the opportunity to 
progress to yet higher accomplishments, more prestigious triumphs •... 

***************************************** 
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AWARDS TO THE REGINA COIN CLUB 

The first 1983 awards to the Regina Coin Club were announced at the 
C.N.A. Annual Convention in Moncton, New Brunswick, in mid-July, Our 
Vice President, Scoop Lewry, received on our behalf the Beet Canadian 
Club Newsletter Award (given for our 1982 Quarterly Bulletin) and the 
runner's-up plaque for the Coin Week Canada 1983 Scrap Book Competition. 

A month later, we learned that the RCC had won the singular honour of 
having its Quarterly Bulletin selected by the Numismatic Literary Guild, 
meeting at the A.N.A. Annual Convention in San Diego, as the Beet Club 
Publication (under 100 members). 

These additions to our trophies 
the past three years to seven ! 
the fact that we had none prior 
your help and support that make 

brings the total won by the RCC over 
Not bad going, especially in view of 

to 1981. Well done, everyone - it is 
these achievements possible. 
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0r. C:,ris Gilboy, Secretary/Editor 
T:.1e Regina Coin Clu'.., 
P.O. Eox 114 
Regina, Sasi~atchewan CANADA 

Dear Dr. Gilboy: 

S Octo0er 1983 

Nany thanks for your letter of Sept. 30. You are i:ideed correct, t~1e Re~ina Coin Club 
Quarterly BulletL.1 has received the numismatic Literary Guild Club Publication a,·mrd 
in its circulation category for 1933. 'l'he jud2es, lii:~e those ot:iers who had the chance 
i:o examine the copies you sent, were most impress~d by the obvious quality of ti.1e bulletin, 
its content and the evident spirit in wide~ it is published. 

In a world notable for glossy paper and multi-color preparation, often wit~1out signif
icant correlation to quality CONTENT, it is a real pleasure to scan a publication like 
that of your group. 

liere at NLG we are worki:ig to re-em;iliasize quality. It is interesting to note ti!at the 
winner in ti.:e larger-circulation category this year was the International :Sanl: Note 
Society Journal. That is, if I may say so, great company L:1 wllic:1 to be found. 

Due to pressure of work here at Kagi:1 1 s, wL:h w::om I became associated in April, I 
i.1ave fallen sornewi.1at be:1ind on correspondence. There will be a suitable -::la,:::.ie corning to 
your club soon. I have to have· these ,roduced :1ere id Des ~:i:ojnes as our supr,ly from ea.rlier 
administrations .ias run out. Je,-., art work is ·.mderway to assure an attractive pl1ysL::al 
award. ~ince i:11e art is oeing created i,;y a volun !:eer, I fear some delay there too ~1as 
been necessary ..• 

Hopefully the 1984 awards will go more srnoot~·;ly, as I hope to re-involve the c:1ief 
judge of the Boston ANA vintage, sinplify the rules and have a situation which does 
no·;: see the last judge calling me at ti1e A;:~A hotel at 5:30 in the morning of the .:ay 
our awards are to be announced! 

So, many t~1an::s again for your input and patience. Alles zal regt ~:orn, as t~1ey used to 
say in Soutll Africa. 

Most Sincerely 

~~:=::::·'-~---=;;;;;:. 
Executive Director NLG 
P .0. Box 7214 
Des Hoines IA 503J9 
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NEW MEMBERS 

At the only RCC meeting to have been held since the issue of our June 
bulletin, two applicants for Junior membership were accepted into the 
Club. 

James B. and Paul H. are both twelve-year-old students whose numis
matic interests include ancient and modern world coins and Canadian 
coins. 

We hope that you will both derive much benefit from membership in the 
RCC, and that you'll remain members for a long time. 

****************************************~*** 

CLUB NEWS 

With the summer break in RCC activities taking up several of the 
months since the June QB, this section of the September Bulletin will 
be rather shorter than usual. 

i) GENERAL MEETING : Only one Regular Meeting has taken place since 
June, It was held at the Co-Operative Insurance Building on Friday, 
16th. September. Jim Smalley called the 16 members present to order at 
8.06 p.m. 

The Secretary read the minutes of the Club's meeting of the 20th. May. 
Dennis N.,- seconded by George W., proposed that the minutes be accepted 
as read. Their motion was passed unanimously. 

The two applicants for Junior membership in the RCC were then accepted 
into the RCC, with everyone present in favour. 

Selected correspondence was read to the Club, including letters from 
David Bowers (about speaking at the 1 85 Symposium), Ken Prophet (about 
possible attendance at the upcoming Fall Show), Les Copan (about 
co-ordination of Spring Shows hosted by the Calgary Numismatic Society, 
the Vancouver Numismatic Society and the Regina Coin Club), and others 
from the ANA and the CNA concerning this year's publication awards. 

Copies of expected expenditures and income relating to the recent Spring 
Show were circulated, They showed a net profit of close to $1300 had 
been realized, excluding postage costs which were in the order of $100. 
Almost $600 of the profits had already been spent on materials to make 
42 display cases, which are under construction by Morley B. Mary J. 
asked why so many cases were being built. The Secretary replied that 
the 19 cases currently available to dealers attending our shows were 
already many too few to go around the table-holders, leaving none 
available to Club members who might wish to borrow cases in order to 
prepare their displays. This latter service to members is felt by the 
RCC Board of Directors to be extremely important, especially if Junior 
members are to be encouraged to exhibit in readiness for the CNA '85 
Convention. The Secretary pointed out that should the Club discover it 
owned too many cases, some might be sold outright to members who feel 
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they need their own cases. 

Along with the Spring Show provisional financial statement, an outline 
of the Club's current financial statement (chequing account only) was 
distributed together with a tentative budget for the period ending 
30th. April 1984. These showed that the RCC should then be about $400 
in the black provided that all bourse tables be sold for both the '83 
Fall Show and the '84 Spring Show, and that at least 500 paying 
visitors attend each event. A tentative finacial analysis of the Fall 
Show '84 was also presented to members •.. the assumption was made that 
the Show would again be held at the Hotel Saskatchewan •.•.• a profit of 
$1175 was estimated. 

Under New Business, members' attention was again drawn to the two CNA 
awards that the Regina Coin Club had brought back from Moncton. Dean N. 
then read out an extract from an article he had seen in the latest 
issue of Coin World in which was a statement to the effect that the 
QB had won a Numismatic Literary Guild award in San Diego, The RCC 
President then informed the meeting a little about the origins of the 
Numismatic Literary Guild. 

The proposal that our 1984 meetings not only be moved to Wednesdays, 
but that the Educational Section - followed if appropriate by an 
auction·- be held at 7.00 p.m. prior to the Business Section, received 
widespread support from both Junior and Senior members ..•. not one 
person voiced opposition. 

In discussing Fall Show preparations, Ken T. asked if the organizers 
had looked into the possibility of renting a flashing sign and/or 
taking out advertising from the Radio Stations. Gilboy said that he 
understood paid advertising on Radio Stations to be very expensive. 
Jim Smalley confirmed this view, stating that rates were approximately 
$60 for 30-second-long time-spots. Each advertisement would therefore 
have to attract a minimum of 40 adults to the Show to make such 
advertising pay for itself. Gilboy said also that costs of renting 
flashing signs had been investigated a year ago for the Fall Show '82, 
and that they had been prohibitively high (c. $150 per sign for a 
weekend, including the fee for a licence from the City). Offers of 
help at the Show were received from the two new Juniors, James B. and 
Paul H., who were assigned to assisting at the admissions desk, help
ing whichever Senior members might be on duty at the times they found 
themselves able to lend a hand. The meeting agreed that under no 
circumstances should Junior members ever be given the task of manning 
the admissions desk 'solo' in case undesirables tried to gain entry. 

For the Spring Show '84, Gilboy asked for volunteers to aid him with 
pre-Show preparations. Currently, apart from Jim Smalley's handling 
classified advertising and Jack Shinske's hiring overnight security 
personnel, everything has been dealt with by the RCC Secretary/Editor? 
Bourse Chairman. The increasing size of both the Spring and Fall Shows 
results in their becoming an ever heavier, more complicated task to 
organize, More help in these early stages of mounting a successful 
show is needed from members dedicated towards further improving the 
RCC's reputation. George W. offered to help advertize the Spring Show 
1984 in the capacity of Publicity Chairman. 
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SPRING COIN AND STAMP SHOW 

held at the 

SEVEN OAKS MOTOR INN 

-FINANCIAL STATEMENT-

(N.B. The income from Bourse Table rentals has been calculated by 
the Bourse Chairman/Secretary, and await confirmation from the 
Treasurer .... any dis crepency wi 11 be brought to the attention of 
RCC members at our November meeting) 

INCOt~E 
Bourse Table Rentals 
Door Admission (Saturday) 

(Sunday) 
Front Desk - Miscellaneous (Saturday) 

(Sun day) 

TOTAL 

$ 1617.50 
$ 477.00 * 
$ 243.00 * 
$ 40.00 
$ 45.00 

$ 2422.50 

* Represents a total attendance of 480 adults @ $1.50 each 

EXPENDITURES 
Seven Oaks Motor Inn Room Rental 
City of Regina (Saturday Licence) 
Security ( K-9) 
Printing and Duplicating : Posters 

Draw Tickets 
Advertising Regina Shopper 

Western Producer 

Door Prizes 

Leader Post (Classified) 
( Di s p l ay) 

Bourse Table Refunds (1) 

TOTAL 

NET PROFIT** 

$ 200.00 
$ 35.00 
$ 140.00 
$ 53. 77 
$ 92.27 
$ 101.83 
$ 24.60 
$ 59.04 
$ 249.20 
$ 130.00 
$ 45.00 

$ 1130.71 

$ 1291. 79 

Excludes postage costs, which amounted to approximately $100 

Submitted at September O.G.M. by M.B. Bogues (Treas.) 
C • F • G i lb oy ( s e C • ) 
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R.C.C.'S CURRENT FINANCIAL STATUS 

Prepared by the RCC Secretary, and therfore not 11 official 11 • 

ASSETS 
Chequing account, Bank of Commerce 
Cash-in-hand (membership renewal, QB subscription, 

sale of buttons) 
Cheques-in-hand 
Monies due (sale of QB; Bourse table fee) 

TOTAL 

EXPENSES 

$ 94.93 

$ 18.00 
$ 165.00 
$ 61. 00 

$ 338.93 

To University of Regina, photcopying March QB 
To A.N.A. for supplying address labels 
Secretary's outlays (mainly for postage) 

$ 
appr.$ 
appr.$ 

211. 04 
42.00 
70.00 

TOTAL 

PROJECTED SOURCES OF INCOME UP TO END-APRIL 1984 

19 8 3 Fa l l S h ow 

1984 Spring Show 

Attendance (500 x $1.50) 
Bourse table fees (6 x $65) 

Attendance (500 x $1.50) 
Bourse table fees (35 x $55) 

1984 Membership Renewals (60 Senior, 15 Family, 
5 Junior) 

1984 Quarterly Bulletin subscriptions (25 x $10) 

TOTAL 

$ 323.04 

$ 750.00 
$ 390.00 

$ 750.00 
$ 1925.00 

$ 427.50 

$ 250.00 

$ 4492.50 

USING FIGURES ON PAGE -175: FOR P.R.OJE:CTED EXPENSES. TO · END·-APRIL 1984, 

THE REGINA COIN CLUB CAN EXPECT TO MAKE A PROFIT OF ABOUT $400 IF 

ALL BOURSE TABLES ARE SOLD FOR BOTH THE FALL 1983 AND SPRING 1984 

SHOWS AND IF EXPECTED ATTENDANCE FIGURES ARE MET. 
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PROJECTED EXPENSES UP TO END-APRIL 1984 

1983 Fall Show· 

1984 Spring Show 

Quarterly Bulletins 

Room rental 
Publicity 
Prizes for exhibits 
Security costs 
C.N.A. Plaques(?) 

Room rental 
Publicity 
Security 

June 1983 
September 19 8 3 
December 1983 
March 1984 

1984 General Information and Schedule of Events 
(5000 ??) 

Crested notepaper and envelopes 

1984 Annual Dues for CNA, ANA 

Display Case Hardware 

Postage 

TOTAL 

$ 400,00 
$ 300.00 
$ 160.00 
$ 150.00 
$ 90.00 

$ 150.00 
$ 550.00 
$ 150.00 

$ 250.00 
$ 250.00 
$· 250.00 
$ 250.00 

$ 500. 00 

$ 150.00 

$ 50.00 

$ 150.00 

$ 300. 00 

$ 4100 .00 

OTHER PROJECTED UNDERTAKINGS SUCH AS FALL SHOW CLUB-DEALER SPECIAL 
BREAKFAST AND CWNA PIN-BACKED BADGES ARE EXPECTED TO AT LEAST PAY 
FOR THEMSELVES, AND, GIVEN SUFFICIENTLY STRONG SUPPORT, MIGHT BE 
MODESTLY PROFITABLE TO THE CLUB. 

************************* 

19 84 FALL SHOW - TENTATIVE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

ANTICIPATED INCOME 

Bourse table rental fees 34 X $75 $ 2550.00 
6 X $112.50 $ 675.00 

Attendance 500 X $1.50 $ 750.00 
TOTAL $ 39 75 I 00 

ANTICIPATED OUTLAY 

Room rental (Hotel Saskatchewan) $ 1600.00 
Publicity $ 550.00 
Postage $ 100. 00 
Door Prizes $ 200.00 
Prizes for exhibits $ 200.00 
Security $ 15 0. 00 

TOTAL $ 2800. 00 
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Moving on to the CNA '85 Convention preparations, Gilboy informed the 
meeting that a detailed progress report had been sent to the CNA 
Executive Secretary for him to include it on the agenda for the CNA 
Executive meetings scheduled for the 1 83 Convention in Moncton. The 
report had apparently been well-received, and permission for the RCC 
to carry out low-key advertising as from early 1984 had been granted. 
In accordance with information circulated to members concerning the 
election of nominees for various positions on the Convention 
Committee, the following members were officially confirmed by the 
meeting through acclamation 

Dennis Naphin, Chris Gilboy 
George White 
Cliff Beattie 
Howard Scraper 
John Storer 
Jack Shinske 
Morely Bogues 

General Co-Chairmen 
Publicity Chairman 
Programme Chairman 
Competitive Exhibits 
Non-Competitive Exhibits 
Bourse Chairman 
Registration Chairman 

No further nominees for these or other vacant positions on the 
Committee were proposed from the floor of the meeting 

In order to fill remaining vacancies, George White proposed that 
"Additional members of the Convention Committee be recruited by the 
presently-elected Convention Committee members''. Gilboy seconded the 
motion, which was passed unanimously. 

Ken T. asked who on the Convention Committee would be in charge of 
Hotel Liaison. Gilboy said that for the present, this would be 
handled by the Co-Chairmen. Ken then asked if the logistics and 
economics of having the Convention elsewhere than at the Hotel 
Saskatchewan had been examined. Gilboy said that they had several 
years ago when the idea of the RCC's hosting a CNA Convention was in 
its infancy.~ •.• the Saskatchewan had then been selected because it 
had the largest area available for a Bourse and was, at the same time, 
by far the cheapest for room rentals. Gilboy acknowledged that the 
situation might have changed, and asked Ken if he would be willing to 
look into the feasibility of the Regina Inn's being used as the venue. 
Ken agreed to follow up this matter. 

Gilboy swiftly outlined how the October Quiz would be run. Questions 
would be multiple-choice, and would mostly be based upon Feature 
.Articles that have appeared in the RCC QB in the March 1982 - March 
1983 issues inclusive. Prizes would be given to the highest-scoring 
Senior and Junior members - each of whom would receive a Royal Visit 
silver commemorative medallion struck by the Royal Canadian Mint and, 
also, a free Club - Dealer Special Sunday Breakfast. 

John J. expressed some concern that perhaps the RCC Secretary was 
taking too heavy a load in organizing single-handedly so many differ
ent Club functions, and asked if the burden could not be spread a bit. 
Gilboy said that nothing would please him more than to have help from 
other members who were really dedicated to making the RCC one of the 
best organizations of its kind in North America. Unfortunately, such 
members were few and far between, but at least several were starting 
to take on important projects - Jack Shinske's Regina Trade Dollars, 
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for example, and Morley Bogues's Display Cases). More support such 
as theirs would be welcomed any time any member cared to offer it. 

In discussing "Any New Business arising from the Executive Meeting", 
Dennis Naphin notified members of the 1984 Regina Trade Dollar 
Project, saying that Jack Shinske would be undertaking a feasibility 
study. Dennis proposed that 
"Jack Shinske be re-imbursed all expenses incurred by him whilst 
making the feasibility study for the Regina Coin Club's sponsorship 
of the 1984 Regina Trade Dollar, these expenses to be directly 
related to Jack's feasibility study". George White seconded the 
motion, which was passed unanimously. 

No other matters were discussed, so Jim Smalley declared the 
Business Section of the evening's programme officially closed at 
9.25 p.m. 

Following a short coffee-break, during which Jim Smalley had to 
depart, Chris Gilboy introduced the evening's speaker, Ken T., 
who delivered an address entitiled BRITISH CORONATION MEDALS. 
Ken opened by pointing out that medals have been produced to 
commemorate major events for almost as long as coins have been 
minted, and that the British have been particularly prolific 
issuers of commemorative medallions. The British monarchy has been 
the major, most frequently represented topic for which medals have 
been struck .... especially in connection with honouring the coron
ations of the various kings and queens who have succeeded to the 
British throne since (and including) the reign of the Tudor, 
Edward VI. 

Ken proceeded to describe the many different official coronation 
commemorative medallions produced for Britain's rulers over the 
past four centuries, distributing two pages of illustrations of the 
pieces described to each member of his audience. These pages were 
photocopied from the Coronation Issue (Elizabeth II) of Illustrated 
London News, June 1953. 

Ken concluded his interesting and well prepared presentation by 
announcing that on display, his listeners would find literature about 
the British monarchy as well as examples of private and official 
issues of commemorative medallions - most of which were coronation 
medals - from Ken's collection ....• he invited those present to 
examine the displays. Dennis Naphin gave a vote of thanks on behalf 
of the listeners, who applauded Ken's fine talk. The meeting dis
persed at about 10.20 p.m. 

ii) EXECUTIVE MEETING: The RCC's Board of Directors held its second 
meeting of 1983 at the Co-Operative Insurance Building on Friday, 
16th. September, immediately before the Reg~lar Meeting. Jim Smalley, 
presiding, called the meeting to order at 7.15 p.m. Present were 
Chris Gilboy, .Dennis Naphin, Jim z. and Jack Shinske. Regrets for 
absence were received from Scoop Lewry, Morley Bogues, Murray K., and 
Natasha K. The first topic on the Agenda was the Fall Show. Items 
dealt with included Publicity (Smalley agreed to look after Classif
ied Advertising in the Regina Shopper, the Western Producer, the 
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Leader Post, the Market Leader and the Moose Jaw Times-Herald); Gilboy 
would contact all media networks in southern Saskatchewan to try to 
have the Show mentioned on Public Service Announcements and to arrange 
radio and T.V. interviews. The Board also decided to join the Western 
Dealers' Association in order to gain further audiences for news about 
upcoming RCC shows. Jack Shinske undertook to arrange the overnight 
security, starting at 8 p.m. Saturday and ending at 10 a.m. Sunday. 
Two main possibilities were discussed concerning presentations that the 
RCC should make to the Guest Speakers at the CNA Educational Forum: 
plaques (cost of purchase and of engraving to be investigated by Dennis 
Naphin) and bound editions of the 1982 volume of our Club's Quarterly 
Bulletins (costing to be looked into by Gilboy). Cash prizes for displays 
were set : judging would be made in two categories, Senior and Junior. 
Winners of the Senior Section would receive $50.00 (first place), $30.00 
(second), and $20.00 (third); those of the Junior Section, $30.00 (first), 
$20.00 (second) and $10.00 (third). Free Sunday Breakfasts would be 
given to all six prize-winners. 

Moving on to the Spring 1984 Show, agreement was reached to approach 
George White to ask if he would handle publicity;.to liaise closely with 
Vancouver and Calgary Numismatic Societies to promote a "Western Coin 
Show Circuit" amongst eastern deale-r:s; to proceed with printing the 
publicity poster as per an example shown to the meeting; to set bourse 
table rental fees at : $55 per 8' table up to November 1st. 1983 (12'
tables rent - $82,50), $65 payable from November 2nd. to March 1st. 
inclusive ($97.50 per 12'-table), and $75 payable from March 2nd. to 
the time of the Show ($112.50 per 12'-table); and to appoint a Show 
Committee at the General Meeting following the Executive Meeting. 

The question of the RCC's applying to operate the official Regina Trade 
Dollar Programme in 1984 was next discussed, The Executive recommended 
that the RCC investigate the economic and logistical feasibilty of 
running the proposed programme, Jack Shinske being appointed to take 
charge of this study. No concensus of opinion was reached as to how to 
select suitable designs for the Trade Dollar ..•. probably one previously 
used die would be obtainable from the Regina Chamber of Commerce (the 
City's coat-of-arms). 

The Directors next discussed the Club's participation in Coin Week North 
America, 1984. They agreed that the RCC should again go ahead with 
issuing pin-backed badges to commemorate and promote Coin Week. They 
further agreed tbat the Club hold another Donation Auction during Coin 
Week, and that Morley Bogues should be approached to act as "official 
receiver of donations". 

The nominees for the 1984 Board of Directors were selected in part by 
finding out who amongst the present Board would be prepared to continue 
in office next year •• ,,Gilboy, Naphin and Smalley stated their readiness 
to stay on the Executive. Shinske and Jim Z. reluctantly tendered their 
resignations because they would be unable to attend Wednesday meetings 
in 1984 due to other already-established commitments on those nights. 

A swift outline of recent developments relating to the 1985 CNA Annual 
Convention was presented to the Executive by Gilboy. 

The Board's unanimous agreement was given to the proposal that 
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"1984's Wednesday RCC Regular Meetings should be held 
in the Co-Operative Insurance Building as ha~e the 
1983 Friday Regular Meetings, but the starting time 
should be moved forward to 7.00 p.m., and the evenings' 
Educational Section should precede any other items on 
the agenda, with the Bbsiness Section concluding the 
Meetings' proceedings." 

With the acceptance of this proposal, the President declared the 
Executive Meeting closed at 7.55 p.m. 

iii) 1983 FALL COIN AND STAMP SHOW: Preparations for the 1983 Fall 
Show are proceeding smoothly, A "Second Circular" was circulated to 
all dealers who have already committed themselves to attending the 
Show and to many potentially interested dealers. The Circular basically 
served as a reminder that only 15 eight-foot tables and one twelve-foot 
table remained unsold, and that table-rental fees would be rising 
if paid after the beginning of September. Response was fast, and by 
the end of September all the numbered tables on the floor plan of 
the Regency Ballroom at the Hotel Saskatchewan had been sold. The 
Show thus promises to be one of the largest seen in the Province 
from point-of-view of the number of dealers attending (38 dealers 
registered for the 1973 CNA Convention in Saskatoon). 

With such a large dealer attendance, all our Club members are urged to 
do whatever they can to help have a large turn-out for the Show by 
the public. Amongst the dealers are seveial from Ontario, from North 
Dakota, and from British Columbia. We want them to be back next year 
(maybe even at both our Spring and Fall Shows), but they will not 
return unless they know that they will be doing a lot of trade. So 
basically the success or failure of the 1983 Fall Show (as indeed with 
all our shows) now rests in your hands. Your Show Committee (Gilboy, 
Smalley) has attracted the dealers and handled all the media publicity. 
Now it's over to you to see that the mini-posters are delivered to 
neighbourhood houses and the larger posters are hung in strategic 
positions around Regina. Posters not used are so much waste-paper that 
the RCC can ill-afford to have printed, so I appeal to you not to let 
us and the Club down by neglecting to hang or distribute posters. If 
by chance you resent being asked to help in this seemingly small (but 
in fact highly essential) way, at least be thankful that we do not 
ask you to pre-sell tickets to the Show (a technique used by many other 
clubs such as ours, and one that brings in a major share of their 
income) 1

' 

The C,N,A. Educational Forum and the pre-Forum Club-Dealer breakfast 
are both all set to go for the Sunday morning (Sunday, 23rd. October, 
8,30 a.m.). The menu for the breakfast will be : 

Orange and Grapefruit Sections, two poached Eggs on 
toasted Muffins with Canadian Back Bacon and 
Hollandaise Sauce, and Coffee or Tea. 

The cost is $10.00 per person. 

But the important part of the morning's programme on Sunday will be 
the C.N.A.-sponsored Educational Forum. The first speaker will be 
Stanley Clute, the C.N.A. First Vice President and Calgary Numismatic 
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Society President, who will talk about ANCIENT COINS : A GENERAL 
SURVEY. The second speaker will be C.N.A. Saskatchewan Representative, 
Frank Harding, who will discuss BANKNOTES OF THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA. 
Finally, Saskatoon coin dealer, Kelly Wionzek, will tell his audience 
about COUNTERFEIT COINS, 

You doubtless realize by now that more will be going on at this Show 
than has been the case for a long time. And displays have not yet been 
mentioned. 

Displays are an important aspect of our Fall Shows, so do please take 
the time and trouble to prepare one. We'll have plenty of cases for 
you to borrow should you need one, for Morley Bogues has generously 
offered to build no fewer than forty (and maybe up to 42) new cases 
for the RCC, which will supply the materials. This number is more than 
twice what we have at present. We shall certainly need them, and more, 
for the '85 Convention •.... and we'll need most at our future Fall Shows 
if they continue to attract so many dealers and (this means you again) 
collectors interested in exhibiting parts of their collections. Tipps -
The Collector~' Journal - has agreed to present a plaque that we shall 
henceforth be giving annually to the display, Junior or Senior, that 
is adjudged to be the Best of Show. Prizes are getting to be very 
worthwhile trying to win ..... a plaque (even though you'll only be able 
to retain it for a year), $50 in cash and a $10 meal are not to be 
turned away from without a close look at what sort of an exhibit you 
can put together. 

SO ••• • •• • •• • 

Over to you ...•.•..•.. 

~ ,: ~ 

iv) 1984 (JOIN AND STAMP SHOWS : No developments affecting either of 
these two events have taken place since the announcements of dates 
and venues were made in the June Quarterly Bulletin. 

Readers are reminded that the 1984 Spring Show will be held at the 
Seven Oaks Motor Inn on Saturday, 21st. April and Sunday 22nd. April. 
The Fall Show 1984 is tentatively scheduled for the Regency Ballroom, 
Hotel Saskatchewan on Saturday 20th. and Sunday 21st, October. 

v) 1984 REGINA TRADE DOLLAR PROJECT : Jack Shinske and a colleague 
have offered to work more-or-less full-time on ensuring the smooth 
operation of a 1984 Regina Trade Dollar Project if the Regina Coin Club 
decides it would like to undertake a fund-raising programme of this 
kind, and if the necessary authorization be given by City Council. 
The Executive accepted Jack's offer to carry out a feasibility study 
and to report back to the next meeting of the RCC (in November) with 
specific recommendations. One of the objectives of the project would 
be to obtain sufficient capital for the RCC to publish in book-form 
the Feature Articles that have been such an important part of the 
1981, 1982 and 1983 Quarterly Bulletins. For this, the RCC might 
require to raise some $10,000 to $15,000, a realistic target for a 
two- to three-year Trade Dollar Programme. 
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vi) PREPARATIONS FOR THE 1985 C,N.A. ANNUAL CONVENTION: As reported 
on page 176, the progress report (its summary was reproduced in the 
June Quarterly Bulletin, pages 101 and 102) apparently impressed the 
CNA Executive at its Moncton meeting. It raised several queries from 
the Executive - these will be answered by the Convention Committee 
after the Committee has started to function. The RCC voted in the 
Convention Committee at its Regular Meeting of the 16th. September, 
and also agreed to a motion that vacancies on the Committee be filled 
oy Club members invited to join the Committee by the current Committee 
members. 

The Convention Committee is a team that will spearhead the Regina Coin 
Club's efforts to meet the challenge of hosting an outstanding national 
event. 

We made history in 1959 when we hosted the Sixth C,N.A. Annual Conven
tion. 

Let's repeat the making of history in 1985 when we host the 32nd. 
C.N.A. Annual Convention by showing that even relatively small cities 
are capable of attracting very large crowds into the Convention's 
bourse and showroom. 

ALL our members, wherever they are, can help by constantly reminding 
friends and neighbours of the Convention, its venue, and its dates, 
and by pointing out that it is an event that comes to the area very 
rarely, so people should mak~ the most of their opportunity to visit 
it. The Committee will be hard at work within the next few weeks 
planning the programme and deciding how most effectively to publicize 
both the Convention and the immediately preceding Symposium. 

********************************* 

MEMBERS' NEWS 

Stanley Clute was voted into the CNA's First Vice President's position 
in a closely contested election-fight against Scoop Lewry, What a pity 
that there had to be a winner and a loser, for somehow I'm left with 
the feeling that numismatics in Canada might have lost out because of 
the match up. Both gentlemen have worked so hard to further the cause 
of numismatics - let's hope that they will continue to give their 
special talents to spreading the popularity of our hobby and to further
ing the knowledge of those already involved in numismatics. For those 
of you interested in knowing just how close was the result : 

Clute received 492 votes Lewry received 446 votes 

Al Bliman easily won the race for the Second Vice Presidency of the 
C.N,A.; 650 votes were cast in his favour compared with 285 for his 
contender, Doug Franklin. Al is Executive Director of the Canadian 
Association of Numismatic Dealers, and has long been heavily involved 
in organizing major Shows (TORE~, for example) as well as in many 
educational aspects of numismatics. He is certainly an excellent 
person to have in an influential position in the CNA Executive, and we 
wish him all the best. 
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Dean Neald returned from the ANA Summer Seminar in Colorado Springs 
with-many good things to say about the course he attended - Basic 
Detection of Counterfeit and Altered Coins. His promise to talk to 
the Club about what he learned on the course is reaffirmed, so Dean 
will doubtless be one of our 1984 speakers. Attending the course with 
Dean was fellow-Ree member, Ed G. from Alberta. 

************************************ 

JUNIOR MEMBERS' NEWS AND VIEWS 

No information about any accomplishments achieved during the past few 
months by our Junior members has reached me, so I fear this section 
of the Quarterly Bulletin will be all-too-brief, Fortunately, I do 
have an article written about the making of coin displays by last year's 
winner of the Junior competitive exhibits. This timely feature might 
help other Juniors, and perhaps some Seniors, who are intending to 
show some of their collections at the Fall Show. 

How to make a Coin Display 
by 

Jenea Tallentire 

I think this article will be of some help to you if you are wanting to 
make a display and don't know how to go about it. 

First, get a display case. You need one to put your coins in. You can 
buy one,or borrow one from the R.C.C. Check the rules on the size of 
the case if you are buying it. 

Next, decide your theme for your display. Last year I had some 
attractive coins with animals on them, so I decided to make a display 
called Animals of the World. 

Look at your collection and pick the coins you want for your display. 
If you need to fill some gaps, buy what you need from your dealer. 

Arrange the coins you have chosen in the order you like most in the 
display case. Put in a short paragraph describing each coin, ... tell 
the viewer when and where it was made and about the hidden side of the 
coin so that the viewer gets a better understanding of the coin and 
why you included it in the display. 

If you want, you can make an eye-catching background. If you are 
making a display of Queen Elizabeth II crowns and medallions, you may 
decide to put a large picture of the Queen somewhere on your back
ground material. 

Do remember - you must not rush your display, slapping it together 
in a few hours ' 

Mine last year took me about two months to prepare and arrange to its 
best advantage. 
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Finally, take your display to the coin show and hope that you win a 
prize with it ! 

******************************************** 

SPECIAL REQUESTS 

Bill Jolly of 316 W. 20th. St,, SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361, U,S.A. wrote 
recently to one of our members as follows : 
"I wa.1.> 1te.6e.1u1.e.d to you by Sc.oop Le.w1ty 61tom Moo,~e. Ja.w, J..n 1te.ga.1td1.> to 
buying 01t t1ta.dJ..ng Cana.dJ..a.n Me.1tc.ha.nt T1ta.de. Toke.n1.>. 

My J..nte.1te.1.>t1.> a.Jte. J..n Sa.1.>ka.tc.he.wan toke.n1.> 1.>J..nc.e. I wa.1.> bo1tn, a.nd lJ..ve.d 
1n, Re.gJ..na 601t a.bout 40 ye.all.I.>, My Fa.the.It owne.d Jolly'!.> V1tug Stolte. 
on the. c.01tne.1t 06 Ro1.>e. and 11th., 1.>o my 1toot1.> a.Jte. 1.itJ..ll the.Jte.. I ha.ve. 
a. 1.>ma.ll c.olle.c.tJ..on 06 Sa.1.>ka.tc.he.wa.n toke.n1.>, a.nd would lJ..ke. to ge.t ONE 
toke.n 61tom e.a.c.h town, a.nd a.I.> ma.ny d166e.Jte.nt me.1tc.ha.nt1.> J..n Re.gJ..na. a.1.> 
po1.>1.>J..ble.. I a.l1.>o ha.ve. a. c.olle.c.tJ..on 06 e.a.1tly Ca.na.dJ..an (Cha.1tle.ton) 
with quite. a. 6e.w duplJ..c.a.te.1.>, 1.>o 16 you would 1.>e.nd me. a. lJ..1.>t 06 a.ny 
Sa.1.>k. town1., a.nd Re.gina. me.1tc.ha.nt1.>, a.nd p1tJ..c.e. a.l1.>o Cha.1tle.ton no!.>., I 
wo~ld a.pp1te.c.J..a.te. J..t. 

The. la.I.it time. I wa.1.> J..n Re.gJ..na. wa.1.> 601t the. Te.c.. 50th. Re.union, a.nd 
I 1.>u1te. wa.1., 1.>u1tp1tJ..1.>e.d a.t the. c.ha.nge.1.> - J..t wa.1.> a.bout 60,000 whe.n we. 
le.6t 1n 1950." 

One or more of our members must have some items that Bill might like 
to add to his collection .... if so, do get in touch with him. Don't 
forget to tell him about the 1985 CNA Convention which will take 
place 16th, - 21st. July year-after-next, for he might well like to 
attend. 

The Durango Rotary Club recently announced the availability to Trade 
Dollar collectors of its fifth 
Durango Dollar (see illustration 
to right), which honours the 
Silverton train, 102 years old 
in 1983. It, and sets of Durango 
Dollars from 1979 to the present, 
can be ordered for $2.00 each plus 
$1.00 for 'postage for the 1983-1984 
coin and for $22.00 plus $2.00 for 
a five-piece set, 1979 to 1983. Write 
to : Durango Rotary Club, P.O. Box 
38, DURANGO, Colorado 81301 (note 
that prices are in U.S. $). 

,b.lr.l -,;.' /;:,-,& ,.·,. 
, ,.., l 1 I • ":-'( 

ERVICE ABOVE SELF" 
IS COIN IS GOOD FOR TWO DOLLARS 

IN TRADE AT COOPERATING 
BUSINESSES IN DURANGO 

. THROUGH APRIL 30, 1984. 

·' (·;(, .·\ ,· 

The Calgary Tourist and Convention Bureau has announced that the 1983 
Stampede Dollar featuring Dick Cosgrave and Chuckwagon Racing are now 
obtainable for $1.00 plus $0.65 postage. They also come in sets of 
four coins, each with a different mint mark (boot, horseshoe, saddle 
and hat), attractively packaged, for $5.00 per set plus $0.65 postage 
(prices in Canadian $). Send orders to the Calgary Tourist and 
Convention Bureau, 1300 on 6th, Avenue S.W., CALGARY, Alberta, T3C OHS. 

******************************************* 
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FEATURE ARTICLE 

The Pillar Coinage - its historical background, origins, development, 
numismatic history and usage 

by 

Frank Gilboy 

The historical background to the Pillar Coinage 

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the great days of piracy 
were past, Morgan and the Port Royal pirates had sacked Porto Bello in 
1668 and Maracaibo the year after, whilst 1670 saw the burning of Santa 
Marta and Rio de la Hacha, the further devastation of Porto Bello and 
the capture of Panama after a fantastic trek across the isthmus, Then 
the pirate band had broken up and, though some sought to continue their 
depredations from Tortuga, their crude and bloody methods were arousing 
so much disgust and revulsion in an increasingly 'polite' society that 
their employers - the British, Dutch. and French governments - were 
impelled to deploy naval forces against them. The French-inspired, 
lucrative sacking of Cartagena in 1697 was the final fling, for public 
sensitivity became strongly buttressed by the belief, rapidly growing 
amongst those seapowers with no foothold on mainland Central or South 
America, that trade and smuggling would pay higher dividends than 
outright piracy. So Britain concluded the Treaty of Madrid in 1670, 
re-inf~rcing it ten years later by the Treaty of Windsor. The Dutch 
made a similar agreement at the Hague in 1673, and the French Treaty 
of Ryswick in 1697 finally signalled the close of an era, for the 
principal subject matter of all four pacts wast-he ending of the long
standing clandestine warfare in the Caribbean. The future was not to 
be peaceful, but at least the fighting was to be formal rather than 
furtive, and its objective was to secure a share of the increasingly 
profitable American trade, 

The seventeenth century had begun, as Professor William C, Atkinson 
(1960) justly stated, with Spain "still nominally a great power" and 
ended "with real power gone and only the sheZZ remaining". As the 
Habsburgs declined in body, soul and mind until reaching a nadir in 
the depraved, deformed cretin, Charles II, so their unhappy kingdom's 
freedom was suppressed, its economy ruined, its foreign trade exting
uished and its prestige destroyed, "The erstwhile arbiter of contin
ents and oceans (was) now a country without visible or invisible 
means of support. The bell tolledJ not indeed for Charles; it tolled 
for Sapin," Consequently, when the bells rang out once more to usher 
in a new.century and the Bourbon Dynasty, which brought with it 
some of the glamour of the most glittering court of Europe, they rang 
in strong hopes that the conjunction would be auspicious. Inevitably, 
however, strings were attached to the family connexion, and before· 
long these were formalized in the "Family Compacts" of 1733, 1743, 
and 1761, True, Philip's French wife, Marie Louise, died in 1713, and 
Louis XIV a year later, so that French influence diminished at court 
to be replaced by Italian ties when Philip married Isabel de Farnese 
who soon began to weave her webs of intrigue to secure thrones for the 
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two children that were born to her. Nevertheless, the French pull 
remained strong, and each of these alien factions succeeded in 
embroiling Spain in costly wars which were none of her business. 
After the "War of the Spanish Succession" had dragged on for 
fourteen years of the new century, an uneasy peace ensued until the 
"War of Jenkin's Ear" broke out in 1739 and quickly merged into the 
"War of the Austrian Succession" ( 1740 - 1748). 

These years were memorable in the West for the customary sacking of, 
Porto Bello and the not-so-customary, determined resistance of the 
Spaniards when similar assaults were launched on Cartagena and on 
Santiago de Cuba, Meanwhile, the adventurous Anson in the Pacific 
took a number of small harbours along the Peruvian coast, finally 
capturing the galleon bearing silver from Acapulco to Manila, 
though he had to escape with his rich booty by way of China and the 
Cape of Good Hope to elude the strong Spanish fleet sent round the 
Hor in pursuit. Clearly the years of comparative peace had seen a 
strengthening, under French aid and guidance, of both land and sea 
defences in the West Indies as well as on the continent of Europe. 
Though a nominal peace existed for eight years following the Treaty 
of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748, little real intermission in the marine 
and colonial contest ever occurred. When formal hostilities ceased, 
informal and local fighting continued, Spain was not involved at 
first, Britain and Prussia being pitted against France, Russia and 
Austria. Nevertheless, Britain took the high-handed but convenient 
view that any Spanish ship suspected of having touched a French 
port was liable to seizure - and turned a blind eye once more to 
the .activities of privateers. By 1760, Britain was beginning to 
recover from a bad start, and Rodney was sent to the Caribbean with 
almost two years to review the situation before Spain succumbed to 
French pressure and entered the war. Martinique, Santa Lucia, San 
Vincente and Grenada were quickly gobbled up by Britain, and 
shortly afterwards, Havana - to be followed by Manila, taken by a 
fleet based on the East Indies. The next year, the Peace of Paris 
was signed, Cuba was restored to .Spain and Martinique to France, 
which ceded Louisiana to Spain as a sop for the Sapnish surrender 
of Florida and Menorca to Britain, 

From 1763, peace set in once more, but on taking stock, Spain 
undoubtedly realized that for eighteen years no unescorted fleet 
had sailed to and from Vera Cruz, Indeed, only five round trips had 
been made in the whole of the forty years with which we are primar-. 
ily concerned, Escorts had proved, in the concise phrases of Parry 
(1966), to be "in war inadequate, in peace unnecessary". They were 
finally abandoned in 1789. Other results were the better-late-than
never move towards the creation of a standing army in the Caribbean 
and a sadly short-sighted decision to create trouble for others by 
supporting break-away factions, leading in due course to help being 
given to the rebellious American colonists, a step which soon had 
its repercussions ( .... "People in glass houses .... "). Minor 
rumblings over many years had provided early warnings of the storms 
to come, For ten years from 1725, Jose de Antequera had posed 
problems in Paraguay, In Peru, the despotic mayor of Castrovirreira 
was murdered in 1724, and shortly afterwards the mayor of Catamarca 
met a similar fate, Protests by Indians and half-breeds led to 
bloody riots in Cochabumba in 1730, to the assassination later of 
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the corregidors of Chumbibilica and Lata, and to widespread troubles 
in the mining areas of Huancavelica and Pasco. In fact, after Jose 
Antonio de Areche arrived from the Peninsula to improve revenue 
collections, his mission was so successful that continuing disorders 
followed in his wake in such places as Tucumen (1754), Salta (1764) 
and Jujuy (1767) until they came to a head in Tupac Amaru's 
rebellion of 1780 - 1783. Similar causes gave rise to the smaller 
upsets in Quito in 1736 and 1765. In Venezuela, a more serious and 
prolonged uprising that began in 1730 and ended in 1732 was headed 
by an ex-slave, Andresote. It was followed by another led by San 
Felipe el Fuerte in 1741. In 1749, a third revolt led by the rich 
landowner Don Juan Francisco de Leon numbered so many sympathisers 
amongst his peers that he was even able to capture Caracas before 
eventually submitting voluntarily to royal power. So popular and 
widespread were these disturbances that even the mainland itself was 
not free of them. The famous "Matin de Esquilache" of 1766, so-named 
after the Italian-born Minister of Finance and War, might have been 
a mere storm in a tea-cup resulting from the prohibition of the capa 
Zarga y sombrero redondo ("long cape and round hat"), but it was the 
first genuine display of resistance against absolutism in Europe, 
and was accompanied - like all the other riots - by that popular 
equivocal cry "Viva el, rey y muera el, maZ gobierno" ("Long live the 
king and death to the bad government"). But the end of that story 
lay well into the future. 

Ferdinand VI made a concordat with Rome in 1753 to harmonise relations, 
largely by restricting the Church's powers for - in that age of 
absolute monarchy and enlightened despotism, two masters could not 
control the same country. In 1769, Ferdinand's half-brother Charles 
carried matters a good deal further when, with the agreement of the 
Pope, he followed the lead given by Jose I of Portugal ten years 
before and began to ship 10,000 Jesuits out of Spain and the Indies, 
mainly because of their vow of absolute allegiance to their spiritual 
master. This, with othe allied measures, did much to loosen the 
strangle-hold of the Church; one of the main consequences was that the 
Holy Office burnt its last victim in Sevilla in 1780. 

On the home front, steady improvements took place in the first three
quarters of the century. Under Ferdinand VI, the very able Marques de 
la Ensenada brought tax-farming to an end, arranged a beneficial 
composition with the crown's eternal creditors, encouraged wool= 
processing and mining, and administered suitable stimuli to various 
academies, observatories and botanical gardens. These progressive 
policies were extended and intensified under Charles III, beneath the 
wise guidance of such counsellors as de Aranda, de Floridablanca and 
de Campomanes. Universities both in Spain and in the Americas began 
to study natural science and its major protagonists, Bacon, Descartes, 
Locke and Kant. A great three-pronged attack was launched to remove 
the obstacles to trade. First came the tax-reforms with the reduction 
of the al,cabal,a (an old sales tax that had first been introduced by 
the Moors) from fourteen to seven per cent,. the introduction of a new 
five per cent tax on land and property, and the use from 1771 of the 
legal and tax structure to encourage home manufactures. The import, 
for instance, of cotton prints was prohibited, whilst raw cotton was 
admitted free of duty with the almost magical result that by the end 
of the century three thousand textile factories were operating in 
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Catalunya employing about one hundred thousand people. Next came the 
bettering of land, canal and sea communications so that man, beast 
and letter could travel more speedily. With this must be linked such 
advances as the institution in 1764 of regular monthly packets 
between La Coruna and La Habana, the extension of the Aragon canal 
to Zaragoza, and the construction of hundreds of kilometres of new 
roads. The third prong was provided by liberal legislation, chiefly 
concerned with the removal of trade restrictions between the 
Peninsula and the Americas, a spirit of freedom which even led to a 
reduction of the barriers to inter-colonial trade. The importance of 
the vastly over-privileged Sevilla and to some extent Cadiz 
diminished as La Coruna, Vig~, Barcelona, Alicante, Santander and 
Gijon surged forward mightily. The earlier famous, but now notorious, 
Casa de la Contratacion (the body set up in 1503 in Sevilla to 
supervise trans-Atlantic traffic for the Crown - its functions were 
similar to those of a Board of Trade) faded away and died as the 
Compania general y de Comercio grew with branches in such varied 
places as Mexico, Vera Cruz, Guatemala, Lima, Arequipe, London, Paris 
and Hamburg. The Compania invested in the manufacture of the goods 
that it exported : pottery and silk at Talavera, cloth at Cuenca and 
Ezcaray, hats at San Fernando and cottons at Barcelona. 

At the colonial end, trade between Peru and New Grenada was 
legalized in 1768, with New Spain coming into the agreement six years 
later. The production of cacao, tobacco, cotton, dyewoods and indigo 
was fostered in Venezuela and in Cuba, where sugar output increased 
tenfold between 1760 and 1800, in the larger Antillean islands are 
included, Silver mining, especially in Mexico, rose similarly, mainly 
because of improved techniques, administration and public order. 
In Chile, whale, sea-bream and conger-eel fisheries were set up, 
mainly by Catalans in 1770. Six years later, the first saladeros were 
established, largely with Spanish capit~l and skills, in Buenos Aires, 
to which Spanish register ships had been granted access forty years 
earlier with the aim of exporting dried salt beef to the Caribbean 
and beef in brine to Europe. All this was built on the firm 
administrative base provided by Floridablanca, where at home, his 
informal meetings of ministers solidified by 1787 into a carefully 
planned cabinet system and where, overseas, the Viceroyalty of La 
Plata was instituted in 1782, divided into eight intendencias 
(administrative areas), producing so wieldy an organization that it 
was extended to Peru in 1784, to New Spain in 1786 and four years 
later was made general throughout Spanish America. 

If we add to these two major spheres of action, those around the 
periphery - for example, the eradication of the pirates' nest in the 
Mediterranean by concerting action with the Muslim powers of North 
Africa and Turkey, or the discovery of the Nutka roadstead by the 
great explorer Juan Perez, or Malaspina's reaching the island of 
Kodiak off Alaska after circling the globe in 1782 (two events which 
led directly to the 1790/4 Treaty of Escorial with Russia, dividing 
the spheres of influence of the two countries along the forty-eighth 
parallel) - we get some faint inkling of the vastness of the back
cloth against which a multiplicity of activities was taking place. 
Remarkable achievements were accomplished two hundred years ago, 
especially considering the lack of radio, airplanes, and computers 
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Many things were to happen before the end of the century, most of 
them calculated to plunge Spain back into the abyss from which it 
had been struggling to rise. In 1665, a cretin had mounted the 
throne and occupied it for thirty-five disastrous years; in 1788, 
a dull, amiable, inadequate cuckold took that same seat and attempted 
vainly to guide his country through the difficult times engendered 
by the French Revolution and its succeeding stirring years. The 
century in fact resembled a stale sandwich, with slices of inedible 
bread at bottom and top but with a most palatable filling in between. 
Fortunately, it is this filling with which we are concerned. 

Can it be mere coincidence that this period from, say, 1720 to 1788 
corresponds closely with the currency of that magnificent coin, 
the pillar dollar? 

The origins of the Pillar Coinage 

On the 26th. October 1728, Diego de la Casa, chief die-sinker at the 
Segovia mint, was instructed tci prepare blanks f.or ·the new· desigrt to 
be made for the first milled coinage of the Indias, The following 
year, the pattern illustrated on the front (reverse) and back 
(obverse) covers was produced by Fransisco Hernandez Escudero. After 
approval by Philip V, the first of the Bourbon Kings of Spain, it 
was sent on to th~ premier virrey, the Marques de Casafuerte, in 
Mexico City. 

The design is undoubtedly one of the most excellent in the whole 
history of coinage, with its combination of boldness and beauty; its 
remarkable balance of space, significant shapes and legend; its total 
lack of fussiness, of extravagance and of superfluity. 

No great difficulty exists in ferreting out sources for the design, 
though comparison of the sources with the finished product is akin 
to matching extracts from Holinshed's "Chronicles" with Shakespeare's 
"Macbeth" - scattered fragments of information can be assembled by 
anyone with an enquiring mind, but only the magic of the master can 
transform them into a unique work of art, 

Tracing the ancestry of the obverse is simple enough. In Spain, 
crowned heads began the story, with a few dineros of Urraca, Queen of 
Leon and Castille from 11-09 to 1126, and of Alfonso I, "El Batallador", 
King of Aragon from 1104 to 1135. The next move was made some two 
hundred years later with the crowning of the initial of Pedro "El 
Cruel" on a silver real and a half-real issued between 1350 and 1369. 
This design (Figure 1) achieved considerable popula~ity in the 

Figure 1. Peter I (1350 - 1369) of the Kingdoms of 
Castile and Leon : Silver real (Zeft) struck in 
Sevilla, crowned cipher/coat-of-arms with mm. S below. 
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Silver half-real (right) struck in Burgos, 
crowned cipher/castle in quadrilobe with 
mm. B below the building. 

fifteenth century, often being accompanied by a coat-of-arms on the 
reverse. The first crowned shield design is attributable to Pedro 
de Portugal, a claimant to the Condado of Barcelona in the years 
1464 - 1466, with his "Pacifico" and "half-pacifico". The device 
was used abroad for the first time in a Spanish possession in Naples 
in the reign of Ferdinand I (1458 - 1494) in gold two and one ducats 
as well ·as in a real and half-real. In the New World, its first use 
was in the various reales of Charles and Joanna in Mexico and Santo 
Domingo, 

The reverse is a very different matter. The pillars of Hercules with 
their motto Ne Plus Ultra ("Thus far and no farther") were to be 
found according to ancient Greek legend on either side of the Straits 
of Gibraltar, at the entrance to the Mediterranean from the Atlantic. 
When Columbus discovered lands on the far (western) side of the 
Atlantic Ocean, medallists gave the symbols and motto a new twist by 
omitting the negative, leaving the meaning "Ever Farther". Thus, in 
many medallions of Charles V of. the Holy Roman Empire (and Charles I 
of Spain), we find the monarch's portrait on one side and twin 
columns rising from the waves on the other (see Figure 2), with the 
words PLUS OULTERE , PLUS OULT, PLUS OULSTRE, PLUS ULTRA, or even 
ULTERIUS, depending to some extent on the country in which they were 
struck. Two crowned pillars are to be found on the Besancon and 

Figure 2. Silver medal (42 mm diameter) of 
Charles~ (1519 - 1556) and Prince Philip 
(later Philip II of Spain), undated, The 
portraits are in the style of Leone Leoni, 
and are jugata, facing right. On the reverse, 
two ~alumna (the Pillars of Hercules) rise 
from the sea and are united by a scroll 
inscribed PLVS OVLTRE and surmounted by a 
crown; collar of the Golden Fleece around. 

Antwerp·.''medio st.ieldos" between 1554 and 1619. Two ··pillars with an 
inscribed ribbon appear on an early Maltese cavalotto, a double
testone struck by Charles V in Naples, a carlin of Milan minted 
by Philip II, and (minus the ribbon) a testone coined by Charles V 
in Besancon (Figure 3, see over). Moving nearer to the area we are 
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Figure 3, A selection of sixteenth century silver 
coins struck by the Holy Roman Emperors Charles V 
and Philip II, featuring two pillars with or without 
a connecting ribbon. Left, a double-testone of Charles 
V struck in Naples : obverse, large laureate head 
facing right, annulet behind, CAROLVS V AVG IMP CAES; 
reverse, Pillars of Hercules, Centre, a carlino of 
Milan, reverse only, struck during the reign of 
Philip II, Right, a testone of Charles V struck in 
Besancon in 1639: obverse laureate bust facing left, 
CAROLVS V IMPERATOR; reverse, square-topped shield 
with eagle holding two pillars, date above, MONETA 
CIV IMP BISONT. 

most closely examining in. this article, in the reig_n of Charles V and 
Johanna (1516 - 1556), a two maravedis coin was struck in Mexico 
(Figure 4); it featured a single crowned pillar (possibly an "I", the 
initial letter for IOHANNA) with PLVS on one side and VLTR on ttie 
other. This was followed by the four maravedis of Santo Domingo with 
two crowned pillars and again by a range of-~,½, 1, 2, 3 and 4 reales 
in Mexico all of which had the two crowned pillars on the ocean waves, 
with PLVS or even PLVS VLTR· across the centre (Figure 5) ,and some of 

Figure 4, _Sketch diagrama of (Zeft) the two maravedis 
piece from the first copper coinage minted in Mex~co 
c. 1536 - 1538 under the authority of Charles I (of 
Spain, V of the Holy Roman Empire) and his mother 
Johanna ("The Mad"), and (oentre) the four maravedis 
of the Santo Domingo type struck about the same time, 
Right, the two and four maravedis pieces of a later 
mintage, c. 1542 - 1552. 
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(b) ( c) (d) ( e) 

• . . 

( g) (h) (i) ,( j) ( k) 

• • . 

Figure 5, The silv~r coinage struck in the name of 
Charles and Johanna in Mexico falls into two distinct 
types : the earlier series was minted with crudely 
engraved dies, show the name CHARLES spelled with a 
K , display the motto PLVS or PLVSULT on a panel 
before or behind the pillars (the~ reales bear only 
a single pillar), have the denomination riumber 4 
above the panel on the 4 reales, and commonly employ 
Gothic letters in the inscriptions; the later series 
was coined wit.h more finely engraved dies, have 
CHARLES usually spelled with a C, do not have the 
motto PLVS, PLVSVT or PLVSVLTR on a panel, show the 
denomination 4 below the motto on the 4 reales, and 
bear inscriptions written in Roman lettering. The 
early series coins depicted above are numbered a to f 
inclusive, the late series - minted from about 1536 
to 1572 - g to k inclusive (no J reales) ~ 

which bore the crowned initials of the monarchs on the obverse, 

( f) 
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Barcelona minted a 4 ducados,and Granada under Philip II a 2 reales, 
with similar characteristics, whilst the Lima mint from its earliest 
days (c. 1568) and Potosi from 1652 struck their cobs and neater 
"royal strikes" with their two crowned pillars and PLVS ULTRA over 
a wavy ocean (Figure 6), 

• 
. 

. 

' 
' 

( a) ~,l 
~ 

(b) ( C) (d) 

( f) 

------
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Figure 6. The Pillars of Hercules and the PLVS 
VTR (or ULTR or VLTRA) motto appeared on the 
reverse of SRanish coins struck at the South 
Am e r i c an mi n t s o f L i ma and P o t o s i. ( a) t o ( d) , 
4 reales to½ real of the firs·t coinage in Lima 
minted between 1568 and 1570; the second series 
of coins issued at this mint bore coats-of-arms 
on both obverse and reverse; the mint was closed 
from 1589 to 1684 apart from a brief period of 
operation in 1659 and 1660; (e) and (f) show an 
8 reales ("royal" type, 1684) and a 2 reales (cob 
type, 1694, assayer M) struck soon after the 
1684 re-opening . The famous silver mines of 
Potosi were discovered by the Spanish in 1545, 
and a mint was installed between 1573 and 1575; 
the coins struck through until 1652 bore coats
of-arms on both their reverse and obverse; (g) 
shows an 8 re a 1 e s ( " r o y a 1" type , as s aye r E , w it h 
a sun over mountains countermark used in Guatemala 
1838-41) of a transitional design struck prior to 
the more common design - also began in 1652 -
wherby the obverse arms no longer appear on a • 
shield, see (h), an 8 reales of "royal" type dated 
1657, assayer E; (i) is a 4 reales cob of 1656, 
assayer E. 

In further connection with the Pillar design, in 1616, Pedro Perete 
engraved an emblem for the Council of the Indies showing a fully 
rigged galleon sailing between two crowned pillars bearing PLVS and 
VLTRA on entwined ribbons (Figure 7), the ship being surmounted by a 
crowned coat-of-arms within a cordon of the Order of the Golden Fleece. 
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Figure 7. The emblem of the Council of the Indies 
designed in 1616 by Pedro Perete, 

Prototypes for the "worlds" design are more difficult to find. In 
1684-5, Naples and Sicily minted a quarter ducato (26 grana) bearing 
a single globe on the reverse and a one ducato with two globes 
separated by a single pillar with the motto "One is not enough" -
VNVS NON SVFFICIT (Figure 8). Scanty material perhaps, but enough to 

Figure B. Naples and Sicily coins struck under the 
authority of Charles II of Spain in 1684; both are 
of silver and bear the initials AGA on their reverse 
sides. Left, a ducato. Right, a quarter-ducato (26 
grana). Both pieces feature globes with recognizable 
geographical details on their reverse sides. 

provide a hint to one ready to receive and transmute it, especially when 
it is set against a wide and detailed cartographical background. 

Figure 9, opposite, shows a sketch enlargement of the 1729 pattern 
(front cover)with the salient features named and spelt in the manner of 
the fifteenth and sixteenth century map-makers. For comparison, Figure 
10, also opposite, is an enlargement of the globes as they appeared on 
the earliest regular Mexican Pillar dollars of 1732 - it differs in 
minor details only from the 1729 pattern. At once, the crudity of the 
shape of South America in particular strikes the eye, as do the 
unfamiliar proportions of California, Hispaniola and that part of North 
America squashed between Florida and the St. Lawrence. Then what is 
this "as yet undiscovered land 11 south of the Straits of Magellan -
Terra australis nondum cognita - which appears in both hemispheres ? 
And in the Old World, can it be India that looks rather like the 
Arab1an t'en1nsuia i Surely that protuberance tar to the southeast 
cannot be Australia, but if not, what 1s it? We must examine the 
hemispheres in more detail, begiining with the New World and that most 
exciting part of it, South America. 

The strange outline is now usually termed the Ptolemy/Ortelius type 
after those great cartograph~rs, the first a Greek living and working 
from 90 - 168 A,D,, and the other a Dutchman, Abraham Ortel, who 
produced his great 11 Theatrum Orbis Terrarum" in 1570 (Figure 11) with 
91 additamentum" covering Mexico in 1579 (e.g. Figure 12), and 
reshaping South America in his 1587 revision. The great incursions of 
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Figure 9, Enlargement, annotated, of the New and 
Old Worlds (western and'eastern hemispheres) as 
they appeared on the 1729 pattern for the pillar 
coinage produced by Fransisco Hernandez Escudero, 

Figure Enlargement of the western and 
eastern hemispheres as they appeared on the 
earliest pillar coinage of Mexico struck in 

10. 

1732. 
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Figure 11, Ortelius's world map of 1570, 

Figure 
reduced 
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the Amazon and the River Plate are strongly emphasized in that 
singular squat quadrilateral. In both coin and map (Figure 12, 
opposite), the northern land masses spread widely, make much of what 
we now call the St. Lawrence waterway, show a snippet of Hudson's 
Bay, and leave the existence of a northwest passage skilfully 
unresolved. Ortelius had the right answer to the next great early 
conundrum - one which many map-makers a hundred years later were 
still getting wrong - namely, the status of California. He opted 
for a peninsula, whilst Don Fransisco seems to have evaded the issue 
by indicating a fuzzy line across the top of the "leg". Both, 
however, concur in marking the strait discovered by Magellan between 
the tip o,f South America an~ that block of land which was hypoth
esized by pre-Christian cartographers as a counterpoise to the 
northern land mass and usually termed the "Terrae Incognitae" or 
"Terra Austral is" or even "Terra Magel lani ea'.' .. The idea was accepted, 
indeed, until Cook sailed across the Arctic Circle in the course 
of his second great voyage which began in the very year when the 
dos mundos ceased to be minted, 1772. 

The findings reached after considerable research into the produc
tions of these fascinating early map-makers can most clearly be 
expressed in list form. In the 1729 pattern, the double hemisphere 
projection of Fransisco Hernandez presents the following charac
teristics 

i) The shape of South America seems to be a cross between 
Sebastian Munster's "New World" (first published in 
his Cosmographiae Universalis, Basle, 1540) - see Figure 13, 
overleaf~- and the Ortelius of 1570 (Figure 11, opposite) 

ii) The "Terrae Incognitae" of the New World· are reminiscent 
of Joan Martines' map published in Messina in 1562 
(Figure 14, overleaf), and of Ortelius 

iii) The 11 Terrae Incognitae 11 of the Old World resemble 
Mercator's rendering in 1569 

iv) North America seems to join westwards with Tibet, Cambay 
and the Gulf of Tonba as in Gastaldi's world map of 
1560 (Venice, Camocio) - see Figure 15 - amongst others 

v) California's status is left undecided and it takes off 
but little south of the St. Lawrence 

vi) The main section visible of the Old World suggests, the 
11 India intra Gang em II and the 11 India extra Gang em 11 

leading on to China, as in the 1522 Ptolemy (Figure 16) 
published in Strassburg. 

One of the earliest medallic representations of the earth's geography 
appears on a very rare 2.75 inches diameter silver medal that was 
issued to commemorate Sir Francis Drake's circumnavigation of the 
world, 1577-80 (Figure 17). The artist was probably Michael Mercator. 

The suggestion is not implied here that Don Francisco copied the 
various sectors of his worlds from the above-mentioned cartographers 
and produced a sort of eclectic jig-saw puzzle. The only valid 
conclusion that can be made is that his source embodied these part
icular traits, The surprise is that directly or indirectly the basic 
model was a double-hemisphere map of the second or third quarter of 
the sixteenth century, and not of the early eighteenth as would have 
been available to him. At the time when the pattern was produced, 
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~igure 17. Silver medal c. 1580 produced to 
commemorate Sir Francis Drake's voyage around the 
world, 1577-80. On one side is the eastern 
hemisphere, on the other, the western; a dotted 
line marks the course of Drake's voyage. The 
medal shows Frobisher Strait, indicating that the 
artist (probably Michael Mercator) had taken into 
account the travels of Frobisher, 1576-78~ 

cartography was becoming highly sophisticated, and was in a trans
itionary stage between being an art and a science; the French were 
taking over the lead from the Dutch in cartography, and the Sanson 
family and Jaillot established their famous studios in Paris. Spain, 
though it had always hugged a cloak of secrecy around its geographic 
discoveries, could not have lagged behind with its wealth of know
ledge culled from its great seamen(and explorers an~ displayed on 
that master-map,the padron real maintained in the Casa de Za 
Contraticion in Sevilla (formed in 1503 to "promote and regulate 
trade and navigation to the New World", Parry 1966), until it 
finally closed its doors in 1790. 

Why then did the designer take as his base a representation some 150 
years out-of-date? 

Ignorance ? 

Security? 

Sarely not, for the author of that Neapolitan ducato (Figure 8) of 
1684/5 undoubtedly used a later model and one that had many charac
teristics of the French school with some features used in Le Clerc's 
"World Map" of 1602 and some of Sanson's of 1654. Moreover, both 
hemispheres are complete, without aay skilful - if artistic -
overlapping which effectively excised, by chance or on purpooe, 
Europe and Africa from the Old World. 

Regarding the portrayal,exclusively from the points-of-view of 
accuracy and modernity, of the distribution of land and sea on our 
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planet's surface, nothing in its day was superior to John Roettier's 
medallion of 1670 entitled "British Colonization", which though 
picturing little of North America, gave clear and excellent 
renderings of Europe, Africa and South America that obviously owed 
much to the Amsterdam products of Jansson and Blaueu in the 1640-60 
era (Figure 18). 

) 

Figure 18. John Roettier's British Colonization 
medal was struck in 1670 in both silver and gold; 
it portrayed a remarkably modern-looking map of 
much of the world on its reverse; the obverse 
carries conjoined busts of Charles II of Britain 
and his Queen, Catherine of Braganza. 

All in all, I can only infer that, having created so superlative a 
design, Fransisco Hernandez proceeded to engrave very finely such 
details as lay easily to hand without troubling himself as to their 
cartographic recency or verisimilitude. He was not, after all, 
making a chart to trace routes to and from the New World, The 
message he wished to convey to the users of the currency was that a 
fresh hemisphere had been added to the old by and for Spain - and if 
any thought crossed his mind regarding the configuration of the new 
continent, might it not have been that the earliest navigators' maps 
were not unlike his prototype. Perhaps he had his priorities right ! 

Concerning the legends - the obverse is a straightforward abbrevia
tion of a formula that had been in use since the reign of Philip II, 
but now it only occupied one side of the coin, On the reverse, the 
aptness of "(He made them) both one" - VTRAQVE VNVM - is matched by 
the masterly arrangement of the Latin tag, the date, the mintmark(s) 
and, in the lower values, the assayer's initial(s) also (Figure 19, 
see opposite). The edge, too, is a thing of use and beauty, for what 
more charming way exists of combating coin-clippers than by facing 
them with a sequence of laurel leaves? In the Real CeduZa of the 
9th. June 1728, it was described as "a cincture of laurel round the 
edge to hinder clipping and forgery" - Un cordoncillo o laur-el al 
canto, para dificultar por este medio el-cercen y la falsification. 
Its further merit was pointed out by Ferdinand VI on 1st. August 1750, 
when he wrote "so that they might look better" - que queden mas 
vistoses. The decorative value was not to be disregarded ! 

Yet however much we might ponder on the ingredients, the final result 
of Fransisco's artistry cannot but fill us with wonder (see again 
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Figure 19), especially after scrutinizing the earlier coinage of 
Spain and the Americas with their usually very stereotyped and 
unimaginative repetitions of the "mixture as before". Nor was this 

Figure 19, The first regular issue of the 
Pillar Coinage was struck in Mexico City in 
1732, The enlargement (x2) of the dollar shown 
above superbly displays the beauty and grace 
of Fransisco Hernandez Escudero's design, The 
Spanish ruler at the time of the coinage's 
inception was Philip V; the assayer at the mint 
in Mexico City had the initial F. 

artistry of an aery-faery kind, unsupported by the more mundane 
virtues, Perez (1948) described these felicitously : "Besides being 
an artistic coin and one of the most pZeasing products of any mint, 
it is aZso one of the most practicai type of coins that has ever 
been struck. As the design covers practicaZZy aii of the coin with 
comparativeZy Zittle fieZd in the background, the wear and tear on 
the coin itseZf is not concentrated on any one part of the coin and 
in consequence, after many years of circuZaiion, it is difficuit to 
find them in poor or mereZy good condition". 

The development of the Pillar Coinage 

In adapting the design to various sizes of flan, from the 38 - 40 mm 
diameter of the 8 ~eales down to the 16 mm of the ½-real, problems 
had to be overcome if the maximum of clarity and beauty was to be 
achieved for each value, The 4 reales presented no special difficulty 
for, measuring only 5 mm less than its big brother, it was really the 
8 reales "writ small". The sole notable difference in appearance 
(Figure 20, see overleaf) lies in the use made of the neat six-
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Figure 20. Full set of Mexico City Pillar coins 
struck in Mexico City for Philip V; denominations 
range from ½-real Cleft) to 8 reales (right). 
Obverse legends read PHILIP.V.D.G,HISPAN.ET IND. 
REX (i.e. they were all minted between 1732 and 
1741). 

petalled floret for the major stops instead of the quatrefoils. This 
practice was followed by Lima, Guatemala and Potosi when their mints 
began to produce Pillar coins (see Figures ·25, 27, "26), though no 
other mint copied that familiar quirk of the Mexican - the pellet 
above the assayers' initials on the left of the obverse shield. 

With the smaller flans of the lower values (2 reales and less) arose 
the urgent question of the relative importance of the motif versus 
the legend on the obverse. The fine proportions of the larger coins 
were lost when the shield, the crown, and their lateral adjuncts 
were squeezed into a flan 28 mm in diameter or less. Balanced 
proportions were recovered in 1742 by abbreviating and rearranging 
the legend in such a way -that a gap was obtained in the top 20° of 
arc of the flan in which the crown could be accornodated. The legend 
then began on the right of the crown and shield, and ended on their 
left (Figure 21). Although neither crown nor shield were enlarged, 

Figure 21. ½-real {left) and 2 reales (right) of 
Philip V struck at Mexico City from 1742 to 1747 
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had redesigned obverses with contracted legends 
which now read PHS,V,D,G.HISP. ET IND,R, Rare 
2 reales are known with this legend and the date 
1749 or 1750. Also, 1 real pieces bore the 
abbreviated legend on their obverse, but none 
is here illustrated. 

both appeared to greater advantage as the re-arrangement allowed a 
gap about 1 mm wide between the apex of the cross and the edge of 
the coin, as well as a similarly-sized space between the crown and 
the shield, thus giving·more dignity to the whole obverse appearence, 
At the same time as changes were effected on the obverse of the 
lower denomination Pillar coins, the assayers' initials were reduced 

·-in number- to one, the F being omitted, This devei°opment must,· . 
according:to mint rules, have indicated that some reshuffling of mint 
respons·ibilities t_ook place,. with Manuel de Leon assuming personal 
charge.~f the thre~ lowest-value pieces, The remaining initial, M, 
was switched to the reverse, replacing the right-hand mintmark, and 
its place on the obverse was filled by R for real on the 1- and 2-
reales coins, and by a rosette on the ½-real. This alteration was 
so obviously correct that Lima and Potosi adopted it unhesitatingly 
(see Figures 25, 26) wh~n their machines began ·to work, whilst 
Guatemala (Figure 27) used it rather eccentrically for the½- and 
2-reales, but not for the real, Twenty years later, the crowned 
shields of the Mexican gold series were modified along similar lines 
(Figure 22) with the other mints progressively following suit, 

Figure 22. The designs on Spanish American gold 
coins were modified along similar lines to the 
changes imparted to the low-denomination Pillar 
Coinage in so far as positioning of the mark-of
value and the assayers' initial(s) were concerned. 
Left - Gold 8 escudos minted in Mexico City in 
1743 with assayers' initials to left of shield, 
mark-of-value to right, and mintmark to each side 
of the pendant on the collar of the Order of the 
Golden Fleece, Right - Gold 8 ~scudos minted in 
Santa Fe de Bogota (Columbia) in 1777 showing 
a late, revised design with the mark~of-value to 
the sides of the shield, the assayers' initials 
to the right of the pendant and the mintmark 
(NR monogram) to the left of the pendant. This 
latter design was first used on Mexico City gold 
in 1762, 
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The deaths of kings have repercussions far beyond the exalted realms 
of politics and economics. Though under the ground, six feet would 
serve them Qll, their space allocation on a metal coin depends 
directly on their name and number, The monarchs concerned in the 
ooZumnario epoch were : 

RULER NAME LENGTH ON 8 REAL ES (in mm) 

MF.XTr.() r.T'T'V T. TM!J. -Pn'T'nc: T - - ---- , ------
PHILIP V 25 - 29 -
FERDINAND VI 28.5 - 30.5 28 - 29 

CAROL US III 29.5 - 31. 5 31 - 32.5 

For the three low denominations, each king rated three letters only, 
so the substitution was simple. With the major coins, however, the cross of 
the crown intruded into the legend between the I and the S of HISPAN 
(see Figures 19 and 20) for the Philip V pieces so that when Ferdinand VI 
su_cceeded his father, space requirements changed, By using a rather ugly 
contraction, Mexico reduced the demand for extra space to 2 or 3 mm and 
absorbed it by diminishing the intervals in the first half of the legend 
(Figure 23). When Charles III came to the throne and reason forbade the 

. ... .... 

Figure 23. Full set of Mexico City Pillar coins 
struck for Ferdinand VI over the period 1747-60. 
Obverse legends for the three lowest denominations 
xead FRD,VI,D.G.HISP.ET IND,R, and for the two 
highest denominations, FERDND.VI,D.G.HISPAN.ET 
IND.REX 

... . i; . 
...; ·- . 

. 
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dropping of any one letter from the latinized version of his name to 
turn the latter into another six-letter abbreviation, the second 
addition of 2 - 3 mm could not be coped w~th in the same way as the 
first. The solution therefore adopted was to position the intrusive 
cross between the Hand the I of HISPAN and then diminish the inter
vals appropriately in the second half of the legend (Figure 24). That 

Figure 24. Full set of Mexico City Pillar coins . 
struck for Charles III over the period 1760-71. 
Obverse legends for the three lowest denominations 
read CAR.III,D,G.HISP.ET IND.R. and for the two 
highest denominations, CAROLUS.III,D,G.HISPAN.ET 
IND.REX 

this was •not understood or perhaps was not accepted by all the die
sinkers at the Mexican mint is demonstrated by the interesting 
variations that occurred between 1761 and 1765, Though Peru minted 
no dos mundos under Philip V, on the death of Ferdinand, it made 
the same change as Mexico without the vacillations (see Figures 25 
and 26). Guatemala faced the problem earlier when its operations 
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(c) 

( d) (e) 

( f) 

Figure 25, Selection of Pillar coins minted in 
Lima, Peru. (a) to (c), 2-, 4- and 8-real pieces 
atruck in the name of Ferdinand VI, whose name 
has been abbreviated to FED on the first of these 
coins rather than the normal FRD, and to FERDND 
on the two highest denomination coins. (d) to ( f), 
2-, 4- and 8 real pieces struck in the name of 

-e~arles III (shortened to CAR on the 2 reales, 
and re~ding CAROLUS on the 4- and 8-reales); note 

~he two different crowns atop the pillars on the 
8 reales reverse - they were the same prior to 1770 . 
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FiguPe 26. Selection of Pillar coins minted in 
Viceroyalty of Peru (Captaincy-General of Charcas) 
at Potosi; all are in the name of Charles III. 
Three denominations are illustrated : 1, 4 and 
8 reales. 

commenced in 1754, for the abbreviation chosen there was FERDIND, 
very little shorter than CAROLUS and then solved it wholly by 
squeezing, though some die-sinkers, especially in the latter king's 
reign, found themselves forced to place the cross of the crown below 
the I of HISPAN (Figure 27). All these changes, with their separate 
solutions, witness that the mundos y maPes ("worlds and seas") had 
a living, developing design, 

• . 
(.b.} (_c;)_ 

en lh.l (i) 

• 
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Figure 27. Selection of Pillar coins minted in 
Guatemala. (a) to (d), ½-, 2-, 4- and 8-rea·l 
pieces struck in the name of Ferdinand VI, whose 
name has been abbreviated to FERD on the two low
denomination pieces and to FERDIND on the two 
high denominations - note that the crown on the 
obverse of the 8 reales has its cross below the 
I of HISPAN. (e) to (h), ½-, 2-, 4-,and 8-real 
pieces struck in the name of Charles III, whose 
name has been abbreviated to CARO on the lowest 
denomination, to CAR on the 2 reales and reads 
CAROLUS on the 4 and 8 reales. 

The numismatic history of the Pillar Coinage 

Two very striking features of the Pillar dollar, distinct but related, 
are first the vast area of the world in and for which they were 
produced and secondly the much larger area in which they were accepted 
as the preferred currency. 

Minting began in Mexico City on the 29th. March 1732 in the presence 
of the viceroy; the superintendant of the mint, Don Jose Fernandez 
de Veytia y Linaje; the chief die-sinker, Fransisco Monllor; and many 
other dignitaries and technicians. An alternative date for the start
up of the Pillar Coinage production at Mexico City has been suggested 
as being the 25th. February 1732, but has little supportive evidence; 
a few trial pieces (see Figure 28) might have been struck on the 
earlier date, 

Figure 28, Obverse of a 4 reales minted at Mexico 
City in 1732 - the mark-of-value an~ the assayer's 
initials are lacking, but the coin weighs the same as 
standard 4 reales pieces and measures 35 mm in diam
eter. The die used was probably a sample die sent 
from Spain and having ample space provided for the 
assayer's initials and the value to be placed as 
necessary by the mint authorities of New Spain. This 
they obviously failed to do in the case of the 
illustrated coin, the rarity of which suggests that 
very few such specimens were struck and that it might 
ther~fore_be a trial piece. 

Pillar coinage production next started in Santiago de Chile in 1751, 
in Lima in 1752, and in Guatemala in 1754 (this mint had, however, 
produced recortadas ("cobs") of similar design (see Figure 29) since 
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Figure 29. Pillar Coinage cobs· minted in duatemala, 
Left, 4 reales, 1752, assayer J, Centre, 8 reales, 
175(1), assayer J, Right, 8 reales,. 1753~ assayer J, 

1733) ,in Santa Fe de Bogota in 1759 and in Potosi in 1767. Santa Fe 
may have functioned for one year only, Santiago seems to have ceased 
its rather exiguous and sporadic efforts in 1769, and Potosi to all 
intents and purposes in 1770 though Herrera (1914) mentions specimens 
dated 1771, 1772 and 1773 (p.260) and Sellschopp (personal commun
ication) possesses one dated 1772, 

By the real orden of 8th. March 1771, and the real pragmatiaa of 
29th, May 1772, Charles III ordered the supersession of aolumnarios 
by bustos (Figure 30) from this latter date, and although Mexico City 

.. _-:-::;-;;·,- .. 
-~tl-~ 

Fiyure 30. Full set of bustos of Charles III struck 
at Mexico City between 1772 and 1789, when similar 
coins were struck in Charles IV's name, Denominations 
range from the½ real (left) to the 8 reales (right), 
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struck at least two, Guatemala several, and Lima many of the former 
in that year (1772), production did indeed switch, Thereafter, we 
have the royal profile and right shoulder vestido a la heroioa oon 
olamide y laurel ("dressed in heroic fashion with chlamys and laurel 
wreath"). On the reverse, a coat-of-arms is flanked by pillars, and 
the laurel edge is replaced by oadenato por quadrado, eslabonado 
uno de redondo y otro de frente ("milled chain with alternating 
square and circular links"). So the first Bourbon was the first King 
of Spain to appear on the gold coinage of the New World, and one of 
his sons the first to shine on the silver, 

At its zenith from 1767 to 1771, the oolumnario was being minted in 
the virreinatos of Nueva Espana and Peru, the Nuevo Reino of Granada, 
the Captaincies-General of Guatemala and _Chile, and the Villa Imperial 
of Potosi - indeed, the whole of Central and South America apart from 
Portuguese Brazil (see Figure 32, opposite). Yet even this enormous 
domain was dwarfed by the lands in which it was gladly received and 
used (see Figure 31, below). Overstamped in various ways (see Figure 
33 overleaf), it circulated in the Azores, Canada, the Philippines, 

Figure 31, World ~ap showing areas in which Pillar 
Coinage (especially the 8 reales) circulated - such 
regions are cross-hatched, 

the Netherlands, Great Britain, Jamaica, Martinique, Brazil, Montserrat, 
Mozambique, Portugal, Santa Lucia, San Vincente, Tortola, Guadalupe and, 
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Tropic of C3ncer 
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Equator 

Capricorn 
======== 

Figure 32, Map of Central and South America showing 
geographical limits of Viceroyalties and Captaincies-

General in 1717 and the locations of mints that struck 
Pillar Coinage (underlined), 
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Figure 33. Spanish American Pillar Coinage adapted in 
various ways for use in other parts of the world : 
(a) Australia - New South Wales five shillings or 
"holey" dollar of 1813 struck from a Ferdinand VI 
Mexico 8 reales dated 1757. (b) Barbados - half dollar 
c. 1732-1799, cut half segment of a Mexico 8 reales. 
(c) Canada - a Mexico 8 reales dated 1765 with a 
variety of the GR/5/0RD countermark; now known to be 
fraudulent, these countermarks-of which 6 varieties 
are recognized - were originally thought to stand 
for Georgii Regis anno quinto Ordinatione meaning "by 
Ordinance of the fifth year of King George III", 
whereby the dollar had been tariffed at six shillings 
in the colony of Quebec; examination of the Ordinance 
supposedly quoted shows clearly that countermarking was 
considered to be a kind of mutilation which was for
bidden. (d) China - chop marks have been punched onto 
the reverse of a Mexico 8 reales dated 1763. (e) to (1) 
Dominica - Pillar Coinage with heart-shaped piercings 
used from c. 1761 to 1765; the piercings have four 
distinct groupings : Type I, c. 1761-64, crude heart
shaped piercing with curved sides and bevelled edges 
(see e, a 2-bitts made from a Mexico 2 reales of 1743; 
f, a.- dollar made from a: 1746 Mexico 8 re ales); Typ~ II, 
c. 1764, true heart•shaped pierci~i ~ith bevell~d edges 
(see g, a dollar made from a 1·757 Mexico 8 reales); Type III, 
c. 1765, po~nted heart-shaped piercing with patterned border 
(see h, a dollar made from a Mexico 8 reales dated 1745) 
Type IV, c. 1765, a blunt heart-shaped piercing, almost 
triangular, with a patterned border around the edges on 
both sides (see i to 1 inclusive, which show denominations 
from a half-bitt made from a 1736 Mexico ½-real, to a 
bitt made from a 1753 Lima 1-real, to a two bitts made 
from a 1740 Mexico 2-reales, to a dollar made from a 1755 
Mexico 8 reales). (m) Islas de Madura - a counters tamp on 
the reverse of a 1767 Mexico 8 reales. (n) to (q) Jamaica -
1758 - Pillar Coinage countermarked on both sides in the 
centre of each coin with GR floriate within a circular 
indent; denominations range from a Lima ½-real of 1756 to 
a Lima 1-real of 1757 to a Lima two-reales of 1756 to a 
dollar made from a Mexico 8 reales of 1757. (r) Montserrat -
¼-dollar made by counterstamping the reverse of a 1756 
Mexico 2 reales with a crude couped cross. (s) Mozambique -
8 reales made by counterstamping a Mexico 8 reales dated 
1764/3 with an incuse MR monogram, (t) and (u) Philippine 
Islands - t is a Mexico 8 reales of Philip V, assayer MF, 
counterstamped with a crowned F.7. 0 in a circle and struck 
in the period 1832-34; u is a similar Mexico 8 reales 
counterstamped with a crowned Y.II. within a circle. 
(v) Tortola - c. 1805-24 Type II Countermark, a ¼-dollar 
made from a cut quarter segment of a Spanish-American Pillar 
8 reales countermarked with a crude TIRTILA in a key-shaped 
indent. (w) and (x) Trinidad - w is a ½-Bitt (or sixpence) 
made from a cut half segment of a Lima 1 real, assayer JM, 
dated 1759, lacking any countermark; x is a Mexico 2 reales, 
1764, assayer M, with a small incuse T stamped into the 
reverse (probably a private mark). 
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after independence, in Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador and Costa 
Rica, Without overstamps, though occasionally bearing merchants' 
"chops" (Figure 33d), it circulated along the China coast and far
ther south, as well as in North America where it served as legal 
currency until 1857, even after the minting of the first dollar in 
1794 for which it is said to have provided the formal symbol (the 
$ sign is believed by some to have been derived from the two Pillars 
of Hercules wrapped around by the ribbons which originally bore the 
·PLUS ULTRA motto), 

The aolumnario in fact won as wide acceptance as the Byzantine 
solidus and for a similar reason - it maintained its value by 
virtue of its intrinsic worth. The fineness of the silver was 
reduced to 11 dineros (91.663%) in 1729; on 18th. March 1771 it 
was again surreptitiously lowered to 10 dineros 20 granos (90.266%). 
Thus, for virtually the whole of the columnario epoch, the level of 
purity was maintained with the fitting result lyrically described 
by Perez (1948) 

"Desde el desierto de Gobi hasta las orillas del 
Amazonas y Hudson, y desde la Gran Muralla de 
China hasta el aontinente Australiaao, impero 
este espeaie" 

("This coin reigns from the Gobi desert to the banks 
of the Amazon and the Hudson, and from the Great 
Wall of China to the continent of Australia",) 

and, translating 
"In the history of coins, there are also gold and 
silver disks that crossed the borders of the 
country that struck them and received acceptance 
and honour in distant places. Of this group the 
Dos Mundos of Spanish America is the one that has 
commanded acceptance in more lands and in a 
greater area than any other coin that has been 
minted by Man". 

Perhaps the most flattering compliment of all was paid to it by 
Denmark, when Christian VII in 1771 and 1777 had a remarkably 
similar coin struck for use in Greenland (Figure 34). 
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Figure 34. Danish Asiatic Company silver one piastre 
dated 1771P struck in Copenhagen for use in Greenland; 
Christian VII (1766-1808) was ruler of Denmark at the 
time. Left: obverse, showing crowned coat-of-arms 
surrounded by the legend CHRISTIANVS.VII.D.G.DAN.NOR. 
VAN.GOT.REX X 

Right : reverse, with crowned globes flanked by 
crowned Pillars of Hercules with sea below and ISLAND 
GRONIAN FERO in three panels, surrounded by legend 
GLORIA.EX.AMORE,PATRIAE X 1771 X 

Centre : Enlargement of the reverse. 

The total silver out-turn of the three major mints in a period aggreg
ating some 62 years was considerable, This is naturally reflected in 
the wide circulation of the coins. The Mexican production alone was 
estimated by Pradeau (1978) to be $431,877,605, whilst Arguelles 
(Diccionario de Hacienda) stated that between five and six million 
duros (used here to indicate the value, not any particular denomina
tion of coin ...•• one thousand duros might thus be composed of 400 
8-reales, 800 2-reales, 800 1-reales and 1600 ½-reales) were minted 
annually in the early years of the eighteenth century rising to eleven 
million in the middle and reaching eighteen million by 1780 These 
figures suggest a similar overall total to that proposed by Pradeau. 
Herrera (1914) also arrives at figures which are basically the same as 
Pradeau's, amplified by the gold mintage. All three authors doubtless 
used the same source from which to derive their conclusions. 

At Lima, Gartland calculated 130 million duros were minted between 
1748 and 1790, or an average of over three million annually. This 
indicates a produc~ion of some 55 million duros during the eighteen 
years from 1754 to 1772 - figures which accord well with Medina's 
examination of the Memorias deZ virrey Amat. 

For Potosi, no figures have been seen by the author of this article. 
However, an early comment on the work there was 11 De Zabor perfecta~ 
acunada en voZantes de media cuerpo~ de produccion Zimitada" (meaning 
"of perfect workmanship, minted by middle-sized stamping mills with 
limited capacity" •.•. this last word might alternatively translate as 
"output"). If this statement be married to current appearances of 
Potosi's Pillar Coinage on the market, the author guesses that mintage 
figures approximate to one million duros coined in 1767, about two 
million in 1768, three in 1769 and over four in 1770. 

From Santa Fe de Bogota, only three or four coins survive, so minting 
was negligible. 

Santiago de Chile struck appreciably more, though still extremely few 
with an average of three thousand duros in each of the years from 1751 
to 1754, rising to about twenty thousand thereafter, 

For Guatemala, too, figures are lacking but an extrapolation from 
present market offerings suggests a production of the order of 250,000 
duros for 1754 and 1755, half a million for each of the next two years, 
and an average of a million a year for the remainder of the period, 
though in some years such as 1765 and 1772, minting of 8 reales must 
have been exiguous. 
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To sum up, total production of aolumnarios from all the mints of the 
New World over their working spans probably approximated to 513 million 
duros, Of this, Pradeau informs us that 851,285 marks 2½ ounces were 
collected in Mexico between 1772 and 1776 and melted down. Assuming 
that similar proportions of columnarios were salvaged for recoining 
in Lima, Guatemala and Potosi, we find that over 8½ million duros 
were destroyed, thus reducing the initial total to some 504 million -
a vast quantity when viewed in the light of present-day production 
of currency for any large industrialized state and bearing in mind 
the cash economy that is such a feature of the modern worid. 

How was it then employed? 

And by how much has it been diminished over the past two hundred 
years ? 

The usage of the Pillar Coinage 

Though increasing towards the end of the 1760s, colonial requirements 
of coinage were small, so that the bulk of both gold and silver coin 
was shipped to mainland Spain. Of this, some 40% usually went to the 
Crown, being tax revenues plus the quinto real ("the royal fifth"), 
whilst the remainder consisted of payments to individuals for goods 
and services, During the reign of Ferdinand VI, many such disburse
ments must have been made in "pieces of eight" since no coins of this 
denomination were minted at home for thirteen thrifty years. Then 
once landed in the peninsula, an estimated two-thirds of the money 
went straight abroad again in settlement of debts, with the rest 
following more slowly to buy necessary imports. Consequently the 
world-wide distribution began early, and a good deal reached the 
Middle and Far East, where prices for precious metals were about 
double those prevailing in Europe. 

But what portion of the colonial despatches reached Spain in the 
first place ? 

Thoughts fly at once to losses by piracy, but a glance at the 
"historical background" opening section of this article (pages 184 -
188) will show that this had been largely a seventeenth century 
practice, and that a series of agreements with Britain and Holland 
and ending with the Treaty of Ry swy ck with France in 169 7, terminated 
the long covert wars in West Indian waters. Yet though the Caribbean 
was brought within the normal conventions of war, peace and diplomacy, 
the chief change was that henceforth formal wars replaced irregular 
marauding, with lucrative trade providing a more substantial prize 
than all the doubloons and pieces-of-eight of the captured treasure 
fleets. This in its turn led to such dislocation of the escorted 
sailing system between Vera Cruz and Porto Bello that only five fleets 
made the voyage in thirty-six years - a fact which caused the whole 
scheme to be reviewed and, in 1789, to be abandoned. The change also 
led to a strengthening of the Spanish land and sea defences in the 
West Indies under French pressure and guidance, with the result that 
the British attacks on Cartagena and on Santiago de Cuba in 1740 
were failures. 
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The effects of all this on the specie were various. Losses due to 
unnatural causes were reduced because the Spanish were more frequently 
aware when danger thre~tened and so were able to avoid it, Pillaging 
and sacking were on a smaller scale than in the seventeenth century 
largely by reason of the improved defences. And Spain had only one 
declared enemy - Great Britain - in place of three. On the other hand, 
the world-wide circulation of the coins aggravated their natural 
wastage as well as making it more difficult for collectors nowadays to 
bring representative groups of Pillar Coins together again from the 
ends of the earth. 

Let us glance for a moment at the cargo salvaged from the East Indiaman 
HoZZandia, which foundered in July 1743 off St. Agnes in the Scilly 
Isles when outward bound for Batavia. Her silver plate, according to 
the account-books of the Dutch East India Company, amounted to 129,700 
guilders in Spanish, American and Dutch coins. But in what proportions ? 
Of those recovered by Rex Cowan and his team in 1972 and auctioned in 
the following September, 825 were Pillar dollars, with 32 four reales, 
2. twos and 2 ones of the same design; 57 were eight real cobs, with 
13 fours, 7 twos and 3 ones, whilst only 374 were ducatons. In other 
words, imported Mexican columnarios exceeded the native equivalents by 
two to one in spite of their travelling in a Dutch bottom to a Dutch 
possession! And of the former, one hundred had only been minted the year 
before the shipwreck and 263 in 1741, so their speed of movement to 
the Low Countries had been considerable, With such evidence in mind, 
it is not surprising to learn from Sebastio Manrique, the Portuguese 
Augustinian missionary friar, that the Fukien traders considered Plata 
sa sangue ("silver their life-blood"), and most especially that that 

~silver in larg~ vart ori~±nated in th~ New World. 

Although only fifteen of the forty years in which ambos mundos were 
struck, were spent in active warfare, and five or six more rendered 
particularly perilous by privateers, they were sufficiently contin
uous to break the habit of sending a treasure fleet to Spain every 
year and to cause the American authorities to seek fresh markets for 
their major export. These were at hand, More silver was required 
internally to cover local transactions. Writing at the end of the 
eighteenth century, Humboldt estimated the annual value of agricul
tural produce of New Spain alone at 30 million pesos, of minerals at 
25 million, and of manufactures at 7 to 8 million. More silver, too, 
was required for the steadily increasing population within the ever
widening frontiers of America, for it was only in this century that 
Baroque building reached its apogee and that militarization commenced, 
at first with a few companies for viceregal protection and by 1762 with 
permanent forces for the defence of the Indies. Then much had to be 
sent to Manila and could be sent farther across the Pacific where many 
Far Eastern merchants snapped it up at twice the European price. The 
final outcome of all this was that although the actual minting of 
mundos y mares might have totalled some 513 million duros, hardly half 
that amount can have reached Spain, and almost all of that would have 
been rapidly dispersed throughout Europe in payment of debts and for 
goods and services. The balance was distributed around the New World 
and the countries on the far side of the Pacific, with a very small 
percentage on the beds of every major sea and. ocean in the world. The 
sobriquet of mundos y mares has a dual significance ! 
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Summary and conclusions 

From this brief account of the origins, development, history and 
usage of the Pillar Coinage, something will, I trust, have been 
gathered about its fascination also, 

The design has rarely been equalled and never surpassed, either for 
aesthetic beauty or for its singular suitability for the countries 
it had to serve, As pieces of money, Pillar coins were an outstanding 
sucriess, winning acceptan~e iri parts of the world for which they had 
not been predestined. 

As collectors' items Pillar coins have yet further attractions. First 
and foremost, they are usually in good condition, partly as a result 
of their excellent design and partly because the other metals with 
which the silver was wittingly or unwittingly mixed must have given 
t~e coins a strength and hardness which has enabled them to resist 
wear over the centuries. So, for those who aim at "one of everything", 
a single specimen admirably represents the coinage, For those whose 
objective is one of each value of each reign of selected countries, 
there is again no difficulty. Pillar coins may also fulfil the wants 
of those who like to collect a single size of coin, since they come 
in the five common diameters of 38-40 mm, 32 mm, 22 mm, 20 mm and 
16 mm. For the rich investor, there is the 4 real series; for the 
most modest the ½-real series; for those in between, a choice of 
the other three values. And for those whose interest lies in 
acquiring as many coins as they can in the best condition they can 
afford, the columnarios have everything to offer that they could 
desire, Most importantly, they offer variety and development within 
a general uniformity, They resemble sonnets or ballades in that 
within a strict outward form they are capable of innumerable varia
tions. The flan of the 8 reales for instance fluctuates from 35 mm 
to 42 mm, Spacing of letters and of sections of the legends differ 
widely from coin to coin of the same date and mint, so that rarely 
does one find an exact duplicate, and even then one might find the 
duplicates differ in their laurel-leaf edging, or in their having 
Chinese or Philippine Chinese chops (though these marks are far less 
common on Pillar coins than on the majority of pieces circulating in 
the Far East since they were generally accepted by the traders 
without demur. Then, whilst major variations are well known, many 
minor varieties are probably as yet undescribed, so careful invest
igation might easily enable one to enlarge the sum of numismatic 
knowledge, One of the rules of the Mexican mint at least was 
"When minting duties permit, die-sinkers will engrave 20 or 30 dies 
of each denomination, omitting assayers' initials and the numerals 
of the date so that spares will be available at all times" (Cuando 
las labores de acunacion lo permitan, los oficiales de la falla se 
encargaran de grabar 20 o 30 cunos de cada denominacion sin las 
iniciales de los ensayadores o los digitos del ano para que sirvan 
de repuesto en todo tiempo). Not all the officials omitted the date 
digits with the result that, at the turn of the year, there were 
frequently several dies which had to have the final number restamped; 
at the end of each de~ade, this could involve the penultimate number 
only or both ten and digit. More rarely, when assayers changed,· 
instances occurred of the overstamping of their initials. So the 
series' collector is provided with a further interest and this 
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practice, common in Mexico, rare in other mints, supplies some of the 
needs of that other collector who seeks variants on the norm. Finally, 
for the one who strives to assemble every variant struck in a single 
year, however minute the differences - all existing dies for instance -
this is exactly his/her cup of tea for, since both output and standards 
~ere high, a large number of the dies was used annually,and more in the 
higher than in the lower values because of the greater force that had to 
be applied to produce the higher reliefs on thicker metal. 

So, with something to offer almost every kind of numismatist, the case 
for the coZumnario rests. 
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Discovering antique maps. 
Publications. 

Catalogue of the Hollandia 
treasure. Penzance. 

Historia de Ibero-America, 
Barcelona. 

Shere 

The Spanish seaborne empire. 
Hutchinson. 

A history of Latin America. 
Penguin Books. 

The 'Dos Mundos' pillar dollars. 
Philippine Numismatic Monograph #1. 

Numismatic history of Mexico. 
Durst, New York. 176 pages. 

Mapping the world. Abelard
Schuman, London. 

El Consejo Real y Supremo de las 
Indias. 2 volumes. Sevilla. 

Decorative printed maps of the 
fifteenth to eighteenth centuries. 
London, 

Landmarks of map-making; an 
illustrated survey of maps and 
map-makers. Phaidon. 

Maps and map-makers. Bats ford, 

Catalogo de los Reales de a Ocho 
Espan-0lesi Madrid, 

Virgil Brand : The Man and his Era; Profile of a Numismatist, 
Bowers. Q,D, 1983. Price U,S.$29.00. Publishers : Bowers and 
Merena Galleries Inc,, Wolfeboro, New Hampshire. 248 pages -
numerous black-and-white photographs throughout the text; 8 colour 
plates. 

Virgil Brand formed one of the world's largest (probably THE 
largest) coin collections ever assembl~d by a single person. 
He was born in mid-January 1862 in Illinois, but his family and 
he moved to Chicago before he reached school age. Virgil's main 
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leisure-time interests revolved around coins, which he began to collect 
in 1889 and continued to add to until shortly before his death in 1926. 

One of the many fascinations that numismatics holds for its most faith~ 
ful adherents is making friends with people who have similar spare-time 
activities and who would otherwise have remained strangers. Discovering 
how and when they started to collect, what influenced their collecting 
careers, how they related their professions to their pastimes, what 
contributions they made to furthering specialized numismatic studies 
and to popularizing the hobby, and so on. 

With this highly personal aspect of coin collecting in mind, I welcome 
Dave Bowers' most recent book to my library. 

In his inimitable style of combining facts, photographs, and extracts 
from written records, the author has produced an absorbing insight into 
a man who was arguably the greatest collector to have lived. Bowers 
subdivides his account of Virgil Brand into a logical succession of 
chapters 

1. The life of Virgil Brand 
2. 19th. Century numismatics : the beginning through 

1889 
3. Virgil Brand and numismatics 1890-1899 
4 • Virgil Brand and numismatics 1900-1909 
5 . Virgil Brand and numismatics 1910-1919 
6 . Virgil Brand and numismatics 1920-1926 
7 • The legacy of Virgil Brand the years 1926-1932 
8 . The legacy of Virgil Brand : the collection is 

dispersed 

It is obviously impossible to understand completely the motivations of 
someone whose most vigorous and productive days were some 50 to 100 
years ago. Bowers succeeds in providing his readers with close to such 
a complete understanding, though, and his book is a must for those of 
us who are interested in people related to coins as well as in coins 
themselves. Perhaps some readers who have well-defined, yet seemingly 
unobtainable, objectives in their collecting will be inspired to try 
harder or persevere longer in order to attain those objectives. 

Speaking personally, I would like to see several other books written 
about numismatic "greats", whose achievements deserve to receive the 
same detailed attention Bowers has lavished upon Brand's. These books 
would: be, as Dave Bowers' _presen,t. book is, potential sources of 
inspiration, fascination and self-realization to today's collectors. 

************************************ 

FROM THE SALE ROOMS 

Summer is traditionally the slackest period of the year for sales of 
art and antiques, Of the mere seven auction catalogues I have received 
that describe coins and medals which came under the hammer between the 
beginning of July and the end of September, three are from Sotheby's 
and four are from Glendining's. 
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The earliest of the Sotheby catalogues contained Roman and European 
coins and medals from the collection of ••••• who else but ••.•• yes ! 
you've guessed the answer ••••• Virgil M. Brand. The sale took place 
in Zurich on July 1st. I do not have the "Prices Realized" list for 
the sale, but five particular highlights from amongst many outstand
ingly beautiful and rare pieces that must have commanded spectacular 
prices are : 
Lot 4 - a legionary gold aureus of Mark Antony seruck c.32-31 B,C. 
in an unknown eastern mint; obv. a galley to right with a standard 
placed on the prow; rev. Aquila between two standards, LEG VI below; 
aZmost EF, onty two other recorded specimens (estimate 45,000 to 
50,000 Sw. Fr.). . 
Lot 13 - a gold aureus of Matidia, Trajan's niece, struck in Rome; 
obv. Matidia's draped bust facing right; rev. Matidia as Pietas 
standing left, placing her hands on the heads of two children (Sabina 
and Matidia the you~ger); good VF and extremety rare (estimate 28,000 
t o 3 5 , 0 0 0 S w • F r •. ) • 
Lot 63 - Galerius Maximian as Caesar, 293-305 A.D., gold medallion 
of 5 aurei minted in Trier; obv. Galeriu~• bust, laureate and cuir
assed, facing right; rev. Mars advancing right carrying spear and 
military trophy; EF, onty one other exampZe known (estimate 250,000 
to 300,000 Sw •. Fr.). 
Lot 196 - German State of Stralsund whilst under the rule of the 
Swedish king Ch~rles IX, gold 10 ducats of 1662; obv. ari arrowhead 
within an elaborate baroque frame; rev. a crowned Habsburg eagle 
with an orb on its b reas·t; good VF, the on Zy known exampZe ( es tim
ate 50,000 to 70,000 Sw.Fr.). 
Lot 201 - an English Charles II pattern crown, 1662, by John Roettier, 
struck in gold; obv. laureate bust of the king right; rev. crowned 
crucifo~m shields around a Star of the Garter, interlinked Cs in the 

· angles; good VF, extremety rare (estimate 60,000 to 80,000 s~. Fr.). 

The next Sotheby auction took place on 20th. July in London, and 
comprised 896 lots of Ancient, English and Foreign Coins. The top 
price of sl5,000 was paid for lot 610, a gold 24 ducats of the Hall 
mint in Austria struck during the reign of Joseph I (1705-11); 
obv. armoured laureate -bust right wearing Collar of the Golden Fleece; 
rev. crowned laureate Tyrolean eagle; EF, weZZ struck, and of the 
highest rarity (estimate, sl5,000 to 20,000). Lot 636 was another very 
rare coin, a gold 2½ doppie of Genoa, Italy, dated 1671; obv. plain 
cross within beaded circle with pellet at end of each bar, and five~ 
pointed star in each angle; rev. *ET*REGE*E0S*l67l*I,S,S.* around 
Madonna holding baby Jesus in left arm, sceptre in right hand; Vf, 
and an apparentZy unrecorded date for this extremety rare denomination 
(realized s5,200 on an estimate of s3,000 to 3,500). An interesting 
Canadian coin in this sale was a Quebec, Bank of Montreal halfpenny 
dated 1838; obv. side view of bank, BANK OF MONTREAL around, 1838 
below; rev. city arms, BANK TOKEN HALFPENNY around; VF and rare 
(realized s320 on an estimate of slOO to 150; lot 697). 

Of the Glendining sales, the highest price realized by any of the lots 
was s7,600 for lot 101 of the 6th. July sale of British Orders, Decor
ations & Medals. This comprised an important K.C.B., C.M.G. group of 
considerable South African interest, awarded to Major General Sir John 
bartnell and containing 11 different orders and medals and their 
corresponding miniatures. 

************************************** 

. I 
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FRONT AND BACK COVERS 

Enlargement of the pattern 8 reales produced in 1729 by Francisco 
Hernandez Escudero. 

The design for the Pillar Coinage is undoubtedly one of the best in 
the history of coinage. It combines boldness and beauty; shows 
remarkable balance of space, emblems and legend; and lacks unnecessary 
fussiness and extravagan~e. 

Obverse : 

. . 

Crowned arms of Castile and Leon quartered with pomegranate 
below and the Bourbon escutcheon of three fleurs de lis 
in centre; around is the legend PHILIP.V.D.G.HISPAN.ET. 
IND.REX (petalled floret) 
A pair of crowned pillars, the left with a ribbon bearing 
the word PLUS, the right with a ribbon bearing ULTR; 
between the pillars are overlapping globes representing the 
western (to left) and eastern hemispheres; above, a crown; 
below, waves; around is the legend VTRAQVE VNUM, the mint
mark (two crowned Ms-, Madrid), and the date, 1729 with 
petalled florets for stops separating the various sections 
of the legedd~ 

I 

I 

-I 
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REGINA 
co,N CLUB 

COIN WEEK 

NORTH AMERICA 

AUCTION SALE 

CONSIGNMENTS WANTED 

**DONATIONS WANT:S·D**DONATIONS WANTED**DONATIONS WANTED**DONATIONS WANTED** .. 
FOR THE REGINA COIN :CLUB'S SECOND ANNUAL COIN WEEK NORTH AMERICA AUCTION 
SALE TO BE HELD AT THE SEVEN OAKS MOTOR INN DURING THE CLUB'S SPRING SHOW. 

TWENTY-SEVEN MEMBERS RESPONDED TO AN APPEAL FROM THE CLUB'S BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS LAST YEAR AND DONATED NEARLY A THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH OF COINS, 
TOKENS AND OTHER NUMISMATIC MATERIAL TO THE FIRST OF OUR COIN WEEK AUCTIONS. 
THE PROCEEDS WERE PUT INTO A SPECIAL ACCOUNT THAT WILL BE USED TO HELP 
FINANCE THE DAY-LONG SYMPOSIUM, ASPECTS OF THE NUMISMATICS OF NORTH AMERICA, 
SCHEDULED TO BE HELD JULY 16th. 1985. THIS YEAR'S PROCEEDS WILL BE PUT TO 
THE SAME USE. 

SO PLEASE BE GENEROUS ••••• IF YOU DID NOT GIVE ANYTHING LAST YEAR, MAKE UP 
FOR THE OVERSIGHT NOW. IF YOU DID GIVE LAST YEAR, THE SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT 
YOU SHARED WITH FELLOW-DO~ORS MUST HAVE MADE YOUR SUPPORT SEEM VERY WORTH
WHILE, AND YOU WILL PROBABLY WISH TO REPEAT THE FEELING. 

LET'S SEE IF WE CAN MAKE THE 1984 CATALOGUE EVEN MORE IMPRESSIVE THAN THE 
1983 ONE WAS BY WAY OF THE QUALITY OF THE LOTS OFFERRED. WE HAVE A GOOD 
START WITH AN ELIZABETH I SILVER SHILLING, MILLED, SMALL-SIZED FLAN 
(S 2592); EVENLY TONED ; OBVERSE ABOUT FINE, BUT LIGHT SCRATCH ACROSS BUST; 
REVERSE FINE, BUT WITH FOUR SMALL DIGS; i.m. STAR (1560-66).IN EXCESS OF 
400 YEARS OLD, THIS ATTRACTIVE ENGLISH COIN SHOULD REALIZE MORE THAN $60. 

DONATIONS SHOULD REACH THE CLUB SECRET.".RY BE.FORE 30th. MARCH 1984 SO THAT 
THEY CAN BE GRADED AND CATALOGUED~ IF YOU PREFER NOT TO SEND THEM BY POST, 
PLEASE CALL 522-0616 TO ARRANGE PELIVERY OR PICK-UP. 

YOUR FELLOW-MEMBERS ALWAYS APPRECIATE EVERYTHING YOU ALL DO FOR YOUR CLUB!! 

. I 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

It's time for reflection as 1983 ends and 1984 starts. 

The past year has seen the Club's rejuvenation continue, thanks greatly 
to our Club Secretary, Chris Gilboy. Well attended and successful Spring 
and Fall Shows were the rule, trends that I hope will continue in the 
coming year. Chris has lined up a good selection of guest speakers for 
1984, so I anticipate that attendance at our monthly meetings will pick 
up. Much work goes into the planning of our regular meetings, and those 
who prepare a presentation deserve to have a "full house" to hear about 
their collecting speciality. Turn-outs over the past couple of years 
h.ave generally hovered between 10 and 20; for a Club with about 100 
members, these numbers are most disappointing. Perhaps the change in 
oath day (from Fridays to Wednesdays) and time (from 8.00 p.m. to 
7.00 p.m.) will help to improve attendance. 

Chris has been joined by a growing group of willing people who want 
to help prepare for the 1985 Canadian Numismatic Association's Annual 
Convention due to be held in Regina. Hosting this event will be a major 
undertaking for the Club. We will need a lot of help from all of you 
if we are to make the most of our opportunity to attract record numbers 
of delegates, casual •visitors and dealeis to the Convention, thus 
turning it into a long-to-be-remembered success for all participants. 

1984 is an ambitious year, with our Club's plans to market a Trade 
Dollar for Regina in addition to our Third Coin Week North America 
pin-backed badge. 

Please, all of you, help us as much as you can to make the coming year 
the best yet for the Regina Coin Club - YOUR Club. 

All the best, 

r 
JIM SMALLEY 

*************************************** 

FROM THE EDITOR 

Another year has flashed by ••••••• 

An auspicious year for the Regina Coin Club by whatever yardstick it be 
measured - financial turnover (please glance at our 1983 Statement which 
appears a little further on into this Bulletin), our increased variety 
of activities (summarized in "1983 in Review"), the greater participation 
by our members in helping the Club realize one or more of its various 
goals (by attending and/or addressing meetings, by assisting at shows, 
by subscribing to and/or writing for the Quarterly Bulletin, by donating 
to and/or buying at the Coin Week Auction, and by taking part in any of 
our sundry other undertakings any of which would have failed dismally 
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without you), the recognition we have received by way of awards 
(remember our last QB, pages 167-170 ?) and media coverage (no 
fawer than THREE FULL-PAGE articles in Canadian Coin News and 
many shorter articles in this and other major North American 
numismatic newspapers and journals), and so on. 

Like all Clubs, the health of the RCC is completely dependent upon 
us, its members. If we care for the Club and give to it in whatever 
ways we can ••••• some time, some energy, some extra funding ••••• we 
enable it to flourish and give back to its members (and to the 
public) far more than any of us as individuals lose. The Club then 
grows on a steady foundation - and with _this growth, our pride in 
what we are accomplishing as an organization dedicated to serving 
numismatists everywhere also increases. 

As we have given ••••• so, perhaps, we receive ••••• 

This message of unselfishness has been given to countless numbers 
of people every Christmastide for almost two thousand years. Its 
meaning should never be forgotten by any of us who hear it in any
thing we do. In so far as· it applies to our belonging to the Regina 
Coin Club, we as members should frequently ask ourselves "What can 
we do for the Club ?" rather than "What- on earth is the Club doing 
for us ?'' Answers to the latter question will become transpareritly 
clear (if ;hey are not immediately ap.parent) when you involve 
yourselves: more closely with one or some of the RCC's many functions. 
Never think that there is nothing you can do for it, for you would 
be grossly deceiving yourselves. · 

Each and every one of you can help in more than one way 

Members of the Executive can share more in assuming the increasing 
workload of a flourishing organization. Each knows, · or should make 
it his/her business t~ know, the inpui necessary to operate our 
programmes and can accept greater responsibility towards ensuring 
the success of those programmes. 

Members-at-large can give the Executive their ideas (constructive, 
of course), can help with providing manpower when such is needed 
(especially in publicizing our Shows in your neighbourhood), can 
write for the Bulletin (we are most anxious for original contrib
utions that have not been published elsewhere), can recruit new 
collectors into our ranks, and so on. 

We can justifiably be proud to belong to an organization that has 
progressed far in several directions over the past three or four 
years. But we have a long way that we can still go as far as serving 
numismatists and the general public is concerned. If we are ever to 
come close to realizing our full potential, we must share ••••• 

Please share ••••• 

Best wishes to each and every reader for 
peaceful 1984 

and 
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NEW MEMBERS 

We take great pleasure in welcoming into the Regina Coin Club two new 
Senior members, two Juniors and one family of five. One of the Senior 
members and the Family membership actually take effect as from the 
beginning of 1984; the others decided to take out 1983 membership in 
order to receive these Quarterly Bulletins. 

Who are our new members? 

The Seniors are Neil Aitken of British Columbia, a school teacher who 
collects tokens of western Canada (application accepted at the RCC 
Quiz night, October 21st.) and Ian Edwards of Regina who specializes 
in military badges and medals related to the Canadian and British 
armed forces (application accepted at RCC Regular Meeting of 18th. Nov.). 

The Juniors are Noel L. of Regina, a 16-year-old student who is mainly 
interested in Canadian, America·n and European coins and paper money 
(application accepted at the Quiz night, October 21st.) and Kevin C, 
also of Regina, aged 14, who collects ·Canadian, American and English 
coins and who was admitted to the RCC on November 18th. 

Our new Family member is made up of five Davidson, Saskatchewan, 
residents - th~ir chief numismatic interest . is directed towrds Islamic 
coins; the Al Ks'. application was accepted at the RCC Annual General 
Meeting held on J4th. Decembe~. 

The ready-established members of the Regina Coin Club extend to each 
and every newly-joined member our best wishes for your long involvement 
in our organization ••••• please do not hesitate to let us know how you 
feel we can improve our service to you for we are keen to do our best 
for everybody. 

******************************************* 

CLUB NEWS 

Unbelievable though it seems, Regina Coin Club business has been more 
hectic than ever as you will see from reading the next few pages •••••• 

i) GENERAL MEETING: An Ordinary General Meeting was held at the 
Co-Operative Insurance Building on Friday 18th. November. It began at 
8.10 p.m. with the evening's Educational Section, and was attended by 
seven Juniors, eleven Seniors and three guests. Three short presentations 
by Junior members were scheduled. Gilboy introduced the first speaker, 
Jenea T., .who started to describe her display of Royal Wedding Coins. 
Unfortunately, Jenea had to stop almost immediately because the slide 
projector she was using jammed and then suffered a burned out bulb. 
Whilst a replacement projector was being fetched, the evening's 
programme continued with the next presentation on "Collecting low
denomination Canadian Coins", jointly given by Paul Hornung and James 
Branvold (written up in detail by these two members in this issue of 
the Quarterly Bulletin in Section 7 : "Junior Members' News and Views")• 
The specific denominations dealt with were the small cent, first struck 
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in 1920, through to the nickel dollar, which has been regularly struck 
since 1968. James spoke first, making the introduction and detailing 
the cents, the nickels and the dimes. Paul then dealt with the quar
ters, the half-dollars and the dollars. The speakers agreed to answer 
questions, of which several were forthcoming. 

Michael N. then delivered his talk - "Hockey Coins of Canada". These 
"coins" were made of plastic or metal, and were first put out by 
Shirrif Jellies; they featured a picture of a hockey player on one 
side of the "coin" (the picture is printed on a card roundel) and some 
details of the player on the other side. More recently, Calgary Fl mes 
dollars have been issued. Also, a medallion was struck to commemorate 
the 1972 Canada-Russia series of hockey ·games. Michael concluded his 
talk by inviting his audience to examine a display that he.had set up, 
and by answering a few questions. 

Almost on cue, Dave M. brought in the replacement projector. Jenea 
resorted her colour slides and reatarted her presentation. After 
describing the items that had made up her Fall Show display, Jenea 
recounted the steps that _she had taken in deciding upon her layout, 
and the accessory materials that she had us~d. She then pointed out 
what improvements she intended to make before_ re-exhibiting the same 
display at the '85 CNA Convention. Finally, Jenea stated her opi~ions 
as to why making up dispalys is an important aspect of collecting. A 
lively discussion ensued on what· criteria make for a good display, and 
on whether Aifferent criteria should be used in judging Junior displays 
as compared with Senior displays. With particular relevance to the 
judging at the Fall Show, appreciation was felt for those judges who 
had commented at length on the Junior displays, with suggestions for 
improvement and opinions as to the exhibits' strengths and weak
nesses. 

In closing the Educational Section, Gilboy complimented all the speak
ers for their finely-prepared talks - all had written down what they 
wanted to say, and had evidently spent much time in putting their 
presentations together.· Such efforts for the first of the Club's 
"Junior Nights" boded well for the future. Members present applauded 
the speakers - after each presentation and in a final show of 
appreciation. 

Following a shor~ coffee-break, the evening's Business Section was 
formally opened at 9.10 p.m. by Club President, Jim Smalley. 

The minutes of the Club's previous formal meeting, held on Friday 16th. 
September, were adopted without being read out - this resulted from a 
motion proposed by Dennis N. and seconded by Ken T., and passed 
unanimously. 

Two new members were then voted into the Club on a unanimous decision 
of the meeting. The members were Junior, Kevin C., and Senior, Ian 
Edwards. 

Two letters were read to the Club under item 3 on the Agenda - "Corr
espondence Received". The first was from Ron Pope of Minot concerning 
treatment he had received at the hands of the Canadian customs at 
TITrn•fori 'DR.,.flB1 •. 'i'Pll!o'l'I ha ~.1'B2!1 IUI "'"'"foll ton t"na li'!:11 l ~nn'l'.J - t"r,:::a.Qt'.m~nt. which 
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led to Ron's immediate return to Minot. The Secretary informed the 
meeting that letters expressing the grave concern felt by RCC Show 
organizers about this incident and its possible long-term effects on 
CNA Convention attendance by American dealershad been sent to the 
Honourable Mr. Eric Berntson (Minister of Economic Development and 
Trade) and to the Honourable Mr. Jack Klein (Minister of Tourism and 
Small Business), both in the Provincial cabinet. Ken T. pointed out 
that the Club should actually h ·.ve contacted Federal authorities as 
the incident did not directly involve the Provincial Government. The 
Secretary replied that a letter to Canadian Customs was planned, but 
that the Provincial Ministers had first been contacted to soli~it 
their support - they,too, were involved to the extent that Saskat
chewan is now supposed to be "Open For Business", yet business-people 
appear on occasion· to be turned away at the u.s.-canadian border ! 
Morley Bogues motioned that : 

THE grave concern felt by the Regina Coin Club at the refusal 
by Canadian Customs officials at North Portal· to allow Mr. 
Ron Pope, a coin dealer from Minot, North Dakota, immediate 
passage into Canada to attend the Regina Coin Club's 1983 Fall 
Coin and Stamp Show - despite M. Pope's fully complying with 
instructions he had previously received from Canadian Customs -
be communicated to Canadian Customs an~ Excise by letter. 

The motion was passed unanimously after having been seconded by Ken T. 

Morley, again seconded by Ken T., further proposed that : 
CANADIAN Cus~oms with - if n~cessary - the assistance of Canadian 
Immigration be requested to provide the Club with their precise 
requirements from dealers entering Canada from abroad to attend 
hobby shows that vary in duration from two to five days so that 
the Regina Coin Club can inform such dealers accordingly. 

This motion was unanimously adopted. 

Dave M. stated that he had seen an article in the Leader Post com
plaining about Customs procedures. He thought an Ottawa address had 
been quoted to which complaints should be referred ••••. he would try 
to find the address in case the RCC Board of Directors might wish to 
write there, too, to complain. 

The second letter was from D~vid Alexander, Editor of the Numismatic 
Literary Guild, officially notifying the Club about its Quarterly 
Bulletin's being awarded the NLG plaque for the relevant circulation 
category in his organization's competition for publications. 

Moving on to the "Continuation of Old Business", the QB Editor said 
that pressure of coping with other Club functions had again delayed 
issuing the RCC QBs for June and September. The former was in the 
typewriter, and had reached page 55, but was long and would not be 
completed for several more weeks. Subscriptions to the 1984 QBs 
would not be requested until all four 1983 QBs had been distributed to 
members unless demanded by logistics and saving of Club postage costs. 

In the Post Mortem of the Fall Show, Gilboy clarified the situation 
regarding the damage to the Regency Ballroom for which the Club might 
be held responsible, and about the misplacing of the coffee station on 
the Saturday. Morley was unable to present a financial statement as 
all invoices had not yet been received - e.g. from the Hotel Saskat-
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chewan. Mary J. said that she had found the breakfast disappointing 
for the amount it had cost - the food, in her opinion, had been cold 
and unappetising; however, Mary complimented the Hotel Saskatchewan 
on the imp .ccable service, which had been both friendly and courteous. 
She pointed out that the light~ng in some areas of the Regency Ballroom 
was rather dim, and suggested that all dealers in future be advised 
to provide their own table lamps. Several members said that they had 
heard some dealers complaining about the amount of business they had 
conducted. Gilboy replied that he had spoken at length with every 
dealer at the Show - none had expressed serious complaints apart from 
a B.C stamp dealer early on (his criticisms had been vehemently 
retracted by the end of the Show). To back up the general dealer 
satisfaction, Gilboy pointed out that 28 Spring Show tables out of 
the available 35 had been reserved by Fall Show dealers, and even 
though some options to buy tables might not be taken up, this situation 
was a w~lcome one. 

In an update on the Spring '84 Show, Gilboy said that the only inform- . 
ation that might interest members was the number of tables already 
sold (actual sales totalled fifteen, with three partial sales and four 
reservations w/o deposits •••• some of the tables here were 12-footers, 
bringing the overall number of 8-footers to 28). Jim Smalley asked if 
the dates and venue for the '84 Spring Show had been set. Gilboy · 
reminded the President that these had been decided back in September, 
and that advertis~ng posters had already been printed with this 
informatio~~ 

Covering the Fall ~how '84, Ken T. said he had not yet received any 
statement from the Regina Inn about rental fees for the Elizabethan 
Room. Therefore a decision was taken by the meeting to postpone 
selection of the '84 Fall Show venue until the Annual General Meeting 
on the 16th, December. 

The Schedule of Events 1984 was next discussed. Gilboy informed the 
meeting of the three speakers who had so far agreed to address the 
Club next year - Dean Neald, Nick K. and David M. He asked for 
recommendations for a fourth person. Mary J. said that she would 
approach John J. to see if he would offer to give a presentation; she 
would let the Secretary know his decision as soon as possible. 

Jenea T. said that she thought the Junior Members' Night had been most 
valuable, and suggested that it should be repeated next year. Dennis 
pointed out that the Senior Members' Night had been exceptionally 
poorly attended and doubted. that this should be included again on the 
Schedule. Gilboy pointed out that a partial explanation for low 
attendance on the evening in question might be its having been at the 
start of a holiday weekend. The change in day of our '84 meetings 
might help increase attendance. Concerning our Annual Quiz - Dennis 
offerred to be in charge of making up and presenting questions in 1984. 
Dennis asked if consideration could be given to holding two auctions. 
Gilboy said he would support this move, but someone other than he would 
have to catalogue items for the second sale (which would presumably be 
a non-donation one) as he was prepared to work only on the Coin Week 
North America Donation Auction catalogues. No-one volunteered to pro
duce the· catalogue for the second auction~ so the matter was dropped, 
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Moving on to the Regina Trade Dollar Programme for 1984, Shinske and 
Gilboy said that no decisions had yet been reached by City Council 
to validate the proposed dollar for a certain period of time for use 
within Regina, nor by the Regina Chamber of Commerce to allow the 
RCC use of the obverse die(s) made for the Chambers's five-year series 
of R.C.M.P. Commemorative Trade Dollars. Jack stated that he was still 
trying to find the dies for the earlier "Buffalo Bucks" issued for the 
Regina Exhibition Association; their obverse had been very popular 
amongst collectors of Trade Dollars. Roy Miller offerred to try to 
trace the whereabouts of the dies used in making the RCC's 1959 CNA 
Annual Convention medal which had featured the Club's crest; these 
had been engraved by Birks Jewellers. Jack motioned that :. 

A contest be set up for RCC members to design.the reverse of 
the 1984 Regina Trade Dollar; suitable designs should be 
submitted to the Club Secretary on or before the 15th. January 
19 84. 

Chris Gilboy seconded the motion, which was passed unanimously. Gilboy 
suggested that a three-member panel of judges be asked to select winning 
entries - the panel might comprise one RCC member, one City of Regina 
alderman and one representative of the Regina Chamber of Commerce. If 
more than one design is deemed suitable, the other chosen designs could 
possibly be employed in making the 1985 Trade Dollar (and beyond). 

In updating the members about the preparations for the 1985 CNA Annual 
Convention, Gilboy announced that the first meeting of the Convention 
Co mm i t tee w o u 1 d .. b e at 7. 0 0 p • m • , ·Tues day 2 9 t h • November 19 8 3 at the 
usual premises. He also showed artwork he had prepared for the RCC's 
nconvention Letterhead", and gave his opinions as to the colour scheme 
to be used. He asked for comments.,None was forthcoming, either of 
approval or objection. 

Under New Business, the Coin Week North America button was discussed 
first. Jenea T. asked if the designing of the button could be open to 
competition ••••• ~ilboy said that this might be a good idea for the 1985 
·button and subsequent issues, but not for the 1984 b~tton due to time 
restrictions and to the fact that Club artists' presumable preoccupation 
with putting together designs for the Trade Dollar. Dennis suggested 
that the CWNA design should feature-a·s~ngle coin rather than several 
coins; Gilboy replied that were such a move adopted, the North American 
theme would be most difficult to express as one country only would be 
represented in the design rather than the three that take part in Coin 
Week North America - this would almost certainly have an adverse effect 
on sales, most of which were to the United States (though not by a large 
majority). Chris proposed that : 

A 1984 Coin Week North America pin-backed badge be issued by 
the Regina Coin Club along similar specifications to those 
of the 1982 and 1983 badges, the necessary funding being made 
from the 1985 Symposium Special Fund, into which any profits 
made through sale of badges would be put. 

Jack Shinske seconded the motion, which was passed unanimously. 

In connection with the 1984 Coin Week North America Donation Auction, 
Gilboy said that Morley B. had agreed to act as receiver of consignments. 
Jack proposed that : 

Morley B. be officially appointed as Receiver of CWNA 1984 
auction consignments. 
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Denni~ seconded; passed unanimously. 

Turning to II Any Other Business 11
, Dennis stated his dis approval of the 

length of time the meeting had taken, and asked whether a motion had 
been passed at a previous meeting restricting the length of time of_ 
the Business Section to 15 minutes. Jim Smalley said that he felt an 
hour-long business meeting was not excessive, and that many vital 
items had been discussed, and important decisions taken. Gilboy 
doubted that - with an annual turnover of about $10,000 - it was 
reasonable to expect Club matters to be given adequate attention in 
six 15-minute sessions ..... such skimpy regard for RCC business affairs 
would, he felt, be highly irresponsible. With the ~hange in format 
of 1984 meetings, he expected Business Sessions would - in effect -
be Executive Meetings, and discussions that last from forty-five 
minutes to an hour should not adversely affect attendance by Junior 
or Senior members. 

Jack Shinske then proposed that the meeting be adjourned, a motion 
that received unanimous support, at 10.10 p.m. 

The general consensus of opinion was that the time was too late for 
an auction even though several members had brought coins with them 
for this purpose. In 1984, 25-lot auctions will be scheduled to take 
place immediately after the Educational Section of RCC Ordinary 
General Mee~ings. 

: 

ii) ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: Notices of the change in date of this 
important Club meeting were sent out to all RCC members who were 
considered to be remotely possible participants. The evening's speaker, 
Howard Scraper, was unable tb attend the AGM if it were held as 
originally planned on Friday 16th. December; the Meeting was therefore 
brought forward to Wednesday, 14th. December - a time that was probably 
more suitable for most members in view of the many Christmas parties 

. due to have taken place Friday. 

Thus it was that the RCC President declared the Annual General Meeting 
open at 7.10 p.m.,·Wednesday 14th. December in the Co-operative 
Insurance Building before 12 RCC members (of whom two were Juniors) 
and two guests. 

Dr. Al K. and his family were elected to RCC membership by the 
unanimous decision of the Meeting. 

With regard to "Correspondence Received", the Secretary reported 
receipt of letters from the Regina Inn and the Hotel Saskatchewan 
offering the Club their terms for renting convention facilities for 
the 1985 RCC Symposium/CNA Convention. 

Jim Smalley then delivered his annual Presidential Address to the 
Club. He pointed out that 1983 had been a successful year for the 
Club : some of the main features included an informative series of 
evening talks with presentations given by Junior as well as Sen~or 
members and well attended Spring and Fall Shows. The Club was 
maintaining its sound financial position, with over $3000 in its 
main Savings Account and other money set aside to put towards the 
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1985 RCC Symposium. A committee had been established to handle the 
early organization of the CNA 1985 Convention, but the President was 
still concerned over the lack of manpower in the Club, a~d over the 
amount of work being left to Chris Gilboy. In 1984, the Club would be 
venturing into producing its first Trade Dollar providing that prior 
approval be obtained from City Hall. Also starting next year, regular 
meetings would be scheduled for Wednesday nights to try to improve 
attendance. 

The Secretary then read out his review of the past year - this is 
reproduced in this Bulletin in section iv of "Club News". 

Morley Bogues said that a detailed financial statement· for 1983 had 
not yet been prepared (this is presented in this Bulletin in 
section iii of "Club News"), but our current bank accounts contained 
the following amounts of money : 

Current account 
Savings account 
1985 Symposium account 

$1249.21 
$3011.65 
$1200.00 

Next, ANA Cer~ificates of Appreciation for services rendered to Club 
Coin Week activities were presented to Murray Koshchuk, Morley Bogues, 
Jim Smalley and George White. 

The election of the RCC's Board of Directors for 1984 was the next 
item on the Agenda to be dealt with. The following RCC members had 
agreed to remain 1n their present positions 

Jim Smalley President 
Scoop Lewry Vice President 
Chris Gilboy Secretary 
Morley Bogues Treasurer 
Natasha Kolat Junior Director 
Dennis Naphin Director 

Nominations from the floor were requested. Chris Gilboy asked Dave 
MacDougall if he would consider becoming a Director. MacDougall said 
he had no objection to letting his name stand to fill one of the two 
vacancies created by the resignation of Jack Shinske and Jim z. George 
White agreed to allow his name to stand for the second vacancy, and 
then asked about the duties of the Junior Director. He was informed 
that the Junior Director-is essentially responsible for looking after 
the concerns of the RCC's Junior Members and to write brief articles -
somewhat along the lines of "From the President" and "From the Secret
ary" - for each issue of the Quarterly Bulletin (to go in "Junior 
Members' News and Views"). The messages should be directed specifically 
at the Junior Director's fellow-Juniors. The Junior Director should 
obviously try his/her utmost to attend the Club's regular meetings. 
Discussion followed as to whether there should be an election for this 
post, or whether it should be expanded to comprise two people. Gilboy 
said that in his opinion an enlarged Board of Directors with two 
Junior Representatives might be advantageous in that Juniors would feel 
their interests in the Club were being well looked after. Stan~- pro
posed that : 

THE number of Junior Members on the Regina Coin Club's Board of 
Directors be expanded to two from the present one, provided 
Junior Members interested in serving as Directors could be found. 

Morley Bogues seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously. 
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George White nominated James Branvold and :Paul Hornung as prospective 
Junior Directors to stand against the already-nominated Natasha 
Kolot. T.he two candidates present at the Meeting (James and Paul) 
were asked to leave the rqom whilst voting took place. The results of 
the election were : 

James Branvold 
Paul Hornung 

Elected unanimously 
Received all votes except 
which was given in favour 
Natasha Kolot 

one, 
of 

The Meeting then moved on to consider "Old Business". Members were 
informed that no change had . taken place as regards table-bookings for 
the 1984 Spring Show apart from one request for a refund as the dealer 
would be unable to attend ••••• ten other tables remained free. The 
Hotel Saskatchewan had asked the Club to consider moving the 1984 
Fall Show to the weekend after the one presently booked there (i.e. to 
hold the show on the 27th. and 28th. October instead of the 20th. and 
21st.). The RCC Show organizers investigated whether such a change 
was feasible, but found that it was not as the Saskatoon Show has 
been booked for the 27th. and 28th. October. However, the organizers 
are looking into the possibility of transferring the venue to the 
Regina Inn. 

Gilboy told the Meeting that the 1984 Schedule of Events should be 
ready by the end of January. John Johnson had tentatively agreed to 
present a ~~lk about Canadian Paper Money, but several more speakers 
were needed to t'\11 the open Educational Sections of Ordinary Meet
ings. Questions were raised about whether to have the Auction on 
Good Friday : the general feeling was to hold it on the Saturday at 
the Seven Oaks Motor Inn. 

The 1984 Regina Trade Dollar Programme presently appears likely to 
be given the go-ahead by City Council. A letter from the Chamber of 
Commerce was read out - it stated that the Chamber felt obliged not 
to allow the RCC the use of its Trade Dollar dies as · it (the Chamber) 
did not have the authority to permit the Regina Coat-of-Arms to be 
used by any other organizations, and all the possibly suitable dies 
were dated (1976-80) and would have to be defaced for current usage. 
The Meeting decided to approach City Council for permission to use 
the Regina Coat-of-Arms if this is part of any suitable designs that 
are submitted. Notices concerning the competition to design reverses 
for the proposed Trade Dollar would be circulated to RCC members as 
soon as possible - they would specify entry requirements and describe 
the prizes for the winning entry(ies). 

The design for the 1984 Coin Week North America button was shown to 
the Meeting. 2500 buttons have been ordered. Discussion about the 
location and manning of information booths during Coin Week North 
America ensued. In 1983,a booth at the Northgate Mall had been 
successful, but booths at the Main Branch of the Royal Bank and at 
the Golden Mile had not attracted too much public attention. The 
Meeting agreed that the Victoria Square Mall ought to be popular with 
shoppers, and that the Royal Bank should not be considered for our 
1984 booth-locations, which would be operational Thursday evening only 
during Coin Week (April 15th. to 2lst.). 



ROOINA COIN CIDB 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

JANUARY 1 TO DEC~·IBER 31, 1983 

NK BALANCE A.3 OF JANUAHY 1, 1983 
,I 

MBEasHIPS 
ARTERLY BUTJ,-;;:-!IN SUBSCRIPTIONS 
!URSE TABLE IENTALS 
TTON SALES 
S. lXCHAUGE ON ABOVE 
IOR ADMISSION 
iCTION 
tAMSFER FROM SAVINGS AND ADJUSTMENTS 
:scfil.UNEOU5 : _ 

- ADVER?IS:EMENT RERJND $ 50 .OO 
- SUNDAY BREAKFAST F/SH.0'.'1 150.00 
- SHOW Sil.LS (BOOKS, E'rC.) 31.00 
- 3QUI~:~~T a3NTAL 50.00 

TOTAL INCCJ!,IB 

~ CORRECT: 

M. BOGUES, ~R 

$ 441.00 
1+75.00 

4,575.50 
1,291.83 

132.30 
1,757.00 

893.58 
448.50 

281.00 

$10,295-71 

AUDITED .\t'ID FOUND AS STATED 

a. 
J tt. ~~ / ~-_:-,-~ 

/AUDITOR 

~XP3NSE3: 
- . 

._/rRANSFER TJ SVG 1 3 ACCT. & NELJ ACCT. (85 SYMPOS.) 
'HALL RENTALS: KE~TINGS & COIN SHOWS 
BUTTONS: ~·mA & /01A/NCW .. 
ADVERTIS~ENTS 
ZEROXING/PRINTTIJG/PHOTOS 
POSTAGE & ?.O. BOX RENTAL 
PRIZES : DOOR/DISPLAY /QUIZ 
NEW DISPLAY CASSS : Yi.ATERIAL & HARDWAHE 
SUNDAY BREAKFAST/COFFEE (FALL SHOW) 
STATIONERY 
CWB SIGNS (3) 
-~A MAILING LIST/CNA EXHIBIT BOOKS 
LICENCES/TRADE DOLLARS 
BOURSE TABLE REFllNDS 
SECURITY* 
ENTERTAilr·!SNT 
BANK SERVICE CHARGES, ETC. 
DUES & REGISTRATIONS 
~ISCELLANEOilS iECEIPTS 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

* Spring Show Only 
- Fall Show Paid in Jan/84 

(Cheque lost in Mail) 

N~l' BALlt'1CS AS AT YR.t\a Et'JD: 
FINANCIAL ?JSITIJ!·i AT YJi'jR END 

ClEhlENT ACCOU!'{T · 
SAVINGS ACCOUNT 
1185 11 SYMP0S. ACCOilNT 

TOTAL 

$ 390.18 

$1,400.00 
952.00 
813.07 
687.55 

1,850.12 
796.24 
573.82 
10a.5a 
291.25 
242.07 
2J3.17 I 

120.78~ 
117.00f 
262.68 : 
140.oo 
84.0J 
76.95 

140.95 
129.54 

$9,624.80 

$1,061.09 
3,010.71 
1,225.59 

$5,297.39 
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iii) 1983 FINANCIAL STATEMENT : .This year's statement reflects the 
rapidly escalating flow of funds into and out of the Club's several 
accounts. Members might be interested to compare some of the figures 
that appear on the statement shown on page 240 with those of the past 
3 years (see December 1982 Quarterly Bulletin for ftill 1982 
Financial Statement) 

1980 1981 1982 1983 
Net Revenue 2,859.55 2;449.00 5,673.86 10,295.71 
Net Expenditure 2,873.02 3,094.33 5,600.22 9,624.80 
Year-end bank balances 
a) a) Chequing Account 1,053.12 406.54 390.18 1,061.09 

b) Savings Account 2,521.19 2,892.22 3,000.81 3,010.71 
c) "85 Symposium" Account 1,225.59 

The past two years have witnessed annual doubling of our turnover; 
the volume of business that the RCC is involved with has grown largely 
in response to the Club's need to make its name known and respected 
amongst North American numismatists well before the 1985 CNA Annual 
Convention comes to Regina. To this end, our outlay on xeroxing and 
postage costs together in 1983 almost amount to the 1980 revenue and, 
indeed, exceed the 19 81 ·revenue. 

Any questio~s from members regarding our current finances will be 
welcomed •••• we shall try our best to answer them to the enquirer's 
satisfaction. • 

iv) 1983 IN REVIEW: 1983 has been another outstanding year for the 
Regina Coin Club. 

At a local level, we have been entertained and educated by some truly 
excellent presentations that have covered widely differinl fields of 
numismatics - Coins of the British Empire and Commonwealth countries 
in Africa; gallantry awards (the Victoria Cross); commemorative 
medallions (British coronation medals); how to buy and sell coins; 
and a number of brief accounts given by both senior and junior members. 
Attendance at these presentations has been disappointingly small -
typically numbering between 15 and 20 people - and at first glance 
makes the speakers' hard preparations seem unworthwhile. This work 
has, however, generally been (or will be) adapted for publication in 
our Quarterly Bulletin. The whole Club membership can 'therefore, if 
they choose, benefit from the knowledge and research studies of the 
authors/speakers. And that members are prepared to continue making 
these efforts despite poor turnouts is obvious from the fact that our 
1984 Schedule of Meetings has been quite easy to draw up. It is a 
well known fact that the speakers themselves who learn most from 
preparing their addresses, for they have to familiarize themselves 
intimately with their chosen subject(s). 

The Quarterly Bulletins have been sadly slow in ~roduction owing to 
the heavy workload of the edito¼ in other Club-related projects. 
However, the main feature articles for the first two 1984 Bulletins 
are ready for typing, so the editor hopes to catch up by about June 
1984~ The Club can proudly display another two awards for its 1982 
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Bulletins - one from the Numismatic Literary Guild, the other from 
the Canadian Numismatic Association, both for the year's best publi
cation in the relevant category - to add to the two (CNA, ANA) earned 
by its 1981 Bulletins. 

A third award we received was a plaque for second place in the Coin 
Week Canada scrapbook contest. Our Coin Week activities are another 
source for pride - information booths, a souvenir button that proved 
to be as popular in the States as it was in Canada, a highly success
ful fund-raising auction, and a profitable Spring Show. The Club owes 
much gratitude to the generous members who submitted material to the 
auction, and to ·the buyers without whom success would not have been 
achieved. 

Our Fall Show was a fitting highlight close to the year's end, 
featuring as it did some excellent collectors' displays, the largest 
and most varied bourse seen in Regina for many years - perhaps the 
best since the Club starte4 - and a satisfactory public attendance 
numbering more than 600 people in total. The CNA Educational Forum 
held on the Sunday morning of the Fall Show attracted an audience of 
some 40 listeners hearing some very_ good presentations delivered by 
out-of-town speakers of high numismatic standing. The still-growing 
popularity of our Shows is proved by the heavy selling of tables for 
our Spring '84 Show to dealers attending the '83 Fall Show. This 
trend bodes well for attendance at the 1985 CNA Convention that the 
Regina Coin CluQ will be hosting. This increasing interest in our
Shows by dealers and exhibitors has necessitated our expanding our 
stock of display cases. Already w~ have twelve more to add to the 
nineteen the RCC has possessed for many years, and during 1984 should 
have a further thirty. One member, Morley Bogues, has set an admirable 
example of unselfish endeavour on behalf of the Club by ·undertaking 
the manufacture of the cases more-or-less single-handed. 

Turning attention to the Convention - preparations are now well under 
way. The Convention Committee has been formed, with some of the Club's 
strongest and most innovative supporters agreeing to take responsibilty 
for looking after all the-major functions involved. I appeal to the 
rest of our membership to give whatever assistance might, in due course, 
be requested from them. We have the potential ability to host an 
absolutely fantastic Convention. Our reputation as one of the foremost 
numismatic clubs in North America has spread rapidly throughout the 
continent over the past two years, and is likely to consolidate itself 
firmly between now and mid-'85. Mounting a truly supreme Convention 
is an exciting challenge which the RCC is without doubt capable of 
meeting. The Convention Committee has had its first meeting. Working 
Groups and Think Tanks are in process of being formed. Convention
headed notepaper has been printed and will be circulating to every part 
of North America during the next 18 months. The RCC is starting to roll! 

For me, one of the most exciting developments of the year has been the 
increased active participation in the Club of some of its junior mem
bers. Juniors took part in the auction, exhibited at the Fall Show, 
have submitted articles for their own section of the QB, and - perhaps 
most commendable of all - have delivered short informational addresses 
to the membership at a recent meeting. I look forward to the day when 
we can recommend one or more as CNA and/or ANA Outstanding Young 
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Numismatist of the Year. It is a recommendation that will have to be 
earned - but we have juniors who are obviously capable of contributing 
significantly to the hobby. I just hope they decide to realize this 
capability. 

One of my bitterest disappointments has been the apparent dormancy 
of the School Programme, but it is not a programme worth resurrecting 
unless the Club has a dedicated School Programme Director. I appeal 
to any member who has the time and the motivation to promote the 
Programme to the School Boards, to the teachers and to the students, 
to offer his/her services to the Club. You are much needed. The 
infrastructure for this Programme has all been set in place - it 
merely needs to be promoted and strengthened. The Programme is close 
to my heart, but I simply have no time to supervise it effectively. 

So although I have mentioned many Club operations in which we can 
take great pride, we cannot afford to be complacent. Indeed, no sign 
of-complacency within the Club exists. On the contrary, we have some 
exciting new projects lined up for 1984 and 1985. Apart from the rare 
challenge of mounting a superb Convention, we have a Regina Trade 
Dollar Programme in advanced stages of preparation. We are attempting 
to organize a Symposium in conjunction with the Convention - a 
Symposium· that will feature several of North America's most respected 
numismatists as speakers. We have our third Coin Week North America 
pin-backed badge to produce and sell •••. our hopes are that sales_ 
will be ev~n better t~an they were for our first two badges. We intend 
to publish an improved, expanded General Information and Sahedule of 
Events 1984 containing inserts that : 

i) describe the '85 Convention/Symposium 
and ii) give all recipients a chance to join the Club 

by enclosing a Membership Application form. 
Our Quarterly Bulletin will maintain its present high quality and 
will, we hope, continue to win awards for us. We are investigating the 
feasibility of publishing our past Feature Articles in book form. 

Our efforts will, with luck, keep on attracting the attention both of 
North America's numismatic press and of our local communication media. 
Perhaps this attention will be focussed even more closely on the Club. 

We can look back on 1983 with pride. 

We must look forward to 1984 and beyond with determination to gain for 
the RCC yet wider recognition and a higher reputation. 

Attendance figures at the '85 Convention will provide us with a good 
idea of how well we succeed in this determination. 

v) 1984 IN PROSPECT: Because the specifics of the known 1984 pro
gramme are dealt with in other sections of Club News, this section 
will be brief, made up only of a general statement as follows : 

We, your 1984 RCC Direators, hope that the approaahing 
year will be one that'll be thoroughly pleasing in 
every way, espeaially numismatiaally, to all Club 
members. It will aertainly be a year during whiah we 
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and some of our most supportive fettow-members witt 
be working hard to enhanae further the RCC's good 
reputation and its finanaiat reserves.as we buitd up 
momentum towards 1985. To this end, we are aounting 
heavity on your aontinued - and in some aases, 
inareased - muah-vatued assistanae, We shatt again 
be rendering you a wide variety of numismatia 
serviaes, and invite you to make futt use of them 
for your entertainment, eduaation, and broad numis
matia benefit. 

vi) FIRST ANNUAL NUMISMATIC QUIZ : Our first quiz took place at.the 
Co-operative Insurance Building in the evening of Friday 21st. October, 
just before the Fall Show. It was attended by about fifteen members, 
who included four Juniors and one of our out-of-town colleagues. 
Two dealers here for the Show managed to get along to the meeting as 
we neared its end. Newcomers to our get-togethers are always most 
welcome. 

The evening's atmosphere was light-hearted, for we had no Club Business 
to attend to apart from accepting a couple of applicants into the RCC. 

And the prizes were worth winning - the Senior and Junior·members who 
achieved the· highest marks each received a specimen of the Royal 
Canadian Mint's ~ilver medallion commemorating the visit to Canada by 
the Prince and Princess of Wales along with free tickets to the 
Collector-Dealer Special Sunday Breakfast (where they actually received 
their prizes), 

Who were the winners ? 

From amongst the Seniors, your Club President, Jim Smalley. 

From amonJst the Juniors, Jenea T. 

Congratulations to you both. 

Neither won easily, as nearly all participants had marks in the 20-25 
range. However, no ties for first place occurred, so we did not need to 
resort ro a play-off to decide who took the prizes. 

The quiz was made up of 50 multiple-choice questions compiled by QB 
Editor, Chris Gilboy, from issues of the Bulletin dated March 1982-March 
1983 inclusive. They were exclusively made up of information carried in 
Feature Articles. 

What sort of questions were asked? 

Q.5 A famous saientist was .initiatty appointed aomptrotter 
to oversee the minting operations of the Rosa Ameriaana 
aoinage. He was : 

a) Sir Isaaa Newton (the aorreat answer) 
b) Benjamin Franklin 
a) GaZiZeo 
d) David Alexander Betz 
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Q.11 In 1858, Canada adopted deaimaZ aurrenay minted on the 
same standard as the U.S. bronze and siZver aoins. The 
highest denomination at this time for Canada's new 
aurrenay was : 

a) the dime 
b) the twenty-aent pieae (the aorreat answer) 
a) the quarter 
d) the haZf-doZZar 

Q.18 How many smaZZ Army GoZd MedaZs were aonferred for 
aations against invading U.S. foraes in the "War of 
1812"? 

Q.29 

a) ten 
b) fifteen 
a) eighteen 
d) twenty-one 

(the aorreat answer) 

During the Red River RebeZZion, the Metis imprisoned 
some of the ZoaaZ non-Metis townspeopZe whom they 
distrusted. One of the prisoners was sentenaed to 
death and exeauted on the grounds that he struak the 
Captain of the Guard, and for attaaking the President 
of the ProvisionaZ Government; his name was : 

a) WaZter Saott 
b) CharZes BouZton 
a) Thomas Saott (the aorreat answer) 
d) Thomas BoZton 

Q.40 Two Indian ahiefs heaviZy invoZved in the RieZ 
RebeZZion wePe Poundmaker and Big Bear - both were 
tPied in Regina for treasonous aativity - they were 
found guiZty of aonspiring to raise, and taking part 
in, insupreation and rebeZZion. They were sentenaed to: 

a) Zife imprisonment 
b) death 
a) short jaiZ terms (the aorreat answer) 
d) suspended sentenaes 

Q.43 The first issue of aoins in the worZd to have the 
word "doZZar" insaribed on it was : 

a) the eaPZiest U.S. doZZar, 
struak in 1794 

b) the Sierra Leone Company's 
doZZar of 1791 (the ao~reat answer) 

a) aounterstamped Spanish "Pieaes of 
Eight" used by the Bank of EngZand 
in 1783 

Q.49 BoZivia is named after that aountry's Ziberator 
a) true (the aorreat answer) 
b) faZse 

Q.50 Indian Chiefs in eastern Canada were rewarded for 
their ZoyaZty and ao-operation with the British in 
the 1812-14 war against the U.S. by being presented 
with a speaiaZZy-struak siZver medaZ designed by : 
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a) Thomas Wy on (the correct answer) 
b) Wi'l'liam Wyon 
c) Leonard Wyon 
d) Pistr-ucci 

The quiz was not taken over-seriously, and humourous comments flew 
around the room with abandon. The event was meant to be enjoyed by 
all, and seemed to succeed admirably. 

Dennis Naphin decided that he would prefer to be quizmaster for 1984 
so that he could make up a special set of questions for the 1983 
quizmaster ••••••••• promises eo be interesting !! 

Try not to miss the 1984 Quiz, which will again be held just before 
the Fall Show. 

vii) 1983 FALL COIN AND STAMP SHOW: The 1983 Show was undoubtedly 
one of the best, if not~ best, yet held in Regina. It was attended 
by 38 registered dealers, and by more than 600 visitors (about 500 
paid entries, 100 free entries to youngsters ·16 years of age and 
under in the company of an adult). Club profits from the Show exceeded 
those of the Spring Show by several hundred dollars (see the Financial 
Statement overleaf) •••••• every cent, however, is needed by the Clu~ 
and is put to good use numismatically, and the income is therefore by 
no stretch of the imagination excessive. The Regina shows remain • 
amongst the cheapest to be held in major western Canadian cities as 
far as Bourse Fees charged to dealers are concerned ••••• at the same 
time, our shows draw amongst the highest attendances. This latter 
feature is no cause for complacency ••••• the Shows (especially the 
Fall Shows with their eztras such as Collectors' Exhibits and Educat
ional Programmes) deserve to be visited by at least 1000 people, a 
number which is realistic and - if all our members in and around 
Regina give a few minutes of their time to recommend the events to 
their friends and to distributing ' the miniposters that are sent to 
them - should swiftly be attained. 

The miniposters for our 1983 Fall Show.Zooke~ 
Zike this. Did YOU distribute aZZ those that 
were sent to you? Please help our Shows by 
making sure miniposters are given out, and 
~erhava we wiZZ break that JOOO-visitor ba~rier 
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SATURDAY 22nd. OCTOBER AND SUNDAY 23rd. OCTOBER 

1 n the 

REGENCY BALLROOM, HOTEL SASKATCHEWAN, 2125 VICTORIA AVENUE, REGINA 

FLOOR PLAN 
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JOE GRAHAM REGINA, Sask. 23. 
MARY JOHNSON REGINA, Sask. 24. 
GEORGE FREEMAN VICTORIA, B. C. 25. 
ROY- MILLER REGINA, Sask. 26. 
JAMES ZIEGLER REGINA, Sask. 27. 
SAN PEDRO COINS REGINA, Sask. 28. 
KAMERICAN COINS EDNONTON, Atb. 29. 
J. EM'S COINS AND STAMPS WILLISTON, N. Dakota 30. 
CY QUAYLE SASKATOON, Sask. 31. 
EDWARD HEILMAN MAYMONT, Sask. 32. 
BILL'S COINS PRINCE ALBERT, Sask. 33. 
BOB ARMSTRONG COINS OWEN SOUND, Ont. 34. 
BOB ARMSTRONG COINS OflEN SOUND, Ont. 35. 
E.S. TOTH STAMPS ANO COINS REGINA, Sask. 
ANDY ZOOK COINS ANO STAMPS SELKIRK; Man. A. 
EV STEWART COINS LETHBRIDGE Atb. B. 
COINEX INTERNATIONAL CALGARZ, Jtb. C. 
RAY BUCSIS . MOOSE Ufl, Sask. D. 
BUFFALO WEST COLLECTABLES REGINA, Sask.· E. 
PAUL NADIN~DAVIS OTTAWA, Ont. F. 
C:1111111:'MI:' rnTN ANn ~TAMD· WINNIPEG. Man. G. 

MAURICE O'CONNELL 
MAURICE O'CONNELL 
J & E HOBBY SUPPLIES 
COTY NUMISMATICS 
HAB COINS 
ART ZACHERL 
HALLSTAMPS 
M. W. CRYDERMAN 
CANADA POST 
CANADA· POST 
NORMAN WILLIAMS 
PETER NEWELL 
RON Is COINS 

D & D COINS 
LIVID PENCO 
H. K. COINS 
JOHN KRUGER 
QUALITY ST~MPS 
SANDY BACKUS 
JOHN JAMIESON 

WINNIPEG, Ma1'. 
WINNIPEG, Ma1t. 
REGINA, Sask. 
SASKATOON, Sask. 
SASKATOON, Sask. 
N. BAXTLEFORD,Sask, 
STONY MTN., Ma1', 
PINE FALLS, Man. 
REGINA• Sask. 
REGINA, Sask. 
VANCOUVER, B. C. 
WINNIPEG Man. 
MINOT, h. Dakota 

REGINA, Sask. 
VANCOUVER, B. C. 
MOOSE ~AW, Sask. 

· REGINA, Sask. 
REGINA, Sask. 
N. BATTLEFORD,Sask. 
SASKATOON, Sask. 



Canadian Coin News carried a report about the Sh~w, and our thanks 
go to the editor, John Dinner, for providing the event with such 
fine coverage. For the benefit of those of our readers who do not 
subscribe to Canadian Coin News, the page-long report appears 
opposite._ 

Before giving a few details about the Show that were not included in 
the CCN report, let's glance at the Financial Statement : 

INCOME 

Bourse Table Rental 
Sunday Breakfast 
Door Admission 
Miscellaneous : Book Sale 

Sale of Plaque 
stand 

Equipment Rental 

$27.00 

4.00 
20.00 

EXPENSES 

Secq.·ri ty • 
Hotel Saskatchewan Room Rental 

Sunday 
Breakfast 

Coffee 

$600.00 

241. 25 
50.00 

Photographs 
Printing Perkins Ltd. 

Postage 

Posters/Miniposters/ 
Door Tickets 

City of Regina Licence 
Prizes : Door 

Quiz 
Display 
Display 

Miscellaneous : 

NET PROFIT 

(Senior) 
(Junior) 

Stationery 
Tr~phy Stands 

130.00 

217.26 

109.52 
51.45 

100.00 
50.00 
39.20 
15.00 

$2,285.91 
210.00 

1,037.00 

51. 00 

$3,583.91 

$ 280.00 

891. 25 
42.59 

347.26 
192.68 

35.00 

310.97 

54.20 

$2,153.95 

$1,429.96 

Amongst the members who helped make the Fall Show the success that it 
was~ the following were the busiest : Jack Shinske, Dean Neald, Cec 
Tannahill, David MacDougall. Others also gave assistance from time to 
time - Jim Smalley, for example, and Ray and Mary B. Morley Bogues was 
our photographer. As Show Chairman, I wish to thank each and every one 
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Regina coin show a success 
Camplimell&I abou& - llOIII, toum. paper- to try IO elllUl'8 no 

Ille venue - tbe HoCel 1110D11Y, 10iem, trade repetilloa of Ille en&ry 
Salratcbenll's bealt- dollars, tradition• refusal lakes place in 
liful reaency bail• a! moaey and cam- Lbe fulllre. • · 
roam, propoaed site pai8J1 lllldala.. Wt1e Allolller area o( coo
ior tbe Canadian lfOOder !bat Ibey were ceru ia 1111 damage i.o
Numiamallc Aalocia• admired by IDBDY peo- llic:ted on paintworic and 
uoa•s l9llii annual coo- pie over Lbe weellmd! plas&er in Lbe fte&ency 
venl.ioa'1 boune - 1be lour out«-provillce Ballroom. Hotel of• 
about lbe e1:cellen1 judgef were con• Uc:iala ~ere greaUy 
publicity coverage, and scienli011S in marking upset about I.Ilia, baving 
abou1 Lbe bigb $laDdard tbeir score sbeeta to recenUy spem a million 
o( oroganizalioa were select Lbe top lbree doll.arsinrenovalingtbe 
sbowered on 1111 Regina displays out o( Lbe ten room after an April 1982 
Cain Club's lall coin 111d entnes in 1111 senior sec- lire. 1bey bave asKed 
stamp sbow commi11ee tion ~ Ille display com- Ille club IO reqllllt !bat 
aiembers by all-tbirty• peUtion and to place Ille dealers uaing lbe 
seveadealerspresemat two junior entries. ballroom in future take 
tbil major event a.s well ~·rank Harding won Ille great care to see lbal no 
u by many viailon. ··t>est of sbow'' fDI' his damage occun. 

Tbeir enlbu.sialUc tlbibil Ban1mote1 of Lbe ~·inally, Ille perennial 
respoaae bodes well Royal Haak o.l ea--. problem of dulera 
for lbe future of and ia 1111111111 flnl rec:i• paddng up early wu 
n1uuismallcs and pleat o.1 a bandaome pL■, greaUy ewlen1 on bolb 
pbilalalica in tbil pro- que doaaled by llpps - 5alllrday and Sunday, 
vince a( Sualebewan. Ille colledor's journal wbea tables were abut 
If bigb dealer represen- wlw:b will lmlcelortb be down or diamamled an 
talion becomes a given out amwally. Se- bow' or more before Lbe 
regular leawre of Ille cood place in Lbe senior advertised closing lime. 
sbt ,rs, Sukatcbwan campeutioa went to ~·uwre early closing 
aumismauats and CGi.a o.l 1111 Anlblaa wilbou& Ille eqiras pel'
plli.lalells&s will be able Penlmula, l1llrd Cea- million o( Ille Sllow 
to broaden 111e1r areuof cmy B.C. 18 Ille PreNa& Cbairman willmK be.ac
inter u t a a tbey Day, and Ullrd place to ceplable to Ille club. 
es&abliab contac:1a wi.tb 1be MaJ11111 ol Cola, ··We bave • respoa
lUPPliers o( coins and 151 B.C. te- A.D. JA1. sibllltJ to 1111 public to 
swzips ,bllonglng to Tbe tw-jlmior mmes, give II 1111al '"adver
Olber lbaa Ille Canadian llowy Colaa and Cola liae lll1li1 Ille announced 
senes. . ..ltllougb 1111 !al· Co--•n1ta1 lbe cloain&-tim•. Early 

ter will undoubledly re- Wedding o( Ille Pl'mce slw&-downbe. ·A·-~-.. 1111
• ~~ 

main forever . lbe ud PrlDcaa o1 Wais -- -
framework upoa wtlil:ll werebolbi.mqinalively clubolfldala. 
1111 aatioa'I coileclorll and neaLly arranged., At 8:30 LID. Slmday· 
build up lbelr interat andsoab■redfin&place morning, 34 dealen aad 
in,. and knowledge of, in lbelrcaiegory. club Jlllllllbers plbend 
Lbetwobobbies. Not everytbing lftllt ID tile l:lotel Sullal,, 

. On Ille weellend a( Qc. entirely smoolbly, cbewu'a Slue Ulllllgl· 
IOber:22and23.atotalo( bowever. OC major con- for an informal 
ii11 visitors paid admi> cern 10 tbe club breaifaa. 'lbil cordial 
sillD to 1111 Reguui Coin organlZen was lbe lllt-lO!letber ~ a 
Cub's lall sbow. TIie refuaal by Canadian sbort presentaUon 
event. wu ailO attended CIISIOIIIS offll:era man- ceremony, wbea dllplay 
by 108 cbildren w11o, be- nin& Ille U.S. - Caada winners and top ~ 
1DII under Ille age o( m• Border pOll at Portal to ID Ille club's fin& annual 
teenandlntbecompany allow enuy to a Norlb q1111 received lbeir 
o( an aduU, were given Oallolan dealer from pnzea.. 
free entry. Approx• Minol. Ron Pope lrriv• At 9:15 a.m. forum 
imatelyhalflbevisitora ectatlbepcaat4a.m. moderator,• Chr11 
'ftllt to Ille sbow on Ille lll'llled wi.tb an inVm- Gilboy, i.lllrodnced Ille 
Sa&urday, Ille otber ba!I tory of Ille itam be - fin& speaker, Stanley 
on Ille Sunday. BecaUN bringin& for pmaible Cule, to an audience 
Saturday's opening sale in Regina. He bad whlcb bad grown to 40 
bourl, lOa.m. 10 ll p.m., pnvioully eatablilbed pa'IOIII. Cule .9pOile for 
... .m.1:11 Joager tllall by pbmM c:mmnaUon.l :::: ...,.":1?:;:',~ 
&ala)"I, U a.m. IO i witb Canadian Clallams 

11 
__ ""7.:.'...':"':'!_ 

p.m., IDOi& dulera tb8' sudl an Lnvemory -• - •-
found ._ _. nalld be all llla1.be re- lonm o( ''prkllim'", 
will& slow Ille fin& quired to crou inlo about lbe earllut 
day, bal Yf//f'f brilll tbe ea-la. Baa& tbe at- c:oinagaaU.ydla,abaut 
--1. All, wtlbaut G• fll:lala Oil duty lnlilted Ille enlrJ oC Ille ft-.a 
~ a:pr8Nd ir- tbabe m:lllld alaD baft Republic. OIIIO Iba 
imB'tS& in recurninl for ob&alned a wwtt penm&. mmasmaoo -. 111d 
Ille 191K lall sbDw wllicb IDl1 tb8' bil emry into . aball& Ille maaecary 
11 taaliYely ICbedul,ed Canad• could be cll■nga effected In Ille 
IOI' Ille 1:1a1.ei Saakal, aulborized only by an HomaaEmpirebenr-. 
cbena CID Ucloblr' :ID illlmigmlonofflcer wllo tbe 11111G o( Augusllll 
aad 21. Manoftr, - wwid be COlllin& CID dat- and Ille flnal lnak-up_o( 
llla&liBD wu SIIICb 111M 17 a& 9 a.m. Angry and 11111 grea& pallllcal 111-
o( tile lblrty-five tables fru1lnled, Mr. Pope ltllidiolt lale in Ille llfth 
aY■ilable to dealarl-lor declined to lfti& for Ille C111&111Y lU>. aftar -
Ille Calb'a ~ sbDw live intervening baurs. closing rGarb dl&ail-
1Aplil 2J and 2Z, 1911 at In Yin OIi Ille I.act lbat 1DII bow . C0111S. were 
!be &ma 011i1s MolQr tbe Regina Coin Clllb II made durin& lblir lira 
lnn/, only w,ea re- IObal&LbeCNAeoav- milleaia of producl.ion, 
maimd unsaid •at 1111 UC1D In i.-, 11111 sort o( lilaD amwered a few 
end of Ille 'SI !all sbowl incident cannot be quuliona from ap
What betler valida&ion allowed to bappen un- precial.ive liatenen 
c:ould dealel'I provide to cballeaged, !or tbe club befon 111v1n11 1u .. 
prove lbeir sal.ialadion bopH many U.S. podium bac11 to Ille 
Wltb Ille way ID wtucb dealers will auend Ille lorummodenlor. · 
tbe Kell1D& Coin Uub baune al Iba. ~'OQVen- Uilbay 1.ben s\nflly 111-
rl!IISllll!lbOft°I UOII. 1be Club II taking . l.l'odllced frank Hu-

More 1111111 llf■IIIY up 1111 1111111 WUII - ID ding to Lbe Aaaembly, 
41sp!ay-wenfilled Ille lira Lml8DCeS - trankdallveredamuw
w1111 HDH une liaaltalcbewan·s MIA- tely-reseairched. well• 
llllllliamalic: material ' lllerl of Trade and praciiaed and laVISblY• 
l'llllll1D4' !ND 111'.:IOIIIL li:COllGIIUC Develop- Lllllllraled talk OR tbe 
uad medieval. :&IUD- mm&, '.l'be .lfaoanble benlmoles o.t Ille Kuyal 
amed llllina tbrouilb Enu Bem1aoa, 'Ind of l!,ank o.1 Canada - a talk 
tell IIXldllD milled COin- TClllrl.llD 111111 llmall WDicb held Ille ab9orbed 
lllllL lUld Oil tn wm, IMw!IUL n,. lfllll. ........ AA n l ··-ft-· 

the entire balf-bollr lbal 
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of these members for their support, as well as to anyone else who 
lent a hand •.••• and there were others ••••. some of the dealers, who 
helped set up tables (the Hotel Saskatchewan had been slow in 
preparing the Regency Ballroom for the Show, so we had to do much of 
the table-arranging ourselves) •.•••. our members who had conscientiously 
distributed miniposters .....• et alia. 

I would also like to thank the dealers for showing such confidence in 
our Show - I spoke to every one of them for a considerable length of 
time and not one expressed serious concern with the Show, the venue, 
the visitor-attendance etc. All left well satisfied with the amount of 
business they had transacted .•... practically all will be back for our 
next Fall Show. If any had serious reservations, they did not inform 
the Show Chairman about them, so presumably did not wish any possible 
remedies to be implemented in future. 

The work put into preparing the excellent displays cannot go without 
due acknowledgement to the exhibitors. Thank you one and all. Your 
contribution to the Show was extremely important, and I hope that you 
will all be entering displays again in 1984 ••.. that will be the last 
chance you have to experiment with layouts before the CNA Convention 
in Regina. In order to helv provide exhibitors with ideas for possible 
improvement, each was given a copy of Johnson's and Banning's Exhibiting 
and Judging in Numismatias. The Show's judges are another group of 
people to whom grateful thanks are due ••••. there were four of them, all 
from out of tow~, all long-time numismatists whose expertise and good 
taste are unquestionable. Their comments should help the exhibitors to 
refine their displays for future shows, and for the '85 Convention. 
Exhibitors might not always agree with judges' opinions, but the latter 
should always be given careful consideration for they are never flippant, 
and are always intended to be constructive. Tipps - the CoZZeators' 
JournaZ presented the Regina Coin Club with a handsome plaque to use as 
our BEST OF SHOW AWARD, The first winner of this plaque (thank you, 
Tipps) was Frank Harding for his exhibit "Banknotes of the Royal Bank 
of Canada", winner of the Senior Section of the Display Competition. 
Second in this section was "Coins of the Arabian Peninsula, Third Century 
B.C. to the Present"; . third place went to "The Making of Coins, 650 B.C. 
to A.D. 1983". Only two Juniors entered displays; each were placed first 
by two judges, and so shared top honours in the Junior Section of Display 
Competition. One was entitled "Hockey Coins of Canada'' and the other, 
"Coins commemorating the Wedding of the Prince and Princess of Wales". 

The Special Sunday Breakfast was enjoyed by the majority of the 34 
dealers and RCC members who were present. One or two of the RCC members 
compl•ined abou~ the price of the'breakf~st, saying that they expected 
better food for their $10, but they were in a minority. The other members 
realized that their money is used to help offset the cost of the compli
mentary meals the Club provided to visiting speakers and did not grudge 
the cost. Having spent many hours setting up the Breakfast and the 
Educational Forum that followed, I appreciated the latter attitude of 
mind, where the interests of the Club are given a priority they deserve. 

For the record, the summaries of the talks delivered by the three 
speakers will conclude the description of the 1983 Fall Show. Each of the 
talks was well received by an audience of about 40 people, and each was 
followed by the asking of some pertinent questidns. The topics were very 
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diverse, so most listeners heard something of direct application to 
their collecting or dealing interests. Each speaker who addressed 
the CNA-sponsored Educational Forum was presented by the Regina Coin 
Club with a bound edition of the 1982 Quarterly Bulletin. The Club 
has never heard whether they liked what they got, but we certainly 
hope they did ••••• we felt the presentation to be the most suitable 
way of expressing our appreciation for the time and efforts expended 
by the speakers in preparing their ta~ks. 

Stanley Clute gave the first presentation: Anaient Coins : A Generat 
Survey. 

"The beauty and historical significance of the ancient 
Greek and Roman coinages have long been recognized. The 
earliest coins in the Greek west originated in the area 
of modern-day Turkey, late in the seventh century B.C., 
and the concept spread from there throughout the Hellenic 
world. 

This illustrated talk begins with a brief review of the 
origin and development of Greek v~inage. It then reflects 
upon the coinage of Alexander the Great and the subsequent 
Hellenis~ic Age. From there, the·coinage accomplish-ents 
of the Roman Republic are swiftly examined. This general 
look at aricient coinage finally views. the money of the 
Roman :Empire. 

As this slide presentation is very basic, and time is 
limited, discussion of great amounts of technical history 
are avoided. Some attention is, however, paid to the 
methods of manufacturing coins in the ancient world." 

Stan Clute is well known as the Ancient Coin columnist for Canadian 
Coin News (in which he also has a Question and Answer Column), as 
the First Vice President of the Canadian Numismatic Association, and 
as President of the Calgary Numismatic Society. 

Frank Harding, the Saskatchewan Director of the Canadian Numismatic 
Association, spoke second. His topic was : Banknotes of the Royal 
Bank of Canada. 

"The Royal Bank of Canada issued its first series of 
banknotes in 1901 when its Head Office was still located 
in Halifax. This and subsequent issues are discussed and 
illustrated. Attention is paid to banknote varieties 
that result from such factors as : 

i) obvious design alterations particularly as 
shown by the diversity of portraits which 
were used 

ii) the different Royal Bank officials' signatures 
and iii) the notes' being printed by different banknote 

companies 

The history of the Royal Bank and of several banknote 
companies are touched upon, especially in relation to 
the Bank Act of 1913." 

Kelly Wionzek, proprietor of Coty Numismatics Ltd. of Saskatoon, was 
~hP. third and final aoeaker in the Educational Forum. Bis presentation 
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was about Counterfeit Coins. 
"Soon after the first coins were struck, the first 
counterfeits were made. They have been manufactured 
ever since, and are likely to continue so for as long 
into the future as monetary systems exist and collec
tors and investors place high premiums on rare and 
beautiful coins. 

This presentation is designed to give average collec
tors some insight into how to detect counterfeits. It 
describes, and illustrates with actual examples, the 
different types of counterfeit coins most commonly 
encountered, and outlines the manufacturing techniques 
involved in their production." 

A photographia reaord of the 1983 Fati Coin and Stamp Show: 

Ptate 1.Canada Post officials were highly satisfied 
with visitor attendance at their tables at the RCC's 
Fall Show. 

The 1983 Show was memorable for several "firsts", at least in the 1980s 
since the current Show Chairman, Chris Gilboy, became involved with the 
organization of the semi-annual events. 

It w.as the first-time appearance for several dealers, including Canada 
Post Corpuration, Norm Williams, Livio Penco, Kamerican Coins, J. Em's 
Coins and Stamps, Bob Armstrong Coins, Andy Zook Coins and Stamps, Ray 
Bucsis, Paul Nadin-Davis, and Venture III. It would also have been the 
first for Ron's Coins of Minot, North Dakota, had not Ronnie Pope been 
given trouble crossing the U.S.-Canada border. Subsequent exchange of 
correspondence with Provincial and Federal Government officials 
culminated with our receiving the letter reproduced after the next three 
ft~n-- -~ -h-~-N~~~h~ 
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Plat~ 2. The Canadian east was · represerited on 
t_he Bourse floor by first-time RCC Show attendant, 
Bob Armstrong - Coins from Owen Sound, Ontario. 

:_ ! 
~- ' . ', . 

. ' 
\ - ~ ; . l 
. 'i \ 

·, . 

PZate · 3. Also appearing for the first time, and 
representing eastern Canada, was Paul N~din-Davis 
of Ottawa, Ontario. These two eastern dealers seem 
t-n h~ lnnk{na t e 19 v t·n v 2 
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Plate 4. John Jamieson of Saskatoon bought a table 
at our 1983 Fall Show, making his first appearance 
for a/number of years~ he was most complimentary 
about the sophisticated atmosphere created by the 
well-lit, beautifully decorated Regency Ballroom. 
Show regular, Jim Ziegler, attends the table on the 
right. 

Plate~. Dennis Naphin of·Regina is becoming a familiar 
face amongst the dealers attending most major western 
coin shows. 
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Plate B. The 1983 Fall Show was enjoyed by our 
re-gular dealers such as Manitoba's Maurice · 
Cryderman (from Pine Falls), left, and Royce 
Hall (Stony Mountain), right, as well as by 
the newcomers. 

PZate 7. One of the very few dealers to have had 
a poorish Spring Show, Ev Stewart of Lethbridge, 
Alberta, was delighted with business at the Fall 
Show. 
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Emploi et 
Immigration Canada 

Canada Immigration Centre, 
Box 120, 
NORTH PORTAL, Saskatchewan 
SOC IWO 

Dr. Christopher Gilboy, 
General Co-Chairman, 
CNA Convention Committee & 
RCC Secretary/Editor, 
Regina Coin Club, 
Box 174, 
REGmA, Saskatchewan S4P 2Z~ 

Dear Mr. Gilboy, 

Re: Your letur ·dated ·December 12, 1983. 

Your lile Votre reference 

280-l 
Our file Notre rtllerence 

The following is the information Mr. Pope would have been given had he 
contacted our office. 

From Immigration ·Regulatiorts ·t978. 

18(1) Subject to subsection 19(1), no person, other than a Canadian Citizen 
or permanent resident, shall engage or continue in employment in Canada with
out a valid and subsisting employment authorization. 

19(1) Subsection 18(1) does not apply to a person who seeks entry for the 
purpose of engaging in employment or a ·person in Canada who seeks to engage 
or continue in employment if he is: · 
(h) a representative of a business carrying on activiti~s outside of Canada 
for a period of less than ninety days for the purpose of selling goods ~ere that 
representative will not be engaged in making sales to the general public. 

Therefore attendents of the Convention need only quote section 19(1)(h) of the 
Immigration Regulations 1978 to indicate that an Employment Authorization is 
not required. 

May I suggest that you contact the Saskatchewan Immigration Regional Office 
and request that we include the 1985 CNA Convention in our Special Events 
correspondence. This correspondence relating to the admission of persons 
seeking temporary entry to attend or participate in special events taking 
place in Canada. 

• •••••• 
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Should you require any further information please feel free to contact 
one of our Immigration Centers. 

Respectfully yours, 

DGB/nk 
c.c. Don Marshall, 
Customs & Excise, 
Room 204, 1919 Rose St., 
REGINA, Saskatchewan 
S4P 3Pl 

It was therfirst RCC Show for many years-to hav~ had a special souvenir 
ribbon made to give to dealers and Club helpers. 

It was the first RCC Show to feature a Club - Dealer Special Breakfast 
and a Canadian Numismatic Association Educational Forum. 

It was the first Fall Show to earn the Club a profit in excess of 
$1000 ••••• every dollar of which was earned by the hard-working 
organizers and every dollar of which was much needed to enable the 
Club . maintain a high national profile through its QB, Annual Schedule 
of Events and so on. 

Examination of visitors' home bases showed the following interesting 
results (door prize tickets were destroyed as soon as this study was 
concluded) :. 

United States 
British Columbia -
Alberta 
Manitoba 

3 visitors 
1 visitor 
2 visitors 
4 visitors 
·l visitor 

11 out-of-Province 
visitors 

Ontario 

Small town Saskatchewan - 78 visitors 
Moose Jaw - 20 visitors 
Saskatoon 7 visitors 
Estevan 4 visitors 
Weyburn 4 visitors 
Yorkton 3 visitors 
Melville . 1 visitor 

117 out-of-Regina 
visitors 

And so we look forward enthusiastically to 1984, and some bigger and 
still better Shows •••••••• • • • • 
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viii) 1984 COIN AND STAMP SHOWS: Preparations for the 1984 Spring 
Show are well advanced. Miniposters were given to all visitors to the 
Fall Show (1983) so that the dates of the '84 Spring Show could be 
marked off on a calendar. Many tables were bought by dealers attending 
the '83 Fall Show; others were reserved, · some with a cash down-payment. 
A number of dealers stated that they would be unable to attend purely 
because the '84 Spring Show would be taking place over the Easter 
Weekend. The decision to hold the Show on the third weekend of April, 
even though it was to be the Easter weekend was not, members will 
recall, made lightly •••••• however, we felt it important that the RCC 
Spring Show should stay with the weekend that brought the third full 
week of April to a close as we wish to get our regular Show visitors 
into the habit of reserving that weekend for "business", and we wish to 
continue having our Spring Show as our climax to Coin Week. 

The timing seems to have produced some adverse reaction amongst dealers; 
let us try to ensure that it has no such reaction on visitor attendance. 
One way everyone can help will be by giving out the miniposters when 
you receive them •••• even better, why not actually offer to help 
disribute them? You'll note from the accompanying illustration that the 
miniposters have been printed without the price of admission showing. 
Perhaps now no-one will think that they are complimentary tickets.~ •• a 
few members of the public who received . the oid-style miniposters 
thought that they entitled the bearer to enter the Show free of charge, 
and some objected when they discovered that such was not the case. 
Another important way all our Saskatchewan members can help is by putting 
the large posters in strategically located shop-windows or on well
examined notice boards. If all our members make a point of visiting the 
Show themselves, it'll go a-rang way towards our reaching our minimum 
goal of 500 visitors. 

AND 

,,ff . SHOW ,!J 
• • •• AT TN• 

SEVEN OAKS MOTOR INN 
777 ALBERT STREET, REGINA 

ATT•NTION CGLL•CTOAS 

............ llrGlnitt!II 
tlvou9'I • euper Hlecllon 

of col11■ •nd •••mp■ 
, ••• ■UY .. , S■LL,. TIIAD■ • 

REMINDER ONLY 
SUNDAY, 22nd. APRIL 

11 •••••• ■p .... 

•• ... • ·~ ·•.II •• -........ '.. .. 

1984 Spring Show miniposter of the kind that wiZZ 
be sent to aZZ Saskatchewan RCC members to give to 
friends, aaquaintanaes, and peopZe Ziving in their 
neighbourhood. PZease do your bit to heZp make the 
1984 Shows even better than our '83 Shows. 
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Our Coin Week North America Second Annual Donation Auction (see inside 
front cover of this QB) will be held in the Seven Oaks Motor Inn 
shortly after the doors to the Spring Show are closed for the 
Saturday night. We hope to have between 100 and 150 lots for sale, 
and that some of the Show visitors will stay to attend _the event. 

Do you have any spare coins, medals, tokens, notes etc. that you 
would like to give to a worthy cause? If so, please get in touch 
straight away with the RCC Secretary so that your contribution can 
be graded, evaluated and catalogued. 

Also - we have about ten tables as yet unbought by dealers. If you 
happen to hear of anyone who might be interested in having one of the 
remaining 8-foot tables (fee for the weekend is $75.00), try to per
suade him/her to contact the Club to obtain a table-application form. 

As shown on the miniposter, the '84 Spring Show will be at the Seven 
Oaks Motor Inn, 777 Albert Street, on Saturday 21st. April (10 a.m. 
to 9 p.m.) and Sunday 22nd. April (11 a.m. to 5 p.m.). 

The venue for the Fall Show has not yet been decided as the choice -
either the Saskatchewan or the Regina Inn - is tied in with the 
decision as to where exactly to hold the '85 CNA Convention. The 
economics and logistics of each of the two hotels as Convention venue 
are current;J.y being assessed by a five-person "Hotel Selection 
Sub-Committ;-'.ee" which is expected to reach a decision early in 1984. 
More about this in Section x of Club News. 

ix) 1984 REGINA TRADE DOLLAR PROJECT: In early October, letters were 
sent to Mayor Larry Schneider ~nd to Ms. Maureen Boyle, who was in 
charge of the Regina Chamber of Commerce's R.C.M.P. Commemorative 
Trade Dollar 5-year programme. The first-mentioned letter was an 
ini~ial approach to the City and its Council to give the Regina Coin 
Club permission to issue a Trade Dollar w_hich would be officially 
declared as being legal tender within City limits over a fixed period 
of time. Reasons were presented as to why the Club wished to undertake 
the proposed project (a figure of 10,000 coins was suggested as a 
starting point), as well as as to the Club's ability to handle the 
logistics and finances involved. 

A quick reply from the City Clerk was received. It stated that the 
City Council, at its meeting of 17th. October 1983, had adopted a 
motion to refer our letter to Mayor Schneider to the City Manager for 
consideration and a report. 

The City Manager's report was presented to the Council's Personnel 
and Finance Committee for approval prior to its being brought before 
Council. The Committee recommended to Council that the matter of the 
Trade Dollar be tabled and that the Regina Coin Club be informed that 
the City would consider endorsing the Regina Trade Dollar Programme 
providing that the Club is able to enter into the necessary agreements 
with the financial and retail communities. 

This recommendation was adopted by Council at its meeting of December 
12th. 1983. 
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Letters from the Regina Coin Club were immediately sent to the 
Canadian Bankers' Association, Saskatchewan Committee, seeking its 
approval to our asking major banks in Regina to handle our proposed 
Trade Dollars; and to the Sherwood Credit Union and the Regina 
Chamber of Commerce requesting their co-operation. 

Previously, in early December, the Regina Chamber of Commerce replied 
to our October letter to Ms. Boyle in which we had asked if the Chamber 
would please donate to the Regina Coin Club its obverse die (bearing 
the City's coat-of-arms) for us to use on our proposed Trade Dollars, 
Rob Dalziel, the Chamber's Executive Director, informed us that our 
request had been discussed ~y the Chamber's Board of Directors, which 
had decided that it could not allow the Club to use its dies as the 
Chamber did not have the authority to permit another party the use of 
Regina's coat-of-arms and as the dies would, anyway, have to be 
defaced in order to alter the date. Both these points are, obviously, 
eminently reasonable. 

In the meantime, Club members in Saskatchewan had been sent notices 
about our Design Competition for the reverse of the proposed Trade 
.Dollar, the announced closing date being January 15th. 1984. Out-of
Province members were not - I regret to say - included in the mailout. 
This omission was not by design, but because Christmas preparations 
and the general heavy workload lying on the Secretary's shoulders 
delayed him from posting the notices to them until too late (the 
Secretary since~~ly apologises to our out-of-Saskatchewan membership, 
and asks that it understand and sympathise with his predicament). • 

The creator of the design selected for actual use on the 1~84 Trade 
Dollar, assuming that the project manages to get off the ground, will 
receive an early strike of the coin IN SILVER as an acknowledgement 
by the Club of his/her originality and artistry. 

And there, readers, the 1984 Trade Dollar Project currently stands. 

x) PREPARATIONS FOR THE 1985 CNA ANNUAL CONVENTION: One of the 
earliest developments with respect to our preparing for the '85 
Convention was the addition of another member to the Convention 
Committee - Ken Tallentire graciously accepted an invitation to 
become our Hotel Liaison and Property Chairman. 

An inaugural meeting of the Convention Committee was held on 
Tuesday 29th. November at the Co-Operative Insurance Building. In 
addition to all but two Committee members (who sent regrets for their 
inability to attend), Cec Tannahill was present as a general adviser. 
His keen interest in the successful outcome of the '85 Convention is 
most encouraging to the remainder of the Committee, especially as Cec 
has so much experience to offer. 

Following some introductory remarks from the Co-Chairmen, some 
guidelines were formulated concerning the establishment of sub
committees or "working groups". The broad areas of responsibility 
of each working group were outlined, The importance of keeping 
written minutes of working group meetings, correspondence, progress 
reports etc. filed systematically was stressed, Such a procedure is 
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essential to allow an efficient take-over of any Chairman'~ position 
in the event that a Chairman is for some unforeseen reason forced to 
relinquish his post. Copies of all written records should be sent to 
!.Q.!!!. Co-Chairmen, who will maintain their own up-to-date files on 
each working group. 

Of the utmost urgency with respect to our Convention preparations is 
the choice of the venue. Ken Tallentire outlined the expected rental 
costs of the Regina Inn's Elizabethan Ballroom. In order to reach a 
fair decision in the selection of the most suitable venue, a 
"Hotel Selection Sub-Committee" would be formed to examine both 
hotels contending for the Convention. Speed is essential in this 
matter if, as is intended by the Publicity Working Group, the '85 
Convention and the RCC Symposium are to receive detailed coverage in 
the Club's 1984 "Schedule of Events and. General Information" pamphlet. 

In drawing this first meeting to a close, Chris Gilboy mentioned that 
he was in process of working out a detailed timetable for all pre
Convention phases of preparation •.•• this might take the form of a 
flow-chart •••• which he hoped to have ready to present to the next 
meeting of the Convention Committee, the date of which was set for 
Tuesday, 31st. January 1984. 

Several days aftar this inaugural meeting, the Hotel Selection 
Sub-Committ~e held a lunchtime meeting with two of.the Regina Inn's 
Sales staff. The five RCC members on the Sub~Committee were : Ken 
Tallentire, Jack Shinske, John S,:orer, Cec Tannahill and Chris Gilboy. 
Following lunch, the Convention facilities were thoroughly inspected. 
Two days later, on the 14th. December, the same five Club represen
tatives met with Bob Gaudry and Leanne Carroll of the Hotel 
Saskatchewan, again for a lunchtime discussion followed by a tour of 
the convention floor and examination of the various suites that would 
be given the Club should it decide to hold the Convention at the 
Saskatchewan. The Saskatchewan was asked to put its proposals irt 
writing ••••• at the time of the lunchtime meeting, their terms were 
most favourably comparable with those that had been offered by the 
Regina Inn. 

As of the end of 1983, this written confirmation from the Hotel 
Saskatchewan clarifying its proposals for the '85 CNA Convention have 
not been received. A final decision about the Convention's venue is 
therefore expected in January 1984. 

MEMBERS' NEWS 

Murray Koshchuk receives the deepest condolences of all members of 
the Regina Coin Club in the sad loss of his wife, Vicki, in mid
December. Vicki will be ~emembered by many of us as Murray's stand-in 
at Pinetree_Coins whenever Murray was out-of-town on business. She 
was a lady .in the truest sense - courteous, cheerful, interested in 
the lives of those she knew; she will be greatly missed. 
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Chris Gilboy placed third in a National Coin Week sixty-question-long 
quiz organized b1 the well known London numismatic firm, Spink and 
Son Ltd. The questions were extremely challenging, and most . needed 
considerable research in order to find the correct answers •••• research 
which was sometimes totally unsuccessful, but which was always 
informative. Apparently some sixty people attempted to answer the 
quiz - including at leas~ one other member of the Regina Coin Club -
none achieved a perfect score. The Spinks' Quiz is planned to become 
an annual event - if it does, and if it maintains its high degree of 
difficulty, it will be a major contribution to the hobby. 

Stephen Azzi is to be congratulated upon his progress in the ANA's 
Roman Coin Project - he was recently awarded two more coins (Second 
and Third Coin Earner) according to announcements in the August issue 
of The Numismatist. Stephen has written a short account about the 
Roman Coin Project for our Junior members - it appears in the next 
section of this Quarterly Bulletin; he thoroughly recommends that 
they b~come a part of the Project •••••• 

Dave and Joyce P., respectively a Junior member of several years 
standing with the RCC and his mum, and Julia S. (Dave's grandmot~er) 
have written to say that for various personal reasons they have 
decided not to rejoin the RCC during_ 1984. We hope that perhaps all 
will rejoin in the future - until then, they'll be missed as, 
although the family was unable to attend very many meetings, some 
very interestini correspondence was exchanged (mostly with little 
direct application to the RCC). All were regular visitors to our 
Shows over the past several years, and we hope that this contact with 
the Club and with our hobby will be maintained. We wish you the best 
of luck in all you do ••••• and do please come back to the RCC if ever 
we can be of service to you •••••• 

********************************************* 

JUNIOR MEMBERS' NEWS AND VIEWS 

The item of news that is perhaps of greatest direct relevance to all 
our Junior members is the change in representation on the RCC's Board 
of Directors that they will have in 1984. During 1983, only two 
Executive meetings were held - this gave little opportunity for that 
year's Junior Representative to have very much influence over Club 
policy as it affects Junior members. In 1984, more meetings will be 
held - in effect, the Business Section of each Regular Meeting is 
likely to be more-or-less an Executive Meeting, and, importantly, 
Juniors will be represented by two membe·rs on the Board of Directors 
Paul Hornung and James Branvold. Both attend our meetings very 
regularly, and will likely contribute significantly to the Club's 
Junior Programme. 

Before moving on to the Juniors' Feature Article, here are a few 
words for you to read written by one of our keen out-of-Province 
members : 
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The Roman Coin Project 

by 

Stephen C. Azzi 

In November 1974, the American Numismatic Association started the 
Roman Coin Project (RCP). since then, the RCP has helped many Junio~s 
to gain a new interest in their hobby by encouraging them to take an 
active part in it. 

Juniors may earn up to nine ancient Roman coins as well as books and 
pamphlets on numismatics. These coins are given to young numismatists 
for various activities, including speaking at club meetings, 
exhibiting, writing articles, holding office in a club or working at 
coin shows. Juniors can also earn coins by signing members to the 
ANA, completing a correspondence course or writing a letter to the 
editor of a national publication. 

I have received three coins in the Project for relatively easy 
accomplishments : I sioke in front of a French class and displayed 
a number of coins (this helped me earn two Roman coins), and I held 
office in the Canadian Large Cents Club (for which I received my 
third Roman: coin). 

I encourage all Juniors to take part in the Project. Through active 
participation, you will not only be helping yourself, but also the 
hobby as a whole. 

For more information, write to 

David R 0 Cervin, 
6201 Adirondack, 
AMARILLO, Texas 
79106 

u.s.A. 

Collecting low-denominati-en Canadian Coins -

by 

James Branvold and Paul Hornung 

This article briefly describes Canadian pennies, nickels, dimes, 
quarters, 50~ pieces and nickel dollars. Both authors collect these 
Canadian decimal coins, and have nearly the same types of collection. 

Pennies: The small penny was introduced into Canada's coinage in 1920 
as a replacement for larger, heavier one-cent pieces. The bust of 
King George V facing left appears on the front (obverse) of the early 
small pennies. On their reverse, the word CANADA is located at the 
top of the flan; in the middle are the words ONE CENT, and at the 
bottom is the date. At each side is a maple leaf. The Royal Canadian 
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Mint used this design from 1920 to 19!6 (Figure la). 

King Edward VIII reigned for less than a year in 1936. To identify the 
coins struck during this time, a small slightly-raised dot was placed 
below the date. Genuine cents with this mark are excessively rare, only 
five being known. 

From 1937 to 1952, King George VI's head (facing left) was on the 
obverse. A newly-designed reverse (Figure lb) had the words ONE CENT 
near the top, a maple leaf in the centre, and the date and the word 
CANADA towards the bottom. This reverse has remained unaltered through 
to the present except for the 1967 Confederation Commemorative (Figure 
le) which shows a bird in flight. 

Ca) .19ZY-19.47 (El. .1948-.1952 

Figur~ 1. Major varieties of Canadian small cents : 
a) as struck during the reign of George V; b) as struck 
during the reigns of George VI and Elizabeth II; c) the 
1967 Confederation Commemorative. 

Ca) 

In 1953, Queen Elizabeth II was crowned, and her bust, facing right, 
has graced the obverse ever since. 

A total of 72 pennies, including all major varie~ies, is known. The 
most valuable of these is the "1936 dot", which is worth several 
thousands of dollars in uncirculated condition. Some other relatively 
expensive pennies are the 1922, 1923, 1924 and 1925 pieces, which are 
all priced at more than $7.50 in fine condition. Both authors have the 
1920, 1921, and 1926 to present small cents; one (J.B.) also has a 1924 
penny. 

Nickels : The type of nickels collected by the authors is the large kind 
issued from 1922 to 1924, then again from 1927 to the present. A main 
reason for making wide, thick nickels was because the small, thin silver 
5~ pieces were too tiny to handle easily (they were descriptively nick
named "fishscales"). 

The nickels have exactly the same portraits of the British monarchs as 
tho~e used on the cents, but made just a little larger to fit into the 
extra space provided by the wider flan. 

From 19 2 . to 19 36, they had on the reverse the word CANADA at the top; 
below, they carried the number 5, with the words FIVE CENTS lower still; 
at the bottom were two maple leaves and the date (Figure 2a). 

In 1937, the Mint introduced a new design (Figure 2b)for the reverse. At 
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Cal Cal CdJ 

(e) 

Figure 2. Major varieties of post-1922 Canadian 
nickels: a) as struck during the reign of George V; 
b) as introduced during the reign of George VI and 
since used as the basic reverse design; c) the 
"Victory" reverse; d) the twelve-sided nickels, 
struck· from 1946 to 1962; e) the 1951 "Isolation of 
nickel" Bicentennial Commemorative; f) the 1967 
Confederation Commemorative. 

(f) 

the top of the coin is the inscription 5 CENTS flanked each side by 
a maple leaf; below is Canada's national animal - a beaver - sitting 
on a log; the word CANADA and the date appear at the base of the flan. 

In 1942 and 1943, nickels were produced from a metal alloy ·called 
"tombac", a type of brass. 1943 saw the introduction of the torch 
and V "Victory" reverse, struck first out of tombac, later (in 1944 
and 1945) out of chromium-plated steel (the design is shown in 
Figure 2c) .• 

Since the introduction of large nickels, all except those minted from 
1942 to 1962 inclusive were round in shape. The 1942-62 nickels were 
twelve-sided (Figure 2c, 2d, 2e). One of them (Figure 2e) was issued 
to commemorate in 1951 the 2O~th. anniversary of the isolation and 
naming of the element,nickel. 

Another design-change in relatively recent years occurred in 1967. 
The Confederation Centennial nickel featured a hare racing to the 
left on the reverse of the coin (Figure 2f)~ 

There are 68 varieties of nickel. The most expensive of these, , the 
19 26 "low" or "far'' six on which th-e final numeral is farther from 
the maple leaf than in the commoner "high" or "near" six variety, 
catalogues at about $2,700 in choice uncirculated condition. 

Dimes : The writers have just started building up dime collections. 
Both have complete sets for the nickel dimes struck from 1968 to 
1983. The reverse of these coins (Figure 3a) has the word CANADA 
writtEn above the Canadian racing yacht, the Bluenose, sailing left 
(actually described by Governme~t proclamation as a "fishing schooner 
under sail"); to the right is the date; and below, the inscription 
10 CENTS. 

Before 1967 and 1968, dimes had been struck in silver. Of these, the 
most valuable is the "1936 dot" variety, of which only 4 are known. 
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Ca) (a) 

Cb) 

Figure 3. Some major design variations of nickel 
and silver Canadian dimes a) the schooner reverse 
used for nickel dimes, 1969· to the present; previously 
used on the silver dimes of George VI's reign and the 
early part of Elizabeth II's reign; b)the early 
silver dimes of Victoria, Edward VII and George V had 
this standard reverse design; c) silver (50%) dime, 
1967, commemorating Canada's Confederation. 

Several major reverse types in addition to the Bluenose were featured 
on silver dimes - the earliest pieces (Figure 3b) bore the value, the 
n~me CANADA and the date within cross•d maple boughs which ~ere tied 
at the bottom by a ribbon; ~bove was St. Edward's Crown. Much later -
in 1967 - came the Confederation Centennial dime (Figure 3c) which 
showed a mac~e~?l swimming left. 

Silver quarters Beginning in 1937, a new reverse design for the 
quarters was a4opted; it featured a caribou head (Figure 4a), and has 
continued in use to this day. On the coins' obverse was the bust of 
King George VI facing left. Their edge was reeded. 

The first of these George VI quarters were 23.62 mm in diameter, 
5.81 gin weight, and made of .800 silver, .200 .. copper. 

In 1947, several varieties of silver quarters appeared. They were i) 
the"normal date"variety, ii) the "dot after date" variety (this mark 
was due to a deteriorated die), and iii) the "maple leaf after date" 
variety (an officially-introduced mark) (Figure 4b). 

Ca) Ca) 

Figure 4. Several major variations of .the Canadian 
silver quarters (post-1936) : a) as struck for George 
VI in 1937 and subsequently; b) showing the 1947 "dot 
after date" and "maple leaf after date" varieties 
(illustrations enlarged); c) the 1967 Confederation 
Commemorative. 
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The "dot after date" variety is the most valuable of the various 
quarters. 

In 1953, Queen Elizabeth II's portrait was placed on the obverse of 
all decimal coinage. Small- and large-date varieties were minted 
in this first year of issue for _the new British ruler. 

From 1953 to the p.resent, quarters have been 23.88 mm in diameter 
and 5.81 gin weight. Their composition until 1966 was .800 silver, 
.200 copper. 

Up to 1964, a young bust of the Queen was used. In 1965, a more 
mature portrait of Elizabeth II wearing a tiara was introduced onto 
all Canadian decimal coinage. · 

In 1967, to commemorate Canada's 100th. anniversary, a different 
reverse design featuring a bobcat walking left (Figure 4c) was used. 

Nickel quarters : In 1968, nickel quarters began to be manufactured, 
still with the caribou reverse. 

In 1973, foi the R.C.M.P.'s 100th. anniversary of its founding, the 
quarters'· reverse displayed a mounted R.C.M.P. officer facing right 
and holding a flag-bedecked lance (Figure 5). 

··-Fi gu~e 5. Canada's nickel Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police Centennial quarter comes in two major 
varieties : the initial, rare circulation strikes 
with a large bust of Elizabeth II (obverse dies 
left over from 1972 were used), and the commoner 
small bust (above aentre) obverse. 

The next year (1974), the caribou design was resumed, and has continued 
in use until the present. 

Quarters are most interesting collectors' items. 

Silver fifty-cent pieces : !n 1937, a new reverse design for Canada's 
half-dollars was introduced (Figure 6a). It featured the Canadian 
coat-of-arms. On the obverse was a bust of King George VI facing left. 
The edge was reeded. 

These coins measured 2Y.72 mm ~cross, and weighed 11.66 g 
made of .800 ~ilver, .200 copper. 

they were 

In 1947 and 1950, several different varieties of thi~ denomination 
were struck ("tall" and "short" 7, with or without a maple l_eaf ·after 
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the date; with or without lines in the "O" of 1950). 

In 1953, Queen Elizabeth II's bust appeared on the obverse. As with 
the quarter, several varieties such as "no shoulder fold" and "with 
shoulder fold" have been recognized for the pieces coined during the 
first year of Elizabeth's reign. 

Subsequently, three major obverse or reverse design changes have been 
employed : 

and 

in 1959, the coa~-of-arms was greatly altered (Figure 6b) 
in 1965, a mat~re bust of the Queen replaced her "young 

head" portrait (Figure 6c) 
in 1967, a profile view of a howling wolf was placed on 

the reverse (Figure 6d); this was one of the 
Confederation Commemorarive issues. 

,, 

Fiqure 6. Some of the major varieties of Canada s 
post-1936 silver fifty-cent pieces : a) as struck 
for George VI's .reign and part of Elizabeth II's; 
b) as redesigned during Elizabeth II's reign (in 

Cd1 

1959); c) the new mature bust of the Queen engraved 
by Arnold Machin replaced in 1965 the former laureate 
young bust of Elizabeth that had been designed by 
Mrs. Mary Gillick; d) the 1967 Confederation 
Commemorative half-dollar. 

Nickel fifty-cent pieces : In 1968, the silver 50~ pieces were replaced 
by nickel coins. At the same time, the diameter of the coins was 
reduced from 29.72 mm to 27.13 mm, and their weight from 11.664 g to 
8.099 g. 

Both writers find fifty-cent pieces particularly fascinating, and hope 
to have complete collectious someday. 

Nickel dollars : Beginning in 1968, the njckel dollar was introduced. 
Its diameter was, and is 32.13 mm; its weight, 15.616 g ; and its 
composition, pure nickel. 

In 1968 and 1969, the Voyageur reverse design was used (Figure 7a). 
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In 1970, Manitoba's 100th. anniversary commemorative dollar featured 
a prairie crocus - the province's flower - on the reverse (Figure 7b). 

Commemorative dollars were also struck in 1971, British Columbia's 
100th. anniversary (Figure 7c); 1973, Prince Edward Island's 100th. 
anniversary (Figure 7d); 1974, Winnipeg's 100th. anniversary (Figure 
7e}; and 1982,-to honour the signing of the new Canadian Constitution 
(Figure 7 f) • 

The intervening years saw dollars bearing the Voyageur reverse issued; 
in 1982, two reverse designs adorned the nickel dollars •.•• the 
Voyageur and the Constitution types. 

t: ,if: 
. ~ 

;> 

_, ... -

{a) (bJ (a) 

·•·•·· ........ . 
'C~~alh 

(d) (e) 
~

1·, , .... -· ,· 

'. ~-,, .. 

-~~ 11?4•1'11-4 

'••,,!"1DA 1)0 
········-······ 
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Figure 7. Major design variations of Canadian 
nickel dollars, 1968 to the pre•ent : a) the 
standard obverse tiara bust of the Queen and 
the standard reverse Voyageur design; b) the 
reverse of the Manitoba Centennial dollar, 1970; 
c) the reverse of the British Columbia Centennial 
dollar, 1971; d) obverse (modified by Patrick 
Brindley) and reverse designs for the Prince 
Edward Island Centennial, 1973; e) the reverse of 
the Winnipeg Centennial dollar, 1974; f) the 
reverse of the Constitution dollar, 1982. 

We hope that you have enjoyed reading this brief account about 
Canadian decimal coins. 

****************************************** 

SPECIAL REQUESTS 

The Regina Coin Club has some of Johnson and Banning's Exhibits and 
Judging in Numismatias for sale to interested members •••• the Club is 
prepared to subsidize the cost slightly, charging on~y $2.50 per 
copy. If you would like to buy one of these very informative, useful 
CNA-sponsored books, you'll be able to buy one at our meetings or at 
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our 1984 Coin and ~tamp Shows. 

Zdenek Vesely, a member of the ANA and of the Portland Coin Club, 
has compiled a comprehensive CataZog of Coin Designers and 
Engravers. The 210-page softbound book contains the names of 
605 designers and engravers (of whom 74 are American, 61 British, 
45 French, 41 Italian, 37 German, 34 Czech, 34 Austrian, 
25 Canadian, 19 Swiss, 19 Belgian, 19 Israeli, 13 Mexican), and 
lists the coins that they designed. It can be obtained for U.S. 
$6.50 postpaid or, for ten copies, $50, and can be ordered from 
the author at : 

4729 S.E. Haig St., 
PORTLAND, Oregon 
97206 
u.s.A. 

Stephen Taylor,_a Governor of the ANA, has recently announced the 
availability of a new ANA book, Counterfeit Dete~tion. It is a 
softbound reprint of all the American Numismatic Association's 
Certification Service articles that appeared in The Numismatist 
from 1977 through 1982. The book is fully illustrated, with 160 
pages on high grade paper. It retails for U.S. $7.50. A special 
rate applies to Clubs if they place orders for a dozen (or 
multiples thereof) books, which will cost $54.00 - a 40% saving. 
Contact the RCC Secretary at 522-0616 if you would like to place 
an·order fqr the book through the Club .•••• please do this as 
soon as possible if you are interested. If you would prefer 
to order your own book directly, mail your order to : 

ANA, 
818 North Cascade, 
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colorado 
80903 
u.s.A. 

The Organizing Committee of the 1st. International Convention of 
Numismatics sent us some information about the event which was . 
held in the Habana Libre Hotel, Havana, Cuba from December 12th. 
to 18th. It was sponsored by the Cuban Numismatic Association 
for the purposes of : 

- promoting a better knowledge of numismatics, both 
national and foreign, so as to offer a general 
outline of the development of this science in Cuba 

- exchanging technical and cultural experiences 
among collectors and/or others devoted to numismatics 

- to hold its 2nd. International Numismatic Exhibit 
with the participation of exhibitors from all parts 
of the country and abroad 

- to publicize numismatic activities in Cuba 
and - to auction and sell numismatic pieces 
The cost involved seemed very reasonable : US $50.00 registration 
fee, entitling the payer to participate in all the programmed 
activities, the visit to the Tropicana Nightclub, and the 
published proceedings; also US $215 per person (double room) or 
$300 per person (single room) for the week of the Convention 
to stay in the five-star venue hotel. Perhaps you'll see a write
up about what transpired in one of the numismatic newspapers 
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and decide from there whether you would like to attend the 2nd. 
International Convention of Numismatics. Certainly the location is 
appealling from our viewpoint in freezing December Saskatchewan 
weather ! 

Jerry Remick has been in touch with the Regina Coin Club about a 
couple of unrelated matters. The first of these concerns personalized 
Christmas medallions that people can have made for themselves at very 
reasonable fi~ancial outlay. The flan for these medallions is 38 mm 
(1½ inches) in diameter, has an antiqued silver finish, is packaged 
in a vinyl envelope, and has a standard reverse die that reads 
"Season's Greetings". This last feature can be changed to suit the 
needs of the customer, with pricing for customized dies as follows 

"Season's Greetings" and a name C $115.00 
"Season's Greetings, a name and a signature : C $150.00 

Custom wording C $170.00 
Pricing of the medallions, manufactured by Pressed Metal Products Ltd. 
of Vancouver, B.C., is 

25 49 $3.25 each (add $9 per order p&p) 
50 99 2.10 each (add $10 per order p&p) 

100 - 249 1.55 each (add $12 per order p&p) 
250 and over 1~30 each (add $15 p~r order p&p) 

Medallions in precious metals can be made for a small surcharge and 
the cost of the silver or gold used charged at the firm's landed cost 
plus 19% Federal Sales and Excise Tax. 
If the rev~rse (customized)~die is left undated, it can be used for 
many years:if necessary. 
The obverse die for 1984 features bells and holly. The 1983 design 
showed an angel, facing, playing a lute; the date is to the left, 
and the words MERRY CHRISTMAS are below. 
By the way, once the customized die has been cut for you, you'll be 
able to use it year after year so this cost will not again be 
incurred (hence the reason to leave it undated). 
In 1984, special cards will probably be available to fit the medallions 
which you can send to friends and relatives in lieu of - or as well 
as - conventional Christmas cards. 
For further details, write to : 

Alan Trammell, 
Pressed Metal Products Ltd. 
505 Alexander Street,. 
VANCOUVER, B.C. 
Canada V6A 1C8 

The other matter concerns the four counterstamped 1968 Regina Trade 
Dollars which are in demand from collectors in Canada. In addition 
to having some copies of the coins involved, Jerry would like some 
accurate background information about why they were counterstamped, 
and for whom. The varieties are : 

1968 Trade Dollar, large date, with hole (indicating $1 
value) 

1968 Trade Dollar, small date, with hole 
1968 Trade Dollar, large date, with "S" counterstamped on 

it (indicating $5 value) with or without other 
counterstamps such as fleur de lys 

1968 Trade Dollar, small date, otherwise as last piece. 
If anyone knows the whereabouts of these coins in quantity (any that 
are left), perhaps the RCC could arrange to buy them for resale. 
f"nY'lt-<>,..t- To..-..-u At' 'Rn'lf QlRi. ~'T'F.-l<'OV. P.O._ r.An~rlA. GlV 4Bl. 
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FEATURE ARTICLES 

Canada's Prairie Victoria Cross Winners by Howard Scraper 

Founding of the Victoria Cross 

The Victoria Cross was instituted by Queen Victoria by Royal Warrant 
on January 19th. 1856 to be retro-active to 1854. The inspiration of 
an award for valour had come to Queen Victoria in May 1855 after she 
had paid a brief visit to veterans of the Crimean War. She had been 
so moved by this experience that she decided to institute a specific 
decoration for those who performed heroic deeds on the battlefield. 
The Victoria Cross was thus born. 

The Victoria Cross was destined to become the highest and most revered 
decoration for bravery in the service of the Queen. Before its founding, 
no awards for gallantry in battle existed except for the Distinguished 
Conduct Medal, which was not always given for bravery. Queen Victoria 
emphasized that the Victoria Cross was not an Order such as the Most 
Noble Order of the Garter, fou~ded by her predecessor, King Edward III, 
some 500 years previously. No kn'igh thood went with the award. Nor, 
indeed, -did any special designation other than the right to use the 
distinctive letters "V.C." after the names of the recipients. Unlike 
other nations' awards for gallantry, there were no lst., 2nd. or 3rd. 
class categoriel for the decoration. It was simply to be a decoration 
to be "high Zy prized and eagerly sought after by the offiaers and men 
of our navat and military services", With the passing of time, the 
Air Force and Mercantile Marine were also added. No restrictions or 
qualifications were to be attached to the award. It was open to all 
who fought in Britain's armed services without regard to their rank, 
sex, race or religion. Its appeal depended entirely on merit - the form 
of merit that lies in outstanding valour in the face of the enemy -
the form of merit given to those who "performed some single aat of 
valour or devotion to their aountry". It was not to be a richly be
gemmed and enamelled ornament. It was not even to be a decoration made 
from precious metal. Its value was to depend entirely upon its assoc
iative merit. It was to be absolutely without reproach. No mention of 
the award's "worthlessness" appears in the Warrant, but such was the 
theory behind its establishment. 

The Royal Warrant declared the general design of the Cross, the colours 
of its ribbon and other provisions. Among these was an important clause 
laying down that "neither rank, nor tong serviae, nor wounds, nor any 
other airaumstanae or aondition, save the merit of aonspiauous bravery" 
should "establish a suffiaient claim to the honour"; this had the effect 
of placing "aZZ persons on a perfeatty equal footing in relation to 
eZigibitity for the deaoration". Its theory was as completely democratic 
as could be considering the time in history. Necessarily, all such acts 
had to be proved to satisfy the requirements of the affected authorities. 
This meant that each deed had to be responsibly witnessed. Finally, and 
"in order to make suah additional provision as shat Z effeatuat Zy preserve 
pure this most honourable distination", an expulsion clause provided 
that in certain circumstances a recipient's name could be erased from the 
official register and his pension cancelled, although restoration to both 
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lay also within the Royal ple(sure. So although the Victoria C~oss 
is not an Order, it evidently shares at least one characteristic with 
the mass of constituted Orders. 

Since the issue of the original Warrant in 1856, subsequent Warrants 
have defined, modified or extended its provisions. For instance, on 
10th. August 1858, Queen Victoria directed that the Victoria Cross 
should be conferred on naval and military officers and men who "may 
perform aots of oonspiouous oourage and bravery" in "oiroumstanoes 
of extreme danger, suoh as the ooourrenoe of a fire on board ship, or 
of the floundering of a Vessel at Sea, or under any other oiroumstanoes 
in whioh, through the oourage and devotion displayed, life or publio 
property may be saved". In 1902, King Edward VII approved the principle 
of the posthumous award of the Victoria Cross to certain officers and 
other ranks fallen in the South African War, thus initiating the 
present laudable custom whereby the Victoria Cross is given to the 
representative of a deceased recipient or of one who would have been 
recipient had he survived. Other important extensions were granted by 
King George Von October 21st. 1911 to admit native officers and other 
ranks of the Indian Army to eligibility for the Victoria Cross; and 
on the 22nd. May 1920,.the whole position was reviewed so that in one 
of the most important Warrants until then - a lengthy Warrant which 
bears the signature of Winston S. Churchill, then Secretary of State 
for War, one of the notable provisions mentions that members of the 
~oyal Air Fqrce and of "Air Fo~oes of Our Dominions, Colonies, 

""'Dependenoies or Proteotorates ", and "Matz-ons, sisters, nurses and the 
sta/r of the Nursing Servioes and other Servioes pertaining to hospit
als and nursing, and oivilians of either sex serving regularly or 
temporarily under the orders, direotion or supervision" of the spec
ified Naval, Military or Air Forces should be eligible for the Victoria 
Cross. The keynote of this Warrant is that the Victoria Cross "shall 
only be awarded for most oonspiouous bravery or some daring or pre
eminent aot of valour or self-saorifioe or extreme devotion to duty in 
the presenoe of the enemy"• Again, speci~l note should be taken that 
the award is open to all, without distinction of rank, sex, race 
or religion of those who serve with the Armed Forces. Except for two 
occasions in its early history, the Victoria Cross has been awarded 
only in operations against the enemy and - since the institution of 
the GEORGE CROSS and the GEORGE MEDAL - the Victoria Cross is unlikely 
ever to be awarded otherwise. 

Queen Victoria had not been motivated by any notion of boosting morale 
or of stimulating her sailors and soldiers to higher endeavour, as 
might have been expected if an Admiral or Field General had instituted 
the award. Rather, as sovereign of a vast Empire, she felt a deep 
sense of personal gratification to those who displayed valour in her 
cause. Queen Victoria crystallized the feelings of her heart in the 
new honour named after herself. In so doing, she epitomized also the 
admiration of the Nation and the Empire. 

Design and description of the Victoria Cross 

While the idea of this new award had been entirely that of the Queen, 
including the method of the award, the design had been suggested by 
her husband, Albert, the Prince Consort. As might be expected, the 
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Queen watched every detail of the medal's creation. By way of example, 
when the Secretary of State for War, Lord Panmure, suggested the inscrip
tion "FOR THE BRAVE", Her Majesty vetoed its use on the premise 
that it may be interpreted to mean that only those who won the Victoria 
Cross were brave, not every man who went into battle. She felt that the 
words "FOR VALOUR" covered the deed much more properly. 

The decoration takes the form of a Maltese Cross, and is made of bronze 
that originally came from Russian guns captured in the Crimea. The Royal 
Crest (the imperial crown upon which stands a lion statant) adorns the 
front of the medal (see Front Cover); under the· crest are the words "FOR 
VALOUR" on a ribbon. AV-shaped link connects the Cross to a suspender, 
ornamented on its face with sprays of laurel; on its back (see Back 
Cover) is space for the recipient's name, rank and unit. The date of the 
heroic act is engraved on the back of the Cross itself. The Cross is 
worn suspended from the left breast, closest to the tunic's buttons, by 
a 1½-inch-wide ribbon that was originally blue for-Naval recipients and 
crimson for Army winners. This latter confusing distinction has long 
since been changed. The Royal Warrant of 22nd. May 1920 decrees the 
colour of the ribbon to be crimson for all services. When the ribbon 
only is worn, a miniature replica of the Cross is fixed on its centre; 
a second award is signified by an additional miniature Cross. To the 
present day, the same London firm - Messrs. Hancock - make the Victoria 
Cross a~ made the first of these medals. 

First investiture of the Victoria Cross by Queen Victoria 

As might be expected, the historic first investiture of the Victoria 
Cross by Queen Victoria was conducted with great pomp and ceremony. 
Since this new decoration was retro-activ~, a total of sixty-two 
officers and men had it bestowed upon them at the investiture. Twelve 
men of the Royal Navy came first, followed by two Royal Marines and 
forty-eight Army personnel, with officers and other ranks arrayed 
side-by-side. One recipient in particular appeared to be the popular 
favourite : he was Lieutenant John Simpson Knox, a member of the 
2nd. Battalion, Rifle Brigade, who lost an arm at Redan on June 18th. 
1855. 

The glittering cavalcade wound its way into Hyde Park in the morning 
of June 26th. 1857. The heroes of the day were already assembled in 
front of the troops on parade. Queen Victoria wore military dress, 
consisting of a scarlet tunic, gold-braided and with a gold embroidered 
sash over one shoulder, a dark blue skirt and a round black beaver hat, 
with a gilt band and red and white plumes. She rode to the Park with 
Albert, the-Prince Consort; the Prince of Wales, later to become King 
Edward VII; .and other members of the Royal Family. A contingent of 
aides-de-camp and other general and high-ranking officers also accompan
ied the official party. As each recipient came before her, Queen Victoria 
was handed a Cross by Lord Panmure; she fastened it to the left breast 
of the hero's tunic. 

First Victoria Cross won 

The first Victoria Cross was won by an Irishman, Charles Davis Lucas, 
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on 21st. June 1854 •. He was immediately promoted from Mate to Lieu~ 
tenant. Three days after Great Britain entered the First World War, 
by then a Rear-Admiral, was destined to die. 

Charles Lucas' deed which was rewarded with the Victoria Cross had 
been to throw overboard, with his bare hands, a live shell that had 
fallen on H,M,S. HeaZa. The shell, with its burning fuse hissing, 
landed on the deck of the HeaZa. Disaster was imminent ! Lucas 
acted instantly; his deed was performed in a matter of seconds. The 
ship was saved ! 

.Rear-Admiral Lucas' Victoria Cross is displayed in the National 
Maritime Museum, Greenwich, England, 

It should be noted that the first award of the Victoria Cross to be 
actually gazetted was that won by Lieutenant Cecil William Buckley, 
R.N., who - with two others - was decorated for service at Genitchi, 
on the Sea of Azov, on 29th, May 1855. Lieutenant John Bytesea and 
Stoker William Johnstone were the winners of the second and third 
Victoria Crosses. On August 9th. - 12th. 1854, the two sailors 
intercepted Russian mails and dispatchas at great personal tisk. 
More important than who won the Victoria Cross first is the faci that· 
every recipient serv~d his country to the best of his ability! 

First Canadian to win the Victoria Cross 

The first Canadian Victoria Cross recipient was Alexander Robert Dunn 
(Figure 1), who won the honour during the Charge of the Light Brigade 

Fiqupe 1. Alexander Robert Dunn, 
11th. (Prince Albert's Own) Hussars 
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at Balaclava, Crimea, on 25th. October 1854. He won the Victoria Cross 
for "autting down a Russian Hussar who was attaaking a Private Levett 
of the 11th. Hussars, thereby saving yet another Zife". He had earlier 
saved the life of a Sergeant Bentley by cutting down several Russians 
who were attacking the Sergeant, using his sword which, incidentally, 
was much longer than official regulations permitted. 

Lieutenant Dunn survived the Crimean War, returning to Toronto in 1855. 
Robert Dunn was born in York, Upper Canada, on 15th. September 1833. He 
received his early education at Upper Canada College, where his medals 
and ceremonial sword are displayed. He continued his education at Harrow 
in England. He joined the 11th. Hussars in 1852. In 1858, he rejoined 
the army as a major, and helped to orgariize the 100th. Royal Canadian 
Regiment of Foot. He went to Gibraltar· with the regiment, and in 1861 
became its commanding officer. In 1864, he transferred to the 33rd. 
(Duke of Wellington's) Regiment, and joined them in India. He was 
killed by the accidental discharge of a gun during a hunting expedition, 
and was burie~ at Senafe, Abyssinia, on 25th. January 1868. 

Victoria Crosses won by other Canadians prior to the First World War 

Seven other Canadians won the Victoria Cross in various actions in 
different parts of the world before the out~reak oi World War I. 
Brief summaries of their ~articulars are as follows : 

,· 
, 

Herbert TayZor READE (Figure 2) : Born in Perth, Upper Canada, 2nd. Sep
tember 1828. Assistant Surgeon, 61st. Regiment of Foot, 1850. Won the 

F-CguPe 2. Herbert Taylor Reade, 
The Gloucestershire Regiment 
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Victoria Cross during the Indian Mutiny, 1857. Retired on pension 
in 1887. 

Died at Sunnylands, Park Gardens, Bath, Somerset on 23rd. June 1897. 

Wi"l"liam HALL (Figure 3) : Born in Horton Bluff, Nova Scotia, 28th, 
April 1827; son of one of a group of negro slaves rescued by a 
British frigate during the War of 1812. 

Figure 3. William Hall, 
Naval Brigade (Royal Navy) 

Served as an able-seaman on H.M.S. Rodney during the Crimean War. 
Won the Victoria Cross during the Relief of Lucknow while serving 
with H.M.S. Shannon, Served on four other ships, returning to Nova 
Scotia in 1876. 

Died at Hantsport, Nova Scotia, in 1904. 

Campbel,"/, Mi"l7.is DOUGLAS (Figure 4) : Born in Quebec City, Quebec, 
on 5th, August 1840. Assistant Surge~n, 24th. Regiment of Foot, 1863. 
Won the Victoria Cross during the Burma Campaign. Transferred to the 
Royal Artillery in 1872. Came out of retirement in 1885 to serve as 
a Medical Officer during the Riel Rebellion. 

Died at Wells, Somerset, England on 31st, December 1909. 
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Figure 4. Campbell Millis Douglas, 
,he South Wales Borderers 

Arthur Herbert Lindsey RICHARDSON (Figure 5) : Born in Southport, near 
Liverpool, England, in 1873. Served with Lord Strathcona's Horse (Royal 

Figure 5. 
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Hampden Zane ChurahiZZ COCKBURN (Figure 6) : Born in Toronto, Ontario 
on 19th. November 1867. Attended Upper Canada College, later moving 
to Rugoy School in England. In 1899, Cockburn went to South Africa 
With the 1st. Canadian Mounted Rifles Battalion (later the Royal 

: 

Figure 6. Hampden Zane Churchill Cockburn, 
Royal ~anadian Dragoons 

Canadian Dragoons) where, the following year, he won the Victoria 
Cross. Rose to rank of captain before returning to Canada; in 
recognition of his gallantry, he was appointed a major in the 
Governor-General's Bodyguard. 

Died in western Canada on 13th. July 1913, 

Riahard Ernest WiZ7,.iam TURNER (Figure 7) : Born in Quebec City on 
25th. July 1871. Educated at Quebec High School and in private schools. 
Joined Royal Canadian Dragorins as a lieutenant upon outbreak of the 
Boer War. In South Africa, won both the Distinguished Service Order 
and the Victoria Cross, the latter on 7th. November 1900. Subsequent 
career highly distinguished - 1905-7, commanding officer of the 10th. 
Queen's Own Canadian Hussars; 1907-12, brigade commander of the 3rd. 
Eastern Townships Cavalry Brigade; June 1914 pxomoted to full ~olonel; 
1915, in France~ raised to rank of brigadier-general; Apgust 1915, 
assumed command of 2nd. Canadian Division with rank of major-general; 
1916, became lieutenant-general commanding Canadian forc~s in the 
British Isles. In addition to British decoratio~s, which included a 
knighthood, Turner received several foreign awards. One of th,e founders 
of the Canadian Legion of the British Empire Service ~eague. 
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Figure 7. Richard Ernest William Turner, 
Royal Canadian Dragoons 

Edward James Gibson HOLLAND (Figure 8) : Born in Ottawa, Ontario, 
2nd. February 1878. Educated at Model School and the Ottawa Collegiate 

P-C·g·ure B. Edward James Gibson Holland, 
Royal Canadian Dragoons 
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Institute. At the age of seventeen, he joined the Militia, and served 
with the 43rd, Regiment and the 5th. Princess Louise Dragoon Guards 
from 1895-7, In 1899, served with the 1st. Canadian Mounted Rifles 
Batta~ion in South Africa, where he won the Victoria Cross on 7th. 
November 1900. 1901 - granted a commission in the Princess Louise 
Dragoon Guards, 1902 - became a full lieutenant. 1904 - became a 
major in the 13th, Scottish Light Dragoons. 1914 - was a major 
commanding the Borden Motor Machine-gun Battery. 1915 - went to 
France with this unit. 1916 (October) - returned to Canada, where he 
was transferred to Corps Reserve. 

Died in Cobalt, Ontario in June 1948, 

The specific action for which the three members of the Royal Canadian 
Dragoons (Cockburn, Turner and Holland) won their Victoria Crosses 
was the defence of the guns at Liliefontein, Komati River during the 
Bo~r War, The guns of D Battery were not captured by the enemy - they 
had been saved by the stubborn resistance of the Royal Canadian 
Dragoons under the valiant leadership of Li~utenants Cockburn and 
Turner who were gallantly supported by Sergeant Holland in charge of 
t~e Colt Machine-gun, During this fiercely fought rearguard action, 
a Trooper Hilder of the Dragoons heard.Turner distinctly say "Dis
mount and hold back the enemy" ! He continued "Never let it be said 
the Canadi~ns had let, their guns be taken". 

Canada's prairie Victoria Cross winners of the First World War 

FPederiak WiZZiam' HALL. (Figure 9) : Company Sergeant-Major Frederick 
Hall was born in Belfast, Ireland, on 21st. February 1885. He moved 

Figure 9. 
',•,~.'~riJ. ~ 

Frederick William Hall, 
8th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 
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to Canada several years before the outbreak of the First World War~ 
He lived in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Hall enlisted with the 106th. Battalion 
in 1914, and later transferred to the 8th. Battalion which was commonly 
called the "Little Black Devils". Company Sergeant-Major Hall was 
killed in the action which won him the Victoria Cross. He has no known 
grave. His name is inscribed on the Menin Gate Memorial at Ypres,
Belgium. 

Extract from the London Gazette, 22nd. June 1915 : 
On 24th. April 1915, in the neighbourhood of Ypres, 
when a wounded man who was Zying some 15 yards from 
the trench called for help, Company Sergeant-Major 
Hall endeavoured to reach him in the face of a heavy 
enfilade fire which was being poured in by the enemy. 
The first attempt failed, and a Non-commissioned 
Officer and Private soldier who were attempting to 
give assistance were both wounded. Company Sergeant
Major Hall then made a second most gallant attempt, 
and was in the act of lifting up the wounded man 
when he fell mortally wounded in the head. 

Leo CLARKE (Figure 10) : Acting Corporal Leo Clarke was born in Water
down, near Hamilton, Ontario on December 1st. 1892. During his early 
youth, Leo Clar~e lived in England; his family returned to Canada when 
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he was eleven years of age. They settled in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Leo 
Clarke worked on a survey crew in the Canadian North, but at the 
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outbreak of war he returned to Winnipeg where he enlisted in the 27th. 
Battalion. He was posted to England in June 1915. He subsequently 
transferred to the 2nd. Battalion to be with his brother, The day 
Leo Clarke won the Victoria Cross, 9th, September 1916, both he and 
his brother saw action near Pozieres, Corporal Clarke was killed in 
action on 19th, October 1916, He is buried in Etretat churchyard, 
sixteen miles north of Le Havre, France, 

Extraat from the London Gazette, 26th. Oatober 1916 : 
For most aonspicuous bravery. He was detaiied with 
his seation of bombers to aiear the continuation of 
a newZy aaptured trenah and aover the aonstruation 
of a "bZoak" when about twenty of the enemy with· 
two offiaers aounter-attaaked, He boidiy advanaed 
against them, emptied his revoZver into them, and 
afterwards two enemy rifies whiah he piaked up in 
the trenah. One of the offiaers then attaaked hi·m 
with the ~ayonet, wounding him in the ieg, but he 
shot him dead, The enemy then ran away, pursued by 
Aating Corporai CZarke, who shot four more and 
aaptured a fifth. Later he was ordered to the 
dressing-station, but returned next day to duty, 

Robert SHAMKLAND (Figure 11) Lieutenant Robert Shankland was born 
in Ayr, Scotland, in 1887, He migrated to Winnipeg, Manitoba, in 1911, 

Figure 11. Robert Shankland, 
43rd. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

He was one of the first to enlist in the Cameron Highlanders of 
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Wood, June 1916. Robert Shankland was commissioned in the field in 
the fall of 1916. He won the Victoria Cross on 26th. October 1917 
during the fighting for the Bellevue Spur, a main line of defence 
before Passchendaele. He died in Vancouver, B.C., on 20th. January 
1968. 

Extraat from the London Gazette, 18th. Deaember 1917: 
For most aonspiauous bravery and resourae in aation 
under aritiaaZ and adverse aonditions. Having gained 
a position he raZZied the remnant of his own platoon 
and men of other aompanies, disposed them to aommand 
the ground in front, and infZiated heavy aasuaZties 
upon the retreating enemy. Later, he dispersed a 
aounter-attaak, thus enabling supporting troops to 
aome up unmolested. He then personaZZy aommuniaated 
to Battalion Headquarters an aaaurate and valuable 
report as to the position on the Brigade frontage, 
and after doing so rejoined his aommand and aarried 
on until relieved. His aourage and splendid example 
inspired aZZ ranks and aoupZed with his great 
gallantry and skiZZ undoubtedly saved a very aritiaaZ 
situation. 

NOTE : By strange coincidence, the foregoing Victoria Cross winners -
Sergeant-Major ~all, Corporal Clarke and Lieutenant Shankland - all 
lived on Pine Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba. This street was later 
renamed Valour Road. 

Christopher Patriak John o~KELLY (Figure 12) : Captain Christopher 
Patrick John O'Kelly was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, on 20th. Nov
ember 1896. He enlisted in the 144th. Battalion in 1915. Sometime 
later, he was commissioned with the 52nd. Battalion, In September 
1917, he won the Military Cross, and on 26th. October 1917, the 
Victoria Cross during the fighting at Passchendaele. He died on 
15th. November 1922 in a drowning accident. 

Extraat from the London Gazette, 11th. January 1918 : 
For most aonspiauous bravery in an:aation in whiah 
he Zed his aompany with extraordinary skiZZ and 
determination. After the original attaak had failed 
and two aompanies of his unit had Zaunahed a new 
attaak, Captain O'KeZZy advanaed his aommand over 
1000 yards under heavy fire without any artiZZery 
barrage, took the enemy's positions on the arest of 
the hiZZ by storm, and then personally organized 
and Zed a series of attaaks against "piZZ-boxes", 
his aompany alone aapturing six of them with 100 
prisoners and 10 maahine-guns. Later on in the 
afternoon, under the leadership of this gaZZant 
offiaer, his aompany repelled a strong aounter
attaak, taking more prisoners, and subsequently 
during the night aaptured a hostile raiding party 
aonsisting of one offiaer, 10 men and a maahine
gun. The whole of these aahievements were ahiefZy 
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Figure 12. Christopher Patrick John O'Kelly, 
: 52nd. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

due to the magnificent courage~ daring and abiZity 
of Captain O'KeZZy. 

George Harry MULLIN (Figure 13) : Sergeant George Harry Mullin was 
born in Portland, Oregon, on 15th, August 1892. His parents moved to 

Figure 12. George Harry Mullin, 
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 
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Moosomin, Saskatchewan while Harry was still very young. He attended 
the Moosomin Public School and then the Moosomin Collegiate. He 
enlisted in the 32nd. Battalion, Winnipeg, Light Infantry in 1914. 
He transferred to the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 
early in 1915. During the Vimy Ridge battle, he was awarded the 
Military Medal. Harry Mullin won the Victoria Cross on 30th. October 
1917, in the fighting around Graf and Meetcheele, during the attack 
on Passchendaele Village. Following the war, he returned to farming, 
also serving with the Assiniboia Regiment (Militia); he attained the, 
rank of Major. During the Second World War, Harry Mullin served as a 
Captain with the Veteran's Guard of Canada for six years. Afterwards, 
he lived in.Regina, Saskatchewan. He also served as the Sergeant-at
Arms for the Province of Saskatchewan. He was one of the Saskatchewan 
contingent who attended the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in June 
1953. Harry Mullin died in Regina on 5th. April 1963. 

Extraat from the London Gazette, 11th, January 1918 : 
For most aonspiauous bravery in attaak, when single
handed he aaptured a aommanding "pill-box" whiah had 
withstood the heavy bombardment and was aausing heavy 
aasualties to our foraes and holding up the attaak. He 
rushed a sniper's post in front, destroyed the garrison 
with bombs, and, arawling to the top of the "pill-box", 
he shot the two maahine-gunners with his revolver. 
Sergeant Mullin then rushed to another entranae and 
forae~:the garrison of ten to surrender. His gallantry 
and fearlessness were witnessed by many, and, although 
rapid fire was direated upon him, and his alothes 
riddled with bullets, he never faltered in his purpose 
and he not only helped to save the situation, but also 
indireatly saved many lives. 

Alan Arnett MCLEOD (Figure 14, opposite) : Second Lieutenant Alan 
Arnett McLeod was born in Stonewall, Manitoba, on 20th. April 1899. 
Three days after his eighteenth birthday, he reported to the Flying 
Corps Training Centre, Long Branch, Ontario. In November of the same 
year, he was in France, one of the youngest officers on active service. 
On 27th. March 1918, he won the Victoria Cross, one month short of his 
nineteenth birthday. On recovering from his wounds, Lieutenant McLeod 
returned to Winnipeg, Manitoba. He died of influenza in November 1918. 

Extraat from the London Gazette, 1st. May 1918 : 
While flying with his observer (Lieutenant A.W. Hammond, 
M.C.), attaaking hostile formations by bombs and maahine
gun fire, he was assailed at a height of 5,000 feet by 
eight enemy tri-planes, whiah dived at him from all 
direations, firing from their front guns. By skilful 
manoeuvring, he enabled his observer to fire bursts at 
eaah maahine in turn, shooting three of them down out of 
aontrol. By this time, Lieutenant MaLeod had reaeived 
five wounds, and while aontinuing the engagement, a 
bullet penetrated his petr~l tank and set the maahine on 
fire. He.then alimbed out on to the left bottom plane, 
aontrolling his maahine from the side of the fuselage, 
and by side-slipping steeply kept the flames to one side, 
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Alan Arnett McLeod, 
Royal Flying Corps 

thus enabling the observer to aontinue firing until 
the ground was reaahed. The observer had been wounded 
six times when the maahine arashed in "No Man's Land", 
and Seaond Lieutenant MaLeod, notwithstanding his own 
wounds, dragged him away from the burning wreakage at 
_great personal risk from heavy maahine-gun fire from 
the enemy's lines. This very gallant pilot was again 
wounded by a bomb whilst engaged in this aat of 
resaue, but he persevered until he had plaaed Lieu~' ·· 
tenant Hammond in aomparative safety, before falling 
himself from exhaustion and Zoss of blood. · 

Alexander Piaton BRERETON (Figure 15, overleaf) : Corporal Alexander 
Picton Brereton was born in Oak River, Manitoba, on 13th. November 
1893. He attended school at Oak River, Hamiota and Strathclair. Prior 
to enlistment, he worked on a farm. The action which won Corporal 
Brereton the Victoria Cross took place on 9th. August 1918, east of 
Amiens. After the war, Alexande= Brereton returned to farming. At a 
later date, he acquired a section of land in the Elnora district of 
Alberta. During the Second World War, he served as a Company Quarter
Master Ser$eant at Red Deer, Alberta. 

Extraat from the London Gazette, 27th. September J918 : 
For most aonspiauous bravery during an attaak, when a 
tine of hostile maahine-guns opened fire suddenly on 
his ptatoon, whiah was in an exposed position, and no 
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Figure 15. Alexander Picton Brereton, 
8th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

,, 

aover available. This gallant N.C,O. at onae appre
aiated the aritiaal situation and realizBd that, 
unless something was done at onae, the platoon 
would be ~nnihilated. On his own initiative, and 
without a moment's delay, and alone, he sprang forward. 
and reached one of the hostile maahine-gun posts, 
where he shot the man operating the gun and bayonetted 
the next one who tried to operate it, whereupon nine 
others surrendered to him. Corporal Brereton's aation 
~as a splendid example of resourae and bravery, and 
not onZy undoubtedly saved many of his aomrades' lives, 
but also inspired his platoon to aharge and aapture the 
five remaining posts. 

Coulson Norman MITCHELL (Figure 16, opposite) : Captain Coulson Norman 
Mitchell was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, on 11th. December 1889, He 
graduated from the University of Manitoba in engineering in 1912. He 
worked on several construction projects in Manitoba and British Columbia 
prior to the First World War. He enlisted in the Canadian Engineers in 
November 1914. He won the Military Cross at "The Bluff", Ypres, on 
11th. December 1916, his 27th, birthday. Captain Mitchell won the 

· Victoria Cross at Cambrai on tte 8th. and 9th. October, 1918. During the 
Second World War, he again served with the Royal Canadian Engineers in 
England, and later at Chilliwack, British Columbia, as commandant of the 
Royal School of Military Engineering, holding the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel. After the Second World War, he became an executi~e with a 
Canadian corporation, living at Beaurepaire, Quebec. 
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Figure 15. Coulson Norman Mitchell, 
: 1st. Tunnelling Company, Canadian Engineers 

.Extraat from the London Gazette, 31st. January 1919 : 
For most _aonspiauous bravery and devotion to duty on 
the night of the 8th. and 9th. Oatober 1918, at the 
CanaZ de L'Esaaut northeast of Cambrai. He (Captain 
MitaheZZ) Zed a smaZZ party ahead of the first wave 
of infantry in order to examine the various bridges 
on the tine of approaah, and, if possibZe, to prevent 
their demoZition. On reaahing the aanaZ, he found the 
bridge aZready bZown up. Under a heavy barrage, he 
arossed to the next bridge, where he aut a number of 
"Zead" wires. Then in totaZ darkness, and un~ware of 
the position or strength of the enemy at the bridge
head, he dashed aaross the main bridge over the aanaZ. 
This bridge was found to be heaviZy aharged for demo
Zition and whiZst Captain MitaheZZ, assisted by his 
N,C.O., was autting the wires, the enemy attempted to 
rush the bridge in order to bZow up the aharges, 
whereupon he at onae dashed to the assistanae of his 
sentry, who had been wounded, kitted three of the 
enemy, aaptured 12, and maintained the bridgehead 
untiZ reinforaed. Then under heavy fire, he aontinued 
the task of autting wi~es and revoving aharges, whiah 
he weZZ knew might at any moment have been fired by 
the enemy. It was entirety due to his vaZour and 
deaisive aation that this important bridge aaross the 
aanaZ was saved from destruation. 
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William George BARKER (Figure 17) : Lieutenant-Colonel William George 
Barker was born at Dauphin, Manitoba, on 3rd. November 1894. He was 

E{guPe 17. William George Barker, 
Royal Air Force 

educated there and later in Winnipeg. He was both an expert rifleman 
and an accomplished horseman. William Barker joined the 1st. Canadian 
Mounted Rifles as a private soldier. When the Canadian Mounted Rifles 
were converted to infantry, Barker became a machine-gunner. He landed 
in France in September 1915, and served as a Corporal through a period 
of static trench duty. He transferred to the Royal Flying Corps as an 
observer, with the rank of Corporal. Barker was promoted to Lieutenant 
in April 1916. He was awarded the Military Cross in September 1916 for 
his heroic performance as an observer-gunner during a reconnaissance 
flight. Later in the Fall, he was posted to England to train as a 
pilot. Barker returned to France in January 1917, and shortly there
after became a flight-commander with the rank of Captain. As a pilot, 
he achieved a distinguished record in the air over France and Italy, 
winning the Victoria Cross, the Distinguished Service Order and bar, 
the Military Cross and two bars, the Distinguished Flying Cross, the 
French Croix de Guerre, the Italian Cross of Valour as well as a 
promotion to Lieutenant-Colonel. All this was accomplished by the time 
Barker reached the age of twer.ty-four, including the destruction of 
fifty enemy planes. Lieutenant-Colonel Barker returned to Canada late 
in 1919. In 1920, he joined the newly-established Royal Canadian Air 
Force. The following four years were spent overseas on liaison work 
with th~ British Air Ministry. 

In 1924, he resigned from the Royal Canadian Air Force to go into the 
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tobacco-raising business near Simcoe, Ontario. He returned to aviation 
in 1930 as President of an aviation corporation in Montreal. On 1st. 
March 1930, he was killed whilst demonstrating a new type of aircraft 
to the Department of National Defence at Rockliffe, Ontario. He was 
buried in Toronto with full military honours. 

Extraat from the London Gazette, 30th. November 1918 : 
On the morning of the 27th. Oatober 1918, this offiaer 
observed an enemt two-seater over the Foret de Mormal. 
He attaaked this maahine, and after a short burst it 
broke up in the air. At the same time a Fokker biplane 
attaaked him, and he was wounded in the right thigh, 
but managed, despite this, to shoot down the enemy 
plane in flames. 

He then found himself in the middle of a large 
formation of Fokkers, who attaaked him from all 
direations, and was again severely wounded in the 
left thigh, but suaaeeded in driving down two of the 
enemy in a spin. 

He lost aonsaiousness after this and his maahine fell 
out of aontrol. On reaovery he found himself being 
again attaaked heavily by a large formation, and 
singling out one maahine, he deliberately aharged and 
4~ove it down in flames. 

Being greatly exhausted, he dived out of the fight to 
regain our lines, but was met by another formation, 
whiah attaaked and endeavoured to aut him off, but 
after a hard fight he suaaeeded in breaking up this 
foPmation and reaahed our lines, where he arashed on 
landing. 

This aombat, in whiah Major Barker destroyed four 
enemy maahines (three of them in flames), brought his 
total s.uaaesses up to fifty enemy maahines · destroyed, 
and is a notable example of the exaeptional bravery 
and disregaPd of danger whiah this very gallant offiaer 
has always displayed throughout his distinguished 
aareer. 

Major Barker was awarded the Military Cross on 10th. 
January 1917, first Bar on 18th. July 1917, the 
Distinguished Serviae Order on 18th. February 1918, 
2nd. Bar to the Military Cross on the 16th. September 
1918, and Bar to the Distinguished Serviae Order on 
2nd. November 1918. 

Hugh CAIRNS (Figure 18, overleaf) : Sergeant Hugh Cairns was born in 
Ashington, Northumberland, England, on 4th. December 1896. He came 
to Saskatoon, Saskatchewan~ in May 1911, working as an apprentice 
plumber. Hugh Cairns went overseas with the 65th. Battalion, later· 
transferring to the 46th. Battalion. He won the Distinguished Conduct 
Medal at Vimy Ridge, and was awarded the Legion of Honour by the 
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Figu1/e 18. Hugh Cairns, 
46th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

Government of France. In the fighting on the outskirts of Valenciennes, 
eleven days before the Armistice, Sergeant Cairns won the Victoria 
Cross. He died of wounds received while taking German soldiers 
prisoner, on 2nd. November 1918. A monument stands in his memory, in 
a Saskatoon City Park. The town of Valenciennes, France, in a gesture 
of friendship to Canada and in memory of a gallant soldier, renamed 
one of its principal streets "Avenue Serjeant Hugh Cairns". Sergeant 
Cairns is buried in Auberchicourt British Cemetary, seven miles east 
of Douai, France. 

Ex~raat from the London Gazette, 31st. January 1919 : 
For most aonspiauous bravery before Valenaiennes on 
1st. November 1918, when a maahine-gun opened fire on his 
platoon. Without a moment's hesitation, Sergeant Cairns 
seized a Le~is gun and single-handed, in the faae of 
direat fire, rushed the post, killed the arew of five, 
and aaptured the gun. Later, when the line was held up by 
maahine-gun fire, he again rushed forward, killing twelve 
enemy and aapturing eighteen and two guns. Subsequently, 
ti.'hen the attaak was he Zd up by maahine-guns and fie Zd-guns, 
although wounded, he Zed a small party to outflank them, 
killing many, foraing about fifty to surrender, and• 
aapturing aZZ the guns. After aonsolidatinn, he went with. 
a battle pa~rol to exploit Marly and foraed sixty enemy to 
surrender. Whilst disarming this party, he was ~everely 
wounded. Nevertheless, he opened fire and infliated heavy 
losses. Finally he was rushed by about twenty of the enemy 
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and aoZZapsed from weakness and Zoss of bZood. 
Throughout the operation he showed the highest 
degree of vaZour, and his Zeadership greatZy 
aontributed to the suaaess of the attaak. 

John Chipman KERR (Figure 19) 
in Fox River, Nova Scotia, on 

: Private John "Chip" Kerr was born 
11th. January 1887. John Kerr and his 

Figu~e 19. John Chipman Kerr, 
49th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

brother, Roland, moved west to Spirit River, Alberta, where they 
took out a homestead. When World War I was declared, both brothers 
headed for Edmonton to enlist in the army. They left a note nailed 
to the door of their shack; it read : War is HeZZ, but what is 
homesteading? "Chip" Kerr won the Victoria Cross while serving 
in the 49th. Battalion at the Battle of the Somme. This took place 
on 16th. September 1916. John Kerr died in Port Moody, British 
Columbia, on 19th. February 1963. 

Frede~iak Mauriae Watson HARVEY (Figure 20, overleaf) : Lieutenant 
Frederick Maurice Watson Harvey was born in Athboy, Ireland, on 
1st. September 1888. H~ won the Victoria Cross on March 27th. 1917 
near the village of Guyencourt, France, while serving with the Lord 
Strathcona's Horse (Royal Canadians). He had previou~ly won the 
Military Cross. During the Second World War, he attained the rank 
of Bri2adier-General. holdin2 the uost of Officer Commanding the 
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District of Alberta. He made Calgary, Alberta, his home after the war. 

Figu!'e 20. 

John GeoPge PATTISON 
in Woolwich, England, 

Frederick Maurice Watson Harvey, 
Lord Strathcona's Horse 

(Figure 21) : Private John George Pattison was born 
on 8th. Sep~ember 1875. In 1906, he came to Canada, 
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Figure 21. John George Pattison, 
50th. Canad~an Infantry Battalion 
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living at Rapid ~ity, Manitoba, for a period of time. He then moved 
to Calgary, Alberta, where he worked for a public utility until his 
enlistment in May 1916. He served with the 137th. Battalion, later 
being posted to the 50th. Battalion. It was at the Battle of Vimy 
Ridge, on April 10th. 1917, that Private Pattison won the Victoria 
Cross. He was killed two months later, on 3rd. June 1917, during an 
attack on the generating station at Lievin, near Lens, France. A 
mountain in the Jasper Park area, Alberta, is named in his honour. 

Robert Grierson COMBE (Figure 22) : Lieutenant Robert Grierson Combe 
was born in Aberdeen, Scotland, on 5th. August 1880. He served his 

Figure 22. Robert Grierson Combe, 
27th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

apprenticeship in pharmacies in Aberdeen and London, before coming 
to Canada around 1906. He worked at a drug store in Moosomin, 
Saskatchewan. Two years later, he opened his own drug store in 
Melville, Saskatchewan. Robert Combe operated this store until his 
enlistment in 1915. He was granted a commission, and posted to the 
53rd. Battalion at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, shortly afterwards 
going ovarseas where he qualified as major and became an instructor. 
Later, at his request, he revertei to the rank of Lieutenant, and 
was attached to the 28th. Battalion in France. Illness forced his 
return to England ior a short while, but he returned to the front 
with the 27th. Battalion. He won the Victoria Cross near Acheville, 
France, on 3rd. May 1917. Acheville is about three m~les_from Vimy 
Ridge. Lieutenant Combe has no known grave. His name is inscribed 
on the Vimy Memorial at Vimy Ridge. A lake in northern Saskatchewan 
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CeaiZ John KINROSS (Figure 23) : Private Cecil John Kinross was born 
in Stirling, Scotland, on 17th. February 1896. He came to Canada, 
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Figure 23. Cecil John Kinross, 
49th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

settling on a farm at Lougheed, Alberta. He joined the 51st. Battalion 
in October 1915, later transferring to the 49th. Battalion. During the 
attack on Passchendaele, between the 29th. and 31st. October 1917, 
Private Kinross advanced alone over the open ground in broad daylight, 
charged an enemy machine-gun, killing the crew of six, and seized and 
destroyed the gun. A highly important position was established as a 

.result of his initiative. Throughout this three-day period, he showed 
marvellous coolness and courage, fighting against. heavy odds until 
seriously wounded. Private Kinross won the Victoria Cross on 30th. 
October 1917. He died on 21st. June 1957 at Lougheed, Alberta. 

Haraus STRACHAN (Figure 24, opposite) : Lieutenant (later Major) Harcus 
Strachan was born n Borrowstcunness, West Lothian, Scotland on 7th. 
November 1889. He was educated at Edinburgh University before coming to 
Canada in 1908. He joined the Canadian Cavalry in 1915, serving in the 
ranks of the Fort Garry Horse until he was commissioned as Lieutenant 
on September 1st. 1916. He w&s awarded the Military Cross for courag
eous action in a raid on enemy outposts south of St. Q~entin in May 
1917. LiP.utenant Strachan won the Victoria Cross at Masnieres, France, 
on 20th. November 1917, when he took command of the squadron of his 
regiment when his superior was killed. Lieutenant Stra~haQ led the 
squadron through the enemy line of machine-gun posts, and then, with 
the surviving men, led the charge on the enemy battery, killing seven 
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Pigu~e 24. Harcus Strachan, 
The Fort Garry Horse 

• 
of the gunners with his sword. He was promoted to Captain in 1917, 
and to Major in 1918. After the was, he joined the Militia as an 
officer of the 19th. Alberta Dragoons. In 1926, he transferred to 
the 15th. Canadian Light Horse, then went on Reserve in 1927. He 
went on active service in September 1939 as a Lieutenant-Colonel 
commanding the 15th. Alberta Light Horse; in 1940, he accepted an 
appointment as Major with the South Alberta Re&im.nt. Later in 1140, 
he became Lieutenant-Colonel~ commanding the Edmonton Fusiliers. He 
returned to the Reserve List in October 1944, and later to the 
Retired List. He made Vancouver, B.C., his h?me, working for a bank. 

Edmund DE WIND (Figure 25) : Lieutenant Edmund De Wind was born in 
Comber, County Down, Ireland, on 11th. December 1883. Before coming 
to Canada, Edmund De Wind worked in an Irish bank. On coming to this 
country in 1910, he entered the services of a Canadian bank, working 
in branches at Toronto, Ontario; Yorkton and Humboldt, Saskatchewan; 
and Edmonton, Alberta. He enlisted in the 31st. Battalion (Calgary 
Regiment) as a Private in 1914. Between September 1915 and April 1917, 
he served in the machine-gun section of the 31st. Battalion in France. 
He was then commissioned with the 15th. Battalion, Royal Irish Rifles. 
Lieutenant De Wind won the Victoria Cross near Grougie, France, on 
21st. March 1918 for holding en important position, though wounded, 
practically single-hRnded; he maintained his position until another 
section could get to his aid. He has no known grave. His name appears 
on the ~ozieres Memorial at Pozieres, France. A mountain in Alberta 
was named in his memory. 
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Figure 25. Edmund De Wind, 
15th. Battalion, Royal Irish Rifles 

: 

James Peter ROBERTSON (Figure 26) Private James Peter Robertson was 
born in Albion Mines, Pictou, Nova Scotia, on 27th. October 1883. While 

Figure 26. James Peter Robertson, 
27th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 
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still a child, he moved with his family to Springhill, Nova Scotia. 
In 1899, the Robertson family moved to Medicine Hat, Alberta, where 
Peter entered the service of a Canadian railroad. He was an engineer 
when the First World War broke out. Early in 1915, he joined the 13th. 
Canadian Mounted Rifles Battalion in Lethbridge, Alberta. Later, in 
England, he transferred to the 27th. Canadian Infantry Battalion. 
Tne action in which he won the Victoria Cross occurred on 6th. 
November 1917, during the attack on Passchendaele. Private Robertson's 
deed was bringing in wounded comrades; he got in successfully with one 
~an, in spite of a storm of bullets; he had just put the second man 
down close to our line when an unlucky shell exploded nearby, killing 
him instantly. Private Robertson is buried in Tyne Cot Cemetery, 
Passchendaele, Belgium. 

Go~don Mu~iel FLOWERDEW (Figure 27) : Lieutenant Gordon Muriel 
Flowerdew was born in Billingford, Norfolk, England, on 2nd. January 
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Figu~e 27. Gordon Muriel Flowerdew, 
Lord Strathcona's Horse 

1885. He came to Canada in 1903, living at Duck Lake, Saskatchewan; 
Queensbay, Kootenay Lake and Walhachin, British Columbia. In 1914, 
he enlisted in the 31st. British Col~mbia Horse, later transferring 
to the Lord Strathcona's Horse (Royal Canadians). The cavalry charge 
which he led, winning the Victoria C~oss, took plac~ on the 30th. 
March 1918 northeast of the Bois de Moreuil; France. Lieutenant 
Flowerdew died of wounds on the following day. He is _buried in 
Namps-au-Val British Cemetery, eleven miles southwest of Amiens, Franc, 
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James EdwaPd TAIT (Figure 28) : Lieutenant James Edward Tait was born in 
Kirkcudbrightshire, Scotland, in 1888. He was working with a government 
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Figupe 28. James Edward Tait, 

78th. Canadian Infantry Battalion· 

survey party in the Kettle River district of Northwest Canada when the 
First World War started. He enlisted in Winnipeg, Manitoba, with the 
100th. Battalion. He was granted a commission before going across the 
Atlantic in September 1916. He joined the 78th. Winnipeg Battalion in 
time for the Vimy Ridge battle where he won the Military Cross on 
9th. April 1917. He won the Victoria Cross at Amiens during fighting 
that lasted August 8th.-llth. 1918. Lieutenant Tait displayed outstand
ing courage and leadership, and though mortally wounded by a shell, 
continued to direct and aid his men until his death on 11th. August 1918. 

Raphael. Louis ZENGEL (Figure 29, opposite) : Sergeant Raphael Louis 
ZengeL was born in Ya1rbault, Minnesota, on 11th. November 1894. He and 
his widowed mother moved to a homestP.ad in Saskatchewan. When World War I 
began, Zengel was working on a farm near Virden, Manitoba. He enlisted 
in the 45th. Battalio~ in December 1914; on arrival in France in 1915, 
he was drafted to the 5th •. Battalion. He took part in several trench 
raids and on one of these exploits, h~ won the Military Medal. Sergeant 
Zengel won the Victoria Cross ou 9th. August 1918, during the Amiens 
fighting, east of Warvillers. He survived. the war, and settled in Rocky 
Mountain House, Alberta. · 
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Figure 29.~ Raphael Louis Zengel, 
5th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

Frederiak George COFFINS (Figure 30) 
Coppins was born in London, England, 

Corporal Frederick George 
on 25th. October 1889. He 

Figure 30. Frederick George Coppins, 
R~h. ~~"~~4~ft T"¥~"~•- ~R~~~14n" 
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enlisted in the 8th. Battalion in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Corporal Coppins
w on the Vi c t o r i a C r o s s at Hacke t t Wood , · Ami en s , on 9 t h • Aug us t 1 9 1 8 • 
During an attack, Corporal Coppins platoon unexpectedly came upon 
several machine-gun nests. The platoon could neither advance nor retire, 
nor was any cover available, and it was clear that unless the enemy 
guns could be silenced at once, the platoon would be wiped out. The 
Corporal, acting on his own initiative, called on four of his men to 
follow him. They all rushed straight for the machine-guns from which 
intense fire came. The four men were killed and the Corporal was 
wounded. Despite his wounds, Fred Coppins reached the guns alone, 
killing the one gunner and three of the crew. He made prisoners of 
four _others. Even though he was wounded, Corporal Coppins continued 
with his platoon to the final objective. He did not leave the line 
until it had been made secure and a superior officer ordered him to do 
so. Corporal Coppins returned to Canada at the end of the war. He 
died in Livermore, California, U.S.A., on 30th. March 1963. His 
Victoria Cross was presented to the Valour Road Branch of the Royal 
Canadian Legion in Winnipeg in 1965. 

Roberot SPALL (Figure 31) : Sergeant Robert Spall was born in Suffolk 
County, England, on 5th. March 1890. His parents moved to Canada when 
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Figure 31. Robert Spall, 
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 

Robert was two years old. He ioinP.d a draft of the 90th. Winnipeg Rifles 
and later transferred to the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. 
He won the Victoria Cros; on 12th. August 1918 during the Canadian 
advance in front of Amiins. Sergeant Spall deliberately gave his life in 
order to extricate his platoon from a most difficult situation. It was 
owing to his bravery that his platoon was saved. He died August 13th. 19180 
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Arthur George KNIGHT (Figure 32) : Sergeant Arthur George Knight was 
born near Lewes, Sussex, England, on 26th. June 1886. In 1911, he 
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Figure 32. Arthur George Knight, 

10th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

came to Regina, Saskatchewan, where he worked as a carpenter prior to 
the war. He joined the 46th. Battalion in December 1914, and went 
overseas in 1915-to serve with the 10th. Battalion in France. He 
remained in France for three years before being fatally wounded. 
Sergeant Knight was awarded the Croix de Guerre by the Belgian 
Government in November 1917. The action which won him the Victoria 
Cross took place on 2nd. September 1918 at Villers-lez-Cagnicourt, 
France. He died of wounds received during this battle. He is buried 
in Dominion Cemetery, Hendecourt-lez-Cagnicourt, France. Knight and 
Sussex Crescent, Regina, Saskatchewan, are named in his honour. 

Samuel, Lewis HONEY (Figure 33, overleaf) : Lieutenant Samuel Lewis 
Honey was born in Conn, Ontario, on 9th. February 1894. For several 
years prior to his enlistment, he alternately taught at and attended 
school. On 25th. January 1915 he enrolled with the 34th. Battalion 
as a Private, and went overseas the following October as a Sergeant. 
In August 1916, he left Britain for France as a Sergeant in the 
78th. Battalion. On the 10th. January 1917, he won the Military Medal 
for his activities du4ing raids on enemy trenches. A few months later, 
he earned th~ Distinguished Conduct Medal for gallant leadership 
during the battle of Vimy Ridge, 9th. April 1917;.most of the officers 
of his company had been put out of action when Sergeant Honey assumed 
a leadership role. He was immediately recommended for a commission, 
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:~igure 33. Samuel Lewis Honey, 
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78th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

and returned to Officers' Training School in England. He rejoined his 
unit in France in October 1917. He won the Victoria Cross in action 
at Bourlon Wood on September 27th. to 30th. 1918, when he located and 
rushed, single-handed, a machine-gun nest, capturing the guns and ten 
prisoners. Later on, he repelled four counter-attacks, and after dark 
again went out alone; he located an enemy post and then led a party 
which captured it and three guns. On 29th. September, again with 
great skill and daring, he led his company against a strong enemy 
position. Lieutenant Honey died of wounds he received on the last day 
of the attack by his Battalion, displaying to the end a high degree 
of valour and self-sacrifice. Lieutenant Honey is buried in Queant 
Cemetery, France. 

Harry BROWN (Figure 34, opposite) : Private Harry Brown was born in 
Ganonoque, Ontario, on 11th. May 1898. He served with the lOth~ 
Battalion, Canadian Expeditionary Force, when he won the Victoria 
Cross at Hill 70 (near Lens; France) on 16th. August 1917. His 
citation, as documented in the London Gazette, reads as follows 

For most conspicuous bravery, courage and devotion 
to duty. After the capture of a position, the enemy 
massed in force and counter-attacked.-The situation 
became very criticaZ, aZZ wires being cut. Ip was 
of the utmost importance to get word back to Head-. 
quarters. This soZdier and one other were given 
the message with orders to deZiver the same at aZZ 
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:Figure 34. Harry Brown, 
10th. Canadian Infantry Battalion 

aosts. The other messenger was kitted. Private Brown 
had his arm shattered, but aontinued on through ~n 
intense barrage untit he arrived at the aZose support 
tines and found an offiaer. He was so spent that he 
feZZ down the dug-out steps, but retained aonsaious
ness tong enough to hand over his·message, saying 
"Important message". He then beaame unaonsaious, and 
died in the dressing station a few hours tater. His 
devotion to duty was of the highest possibte degree 
imaginabte, and his suaaessfut detivery of the message 
undoubtedty saved the Zoss of the position for the 
time, and prevented many aasuatties. 

MiahaeZ O'LEARY: Sergeant Michael O'Leary was born in Macroon, Irelanc 
on 29th. September 1889. He came tq Canada, joining the Royal North
West Mounted Police at Regina, Saskatchewan, on 2nd. August 1913. In 
order to rejoin his regiment in Ireland, the R.N.W.M.P. gave him a free 
discharge on 22nd. September 1914. Michael O'Leary won the Victoria 
Cros~ at Cuinchy, France, on 1st. February 1915, while serving with 
the Irish Guards, the regiment he had first joined as a recruit in 
July 1910. Shortly thereafter, Sergeant O'Leary was granted a commiss
ion with the Crinnaught Rangers. After the First World War, he was 
emplo)ed by a well known hotel in London's West End. He served as a 
Captain in the Royal Pioneer Corps during the Second .World War. He diec 
in London, England, on August 2nd. 1961. 
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Canada's prairie Victoria Cross winners of the Second World War 

A brief biographical history of the five prairie Canadians who won the 
Victoria Cross in the Second World War is presented; the citation that 
accompanies each is again the official one printed in the London 
Gazette. 

Canadians won sixteen Victoria Crosses in the Second World War; one in 
the battle for Hong Kong; two at the Dieppe Raid; three in the Italy 
campaign; four in the France-Germany campaign; two at sea; and three 
in the air. Canadians won Victoria Crosses in nearly every major 
operational theatre of war, including one in the Burma campaign awarded 
to a Canadian serving with the Lincolnshire Regiment of the British 
Army. 

John Robert OSBORN (Figure 35) : Company Sergeant-Major Osborn was born 
in Norfolk, England on 2nd. January 1899. He served as a seaman in the 
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Figure 35. John Robert Osborn, 
1st. Battalion, The Winnipeg Grenadiers 

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve during the First World War, and saw 
action at the Battle of Jutland. At the end of the war, he came to 
Canada, farm~ng for two years at Wapella, Saskatchewan. John Osborn 
then worked with the maintenance divi~ion of a Canadian railroad 
company in Manitoba. He joined the Winnipeg Grenadiers in 1933, and 
went on active service on 3rd. September 1939. c.s.M. Osborn has no 
known grave. Fis name appears on the Hong Kong Memorial. 
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Extraat from the London Gazette, 2nd. ApriZ 1946 : 
At Hong Kong on the morning of the 19th, Deaember 1941, 
a Company of the Winnipeg Grenadiers to whiah Company 
Sergeant-Major Osborn beZonged, beaame divided during 
an attaak on Mount Butter, a hiZZ rising steepZy above 
sea ZeveZ. A part of the Company Zed by Company Sergeant
Major Osborn aaptured the hiZZ at the point of the 
bayonet, and heZd it for three hours when, owing to the 
super·ior numbers of the enemy and to the fire from an 
unproteated fZank, the position beaame untenabZe. 
Company Sergeant-Major Osborn and a smaZZ group aovered 
the withdrawaZ, and when their turn aame to faZZ baak, 
Osborn, singZe-handed, engaged the enemy white the 
remainder suaaessfuZZy joined the Company. Company 
Sergeant-Major Osborn had to run the gauntZet of heavy 
rifZe and maahine-gun fire~ With no aonsideration for 
his own safety, he assisted and direated straggZers to 
the new Company position, exposing himseZf to heavy 
enemy fire to aover their retirement. Wherever danger 
threatened, he was there to enaourage his men. During 
the afternoon, the Company was aut off from the BattaZion 
and aompZeteZy surrounded by the enemy, who were able 
_to approaah to within grenade throwing distanae of the 
sZight depression whiah the Company was hoZding. SeveraZ 
e~emy grenades were thrown whiah C.S.M. Osborn _piaked 
i+P and . threw baak. The enemy threw a grenade whiah Zanded 
in a position where it was impossibZe to piak it up and 
return it in time. Shouting a warning to his aom~ades 
this gaZZant Warrant Offiaer threw himseZf on the grenade 
whiah expZoded, kiZZing him instantZy. His seZf-saarifiae 
undoubtedZy saved the Zives of many others. C.S.M. Osborn 
was an inspiring exampZe to aZZ throughout the defenae 
whiah he assisted so magnifiaentZy in maintaining against 
an overwheZming enemy forae for over eight and a haZf 
hours, and in his death he dispZayed the highest quaZity 
of heroism and seZf-seZf-saarifiae. 

CharZes CeaiZ IngersoZZ MERRITT (Figure 36) : Lieutenant-Colonel Cecil 
Merritt was born in Vancouver, British Columbia, on 19th. November 
1908. He was educated at Lord Robert's School, Vancouver; the Universit) 
School, Victoria; and the Royal Military College, Kingston, Ontario. 
In civilian life, he was a barrister and solicitor. Cecil Merritt had 
been, since 1929, an officer in the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada. He 
went on active service with the Seaforths at the outbreak of the 
Second World War. In 1942, he was posted to the South Saskatchewan 
Regiment as its commanding officer, with the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel. He won the Victoria Cross for heroism displayed on the Dieppe 
Raid, being taken prisoner of war for the balance of the war. On his 
return to Canada after the war, in 1945, he was elected to the Federal 
Parliament for Vancouver-Burrard, serving in that capacity until 1949 
when he lost his seat in the general election of that year. He returned 
to his law practice in Vancouver, retiring in about 1978. In 1951, he 
was named the Commanding Officer of the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada 
(Reserve Army), holding this post for three years, Lieutenant-Colonel 
Merritt still resides in. Vancouver, British Columbia. 
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Charles Cecil Ingersoll Merritt, 
South Saskatchewan Regiment 

Extract from the London Gazette, 2nd. October 1942 : 
For matchless gallantry and inspiring leadership whilst 
commanding his Battalion during the Dieppe Raid on the 
19th. August 1942. From the point of landing~ his unit's 
advance had to be made across a bridge in PourviZZe which 
was swept by heavy machine-gun, mortar and artillery fire; 
the first parties were mostly destroyed and the bridge . 
thickly covered by their bodies. A daring lead was required; 
waving his helmet, Lieutenant-Colonel Merritt rushed 
forward shouting, "Come on over: There's nothing to worry 
about here". He thus personally Zed the survivors of at 
least four parties in turn across the bridge. Quickly 
organizing these, he Zed them forward and when held up by 
enemy pill-boxes he again headed rushes which succeeded 
in clearing them. In one case he himself destroyed the 
occupants of the post by throwing grenades into it. After 
several of his runners became casualties, he himself kept 
contact with his different positions. Although twice 
wounded Lieutenant-Colonel Merritt continued to direct the 
unit's operations with great vigour and determination and 
while o~ganizing the withdrawal he stalked a sniper with a 
Bren gun and silenced him. He th~n coolly gave orders for 
the departure and announced his intention to hold off and 
"get even.with" the enemy. When last seen he was coZZeating 
Bren and Tommy guns and preparing a defensive position 
which successfully covered the withdrawal from ~he beach. 
Lieutenant-Colonel Merritt is now reported to be a Prisoner 
of War. To this Commanding Officer's personal daring, the 
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suaaess of his unit's operations and the safe re-embark
ation of a Zarge portion of it were chiefZy due. 

Andrew CharZes MYNARSKI (Figure 37) : Pilot Officer Andrew Charles 
Mynarski was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, on 14th. October 1916. He was 

Fiaure 37, Andrew Charles Mynarski 
Royal Canadian Air Force 

educated at King Edward and Isaac Newton Schools and at St. John's 
Technical High School. He worked as a leather worker in Winnipeg for 
four years prior to enlisting in the Royal Canadian Air Force in 
November 1941. He took his training at Calgary, Alberta; Edmonton, 
Alberta; and MacDonald, Manitoba. He graduated as an Air-gunner. He 
went overseas in December 1942. He is buried in Meharicourt Cemetery, 
Meharicourt, France. 

Extraat f~om the London Gazette, 11th, Oatober 1946 : 
PiZot Offiaer Mynarski was the mid-upper gunner of a 
Lanaaster airaraft, detailed to attaak a target at 
Cambrai in France, on the night of 12th. June 1944. The 
aircraft was attaaked from belo~ and astern by an enemy 
fighter and ultimateZy aame down in fZames. 

As an immediate result of the attaak, both port engines 
faiZed. Fire broke out between the mid-upper turret and 
the rear turret, as well as in the port wing. The flames 
soon beaame fierce and the Captain ordered the arew to 
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abandon the airaraft. 

PiZot Offiaer Mynarski Zeft his turret and went towards 
the esaape hatah. He then saw that the rear gunner was 
stiZZ in his turret and apparentZy unabZe to Zeave it. 
The turret was, in faat, immovabZe, sinae the hydrauZia 
gear had been put out of aation when the port engines 
faiZed, and the manuaZ gear had been broken by the gunner 
in his attempts to esaape. 

Without hesitation, PiZot Offiaer Mynarski made his way 
through the fZames in an endeavour to reaah the rear turret 
and reZease the gunner, WhiZst so doing, his paraahute and 
his a.Zothing, up to the waist, were set on fire. A Z Z his 
efforts to·move the turret and free the gunner were in 
vain, EventuaZZy the rear gunner aZearZy indiaated to him 
that there was nothing more he aouZd do and that he ~houZd 
try to save his own Zife, PiZot Offiaer Mynareki reZuatantZy 
went baak through the fZames to the esaape hatah. There, as 
a Zast gesture to the trapped gunner, he turned towards him, 
stood to attention in his fZaming aZothing and saZuted, 
before he jumped out of the airaraft. PiZot Offiaer 
Mynarski's desaent was seen by Frenah peopZe on the ground. 
Both his paPaahute and his aZothing were on fire. He was 
found eventuaZZy by the Frenah, but was so severeZy burnt 
that~~ died from his injuries, 

The rear gunner had a miraauZous esaape when the airaraft 
arashed. He subsequentZy testified that, had PiZot Offiaer 
Mynarski not attempted to save his aomrade's Zife, he aouZd 
have Zeft the airaraft in safety and wouZd, doubtZess, have 
esaaped death. 

PiZot Offiaer Mynarski must have been fuZZy aware that in 
trying to free the rear gunner he was aZmost aertain to Zose 
his own Zife. Despite this, with outstanding aourage and 
aompZete disregard fop his own safety, he went to the resaue. 
WiZZingZy aaaepting the danger, PiZot Offiaer Mynarski Zost 
his Zife by a most aonspiauoue aat of heroism whiah aaZZed 
for vaZour of the highest order. 

Ian Wi ZZoughby BAZALGETTE (Figure 38, opposite) : Squadron-Leader 
Bazalgette was born in Calgary, Alberta, on 19th. October 1918. His 
parents returned to their homeland, England, where he completed his 
schooling at Rokeby, The Downs, and Wimbledon. In September 1940, he 
received a commission in the Royal Artillery; a year later, he trans
ferred to the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve. In the autumn of 1942, 
he was posted to No. 115 Squadron, R.A.F., for flying duties. In 
September 1943, he went to an operational training unit as an instruc
tor. Then, in April 1944, he was posted to No. 635 (Pathfinder) 
Squadron. He won the Distinguished Flying Cross in Italy, July 1944. 
Squadron-Leader Bazalgette won the Victoria Cross on a mission at 
Trossy St. Maximin on 4th. August 1944. He sacrificed his life in an 
effort to save the lives of his wounded Bomb-Aimer and trapped Air
Gunner. 
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Figure 38, Ian Willoughby Bazalgette, 
Royal Air Force 

Extr-act from the London Gazette., 17th, August 1945 : 
On 4th. August 1944., Squadron-Leader BazaZgette was 
"master bomber" of a Pathfinder squadron detaiZed to 
mark an important target at Trossy St. Maximin for 
the main bomber force, 

.. 

When nearing the target his Lancaster came under heavy 
anti-aircraft fire, Both starboard engines were put 
out of action and serious fires broke out in the 
fuseZage and the starpoard main-ptane. The bomb aimer 
was badty wounded. As the deputy "master bomber" had 
aZready been shot down., the success of the attack 
depended on Squadron-Leader BazaZgette and this he 
knew, Despite the appaZZing conditions in his burning 
aircraft, he pressed on gaZZaritZy to the target., 
marking and bombing it accurateZy. That the attack was 
successfuZ was due to his magnificent effort. 

After the bombs had been dropped., the Lancaster dived., 
practicaZZy out of controZ. But the port inner engine 
then faited and the whcZe of the starboard main-pZane 
became a mass of fZames. Squadron-Leader BazaZgette 
fought bravety to bring his aircr~ft and crew to 
safety. The mid-upper gunner was overcome by fumes. 
Squadron-Leader BazaZgette then ordered· those of his 
crew who were abte to Zeave by parachute to do so. He 
remained at the controZs and attempted the aZmost 
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hopeless task of landing- the arippled airaraft in a 
last effort to save the wounded bomb-aimer and the 
helpless air-gunner. With superb skiZl~ and taking 
great aare to avoid a small Frenah village nearby~ 
he brought the airaraft _down safely. Unfortunately 
it then exploded and this gallant offiaer and his 
two aomrades perished. 

His heroia saarifiae marked the alimax of a long 
career of operations against the enemy. He always 
ahose the more dangerous and exacting roles. His 
courage and devotion to duty were biyond praise. 

David Vivian CURRIE (Figure 39) : Major David Vivian Currie was born 
in Sutherland, Saskatchewan, on 8th, July 1912, He attended public 
school in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, where he lived from 1913 to 1939. 

Figure 39, David Vivian Currie, 
29th. Canadian Armoured Reconnaissance Regiment 

(The South Alberta Regiment) 

He attended Central Collegiate and the Moose Jaw Technical School. Ha 
enlisted in the army in 1939. He won the Victoria Cross while serving 
with the 29th. Armoured Reconnaissance Regiment (the South Alberta 
Regiment)at St. Lambert-sur-Dives, France, on 13th. August 1944. After 
the war, he worked as an Equipment Superintendent at a paper company 
in Baie Comeau, Quebec. In 1953, he moved to Montreal, joining a 
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manufacturing company of which he became Vice-President. Later on, 
Major Currie became the Sergeant-at-Arms for- the Canadian Parliament, 
retiring just recently. 

Extract from the London Gazette, 27th. -November 1944 : 
In Normandy on the 18th. of August 1944, Major Currie 
was in command of a smaZZ mixed force of Canadian tanks, 
seZf-propeZZed anti-tank guns and infantry which was 
ordered to cut one of the main escape routes from the 
FaZaise pocket. 

This force Was heZd up by strong enemy resistance in 
the viZZage of St. Lambert sur Dives, and two tanks were 
knocked out by 88 mm guns. Major Currie immediat~Zy 
entered the viZZage aZone on foot at Zast Zight through 
the enemy outposts to reconnoitre the German defences 
and to extricate the crews of the disabled tanks, which 
he succeeded in doing in spite of heavy mortar fire. 

EarZy the foZZowing morning, without any previous 
artiZZery bombardment, Major Currie personaZZy Zed an 
attack on the viZZage in the face of fierce opposition 
from enemy tanks, guns and infantry, and by noon had 
succeeded in seizing and consolidating a position haZf
wpy inside of the viZiage. 

, . 
During the next 36 hours the Germans hurZed one counter
attack after another against the Canadian force, but so 
skiZfuZZy had Major Currie organized his defensive 
position that these attacks were repulsed with severe 
casualties to the enemy after heavy fighting. 

At dusk on 20th. August the Germans attempted to mount 
a finaZ assault on the Canadian positions, but the attack
ing force was routed before it couZd even be deployed. 
Seven enemy tanks, tweZve 88 mm guns and forty vehicles 
were destroyed, 300 Germans were kiZZed, 500 wounded and 
2,100 captured. Major Currie then promptly ordered an 
attack and completed the capture of the viZZage, thus 
denying the Chambois-Trun escape route to the remnants of 
two German armies cut off in the FaZaise pocket. 

Throughout three days and nights of fierce fighting, Major 
Currie's gaZZant conduct and contempt for danger set a 
magnificent example to aZZ ranks of the force under his 
command. 

On one occasion he personaZZy directed the fire of his 
command tank on to a Tiger tank which had been harassing 
his position and succeeded in knocking it out. During 
another attack, whiZe the guns of his command tank were 
taking on other targets at Zonger ranges, he used a rifZe 
from the turret to deaZ with individual snipers who had 
infiltrated to within fifty yards of his headquarters. The 
onZy time reinforcements were abZe to get through to his 
force, he himself Zed the forty men forward into their 
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positions and explained the importanae of their task as a 
part of the defenae. When, during the next attaak, these 
new reinforaements withdrew under the intense fire brought 
down by the enemy, he perso~aZZy aoZZeated them and Zed 
them forward into position again, where, inspired by his 
leadership, they heZd for the remainder of the battle. His 
employment of the artiZZery support, whiah beaame avaiZabZe 
after his initial attaak went in, was typiaaZ of his aooZ 
aaZauZation of the risks involved in every situation. At 
one time, despite the faat that short rounds were faZZing 
within fifteen yards of his own tank, he ordered fire from 
medium artiZZery to aontinue beaause of its devastating 
effeat upon the attaaking enemy in his immediate area. 

Throughout the operations the aasuaZties to Major Currie's 
forae were heavy. However, he never aonsidered the possibil
ity of failure or aZZowed it to enter the minds of his men. 
In the words of one of his non-aommissioned offiaers, "We 
knew at one stage that it was going to be a fight to the 
finish but he was so aooZ about it, it was impossible for 
us to get exaited." Sinae aZZ the offiaers under his aomm-
and were either kiZZed or wounded during the aation, Maj~r 
Currie.had virtuaZZy no respite from his duties and in faat 
obta~ned o~Zy one hour's steep during the entire period. 
Nevertheless he did not permit his fatigue to beaome apparent 
to his. troops and throughout the aation took every opportunity 
to visit weapon pits and other defensive posts to taZk to his 
men, to advise them as to the best use of their weapons and 
to aheer them with words of enaouragement. When his forae was 
finaZZy relieved and he was satisfied that the turnover was 
aompZete he feZZ asleep on his feet and aoZZapsed 

There aan be no doubt that the suaaess of the attaak on and 
stand against the enemy at St. Lambert sur Dives aan ZargeZy 
be attributed to this offiaer's aooZness, inspired leader
ship and skiZfuZ use of the limited weapons at his disposal. 

The aourage and devotion to duty shown by Major Currie during 
a prolonged period of heavy fighting were .outstanding and had 
a far-reaahing effeat on the suaaessfuZ outaome of the battle. 

Concluding comments 

A total of only 1,353 Victoria Crosses (including three bars) have been 
won since this gallantry award was founded by Queen Victoria in 1856. 

Nearly half of the Crosses were won in the First World War, while one 
hundred and eighty-two were one in the Second World War. Since 1945, 
ten Victoria Crosses have been won : four in Korea; four by Australians 
in Viet Nam; one in Sarawak; and, most recently, one in the Falkland 
Islands campaign. There are only about one hundred recipients alive 
today. 

Ther~ are undoubtedly many others who have performed heroic deeds for 
which they should have been rewarded with the Victoria Cross. Unfort-
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unately, such acts of valour were either not witnessed or written . 
testimony not provided. Many of these unsung heroes went down with · 
their ships or their aircraft; others did not return from a patrol 
in "No Man's Land" or some jungle outpost. Nonetheless, their miss.ions 
were successful and each in their own way made a contribution to the 
final victory. 

What makes a man carry out such courageous acts of valour? 

What is courage? 

General Sherman, the United States of America Civil War leader once 
wrote : 

I wouZd define t~ue aou~age to be a pe~feat 
sensibiZity of the measu~e of dange~, and a 
mentaZ wiZZingness to inau~ it. 
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Saskatchewan's Banks. Part 2 : Prudential Exchange Company, Lang, 

the Home Bank of Canada 

by 

Cecil Tannahill 

The Prudential Exchange Company, Lang 

The advertising by the Canadian Government, telling about the prime 
arable land in the Territories, reached a group of men in Minnesota 
and South Dakota; two members of this group took advantage of the 
cheap excursion to head northwards and look over the land and its 
prospects. 

Ferdinand J. Steidl and Michael H. Zempel were impressed with the 
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potential of farming .and of a business to service the area selected, 
and reported back to the· group that land could be obtained either by 
homesteading on a quarter section or - more advantageously - through 
direct purchase at a cost of $1.00 to $2.00 per acre. 

On 6th. October 1902, F.J. Steidl signed a contract, #21271, with the 
Canadian Pacific Railway for the south half of Section 1, Township 5, 
Range 12,west 2nd. meridian. The sum of $266,66 for the land was to 
become due on 6th, October 1905, a time limit that was later extended 
to 6th. October 1906 so that the proposed company could be formed and 
set into operation. 

On 8th. November 1902, Steidl signed contract #3789 with the Canada 
Northwest Land Company for the east half of Section 13, Township 5, 
Range 12, west 2nd. meridian. The sum of $323.24 was to fall due on 
8th. November 1906. 

f'. J. S'l'IIDI. 

Steidl & Houston . 

Steidl and Houston were asked to prepare the 
Articles of Association and the Memorandum of 
Association that would be acceptable to the 
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies of the 
Territory. Not until 28th. March 1906 were 
both documents fi~alized and submitted to the 
Registrar for approval to set up the company 

.ATrORNEYS AND COONSELOR5' 
Helltekson Building 

WHCATON. MINN. 

known as the Prudential 
,· , 

Exchange Company Limited. 

The Memorandum of Association of the Prudential Exchange Company Ltd. 
(1) ' The name of the Company is "Prudential Exchange Company Limited"~ 
(2) The registered office of the Company will be situated in the town 

or village of LANG in the Province of Saskatchewan, Dominion of 
Canada. 

(3) The Company may be dissolved at the expiration of twenty years by 
by a vote of the holders of the majority of the stock given at 
any general or extraordinary meeting called for that purpose 
held within six months after the expiration of said period. 

(4) The objects for which the Company is formed and established and 
tbe -general nature of its business are : 

(a) To lease, purchase and otherwise acquire, hold, own and 
mortgage or otherwise encumber, ·sell and convey, or 
otherwise dispose of and generally deal in, all kinds of 
real and immovable property, including agriculture, 
timbe~ and mineral lands and city, town and village 
property, and to use, work, improve, develop and cult
ivate the same and erect buildings thereon, and raise, 
extract, own and market and sell the products thereof; 
and to manage and sell and negotiate sales of all kinds 
of real and immovable property as agent and on commiss
ion and other compensation for others, and do every 
thing that is necessary and incidental to, or connected 
with the proper r.arrying on of a general real estate 
busines~; 

(b) Tu buy, exchange or otherwise acquire, own, sell or 
otherwise dispose of, mortgage, pledge or otherwise 
encumber, and generally to deal in all kinds of goods, 
wares and merchandise and other personal property at 
wholesale and retail, including hardware, lumber and 
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other building materials, wood and coal and other 
fuel, agricultural machinery and tools and imple
ments, binding twine, drugs and all kinds of pro
ducts of manufacture, the forest, the rivers and 
lakes, and of the mines; and to manage and sell all 
or any of said personal property as agent for others 
on commission or for other compensation; 

(c) To solicit life, annuity, fire, hail, cyclone and 
tornado, casualty and other insurance as agent for 
insurance companies and other companies on 
commission and for other compensation; 

(d) To negotiate loans -on real estate and chattel mort
gage security, or pledge including mortgages on 
agricultural, timber and mineral lands, city, town 
and village property, as agent for others, on 
commission and for other compensation; 

(e) To loan money on real and personal security, to take, 
purchase and hold mortgages on all kinds of personal 
property and take, acquire and hold all kinds of 
personal property in pledge as security for such 
loans or debts acquired or held by the company, 
including promissory notes, bills of exchange, 
cheques, and other commercial paper and.bonds, 
debentures and stock of municipal, public and priv
ate corporations and joint stock companies; to take, 

: purchase, discount and otherwise acquire and hold, 
sell, endorse, assign, transfer, pledge and dispose 
of cheques, promissory notes, drafts, bills of 
exchange and other commercial paper and bonds, 
debentures and stocks of municipal, public and 
private corporations and joint stock companies, to 
make and receive general and special deposits of 
coin, currency, money and commercial paper and 
generally to do all kinds of business, incidental 
to, or connected with, or generally or usually done 
by_banks and bankers, except such as may -be for
bidden by "THE BANK ACT" of the Dominion of Canada, 
or any of the laws or ordinances of the Province of 
Saskatchewan; 

(f) To purchase, acquire, own and lay out, townsites in 
cities, towns and villages and additions thereto, and 
cause them to be surveyed and platted into lots, 
blocks, streets, alleys and public grounds and out
lets, and to improve the same and erect buildings 
thereon and to lease, mortgage, sell and dispose of 
such lots and buildings and townsites; 

(g) To build, purchase and otherwise acquire, and lease 
grain elevators and warehouses, for the buying, 
storing, shipping and selling of grain and other 
agricultural products and to lease or manage_ and . 
operate same and to buy, receive, hold, store, ship, 
sell and otherwise dispose of grain and other 
agricultural products, and to do everyxhing incid
ental to, connected with and generally or usually 
done in the proper management and operation of such 
elevators and warehouses; 
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(h) To purchase, raise and otherwise acquire, own, mort
gage, pledge and otherwise encumber, ship, ·sell and 
otherwise dispose of and generally deal in horses, 
mules, cattle, sheep, swine and other live stock; 

(i) To build, construct, own, operate and maintain, 
lease, mortgage, sell and otherwise dispose of or 
encumber, telephone and telegraph and street car 
lines within the Province, and charge tolls and 
other compensation therefore, and do everything 
necessary and incidental to or connected with the 
proper management and operation of the same; 

(j) To manufacture all kinds of clay and cement brick, 
cement buildings and sidewalk blocks and tiling and 
purchase and acquire land for the material therefor 
and to mortgage and sell the products thereof; 

(k) To purchase, acquire, manage, develop, work and 
mortgage and sell mines, mineral claims and mining 
properties, including coal, coke, the precious 
metals, and other minerals, and the mining, getting, 
treating, refining and marketing and selling of the 
minerals therefrom. 

(5) The liability of the members is limited. 
(6) The capital of the Company is Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars, 

divided into One Hundred (100) shares of Five Hundred ($500.00) 
Dollars each. 

( 7 ) Th e d i:r e c t o r s s ha 11 on 1 y b e 1 i a b 1 e f or 1 o s s e s o r 1 o s s o f p r o f i t s 
arising by reason of their mismanagement, neglect, want of ord
inary prudence, dishonesty, or fraudulent or deceitful conduct, 
and in cases where any such liability is imposed by any law or 
ordinance; and any managing director to whom the management of 
the business or any porti~n or branch thereof may be entrusted, 
shall also be liable in like manner, otherwise the liability of 
the directors is limited to the same extent as that of other 
shareholders; all managing officers shall be liable for the 
safe keeping of all funds, moneys, promissory notes, cheques, 
drafts, bills of exchange, and· other commercial paper and all 
securities and other property entrusted to their care. 

We, the several persons whose names and addresses are subscribed, 
are desirous of being formed into a Company pursuance of this mem
orandum of association and we respectively agree to take the number 
of shares in the capital of the Company set opposite our respective 
names. 
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.... -----·----------=-- --- --··----·-·~ -. --- . 
Tota!. shi:;.res ts.J~en 

v Dated t:ie 28th de.y of I.:Srch, 1906. 

• 

The Articles of the Association were a dissertation on the subject as 
they covered seven long pages setting out the restrictions. Briefly 
they stated : 

(1) the capital of the Company to be 100 shares of $500.00 each 
(2) the Company may start as soon as 40 shares are subscribed 
(3) shares may be sold up to June 1st. 1906 at par, later the 

pTice to be set by the directors 
(4) persons who own shares can vote and receive dividends 
(5) the first general meeting of shareholders to be on the 3rd. 

Thursday of July 1906 and subsequent general meetings to be 
on the third Thursday of . July each year 

(6) shareholders may attend and vote in person or vote by proxy 
(7) the business and affairs of the Company shall be under the 

control of· the five directors 
(8) the first officers of the Company are M.H. Zempel, President; 

A.L. Steidl, Vice-President; A.E. Pearson ·, Secretary; and 
C.A. Nelson and F.J. Steidl as directors 

(9) the directors may appoint agents for the Company but for a 
term of one year only 

(10) a director must hold at least two shares 
(11) all directors to be elected for one year, if a vacancy 

occurs a person may be appointed to fill out that term 
(12) the directors shall hold two meetings each year 
(13) the directors may recommend the size of the yearly dividend 
(14) the books of the various outlets to be available to the 

directors at all times 

A long discourse on the keepi~g of funds, bonds, and mortgages com
pleted the Articles, and was signed by the same six shareholders that 
signed the Memorandum and was dated 28th. March 1906. 

The Memorandum and Articles of the Association were submitted to the 
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. 

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION 
CANADA 
Province of Saskatchewan NO. 55 

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT PRUDENTIAL EXCHANGE COMPANY LIMITED IS THIS 
DAY INCORPORATED UNDER THE ORDINANCES OF THE NORTH WEST TERRITORIES 
RESPECTING CO~PANIES, AND THAT THE COMPANY IS LIMITED. 

Given under my hand and seal at Regina this Thiriiet~ day Ap~il 1906 

Edw. J. Wright 
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On receiving the Certificate of Incorporation, the Board of Directors 
held an extraordinary meeting on May 31st. 1906 at Wheaton, Minnesota. 
A.L. Steidl was appointed general manager of the Prudential Exchange 
Company Limited and also the cashier of the banking house at Lang with • a salary of $65.00 per month. A.E. Pearson was appointed assistant 
manager with a salary of $50.00 per month and C.A. Nelson to be local 
manager of any and all business that might be conducted at Wilcox to 
be paid $50.00 per month. All appointed to hold office until the 
general meeting in July 1906. 

The regular general meeting was held at Lang on the 20th. day of ~uly 
1906 with 5 directors present. The bill of A. Steidl and C. Nelson of 
$82.41 for expenses incurred on a trip from Peever, South Dakota, to 
a number of towns in the area of the proposed site of the Company and 
to make arrangements to incorporate was passed. A Steidl had a bill of 
$49.68 incurred coming to Lang and selecting the site as a place for 
the registered office; it was approved for payment. Steidl and Houston, 
Lawyers of Wheaton, Minnesota, had a bill of $30. ts for preparing the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association; it, too, was approved. The 
staff members appointed at the previous meeting were re-appointed for 
the ensuing year. A.L. Steidl was authorized to approach. S.A. Peterson, 
a grain dealer of Wilmot, South Dakota, and offer him the position of 
Superintendant of a proposed grain and coal business at a salary of 
$75.00 per month. A.L. Steidl was also authorized to approach the 
Canadian Pacifi~ Railway about the c~nstruction of an elevator, coal 
sheds and warehouses on their right-of-way; the cost of the proposed 
buildings was not to exceed $8500.00. 
The officers for the next year were elected for a one year term • 

... H. ZEM19!:L. ~ttss::C!'IIT " 
C .. A. NEL.S.QN. VIC~ ,i11,1a1CC'NT 
.A. ~ STE.101..,. SICa:~TA•'r 

?::::: • 
.. :::::::- .. 

• 
r. c::- . ·-. •-· 

A. L... STE:CIL. MANAOCII • 

PRUDENTIAL ExCHANGE CO., LIMiTED 
BANKERS 

AUTH0111:ZECI CAP'ITAL.. sso.OO0.0O 

t.an.g, Sask.s 

An earZy Zette~head of the PrudentiaZ Exahange Co. Ltd. 

"EAL. ESTATE 
LOANC 
IN$1JFoANCC 
C0L.L.ECTl0NS 

The report of the meeting shows that three more shares had been sold 
since the previous report, two to Vincent Steidl of Nor~ Springs, Iowa, 
and one to s. Peterson of Wilmot, South Dakota, bringing to 47 the 
total number of shares held. 

The balance of 1906 was a busy year for the staff at Lang as well as for 
the shareholders in the United States, where new shareholders were being 
sought to sign up so that the Capital Stock 0£ the Company wo~ld be 
fully paid. A.L. Steidl approached the Farmers' Elevator Company in Lang 
about puxchasing its elev~tor, and after considerable ~iscussion the 
price of $7011.00 was agreed upon. A special meeting of the directors 
was ·called, and the purchase of this elevator was approved. 
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The regular annual meeting of the shareholders was held at the 
Company's office in Lang on 18th. July 1907. It was agreed that the 
regular annual meeting should be held in August to show better the 
financial status of the Company. Several question~ were raised 
should the Company declare a dividend this year? ; should the 
Company locate and operate a banking house at Heward, Saskatchewan? 
should the capital stock of the Company be increased to $100,000.00 ? 
Agreement was reached that these 'matters should be.looked into, and 
that a special meeting be held on August 22nd. 1907, and a full report 
be made on all aspects of the Company. 

A?lNUAL REPORT o~ 
PRUD:'.UTI:r.L EXCHA?IGE COLIPANY .LnUTED 

of LA?,G,Saskatchewan,Ca.nada.. 
, ... ~~-. . 

St."l!!!A.Ri:_,_;_,;;:t;1 Cl.P!'.:.~ .1\..1:D SP .. AP.ES OF Tr.~ PRUDEl{TIAL EXCHANGE CO!JPAitY ,Lr!.!ITEt,!:!ade 
-..:p to th- 22nd.da.y of AUgu!:t,A.D.1907. 

?:Ominal Ca.pital,fully pa.id up,$eO,OOO.divic!ed illto 100 e!larec cf $!00 
lO~ Sh:!.:"'ea Taken. 
T~ere h~ve been no c~lls on er.y shar~e, 
Liat of persor.i:: holding shar.Ja: in the comp~y, e.nd who have held shares c.uri.":g . 

":~e year. 
F.J.Steidl,W-neaton,Yinn. Lawyer, 12 shares, 
Z.:.H,Ze'Clpel, n ! Farmer, 12 " 
E.S~!.ille~ord,Sissetcn,s.o. Fe.rmer 12 n 
~uit Nelcon, • • • 2 n 
linoar.t St~idl,~ors Springa,Iowa. 4 " 
E!.'!'.r.'e.lsh,De.rton;0hio. 1 " 
T.A.Pear~o~,llilee,!owa. 2 
A.E.PeP.rson, Bellevue,!owa. 6 
Gao.~.Schlatter," n 10 
!.cui.s C.Beck, " " 2 
J .J .Eeclt', " " 1 
E.T..Se&we.rd & Son." " 10 
H.G.~orcheeter, n " s 
s.P.PAterscn, Wil~ot,s.n. 1 
C.A.Meleon,\'11leox,Saak. 7 
~ra.~e.."7 Pe.rsone,La"lk,S~sk. 6 
!.a~it:: Alber,L~g,tuk. 1 
A.L.Steidl,Limg,Saek. 8 

Total Shares l0C. 
!fo. o'i: Shareholde:-a wi thdrawn,N0?TE. 

" 
" n 

" 
" 
" n 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

F e.."'I!le r 
Civil Engineer 
'S ii B'fi..:'r,.S(jffl' L br. Dee.ler 
Book Keeper . 
Grain Deal9r 

Furr..iture Dealer 
Furniture Dealer 
Be.nk!!rs 
Wholee&le Lumber 
Grain Buyer 
Ba."lker 
Retirs~ 

Baz:.ker 
Bar.ksr. 

Tottl Cap1 tal · 

$6000. 
• $scoc. 

ssooc. 
$1000. 
t2000. 
S 500. 
y1000. 
.,.3000. 
$5000. 
SlCCO. · 
S 500. 
tsooo. 
t,lfOO. 
$ 500. 
ti::oo. 
$3000. 
$ 500. 
t-4000. 

tsoooo. 
!iwnl:er o~ shares transferred. 3,trom A.L.Steitll,to Mrs.l!ary Pa.raona,on 
.!ull- 23rd.19C7 • 
He-:.- S?-.areholdera since laet report,Mcm:. 

I h~reby certi!'y that the 1'o~egoing report is true a::d correct to 
the beat of my .knowle~ge and belie£. 

Respectf-~111 submitted, 

q~<(}f~ Corr"ct &.ttest. 

~~..4 {ZtY~ 

Copy (75% originai size) of the summary of aapitai 
and shares of the Prudentiai Exahange Company 
Limited as aontained in the Annuai Report for the 
year 1906 - 1907. 
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After the report on the capital stock, a report was made on the 
finances of the Company. After the buying of the elevaeor and of a 
seat on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange (which cost the Company $3,320) 
had been taken into account, a profit of over $16,000 was realized. 
On a motion duly made, seconded and carried, a dividend of 10% on 
the stock of the Company was declared, and the manager authorized to 
the shareholders their dividends; the balance of the profits were to 
be placed in a surplus fund. 
The following managing officers were elected : 

A.L. Steidl, general manager, with a salary of $100.00 per month; 
C.A. Nelson, manager at Wilcox, salary of $75.00 per month; 
Lewis Alber, assistant manager, Lang, salary of $65.00 per month; 
John Fey, elevator operator, salary of $80.00 per month. · 

The matter of opening a banking house at Heward was left t-0 the manag
ment to look into and proceed as they saw fit. The report showed that 
$39,581.46 was on deposit at the bank in Lang. 

The annual meeting in 1908 showed that the Company had again made a 
profit, and again a dividend of 10% on the paid up capital stock was 
declared. The salary of the management also was reviewed and increased. 
Anthony Hillstrom was appointed as assistant manager at Wilcox with a 
salary of $50.00 per month. · 
George M. Schlatter was elected President, with C.A. Nelson as Vice
President, A,L, Steidl as Secretary, and M.H. Zempel and F.J. Steidl as 
Directors; A.E.· Pearson was appointed auditor. 
It was moved, s~,.conded and duly passed that the capital stock of the 

• Company be raised from $50,000.00 to $100,000.00 divided into 200 shares 
of $500.00, and this to take place at the discretion of the Directors. 

The annual report for 1909 showed that a few more shareholders had 
taken some shares, and that now the total number a£ shares represented 
was 95. The Company had built a larger elevator at Lang, and the 
elevator earlier purchased from the Farmers' Elevator Company was sold 
to the Ogilvie Flour Mills Company for the sum of $6800.00. Dealing in 
real estate, sel-ling of the grain· raised on the land it rented out, and 
profits from the bank together enabled the Company to have another good 
year financially, and it declared a dividend of 10% on the shares of 
the capital stock. The Company was recommended not to place a banking 
house in Heward at the present time. 
The following officers were appointed for the ensuing year : 

A.L. Steidl general manager, Lang @$150.00 per month; 
C.A. Nelcon local manager, Wilcox @$110.00 per month; 

*Lawrence Alber assistant manager, Lang @$ 85.00 per month; 
Lewis Alber second assistant manager,Lang@$ 85.00 per month; 
A.E. Hillstrom assistant manager, Wilcox @$ 65.00 per month; 
Ola£ Dahl elevator operator, Lang @$ 75.00 per month. 

The meeting approved that the manager at Lang and the local manager at 
Wilcox be given enough money to purchase a car each so that they could 
service better their real estate clients that came in to view the 
property held by the Company, the purchase price of the automobiles 
not to exceed $1,500.00. 

(*Lawrence Alber, who had been born in Bellevue, Iowa, moved to Lang 
to work for the Prudential. In 1912, he w~nt to Sovereign to open 
the new branch there. 
He died in 1952 in Sovereign at the age of 76 years. ) 
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Prudential Exchange Co. Limited,~ 
. BANKERS --- . 
LANG AND W -lLCOX,. S·AS_KATC.HEWAN. 

. . . CAPlTAL FULLY_. PAiD ·· op, $50.0m.c» . 
lndlvidu~I ·.:.-'Respol'lsibility:· ... ·ot~· Stockhold~~,--$40 O.,.cjo O • 00. 1 

Tmnsact· ,,;.: gt!D'e'r'Al ba:siaNa ·ot 'B&Dker... Pay intet"e'I& ••.- cl~~ · Bts; 
and ttll Rt-~ &tat.e. -Collet>~ no~nri •11Cef111uts. In.a~ fawn a.ad. fflnl'I 
prnput,-. · Write tuOrt.A'14tOd. ~n., leMt'-.. enutracL• AD.d- :oth..- eommar 
c:U&l J)l'(>e:rS.nd t.akit ac'ltnmileu:,i-emeat.a. U you• wruit to buy or • ..U. 1.uMl. .di' 
no~ fail·i.n.c11U oa..:ua. Get ,-nu,· Fann-IA"u• thmu,irh us, we. ed,,ra.nce· moa•~ 
IL" Ml)Oll M lna.n ut &e1:0pted-. Our mtes of b1Len-.t OD fang. loa.aa are U.,. low•r 
oht&1.iuahl~d we ·Maura prr,uipt nit~ · : ·. · . . · .... : ·•:: · .· ·,.. ·· 

·n.m CIAII· - SG.L RID AK!) COA&.- Al!. OR &lYATO&.. ..... ~ .... .' . .. . 
. · ,. ~~;. . . . . . ' ._ .... : ..... . ... · .. .. ,'. 
. .... . W~mnnrupectfall7·_tollo_1~1ovp.t.:08'• . ··-·· : ,. -~ •. < 

A. t..·smox..·-· ·· .· :·.·,. ---~;.;-.~i;:::(c(&.NE.t.SON':.· ;._.:.';..-:-:-.:, .I 
. . . u • ...,._ -, •· • .;.. ·~~- '... ,.,. , . . . . . . .- . .. -• .,,,. - . , .,_;._.:, __ , 
.. _....._,....-,......._ •• · • ....... ~ ... _.: ; .• ,..· .. :- -... ·.~--~, n~· 

.. : 

EarZy advertisements for serviaes offered by the 
PrudentiaZ Exahange Company Limited, Lang and WiZaox. 

G. Schlatter was elected President in 1908. In 1910 he resigned, and 
M. Zempel was re-elected as President, remaining in that position 
until 1923 when F.J. Steidl took over. M.H. Zempel never moved to 
Lang, but remained in Wheaton, Minnesota, until 1919, when he moved 
to San Diego, California. 

In 1910, the general manager, A.L. Steidl, was given authority to 
borrow money for the Company up to $75,000.00 for the purpose of 
purchasing grain ia the Fall from the farmers of the district. The 
annual report showed that the capital stock of the Company was then 
fully paid up, and that its assets were over $235,000.00. With the 
profits again quite high, the dividend for the year was declared at 10% 

In 1911, C.A. Nelson retired as manager at Wilcox due to ill health of 
his wife, and H.M. Erickson was elected as the local manager. The 
annual .report showed assets had grown to over $397,000.00, and that 
the profits for the year were higher than usual so t~e Directors voted 
for a 20% dividend on the capital paid up ctock. A.L. Steidl reported 
that it was not practical to open a branch at Heward, but that some 
consideration should be given to opening a branch. of the bank at 
Sovereign and possibly establishing other branches throughout the 
Province. 
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A. L. STEICL.. MANAGCIO 

fY'~t«z/ <ff d,,,uzy,e ~-, ~ni!ecl 

f!Jank~J 
CAPITAL. SUfOIPI..US ANC llNCIVICEC PfOIOFIT9 OVEA S300.000.00 

Prudential Exahange Co. Ltd. letterhead of about 1912. 

i.teAI.. ESTATE 

I.CANS 

GJIIAIN 

INSUfOIANCI!: 

C0l..1..£CTI0NS 

The 1912 report showed that the Company was making progress, and at 
the annual meeting agreement to set aside the sum of $10,000.00 for 
use as capital for a branch banking office at Sovereign, Saskatchewan, 
was reached. Again, the Directors voted for a 26% dividend, and the 
slate of officers voted in at this meeting was 

A.L. Steidl general manager Lang sa+ary $200.00 per month 
Lewis Alber assistant manager Lang salary $110.00 per month 
J.E. Muzik assistant manager. Lang salary$ 90.00 per month 
H.M. Erickson manager Wilcox salary $125.00 per month 
John A. Fe:y • assistant manager Wilcox salary $100.00 per month 
Lawrence Alber manager Sovereign salary $125.00 per month 
Olaf Dahl grain buyer Lang salary $100.00 per month 

Also at this meeting, a motion was moved, seconded and duly passed that 
the general manager, A.L. Steidl, be authorized to establish three or 
more branches of the Company at such places within the Province as he 
m·ay select. These branches were to deal in the business of banking, 
dealing in lumber and real estate or any other business that might be 
beneficial to the Company. 

The annual reports of the following years showed that the dividends 
declared were : 

1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922- -

20% 
20% 
20% 
7½% 
7½% 
10% 
10% 
no dividend declared 
12% 

8% 

In 1923, the anuual report showed that the Lang office had a profit of 
$2,716.15, the Wilcox office a loss of $633.18, and the Sovereign 
office a loss of $1,894.77 - al! figures were for the banking portlon 
_of business only. ThP. elevator profits were down from previous years, 
_but still showed around $8,000.00 profit so at the ann~al meeting the 
Directors voted a 4% dividend. Also, agreement was reacheq that the 
motion passed at the 1907 annual meeting be enacted, and the share 
capital be increased from·lOO shares of $500.00 to 200 shares at 
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$500.00, but that there should be a change to· 1000 shares at a price of 
$100.00 each. This brought forth considerable controversy, and at a 
special meeting, the decision was reached to have 500 shares at $100.00 
each, thus keeping the share capital at the original amount of $50,000.00. 

' 
The 1924 statement showed that again the Lang office realized a profit 
whereas the Sovereign and Wilcox offices made losses in their banking 
business. The elevator business showed a slight profit, and after much 
consideration, the Directors voted for a 4% dividend. The report showed 
that the Company owned over 5,000 acres of land in the area, and had 
1,620 acres under wheat, 319 acres under oats, 295 under flax and 50 
under barley. The three branches of the Company's b~nks showed deposits 
in their savings and time deposits totalled $498,309.40. · 

In 1915 (as of 20th. August), the summary of 
Prudential Exchange Company Ltd. had read as 
A.L. Steidl, Banker, Lang, Sask. 
F.J. Steidl, Farmer, Wheaton, Minn. 
M. H. Zempel, Grain Dealer 11 11 

A.E. Pearson, Lumber " Miles, Iowa 
E.H. Lillejord, Farmer, Wheaton, Minn 
C.A. Nelson, Farmer, Exeter, Cal. 

Capital and 
fallows : 

8 Shares 
12 II 

19 II 

6 II 

6 . II 
] II 

S.P. Peterson, Elevator Mgr~ Wilmot, S.D. 1 . II 

T.A. Pearson, Lumber Dlr. Miles, Iowa 2 II 

Geo. Schlattei, Grain Dlr. Bellevue, Iowa 10 II 

Louis c. Beck:, Furnifure Dlr. 11 11 1 II 

Mary Parsons, Retired Hillyard, Wash. 6 • II 

Gust Nelson, Farmer Sisseton, S.D. 2 II 

B.W. Seaward & Son, Bankers· Bellevue, Iowa 10 II 

J.J. Beck, Furniture Dlr. 11 " 2 II 

L.D. Pearson, Retired Miles, Iowa 2 II 

John A. Fey, Banker Wilcox, Sask. 2 II 

Shares of the 

$4000.00 
6000.00 
9500.00 
3000.00 
3000.00 
3500.00 
500.00 

1000.00 
5000.00 

500.00 
3000.00 
1000.00 
5000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 

Mrs. Lizzie Steidl, Retired Nora Springs, Iowa 
Henry C, Steidl, Farmer 11 II 

Clara Steidl, Teacher 11 II 4 II 2000.00 
Lillie Steidl 11 11 II 

Total Shares 100 Capital $50,000.00 

With the change of shares to $100.00 each instead of $500.00, the 
shareholder list in 1923-24 became : 
F.J. Steidl Wheaton, Minnesota 
Wilma Schlosser Los Angeles, California 
George Schlatter Bellevue, Iowa 
John A. Fey Wilcox, Sask. 
A.E. fearson Miles, Iowa 
Laura M. Zempel San Diego, California 
Ella z. Dokken Los Angeles, California 
Gust Nelson Sisseton: South Dakota 
Lucinda Pearson Miles, Iowa 
T.A. Pearson Miles, Iowa 
T.H. Goin ·Knoxville, Tennessee 
Amelia Schlatter Bellevue, Iowa 
S.P. Peterson Wilmot, So~th Dakota 
Edith P. Knapp Clear Lake, Iowa 
r,~~o ~- ~~~~vio Nora SorinQ~- Iowa 

40 shares 
30 shares 
45 shares 
10 shares 
30 
50 
25 
10 
15 
15 

5 
15 

5 
5 
5 

shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 
shares 



Lissie Steidl 
E.H. Lillejord 
E.M. Copeland 
McLellan Fluck 
E f f i e M. Johns on 
Lawrence Alber 
Henry C. Steidl 
Ella P. Minnis 
Delmar Duval 
Otto Schmidt 
C.A. Nelson 
L.C. Beck 
J.J. Beck Estate 
Mrs. A.L. Steidl 
A.L. Steidl 
Prudential Exchange Co. 
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Nora Springs, Iowa 
Wheaton, Minnesota 
Kansas City, Montana 
Sterling, Illinois 
Spokane, Washington 
Sovereign, Sask. 
Wheaton, Minnesota 
Malin, Oregon 
Nora Springs, Iowa 
Lang, Sask. 
Exeter, California 
Bellevue, Iowa 
Bellevue, Iowa 
Lang, Sask. 
Lang, Sask. 
Lang, Sask, 

5 shares 
30 shares 

5 shares 
• 5 shares 
10 shares 

5 shares 
5 shares 

10 shares 
5 shares 

10 shares 
35 shares 

5 shares 
10 shares 

5 shares 
40 shares 
10 shares 

500 shares 

A aheque of the PrudentiaZ Exahange Co., Ltd., bankers. 

While the salaries of 
level, not until 1925 
increase approved 

the management had improved slightly from the 1912 
at the general meeting was any substantial 

general manager Lang $5,000.00 per A.L. Steidl 
Lewis Alber 
Melvin Deck 
John A. Fey 
Gladwin Steidl 

first assistant manager 
second assistant manager 

Lang $2,400.00 per 
Lang $2,000.00 per 

manager 
assistant manager 

Lawrence Alber manager 
Ola£ Dahl grain buyer 
A dividend of 10% was declared for the 

The year 1926 was a banner year as all 
showed a profit in their operations 

Lang Office profit 
Wilcox Office profit 
Sovereign Office profit 
Elevator profit 
Farming operations' profit 

Wilcox $2,520.00 
Wilcox $1,500.00 

Sovereign$2,400.00 
Lang $2,000.00 

year by the Directors. 

per 
per 
per 
per 

departments of the Company 

$14,093.10 
1,346.21 
4,242.16 
8,724.26 

15,246.41 

annum 
annum 
annum 
annum 
annum 
annum 
annum 
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In 1927, the three offices, elevator, and the farming operations all 
profited, so the Directors declared a dividend of 10%, 

Another 10% dividend was declared the following year as the Company 
again made substantial profits. However, the financial report showed 
that the sum of $216,307,84 was owed to the Company by its creditors. 

In 1929, no land sales took place, and the annual report again 
cautioned that the Company was still carrying too many creditors on 
its books, Consequently, no dividends were declared, 

No financial statement is available for 1930, so whether or not any 
dividends were declared is unknown. No report for the year was sent 
to the Registrar in Regina. 

In 1931 at the general meeting, the recommendation was made that the 
Company try actively to find a solution to its problems; a special 
meetins would be held in August for presentation of the Committee's 
report, 

CERTIFIED COPY RESOLUTIONS OF 
THE PRUDENTIAL EXCHANGE COMPANY LIMITED 

MOVED by Mr. Lawrenc~ Alber 
SECONDED by, Mrs, Schlosser , 

WHEREAS IT HAS BEEN PROVED TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 
COMPANY THAT THE COMPANY CANNOT BY REASON OF ITS LIABILITIES CONTINUE 
ITS BUSINESS AND THAT IT IS ADVISABLE TO WIND UP THE COMPANY,BE 
IT RESOLVED THAT THE COMPANY BE WOUND UP VOLUNTARILY UNDER THE 
PROVISIONS OF THE WINDING UP ACT OF THE PROVINCE OF SASKATCHEWAN, 

Carried unanimously, 

RESOLVED that Lawrence Alber of Sovereign, Saskatchewan and John A. 
Fey of Wilcox, Saskatchewan be appointed liquidators of the Company 
on the understanding that they will resign upon request by the 
shareholders after ascertaining the wishes of the depositors. 

Carried. 

We hereby certify that the foregoing are true copies of resolutions 
passed at an extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders of 
Prudential Exchange Company Limited held at 408 Mccallum Hill 
Building, Regina, Saskatchewan, on the twelfth day of August 1931 
at the hour of 1 PM, which meeting was duly called and constituted 
in accordance with the Articles of Association of the Company. 

"F,J, Steidl" President & Chairman 

"A.L. Steidl" Secretary 
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SURNAME CHRISTIAN NAME I ADDRESS OCCUPATION 

. •-, 
__ J;}.ber _ _!,awrence _ Soverei en, ~~sk. Liquidator -· ---=--------
Fey John A Wilcox, Saak. Liquidator 

Howard Joe J }li le stone, Sask. I n:5pect0r 

Lam.J:!ma.n Frank D Rose town,,_Sa_;.,_s_k_;.. _____ 1 __ ._I_n_s-=p:...e_c .... t_o_r ___ _ 
-

Gram Nelson E. Wilcox. Sask. /) Inspector. 
\ 

:. !. 

LIQUIDATOII■ 

Copy of part of the document that officiaZZy 
recorded the intended Ziquidation of the 
PrudentiaZ Exchange Company Limited. 

,' IN ■ l"1C~0"■ 

UWIICNCI: AL.• ■• SOVCIHICN 
.J. A. ,. • .,_ W1L.c;oa 

.J . J. How .. ,o. ltltL.l:8TONC 

J. E . P,.ATT. WILC:OS 
F' o. 1,.,.,..,,_.,._ sovc11&1•,. 

lN LIQUIDATION 

f"J) ("1' / 
Jt,P,.i't''?"• .> n:,t.·. 

Letterhead used during the Ziquidation 
procedures of the PrudentiaZ E3:change Company 
Limited. 

The following list of the ·shareholders· was· sent by Lawrence 
Alber to the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies in Regina : 

Geo. Schlatter Estate 
Amelia Schlatter 
F.J. Steidl Estate 
A.L. Steidl Estate 
H. Hartw~g 
J • J • ::: e ck .Es tat e 
L.C. Beck 
E.H. Lillejord Estate 
Gust Nelson 
S.P. feterson Estate 
C.A. Nelson Estate 
A.E. Pearson 

Bellevue, Iowa 45 
II II 15 

Wheaton, Minnesota 39 
Regina, Saskatchewan 40 
Nora Springs, Iowa 5 
Bellevue, Iowa 10 

n II 5 
Sisseton, South Dakota30 

It II II 10 
Wilmot, South Dakota 5 
Los Angeles,California35 
Miles, Iowa 30 

shares 
" 
" 
II 

II 

II 

II 

. II 

II 

II 

II 

II 



Beli"e Pearson 
T.A. Pearson Estate 
Ella Minis 
Effie Johnson 
Lizzie Steidl 
H.C. Steidl 
Clara Hartwig 
Delmar Duval 
Edith Knapp 
McLellan Fluck Estate 
T.H. Goin Estate 
L. Alber 
Laura Dunn 
Wilma Schlosser 
Ella Doken 
Otto Schmidt 
E.M. Copeland Estate 
John A. Fey 
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Miles, Iowa 
II II 

Malin, Oregon 
Spokane, Washington 
Nora Springs, Iowa 

II 

II 

II 

It 

It 

It 

Clear Lake, Iowa 
Sterling, Illinois 
Lang, Saskatchewan 
Sovereign, Saskatchewan 
San Diego, California 

It II 

Los Angeles, California 
Lang, Saskatchewan 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Wilcox, Saskatchewan 

15 
15 
10 
10 

5 
5 
5 
5· 
5 
6 
6 
5 

50 
30 
25 

5 
10 
10 

491 

shares 
It 

II 

II 

II 

It 

II 

" 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

" 
" 
II 

" 
" 

" 

On 29th. August 1933, a fin•ncial statement of the Prudential· Exchange 
Company Li~ited was prepared and submitted to the Registrar. -It showed 
that $256,819.73 was still owed to the Company by its creditors, and 
that the Company still held its seat on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange. 
The latter asset was valued at $13,143.52, but in the next financial 
statement it was omitted without any report of the seat's having been 
sold. Possibly the seat was too difficult to sell in the early 1930s, 
and was simply written off by the Prudential Exchange Company Limited. 

Very little is on file as to the procedures followed by the liquid
ators, but all assets would have needed to have been sold. The 
elevator and coal sheds at Lang were probably sold to the Patterson· 
Grain Co. The 1929 statement showed that the Company owned 3,915 
acres of land as well as several lots in each of the towns where it 
was in business. It also showed that the Company had sold 11½ sections 
of land, and that the balance outstanding on the sales was $183,426.43. 

A statement of capital and shares was submitted to the Registrar in 
Regina each year, but all of them showed only that 500 shares of 
$100.00 were held and listed the sh~reholders. 

The 1950 statement ccntained the following information 
"The Company •is about wound up. Have abcut $2,000.00 in real 
estate to sell and a few judgements, and we will bring this 
affair to a close. M~ny of the shareholdeTs have passed away 
since we went into liquidation August 12th. 1931.'~ 

It was signed ''LAW. ALBER", liquidator. 

The 1951. statement declared that: all the real est.ate had been sold, 
and that several. judgements were awaited to clear up.the affair. 
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Artiale desaribing the Prudential Exchange 
Company Limited in its heyday; appeared in 
the.Regina Leader on April 5th. 1921. 

Below, a aanaelled aheque in the amount of 
$76.04 drawn on an aaaount held with the 
Prudential Exahange Co. Ltd. at a time 
when business was flourishing - late 1923; 
Otto Sahmidt was one of the Company's 
shareholders. 
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All accounts· were placed in the hands of char·tered accountants, 
Rooke, Thomas & Co,, and on 31st. August 1953 everything was 
declared finalized for the Prudential Exchange Company. On 24th. 
February 1954, the accountants issued their balance sheet, and a 
meeting of the Company was called for June. 

TO: 

PRUDENTIP.L EXCHPNGE COl11P1liNY LIM:!TED. 

The P.egist~ar of Joint Steck Cc~paniss of the 

Province ot Saskatchev,·an. 

YOU .A?.E h.iHEBY HOTIFIED that a meeting or t.l:.e above 

i::.e~tioned Con:.ps.nj" was held on Tuesday, the Fifteenth day of· 

1954, ·at the hour ·or 10 o'clock in t.he forenoon, 

:2eg:!.~a :Ci t:r Ti.r:.e ( g o'clock in the t~renoon 1.:oun tain Standard 
, 

Tir::e) at 405 1..:cCall'J.ri! Ei.11 Building, Rebina, Sasl::atchev:ari', 'for 

pu=pose or having accoU!lts et the liquidators lai1 before 

t.ti.e meeting showing ~he I:la.!!.Iler in •;;.hich the winding-up of the 

Co=..pa."'l.y has been conducted and the property disposed of_ and 

ot ·heari~g any explanation t.b.a~ rr.a~" ta si ven by the liquic.atcrs 

a.:.~d also ror the purpose ot detertining by extraordinary 

r6solution the ma:iner in which the "oc-o!:s, accounts and docu.cents 

of t~e CoMpa~y and or the liquidators thereof shall be disposed 

C!"' ar:d ti:.at the se..::le 1,·1as done ao cc!'::. i.!lgly. . 

D~ED this 26th day of June, A. D. 1954. 

Sele .survivi::s 
<::__J 

liquidator. 

The finaZ report (above} and finanaiaZ statement 
(overleaf} of the PrudentiaZ Exahange Comp~ny 
were is ued t~enty-t~o years after its August 1931 
resoZution · to ao into voZuntaru Ziauidation. 
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PRUDENTIAL EXCHANGE COMPANY Lil-UTED Il1 LIQUIDATICN 

sr ATE?-1ENT (;F REVENUE AND EX?EN~ 

Revenue 

Bank interest - net 

Exoe!l~e 

$15.00 
45.75 

45.,;5 

Co:::pa~y licer.se 
St ora~e on books 
Fidelity bond 12.50 73.25 

Excess e:pense over revenue 

SUrplus of Estimated Realizable Value 
or A~sets over Liabilities 

A~ at 3l~t Au;ra~t, 1953. 

Ba.la.'lce li;t September 1952 

Add: refund of income tax 

Less: excess of expense over revenue 

Capital stock $49,100.00 

L0,521.36 

$8,578.64 

$ 27.90 

$8,208 • .37 

398.17 

$8,606.54 

27.90 

$,S,578.64 
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The final accounting revealed very little as to how the depositors 
in the bank came out, but apparently all those who had money in the 
bank were paid out 100% on the dollar. The shareholders, especially 
the original ones, would have come out alright as the Company had 
declared bigh -nough dividends in the first seven years of the 
Company's existence for the shareholders to have received all their 
initial payments, and in total the original shareholders received 
more than 220% on their investment. 

All papers of the Company were submitted to the Office of the 
Registrar, and on 5th. August 1954, the Registrar stated by letter 

"In accordance with Section 34(2) of the Companies' Winding up 
Act I will, in the expiration of three months from today, deem 
this Company to be dissolved, and strike its name off my 
register." 

On November 5th. 1954, the Prudential Exchange Company Limited was 
struck off the Register of the Joint Stock Companies. 

The Home Bank of Canada 

The Home Bank of Canada was started in 1907 with its head office in 
Toronto, Ontario. Its first issue of bank notes took· place in the 
same year; :its last issue was in 1920. Notes were in t~e denominations 
of $5.00, $10.00, $20.00, $50.00 and $100.00 (see illustrations 
overleaf). 

The Home Bank opened its first outlet in Saskatchewan at Moose Jaw 
in 1909, followed by another branch at Sintaluta the same year • 

. ~-~ -·-; so-·•-:•-••-~~•::.•:,~:::• ;:~:;_, -~: ... •~°,'\ _.· :~~ :::::~·:~ .~:: :••~~-~ :~~:'~~.-~,.-, , .. a,t! ·• ~ ~~~- ,:·~:~,'\ ::.~:•~--~~~~~-~ ... ~•:••~ 

. .....:·~ . . SEJAW,SAS :<J91t;._,·: 
; •. •• •i :' ... ; f•· :~ ··-~!,~., r:_.,.· .. ,.;.: ., 
. ,..- _r-i!_{::-'j.:/ -~,: ··:•'"'~ ;._~,...,t 1!~~) .... _::"! ·-: 

· · :1~:-~(;~_.'r;7~1~ 
. TL.Za:...r'_._.. . ,.,, .. : r.'.'"i.~~<'a 111,,,x,,~~;,~"'4.,_,:·.·':.:f?· 

An early aheque of the Home Bank of Canada, 
jrawn on an aaaount heZd in the Moose Jaw 
branah. 

;f:,; 

Th~ Home Bank's 1911 annual report states "The Ho~e Bank has 
authorized capital of $5,000,000.00 and the subscribed capital is 
$2,000,000.00. Of this amount, $500,000.00 is held in the Prairie 
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A set of notes of the Home Bank of Canada, 
signed by various Presidents and Generai 
Managers. 

Provin~es, chiefly by farmers and the Grain Growers' Grain Company. 
The number of ~hareholders in the west is roughly 1,100 and in the 
east, 600 •· The Grain Growers Company holds 1,000 shares for which 
it paid $133,000, and the Company represents 16,000 shareholders, 
mainly farmers". 

The Bank had 33 branches, of which three were situated in Saskatchewan: 
Moose Jaw . F.G . Niakerson, manager 



Sintaluta 
Welwyn 
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W.D. CampbeZZ, manager 
A.E. Wood, manager 

The Bank's Board of 
President 

Directors for 1911 was 

Vice-President 
Directors 

Eugene O'Keefe 
Thomas Flynn 
E.G. Gooderham; W. Parkyn Murray; 
Colonel James Mason; J. Kennedy 
(of Swan River, Manitoba); 
John Persse (of Winnipeg, Manitoba); 
and Thomas A. Crerar (of Winnipeg, 
Manitoba). 

The 1915 annual report showed that the Home Bank of Canada had 
expanded to 47 branches, with four located in Saskatchewan 

Moose Jaw F.G. Niakerson, manager 
Sintaluta H.M. Butter, manager 
Welwyn G.W. Brown, manager 
Weyburn J.L. Griffin, manager 

for 1915 was : The Board of Directors 
President 
Vice-President 
Directors 

: 

Colonel the Hon. James Mason 
Thomas Flynn 
E.G. Gooderham; C.B. Nought; 
A. Claude MacDonell, K.C.; 
Thomas Crerar; John Kennedy; 
John Persse. 

At the 1914 annual meeting, the western directors had asked a number 
of questions of the management, b~t had not received any satisfactory 
answers. They were therefore well prepared for the 1915 general meeting, 
and demanded to see various accounts. In this matter, however, they were 
refused, and when they asked to have several investments of the Bank 
clarified, and the amounts of money in these investments declared, they 
were again stymied in their efforts. 

After the 1915 meeting, Thomas Crerar and John Persse wrote to James 
Mason, President and General Manager of the Home Bank, to ask for some 
particulars on a loan to the New Orleans Railway Company and its various 
properties as well as ·on a reported loan to a company in Havana, Cuba. 

After exchanging considerable amounts of correspondence with James Mason 
without receiving any satisfactory answers, the western directors in 
1916 went to Ottawa and registered their complaints with the Minister 
of Finance, Sir Thomas White. Their presentation was heard, and they 
were given the promise that this matter would be investigated and that 
the results would be reported back to them. 

However, nothing was heard from the Minister of Finance about their 
complaints, and nothing is known about whether the matter was completely 
dropped or whether the Minister of Finance did approach the Bank and, 
having received a glowing report, just filed the complaint. 

The annual report of 1920 was very optimistic as to the progress of the 
Bank, which now had 70 branches, 10 in Saskatchewan : 



Amulet 
Battrum 
Cabri 
Khedive 
Moose Jaw 
Shackleton 
Sintaluta 
Tan tall on 
Welwyn 
Weyburn 

The Home Bank's Board of 
President 
Vice-President 
Directors 
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sub-branah of Weyburn 
sub-branah of Cabri 
J,H, Morrison, manager 
sub~branah of Weyburn 
J.F. MaCaZZum, manager 
L,F, Ashton, manager 
H.M. Butzer, manager 
R.H. Wilson, manager 
T.J. Power, manager 
J,L, Griffin, manager 

Directors in 1916 was made up of 
H.J. Daly 
R.P. Gough 
C.A. Barnard, K,C.; s. Casey Wood; 
J. Cooper Mason; Frank J. Russill; 
Hon, A, Claude MacDonell, K,C.; 
J, Ambrose O'Brien; Lt, Col, Clarence 
F. Smith. 

Between the 1916 presentation to the Minister of Finance and the 
annual meeting of 1920, the western directors had tried to obtain 
answers to their questions from the general manager of the Bank. 
They are notably absent from the Board of Directors in 1920, 

Had they q~it of their own volition? 

Or had they been forced off the Board by the management of the Bank? 

The answers to these questions are not yet known. 

In the 1922 annual 
across the country 
Bank was showing a 
10 in Saskatchewan 

report, the President stated "Many of the crops 
this past year were below normal, but still the 
good profit," The Bank had 78 branches, still with 

Amulet 
Battrum 
Cabri 
Khedive 
Moose Jaw 
Shackleton 
Sintaluta 
Tantallon 
Welwyn 
Weyburn 

sub-branah of Khedive 
sub-branah of Cabri 
J.H, Morrison, manager 
H.I. Shaw, manager 
J.P. MaCaZZum, manager 
E.W. Ginriah, manager 
E,O, Bourne, manager 
R.H. WiZson, manager 
E.H. Whitmarsh, manager 
L,J. Griffin, manager 

At the annual meeting on May 31st. 1923, President H.J. Daly reported 
that the Bank's 78 branches were doing well in this period of rece
ssion, and that their net profit for 1923 to May 31st. was $232,539.17. 

Several months later, disaster struck. 

On August 17th, 1923, the Home Bank of Canada suspended all payments 
and closed the doors of all its 78 outlets. 

On 8th. October 1923, G.T. Clarkson and I.E. Weldon were appointed 
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provisional li~uidators; their office address was : 
15 Wellington Street West, 
TORONTO 

A.B. Barker was appointed curator. 

Moos~~A;~~~~- ~ ~· · 

Bll1f br, ~. . 

------.. ,· --- - · 
-------N'? ___ _ 

·• • . •. • _ , :- · - :;ii,:, · ~ 

·• r 

-~ ----- -- -·- ·-, 

A aheq.ue dated 18th. January 19 2 3, drawn on an 
aaaount hetd with the Moose Jaw branah of the 
Home Bank of Canada .••.• this aheque was issued 
in the Bank's finai year of operation. 

A Royal Commission was convened in May, 1924, to enquire into, and 
report upon, the affairs of the Home Bank of Canada and in the matter 
of the petition of the depositors in the said Home Bank of Canada. 

At the hearing, Mr. Fisher - solicitor for the three western directors 
who had registered the complaint with the Minister of Finance in 1916 -
brought forth the complete file of the correspondence between Crerar 
and Persse on the.one hand, and James Mason and other officers of the 
Bank on the other. In his summation, Fisher stated "There are altogether 
42 exhibits in the file,~ut I will give -references to the important 
ones. I submit that a perusal of that file will show that the following 
representations were made, and will answer the question as to what 
representations were made in 1916. The representations showed : 

1. That the paid up capital of the Ban~ was about $2,000,000.00, 
and that the Bank had four questionable accou~ts of a 
doubtf~l and frozen character amounting to $4,800,000.00 

2. Misrepresentation by the management to the Directors 
3. Inability of the Dir~ctors to obtain reliable information 
4. The desire .~f the western directors to secure a change in 

management 
·s. The apparent reluctance of the eastern dire~tors to having 

any change in management 
6. Lack of confidence on the part of the western directors in 

the eastern directors and the management 
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7. Unreliability of statements issued from the general 
manager's office 

8. Unsatisfactory settlements of large accounts without 
consultation with the western directors 

9. Appointment of new directors without consultation with 
or knowledge of the western directors 

10. The annual returns were made to the Government without 
being submitted to the western directors 

11. There was no inspection of the head office 
12. That a full investigation ought to be made into the 

affairs of the Bank, generally by a special auditor 
appointed by the Department. 

The Commission found that at the time of failure, $15,462,569.00 were 
on deposit in the various branches of the Bank, with the Saskatchewan 
branches having : 

Amulet 
Battrum 
Cabri 
Khedive 
Moose Jaw 
Shackleton 
Sintaluta 
Tantallon 
W.elwyn 
Weyburn 

$19,622.00 
$28,050.00 
$110,037.00 
$46,162.00 
$243,976.00 
$30,004.00 
$82,062.00 
not reported 
$143,144.00 
$97,196.00 

While the efforts of Crerar and Persse had not obtained all the 
information the gentlemen wanted, the latter must have received some 
information as the Grain Growers' Grain.Company had withdrawn its 
accounts out of the Bank a few months before the failure. Whether 
they learned of impending doom, or whether they became disgusted at 
not obtaining any information from the Bank, and so withdrew all 
monies from the Bank is presently uncertain. 

Besides the money deposited in the Bank.were the banknotes in 
circulation •••• at the time of failure their value amounted to 
$1,724,165.00. Their holders were paid 100%. An interim dividend of 
25% was paid out in December 1923 by the liquidators to the depositors. 

As a result of the Royal Commission and its report, the Government 
of Canada undertook certain obligations. It agreed to pay up to 35% 
of the claims of several specified classes of creditors - namely, 
individuals with claims of less than $500.00 and those with larger 
claims who could show, upon enquiry, that they were in special need 
or suffering from hardship as a result of the Bank's failure. This 
obligation involved an outlay of around $3,460,000.00, which amount -
together with the money paid to the bank note holders - added up to 
over $5 million that the Government paid out on behalf of the Home 
Bank of Canada. 

The possibility of a further distribution's being made when the 
remaining assets had been realized was suggested, but was not expected 
to exceed 10%. However, not until 1965 had the liquidators disposed 
of all assets; final dispositions were subsequently made. Depositors 
altogether realized about 60~ on the dollar. 
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The failure of the Home Bank of Canada left some towns in Saskatchewan 
without a local bank 

Amulet 
Battrum 
Cabri 
Khedive 
Moose Jaw 
Shackleton 
Sintaluta 
Tantallon 
Welwyn 
Weyburn 

no bank 
no bank 
Union Bank aZPeady thepe 
no bank 
otheP banks thepe 
no bank 
Union Bank aZPeady thepe 
Bank of Toronto moved in 
Bank of Toronto moved in 
other banks aZPeady there 

Although the failure of the Home Bank of Canada lost money for many 
depositors, one beneficial effect was its forcing the Government to 
impose stricter regulations on the banking industry, and some of the 
items that the three western directors had wanted from the Home Bank 
were put into force. 

++++++++++++ 

Vonda Fair Medal - 1912 by Frank Harding 

After attendini the Canadian Numismatic Association Convention in 
Moncton, New Brunswick, in July 1983, I took the opportunity to stop 
off on the way home at Ottawa to do some research into Saskatchewan 
medals. 

Norm Willis, Curator of the Dominion Archives~ greeted me warmly, and 
proceeded to show me all the medals and medallions of Saskatchewan 
that he had there. 

One that I had never seen before was from Vonda Fair, 1912, and is 
here reproduced by courtesy of the Dominion Archives 
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Obverse 

Reverse 

Farm animals (horse, cow, pig, sheep, chickens) in 
field in front of farmhouse; hills behind; no legend. 
Crossed laurel boughs tied at base with a ribbon 
surround the following engraved inscription 

FOR BEST 
TWO YEAR OLV HORSES 

AWARVEV TO 
THE HALL FARM 

PRESENTEV BY 
X.M. VE LAGASSY 
VONVA FAIR 7972 

Minted by Roden Bros., Toronto. 
Silver; 48 mm diameter. 

++++++++++++ 

New Style Shell Crazy Cash by Frank Harding 

In the Fall of 1983, the Shell Crazy Cas~ notes were changed from 
fixed values of te, 3e, Se, lOe, 250, and SOe to a blank note (see 
figure), coloured yellow with black lettering, that is inserted into 

Void where prohibited 

CRAZY CASH 
Tllia COllpclft is l.....i aoldy 
by thr Mafllllf '1l the 
Shell ..,,let. 

Redeemable (or convenieDCe (ood SIOl'O purchues 
only al location where coupon wu Luued. Mwt 
be ucd for full lace value; no ~lwlgo la casb or 
coupons will be aivcn. 

Not Valid for Gasoline Purchases ~-
12JAN8410:00AAREG 66.l3CPNO .20 

903 - Henderson Hf&hway, 
(Hcndmon & Roberta) 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOURS 

373 - Salter Street, 
(Salter & Mountain) 
Wlnrilpq, Maintoba 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WUK 7 AM 10 I AM 

299 Sherbrooke Street, 
(Sherbrooke & Broadway) 

. Winnipeg, Mannitoba 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOURS 

2501 Ponase Avenue, 
(Ponage & Olive) 
Winnipeg. Manitoba 

1375 Orant Avenue, 
(Orant & Waverley) 
W~pq, Manitoba 
OPEN 7DAYSAWEB7Ml1012 PM 

3: Osborne Street, 
(Osborne & Roslyn) 
Winnlpq, Manitolla 
OPl!N 7 DAYS A~ 24 HOURS 

3480 Porte;e Avenue, 
{Portage & Seaton) 
Wlnnipca, Manitoba 
OPl!N 7 DAYS A WEB 24 HOURS 

4350 Albert Street, South, 
(Albert & 31st) 
Rqjoa, Sukat.:hewan 

810 McCarthy Bol!~ard, 
(Mlk!relson a McCarthy) 
llcgina, Sukatchewan 
Ol'BN7DAYSAWl!l!JC 

6:JOAMIOUAM 

3330 - 8th Sareet Eut, 
~ & .A8l4lf §u,;ct) 

katoon, Sukatdlcwan 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEl!Jt 24 HOUU 

1701 - 8th Street Eut, 
(8th & Louise) 
Saskatoon, Sutatchewan 
OPl!N 7 DAYS A WJ!Elt 24 HOUU 

1420 Jcflmoa Avenue, 
(Jeffenon & Adlum Drive) 
'lUI--!--- .... __ l•-1..• ..-~ 
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a slot in the cash register at the time of paying for the gas so that 
the amount ~f the discount is registered on the face of the note, At 
the present time, this discount is 2~ on every $1.00 gas purchase, 
and is redeemable only at the food store operated in conjunction with 
the service station, However, I was told by the operator that this 
note could be redeemed at any place listed on the back at any time 
in the future as it does not expire. The back of the note lists 8 
locations in Winnipeg, Manitoba; 2 Regina, Saskatchewan,locations; 
and 2 Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, locations. This would seem to be all 
the locations in Manitoba and Saskatchewan that have food stores in 
conjunction with the Shell Service Stations. 

N.B, The line under the (8th & Aoadia Street) shown on the 
illustration of the back of the note was made by the author 
in order to keep a record of where the note was obtained. 

*************************************** 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Canadian Orders, Decorations and Medals. Blatherwick, F.J. 1983. 
-Price: Canadian $8.95. Publishers : The Unitrade Press, Toronto. 
123 pages; numerpus black-and-white photographs throughout the text; 
includes a medaf price-list. 

The appearance in bookshops and in coin stores of this informative 
little book should be appreciatively welcomed by all who are interested 
in how Canada's brave, both civilians and servicemen - and the nation's 
otherwise deserving citizens - have been or are honoured by their 
country (or by their employer or some other awarding body). 

Section A of the book forms the greater part, and is made up of an 
Introduction followed by sub-sections headed as follows : 

1. Medals for Bravery and Distinguished Conduct 
i) Medals and Decorations of Canadian Origin 

ii) Medals and Decorations of British origin 
2. Campaign Service Medals 
3. War Medals 
4. United Nations Medals 
5. International Commissions for Supervision and Control Medals 
6. Commemorative Medals 
7. Polar Medals 
8. Efficiency and Long Service Decorations and Medals 
9. Aviation Awards 

Canadian Military Honour Policy 
Categories of Honours which may be considered 
Guidelines for instituting Honours 
Procedures for instituting Honours 

Section B, on Medal Prices, is only four pages in length, but provides 
useful guidelines to anyone wanting to start collecting Canadian 
Decorations and Medals. Where British awards have been made to Canadian 
forces engaged in fighting for the British, price estimates are quoted 
for both categories of recipients. Canadian prices are almost always 
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substantially higher :than their British counterparts. 

Information about the yarious individual awards is imparted to readers 
under such subheadings as 

Terms 

Bars 

Obverse 
Reverse 
Description ·: 
Mounting 
Ribbon 

Dates 

Issued 

Example 

Who qualify for the award, under 
what circumstances 
Listed for various actions in a 
campaign, or how subsequent acts 
of bravery are represented 
Brief outline of design and 
Brief outline of design and 
Shape, diameter etc. of the 
Style of suspender 

legend 
legend 
award 

Colours of ribbon, widths of bands 
and of ribbon 
When instituted, when replaced (if 
applicable) 
Numbers issued are given as 
precisely as records permit 
Selection of recipients is named, 
in some instances along with reasons 
for individual awards 

For anyone interested in the subject matter, the book is essential. 
It has no competition, a fact which might largely account for its 
high pricerelative to many other buys customers might be tempted to 
prefer when browsing around a bookshop. 

The book has some drawbacks - I would. like to see better quality 
paper used, and improved photographs ..... the latter commonly illus
trate only one side, some are slightly out-of-focus or are not 
illuminated to their best advantage, not all pictures are natural 
size (some are enlarged, others reduced) - a distinct annoyance to 
many readers even though sizes are specified in the text. The book 
also suffers from having a few omissions - the Officers Small Army 
Gold Medal presented to officers who led troops in certain 
victorious actions in Canada during the War of 1812, for example, 
and the Transport Medal, 1899-1902 given to various specified officers 
of the Steanships Laurentian, Pomeranian, Milwaukee and Monterey 
which transported Canadian contingents to South Africa to take part 
in the Boer War. Their inclusion in future editions would enhance 
the value of the publication. Perhaps the author might consider 
adding Indian Peace Medals into future editions, too. 

Despite these failings, I am glad to have my own copy of Blatherwick's 
book. I have referred much to it already, and will doubtless continue 
to do so over the years that come. I do hope, however, that the 
author will amend, expand and generally improve the volume for its 
second edition - perhaps he and his publishers might consider adding 
a few colour plates, too, for the beauty of many medals is much 
dimmed when the items are shown in black, white, and intermediate 
shades of grey. 

******************************************* 
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FROM THE SALS ROOMS 

Much activity has taken place in the coin and medal market during 
the final few months of 1983. In the pages that follow, offerings 
from three sale rooms in London, England, from one in Zurich, 
Switzerland, and from one in the USA will be briefly described 
with price estimates and/or results achieved where these are known. 

The first London-based auction house we shall visit is Spink and 
Son Ltd., who hold sales at the Cavendish Hotel. The first of three 
Spink auctions took place on Wednesday 12th. October (Sale #31). 
It contained 862 lots of world coins and medals. Prices ~ere mostly 
strong, especially for British hammered gold and silver. For 
example, lot 130, a Henry VIII silver testoon, VF, with a good 
portrait, brought in 51500 (estimate 5950). Lot 144 was a Philip 
and Mary silver shilling dated 1554, with full royal titles; it 
attained a price of sl500 (estimate t900). Lot 168 was a large-
size Elizabeth I milled shilling, practically as struck, with a long 
pedigree; it reached s3000 (estimate s2500). Another beautiful 
Tudor shilling was lot 135 - an Edward VI 2nd. Period piec~, dated 
MDL, mm. y, EF for issue, with a particularly attractive portrait 
of the young king; it realized 51300 (estimate s800). These last 3 
lots were of special interest to the author of this article as 
they were formerly in his collection. He bought lots 135 and 144 
in th~ latter half of the 1950s, paying s17½ and s22½ respectively. 
Lot 168 was bought in the late 1960s for s360 ! Prices for some of 
the groats were:~eaker - for example lot 133, a Henry VIII 3rd. 

-Coinage groat of the Canterbury mint, bust 2 variety, VF, fetched 
only 5110, s90 less than the s200 estimate (another coin that once 
belonged to the author). Lot 176, an Elizabeth I milled groat, EF 
and practically as struck, was sold for s1450, s50 less than est
imate. Lot 671 was a Tiberius III gold solidus struck in Constan
tinople, Officina A, EF; it realized s600 as estimated. Lot 674 
was an example of the first dollar-sized coin struck - a silver 
thaler of Archduke Sigismund of the Tyrol, dated 1486, minted in 
Hall, VF, toned; brought in sllOO (estimate slOOO). 

Spinks' Auction #32 took place on 30th. November, and again comprised 
an excellent selection of ancient to modern gold, silver and bronze 
world coins and historical medals. Lot 227, a gold solidus of the 
Byzantine emperor, Anastasius II (713-715), coined in Constantinople, 
EF and rare, was bought for slOOO (estimate s850). Lot 291, a First 
Coinage Henry VIII sovereign, mm. portcullis with chains, good F, 
extremely rare, realized s2500 (estimate s3000). A Second Coinage 
sovereign issued for the same monarch (lot 295), mm. lie/sunburst/ 
portcullis on obverse, an arrow on reverse, about EF and very rare, 
fetched sl0,100 (estimate s8500). Lot 657 was a gold dinar of the 
Ya'Firids of San'a in the Yemen, naming Abu Ya'Fir (352-387 A.H.), 
dated 374 A.H., VF and extremely rare, realized s520 (estimate s300). 

Auction #33 on the 8th. December comprised an important and specialised 
collection of Orders, Decorations and Campaign Medals specifically 
relating to South Africa. The top price, as expected, was paid for a 
Zulu War Victoria Cross pair awarded to Private Thomas Flawn of the 
Connaught Rangers; the second medal was the South Africa 1877'Medal, 
1879 bar; the V.C. in VF, the S.A. Medal in almost VF; sold for 
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sl9,000 (estimate I:!20,000). Of the many other lots (404 in the sale), 
I found only one with Canadian connections - lot 234 contained two 
4-bar Queen's South Africa Medals, one (Cape Colony, Paard., Drief., 
Johannesburg) awarded to A.A. Cameron, R. Canadian Rgt.; VF, estimate 
!!150. 

Sotheby's of London held the firm's regular Fall auction of Islamic 
Coins on the 18th. October. The highlight of the event was lot 124, 
an Umayyad gold dinar of Ifriqiya dated 104 A.H. struck during the 
caliphate of Yazid II b. 'Abd al Malik from somewhat corroded dies, 
VF and of the highest rarity; realized sll,000 (estimate I:!12,000 -
sl5,000). Prices for Umayyad dinars were strong for coins in Good VF 
or better, but dropped off sharply for pieces of inferior quality 
(e.g. lot 103, a gold dinar of 93 A.H., about F, clipped to the 
weight of a Venetian ducat or Mamluk ashrafi, realized only s32 
(estimate I:!50-70). Lots 122, 123 were late Umayyad gold dinars 
(128 A.H.; 131 A.H. respectively) struck when Marwan II was in power. 
Both pieces graded About EF, and are rare; they fetched successful 
bids of s1500 (sS00-1000) and s1550 (sl000-1200). Lot 314 was an 
undated (1945) 4-sovereign piece struck at the U.S.A.'s Philadelphia 
mint for the Aramco Oil Company; Good VF (s500-600) attained s520. 

Sotheby's sold Military and Campaign M~dals, Gallantry Awards etc. 
on 13th. October. Lot 143 comprised 5 medals awarded to P. Keohane, 
C.P.O.,·R.N. The medals concerned were : i)British War Medal; 
ii) Victorr:Medal; iii) Naval L.S. and G.C. (George V); iv)Polar 
Medall904, ·one clasp : ANTARCTIC 1910-13; v) Royal Geographical 
Society's bronze medal, a special award for Scott's Antarctic Exped
ition, 1910-13; generally VF; realized s1800 (estimate sS00-1000). 
The recipient left McMurdo's Sound with Scott's Polar Team on 1st. 
November 1911 as a member of Bowers's sledge team, but was one of 
the four men selected to return early to winter quarters (Keohane 
was suffering from temporary blindness). Lot 267 was the famous 
"St. Paut's George Cross" awarded to Lieutenant Robert Davies, R.E., 
30th. September 1940, EF, court mounted with Defence and War Medals, 
extremely rare. Lieutenant Davies was the officer in charge of the 
party detailed to recover the bomb which fell close to St. Paul's 
Cathedral; after unremitting effort during which all ranks knew that 
an explosion might occur at any moment, the bomb was successfully 
extricated - Lieutenant Davies himself dro~e the vehicle in which the 
bomb was removed and personally carried out its disposal; realized 
sl6000 (estimate I:!6000-8000). Lot 288 was a Great War Military Cross 
group of three (British War Medal, Victory Medal) awarded to 
Lieutenant C.E. Stevens, Fort Garry Horse; About VF; was sold for 
s440 on an estimate of I:!250-300. The final lot (304) of the sale 
contained an important Victoria Cross group of medals for the Battle 
of Jutland awarded to Rear-Admiral the Hon. E.B.S. Bingham, V.C., 
O.B.E., R.N. The group was made up of the Victoria Cross (31 May 
1916); O.B.E., Military Division type I; 1914-15star; British War 
Medal; Victory Medal with an oak palm; and Russia~s Order of St. 
Stanislaus, 2nd. Class breast badge with sword, i~ gold and enamel•· 
Mounted court-style; good EF (estimated at sl2000-14000; realized 
1518000). 

Sotheby's London saleroom was scene for the 3rd. November aucii~n~ 
of Part 4 of the Brand Collection, made up of Russian and Polish 
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coins together with 5 important Swedish issues. Prices for the most 
part were conservative, with many pieces selling below, or only a 
little above, the lower estimated value. Highlights of the sale 
included lot 229, a Nicholas I of Russia !½-rouble piece struck in 
1836 by Paul Utkin •.••• an example of the lovely "Family" rouble, 
so-called because of the reverse design featuring the head of 
Tsarevna Alexandra Fed rovna in a central circular panel with the 
heads of seven youthful Grand Dukes and Duchesses around; better 
than EF, only 50 pieces coined; realized s3800 on an estimate of 
E3000-4000. Lot 314 was the first of the five Swedish coins to be 
auctioned; it attained the highest price of the sale - E5000 
(estimate s3000-4000). The piece was a 1534 daler of Gustavus Vasa 
struck in Stockholm; almost VF, excessively rare. All five Swedish 
coins on offer pulled in high prices. Lot 318, which was expected 
to fetch s5000-7000, brought in s4500 - the coin in question was 
an 8 marks, 1667, of Charles XI, Stockholm mint, an attractive 
milled piece in EF (reverse better), of the highest rarity and the 
finest of the three known examples. Of the Polish coins, lot 408 
was a particularly beautiful pattern silver thaler of 8 florins 
struck in 1766 for Stanislaus Augustus Poniatowski; Good EF, well 
toned and of the highest rarity, the coin was bid up to s2600 
(estimate s2000-3000). 

Another Sotheby's sale saw the dispersal of Ancient Coins on 17th. 
November. Lot 27 was a silver tetradrachm of Mende in Macedon, 
minted in about~50 B.C. The obverse shows Dionysos reclining left 
on the back of an ass standing right, holding a kantharos in his 
right hand; to the right is a crow; the reverse has MENDAION 
written around a linear square within which is a vine with four 
bunches of grapes; VF, rare, s1950 (estimate sl200-1500). Lot 116 
was a gold stater of the Kushan emperor Huvishka (c. A.D. 158-195) 
with the bust of the king facing left on the obverse and the goddess 
Ardoksho standing left on the reverse; Good VF, s270 (s220-250). 
In an excellent run of Sassanian coins, lot 134, a Hormazd II silver 
drachm (A.D. 303-309) with an obverse showing the king's bust 
facing right wearing an eagle headdress and a reverse with a fire 
altar and attendants; slightly weakly struck, but Good VF; expected 
to fetch sS0-100, the drachm actually realized s150. Lot 137, a 
Shapur II (A.D. 309-379) gold dinar, EF and rare, was sold for a 
bid of sl900 on an estimate of s2006-2500. 

The last of the Sotheby's sales to be summarized here contained 
English and foreign coins of various series in gold, silver and 
bronze, together with historical and commemorative medals, banknotes 
and bonds. It took place on Tuesday 6th. December. The highest price 
in the auction was paid for lot 4, a "Fine" sovereign of Queen Mary 
of England minted in 1553; mm· pomegranate; generally VF and a full 
round coin, rare, s6000 (estimate s4000-5000). Lot 176, a gold 
10 ducats of Ferdinand III (1627-57), dated 1641, struck in Graz in 
Austria from thaler dies, probably has been claw-mounted and cleaned 
but otherwise almost EF and of the highest rarity (apparently only 
the second known example) had been anticipated to obtain at least 
sl0000-12000, but seems not to have been bid up ti its reserve as it 
is not included in the "Prices Realized" list. Several lots of 
Canadian gold coins also failed to reach their reserves, but amongst 
those that were sold were an Edward VII sovereign, 1910, mm C, VF, 
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scarce, 15130 (sll0-130), lot 180; lot 181, a George V sovereign of 
1911, mm C, EF, s80 (!580-100); lot 182, 5 dollars of 1912, obverse 
slightly scuffed, about EF, sllO (15120-150); lot 183, 5 dollars 
of 1912 (2 pieces), one with knocks on obverse and the other with 
traces of mounting and gilt, otherwise Good VF, s200 (sl80-220); 
lot 184, George V 10 dollars, 1913, minor edge bruises, VF and 
reverse rather better, s260 (s240-280); lot 185, a 1913C sovereign, 
bagmarked but Good VF and rare, s420 (s380-420); lot 188, a 1914C 
sovereign, minor marks, EF and scarce, !5260 (!5200-250). 

Six auctions have been held by Glendinings of London - they in~luded 
Part III of the Pridmore Collection of the Coins of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations - the Uniform Coinage of India (17th. 
October); a Collection of Coins of the Netherlands (26th. October), 
three "English and Foreign Coins in gold, silver and bronze" (2nd. 
and 23rd. November, 7th. December), and a British Orders, Decorations 
and Medals (5th. October). The latter contained a North .West Canada 
1885 Medal with the Saskatchewan bar, lot . 93, awarded to George 
Farnham, W.F.B., VF, s290. Of the coin sales, only several lots from 
the Pridmore Collection are here mentioned. The highest price of 
s2300 was paid for two separate lots, both . of which had been estimated 
to· fetch sl500; lot 4 was a proof or pattern 2 mohurs, 1854, struck 
in silver (not . in gold, the "proper" metal for this denomination), 
probably by L.C. Wyon, brilliant, extremely rare; and lot 101, an 
1875 Calcutta mint proof set made up of a mohur, 10 rupees and 
5 rupees, ~dges grained, brilliant and extremely rare. A New Zealand 
Waitangi crown, 1935, almost uncirculated, rare (lot 292) obtained 
a winning bid of sl700 (estimate sl500). A number of New Zealand 
token pennies sold for well over their estimates. Lots 296 to 311 
were all expected to fetch slOO (each lot contained from one to ten 
coins) except lot 308 (s60); the prices realized varied from s95 
(lots 306, 309) to s800 (lot 307). 

In Switzerland, a Bank Leu auction in Zurich held on the 11th. October 
began with 152 lots of superb Islamic coins amongst which an unpub
lished Arab-Byzantine gold dinar, probably minted in Damascus before 
74 A.H., was expected to sell for Sw. Fr. 35,000. The Islamic pieces 
were followed by 22 lots of superb Renaissance medallions (lots 153 
to 174 inclusive), then by Italian, Holstein-Schauenburg, Holy Roman 
Empire, and Swiss coins and -medals. The highest estimate in this 
section of the sale was 90,000 Sw. Fr. for lot 306, a gold 4 ducats~ 
1518, of Maximilian I struck at St. Veit; only 2 known examples; EF. 
Sixteenth century gold crowns minted at Altdorf in the Swiss canton 
association of Uri-Schwyz-Nidwalden, lots 518 and 519, were expected 
to realize Sw. Fr. 70,000 and 75,000 respectively. The first coin, 
in EF, is of the h~ghest rarity; the latter, VF, is unique and differs 
from lot 518 in its obverse legend and in the shape of the shield 
carrying the cantons' coats-of-arms. 

Coming over to this side of the Atlantic, Bowers and Merena Galleries 
disposed of another part of the Virgil M. Brand Collection (American 
Coins) on November 7th. and 8th. in New York City. Highlighting this 
sale from a Canadian point-of-view were lots 481 to 483, all three 
being examples in gold or silver of trial 10- and 20-dollar pieces 
struck in New Westminster in 1862 for the Government of British 
Columbia. Fewer than six examples of the $10 piece struck in gold 
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are thought to exist, and the two silver strikings ($10, lot 482 and 
$20, lot 483) are also of the very highest rarity. All three pieces 
are in Proof-60 grade or better. So important are these coins that 
the cataloguers have devoted no fewer than 7½ pages purely to a 
detailed account of the circumstances surrounding their manufacture. 
No estimated values were provided, but the first of the three lots 
finally went to a Canadian buyer for $88,000 following an opening 
bid of $22,000. A prices realized list has not yet been received by 
the author, so the winning bids for the other two lots are not known 
at present. The auction also contained a superb selection of four 
choice uncirculated MCMVII high-relief double eagles, which made up 
lots 456-459 inclusive. Also on offer were nearly 450 lots of 
California Fractional Gold pieces in denominations ranging from 
$ Ji; to $ 1 • 0 0 .• 
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EnlaPged ~nd natural size illustrations of the exaeedingly 
Pare 1862 BPitish Columbia gold ten dollar pi~ae sold by 
Bo~ers and Merena Galleries, 8th. November, for $88,000 
in the firm's auation of Part I of the Virgil M. Brand 
Co Z leaticin. 
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FRONT AND BACK COVERS 

Enlargements of both sides of Britain's highest award for gallantry, 
the Victoria Cross, instituted by Queen Victoria on January 19th. 1856. 

The medal has the form of a Maltese cross, and is made . of bronze that 
originally came from Russian guns captured in the Crimea. 

The ribbon is crimson in colour. Until 1920, however, the ribbon was 
crimson for Army recipients, but was blue for naval servicemen. 

Full descriptions of the medal and brief summa~ies of the Canadian 
recipients who have been closely associated with the Prairie Provinces 
appear on or after page 272 of this Quarterly Bulletin. 


